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Human Resource Development and Utilization for Intercultural
Technology Transfer: The Integrative Exchange process Model
Abstract
The researcher's previous study identified a need for providing specialized education

for international students to enable them to carry-out effective ûechnology transfer. This need
and the lack of an appropriate curriculum framework were confirmed through literature

To create a curriculum
framework for educating international students to carry-out intercultural
review. Therefore, the initial purpose for this study was:

technology transfer (ITT)

from canada to their own home societies.

Further exploratory research showed that a) the ITT process in international education

for development (IED) and international work for development (IWD) was apparently similar,
and b) no theoretical model existed for conducting empirical research in this area (lED for ITT).

The need to link theory to practice led to the present thesis purpose which was:

and verify a generic (theoretical)

To develop
ITT model, based on IED and IwD as

of intercultural human

resource development and utilization (HRD-

archetypes

u).
The research method used suggested that IED and IWD process mechanisms

be

developed as necessary conceptual models for designing the generic ITT models and as a basis

for collecting and analyzing data to develop and verify the models. Research procedures
involved: a) defining development and its processes from the perspective of people (HRD-U);
b) defining technology and ITT, based on people; c) reviewing and critiquing relevant models;
d) identifying ITT activities in the IED and IWD processes;e) identifying phases and stages in
the two processes; and l) confirming ITT stages and activities found in literature, as well as

identifying new ones through interviews in thirty-one relevant organizations. A thirteen-stage
generic ITT framework, with activities in the IED and IWD processes, was derived using
these
research procedures.

The thirteen stage ITT generic model was embedded

in

an appropriate theoretical

framework to produce a theoretical model. This procedure involved: a) modifying the
Intercultural Adjustment (lA) W-Curve to derive an eleven stage IA M-Curve generic

vilt
framework for IED-based ITT mechanisms; b) reorganizing the ITT activities in the IED
Process based on the eleven stages; and c) applying to

IV/D the same eleven-stage framework

with adapted activities from the IED process. The outcome of that method was the findings of

a three-phase, eleven-stage model with seventy ITT activities in the IED or IWD process
(numbered as arranged in brackets).

Phase

A:

Foundation Building

The first phase of the IED or IWD process consists of three stages which occur before
the participants depart from their societies. During this phase participants build their foundation

for their study and work experiences in cultures other than their own. They do this by learning
about themselves, their societies and the host societies, and by designing a framework to guide

their work and study and other actions.
Stage 1: Identification of Self and Societ)¡ (7 activities) - participants understand themselves
and determine what they desire to do in the context of their own societies

Stage 2: Knowledge of Host Societ)¡ (7 activities) - participants identify and understand the
problems, needs

and

aspirations of a development exchange partner and the potential host

societies for study or work.
Stage 3: Framework Building (6 activities) - participants establish a "framework for effective

operation" in which they match their skills, talents, and resources to work and study needs in
the potential host societies.

Phase

B:

Technology Integration/Acquisition

This second phase of the HRD-U for ITT model's process represents the period of
sojourn in the host societies. It is composed of five stages. During this phase, participants
assess the appropriateness

of the study and work guiding framework upon arrival, create,

implement, and evaluate their action plans for acquiring and applying technology to produce
goods and services in the host societies, be that academic or professional.
They also prepare
themselves for effective re-entry back into their home societies.
Stage 4: l-anding (5 activities) - participants confirm their study or

partners, supervisors and other resource people

and

work framework with their

decide what and how to effectively

contribute to and acquire skills, knowledge and experiences from the host
societies.

ix
Stage 5: Base Development (6 activities) - participants refine their "operational framework" and

strategies. They create their action plans and make necessary adjustments for functioning

effectively at study or work.
Stage 6: Technology Acquisition and Deposition (11 activities)

- participants modify and adapt what is required

ûo

enable them

úo

implement and evaluate their

strategies; acquire and apply technology and culture while producing goods and services and,

utilize both known and newly acquired technology and resources for problem solving.
Stage 7: Consolidation (5 activities) - participants evaluate their performance in the host society

and prepare themselves for reintegration into their home societies and for continual
relationships with the host societies, and for application of the technology they have acquired.
Stage 8: Re-entry (4 activities) - participants prepare themselves for re-entry with the assistance

of appropriate resource persons, consolidating their experiences to establish a "framework for
reintegration" into their home societies, to serve as ITT agents.

Phase

C:

Technology Application

Similar to Phase A, this third and last phase of the HRD-U for ITT model's process
occurs in the participants'home societies. During this phase, participants, with the assistance

of others (resource persons) reintegrate themselves. They also create and implement action
plans to effectively apply the technology they have acquired from the host societies.

Stage 9: Reintegration (5 activities)

-

participants re-orient themselves and confirm their

frameworks which they have developed, for applying the technology they have acquired from
the host societies.

Stage 10: Grounding (6 activities) - participants utilize their identified support systems ro
ground themselves properly for effective reintegration and establish action plans for successful

application of acquired technology, based on their refined frameworlcs of operation.
Stage 11: Application of Acquired Technology (8 activities)

- participants ad"pt for application the technology they have acquired from the host societies to

produce goods and services. They continually evaluate their strategies and maintain active
contacts with the host societies in which they studied and worked.

To validate this model, seven case studies were conducted which involved over three
hundred participants in ten countries;five were to verify the two generic ITT models (lED and

X

IWD), and to integrate them to evolve the generic HRD-U model. The model's framework of
three phases, eleven stages, and several activities was verified through an additional two case
studies. Through a perception study, the generic HRD-U model (ITT curriculum framework
and content) was evolved from identifying and integrating similar activities in the IED and IWD
processes. The model's verification also confirmed the importance of pre-departure preparation

for effective ITT by IED and IV/D participants, and the usefulness of the collaborative
partnership approach. Where one-on-one partnership is not feasible, a case test of the model
showed that the inûegrative exchange approach was equally useful. The identified necessity of

an enabling system was confirmed and such a system was proposed for a case country,
Nigeria. Several findings from this research are discussed, with recommendations for use of
these

ITT models in various situations.
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CTIAPTER ONE
RESEARCH RATIONALE AND THESIS OYERVIEW

Chapt,er One presents the research rationale, the definitions of
human resource development and utilization and describes
intercultural technology transfer. The organization of the
thesis, specific objectives and the assumptions underlying this
study are stated. The chapter concludes with sources of
information, stages of the research method, expected outcome
and focus, bias and limitations of the study.

Technology is never independent of people. In fact, it is worthy of our concern
only because it touches our lives as trye grasp it; use it; transfer it. Even more important
is the utter dependence of technologf on the people who employ it. The wheel and the
transistor are no more than physical objects until their properties are realized by one
or more human beings. The proper study of technologr is the study of its relationship
with those who create it, use it, transfer it ... Thus, if we are to improve the transfer of
technologr, we must find the best approaches to the preparation of the people involved
(Meals, 1980).
My hypothesis is that effective transfer of knowledge is likely to bring both more
rapid development and more equitable global distribution of wealth. The world's stock
of physical resources is finite, a fact which leads to competition for control over those
resources. But the continued application of present and new knowledge to those limited
resources permits unlimited future growth. Achievement of that growth potential of
increased wealth will require cooperative rather than purely competitive strategies....
A human-development information-intensive strategy for developing countries
to allow them to mobilize the labour po\iler and brain po\ryer of their societies, especially
in rural areas' will depend on development of a communication technolory infrastruc-

ture for both two-way interaction and one-way broadcast transmission of
messages....(Parker 1978 p.8f -E2).

1.1 The Research

Rationale

The greaûest 'wealth' of most Third World societies is people. Third World countries

have large populations - a pnme natural resource. There is a need to develop and use available
human resources effectively to promoûe desired development in Third World societies. This
human resource development and utilization (HRD-U) effort can take place both within and
outside of any society. The focus of this research effort is on the source of HRD-U which
extends beyond one society.

2

Many Third World countries play host to a great number of technical assistance
personnel and volunteer development agents who come from other cultures. Various
categories of these workers from developed 'donor' countries of Europe and North America

work in these Third World societies which are recipients of development assistance. These
foreign workers can contribute to development progress

if

they are well utilized. While

'helping' people in the Third World societies, the development workers can also learn 'new
ways of doing things' from their host societies. This constitutes, in essence, mutual exchange

which is the basis for international development. This research stresses the importance of
promoting these exchanges.

In the Third World, improved technology (information, ideas, skills, knowledge,
techniques, equipment and tools) is required in nearly all areas of human endeavour, to bring

about development progress. But that technology has to be appropriately relevant to the

priority needs of the people who are supposed to benefit from the development effort. For
technological application to adequately address the needs of users, its suitability should be
determined by the recipient's context and be developed in situ with the full participation of
both the potential users and developers. However, a great amount and variety of technology
has already been developed in many parts of the world outside of the Third World. This

situation makes

it possible for Third World societies to benefit from the technological

hentage of others by using, reproducing and adapting this technology. Interestingly, it is
suggested that 'people' and not 'business transactions', industrialization, trade, technical

projects, and the like, constitute the most effective means of transferring technology from
developed to developing societies (Fry and Thurber, 1989; Meals, 1980). This implies that
intercultural transfer of technology (lT'f) can be tied to work or study in other cultures. Thus,

intercultural human resource development and utilization can be designed to facilitate ITT.

A model for this linking of work and/or study, particularly to technology transfer for
development, with specific reference to Africa, has not yet been articulated even though it
has been suggested in many sources (Court,

I979;I{aplan. 1983). Also, surprisingly enough,
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although it seems like an obvious need, there is no evidence to show that this particular type

of study, focusing on the design of
an

a comprehensive and integrated model

for HRD-U from

ITT perspective, has been undertaken with respect to exchanges between developed

and

developing countries. Both study abroad by Africans and work in Africa by foreigners
remain haphazard undertaking.
This research has been caried out to provide a means of approaching study and work
in other cultures more systematically and to propose a comprehensive model for intercultural

HRD-U intended to bring about ITT. Study and work in other cultures - intercultural
(international) education for development (lED) and intercultural (international) work for
development (lWD) respectively - are used as sample mechanisms of transfer in articulating
the

HRD-U model for ITT. In this study international

zurd

intercultural are used interchange-

ably with respect to education and work in cultures other than those of the participants.

Human Resource Development and Utilization
Human resource development is the process of developing the general
capacities of individuals so that they are able to discover and exploit
their own inner potentials for their own as well as society's development. Thus, it is a process by which the individuals of a society are
1.2

helped in a continuous, planned way to develop general potentialities
like cognitive and intellectual abilities;personal traits like rationality,
aspirations, work commitment, openness to change; social attitudes
like altruism, secularism and democratic attitude; and work competence in terms of skills and creativity...
(Bhattracharya, 1989, p. 23 based on Herbison and Myers, I7TO).

"A distinction must be made

between human resource development (HRD) and

human resource utilization" IHRLJI (Kiggundu, 1989, p. 148). This is because HRU
may in

fact determine HRD orientation, its approach and strategies. From the perspective of
organizational development and management, Kiggundu

(l%9)

states that, on the one hand,

HRD relates to putting in place institutional arrangements and the design of behavioral
processes

"for the acquisition of general knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes and values in

4
order to bring about general improvement in the human condition" (p. 148). On the other

hand, HRU is the extent to which an organization has the capacity for sustained and
appropriate "deployment of available human resources for the effective performance of its

critical operating and strategic management tasks" (p. 148). HRU "is organization specific,
and it relates directly to the organization-specific tasks required by its mission and by the
strategies it has chosen to

fulfil its mandaæ" (p. 148). Kiggundu (1989)

has suggesûed rhat:

Most discussions of human resource management in developing
countries focus on human resource development but virtually neglect
human resource utilization. Yet, without human resource utilization,
it cannot be guaranteed that human resource development will result
in effective performance of the organization's important tasks" (P.14S).

It is Kiggundu's (1989) opinion that:
In order for the various human resource development initiatives
undertaken by various developing countries and international development agencies to be of direct benefit to organizations in developing
countries, we must be as concerned with problems of human resource
utilization as we are with issues of development ( pJ.49).

Kiggundu's (1989) opinions regarding HRD, HRU, and HRM with respect to organizations

can apply similarly to communities and societies, both in developed and developing
countries.

It is important to progftImme for both HRD and HRU capacity building programming
in any society, not just HRD, as is often the case. For, as Moock (1984) observes:
Whether a student is trained overseas or locally, he or she can be
expected to have little impact on strengthening national institutions
unless provision is made for effective utilization of acquired skills. It
is all too common in Afnca that efforts to build capacity focus on the
skills of individuals or the efforts to build institutions or departments,
while deficiencies in the structure of market opportunities and incentives, and the absence in many cases of a supportive professional
environment are largely overlooked. since market incentives strongly
influence educational preferences, occupational decisions, and job
performance after graduation, the neglect of salary structure and
professional inducements can sabotage the bestlaid manpowertraining schemes (p. 177).
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This research effort articulates one form of HRD-U through IED and IWD. These two
mechanisms of HRD-U specifically relate to intercultural technology transfer to contribute

to development in those societies where these activities are carried out. It also suggests a
structure with desired

IT'f programming

areas of activities that

will bring

about effective use

of the HRD-U for ITT model.

1.3

Intercultural Technology Transfer

ITT is taking ideas, information, knowledge, techniques and expertise from

one

society (culture) and using it effectively to produce goods and services needed in a recipient

society. There are quite a number of reasons provided in literature regarding the need for and
importance of technology - in situ innovation and transfer from other societies

-

for human

and societal development. Although there are many who suggest that the most appropriate

technology is that produced within a society some believe that ITT is necessary for progress
anywhere (deBettignies, 1978). Others suggest that ITT is inevitable; that it has always taken
place, and it

will continue whether desired or not. One of the compelling arguments for and

benefits of ITT is its role in minimizing re-inventions (Jones, 1981), conserving global
resources (Parker, 1978), and meeting needs and solving problems

in societies other than

those that developed the particular technology transferred.

Havelock and Havelock's (1973) statements concerning the need for ITT seems very

compelling. As the authors observed:
We live in an age of expanding resources and expanding awareness of
problems. However, it is also widely believed that we are entering a
period of crises in which resource capabilities will reach their limit
while demands on resources continue to escalate. Regardless of the
dimensions or apocalyptic potential of this crises, there is some
consensus on the need to close the gap between available resources
(knowledge, technology, prducts, services, facilities, etc.) and known
human problems and needs.

Both the problem and the opportunit)¡ are before us. On the
one hand, there is a rising tide of needs and expectations, proclaimed
by many as an impending series of crises (urban, ecological, population, eûc.). on the other hand, in this century there has been a fantastic
acceleration of knowledge building..., and in the growth of æchno-

logical know-how. Man's capabilities to create, communicate and
store knowledge have never been so great, and they appear to be
expanding.
The question of the use of these capabilities to meet the nsing
tide of need therefore becomes ever more insistent. Indeed, in this
generation there has emerged a very special branch of social science
concerned with the communication and effective utilization of knowledge. we are slowly moving towards a new conception of professional discipline concerned primarily with the pracesË of change. It
rests on the assumption that social progress can be planned and
engineered so that it is more reliable and more beneficial to more
people (p.1-2).

In development programming, ITT benefits both the suppliers and producers of
technology alike (Parker 1978). In situ technological innovation, and learning (acquiring)
technology from other societies for use, lie at the core of 'present-day' development planning
and implementation (Wallender, 1979). No society is technologically independent (Harries,
1981; Roach, 1979). Given that many kinds of technology have been developed in various
places, "re-inventing the wheel" through in-situ technological development need
not be the

first and only option (Jones, 1987). ITT is desired and beneficial. Also, ITT has become
inescapable and inevitable with the past history of colonization and interaction, and current
advancements in transportation and communication in this global village. Therefore,
it is in

the interest of both producers and users of technology that ways be found to improve
the
effectiveness of ITT for development purposes.
Development involves the introduction of innovations (technology in the form of
new
ideas, information, tools) into a society for use by recipients, to produce desired
goods and
services

to

address effectively their identified problems, needs and aspirations, based
on the

contextual variables of that receiving society. By introducing innovations, people
improve
themselves, their Sroups and their sociefy as a whole. Equitable access by all to development
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inputs and benefits is an essential aspect of genuine development programming. Technology

is one of those essential development inputs; therefore it needs to be available to,
accessible by, all who need

it. This

desired access can be provided through

and

ITT. Therefore,

participation in the development process by all, regardless of their 'place' in society, is a
measure of development itself.

Unfortunately, as it is now carried out, ITT has not been very successful for many
reasons. Among these has been the lack of people with the skills to conduct effective ITT

(deBettignies, 1978; Meals, 1980). Another is the unavailability of suitable models for
conducting ITT appropriately (lnnovation Spreads, 1980; Rogers, 1978, 1983). In the
current global context, past models based on diffusion of standardized technology are no
longer suitable in bringing about effective

ITT. For lack of 'better' alternatives or out of

ignorance, diffusion models are still being widely used especially in developing countries.
Research and publishing based on these models are still occurring (Rogers, 1983). This

continuing use of and dependence upon ITT models that have been found to be ineffective,
occurs alongside demands and suggestions for new and more useful conceptualizations and
models.

Referring to the academic use of these models, especially the classical "diffusion"
model, Innovation Spreads (1980) notes that:
The research is still attracting a broad spectrum of investigators. But
a rising chorus of criticism has plunged the field of diffusion inquiry
into a state of disarray. Nearly forty years of accumulated research is
coming under attack. I-ong accepted concepts are being questioned.
Basic assumptions are being critically scrutinized, and there are calls
for new approaches (p. I7).

This research was carried out in response to these calls for new conceptualizations of

ITT approaches and mechanisms,

as

well

as the development

of new models for ITT. This

study was conducted to suggest a generic model for ITT based on human resource
development and utilization. Such a model has not yet adequately been articulated.

I
This thesis research includes

a discussion

of current conceptualizations and defini-

tions of technology, ûechnology transfer, transfer mechanisms and approaches. Alternative
conceptualizations are suggested in the design of this proposed ITT model. The model's

design, development, verification and application are all articulated in this document. A
suggested ITE (Inüercultural Technology Exchange) programming structure, its components
and

ig

approach (collaborative, need-based exchange) for application of the proposed model

in development programming, are also described.

L4 Organization of the Thesis
Each chapter of this thesis discusses aspects of the proposed HRD-U for

ITT model:

Chapter One (Introduction) presents the research rationale, the definitions of
human resource development and utilization and discusses intercultural technology transfer.
The organizafionof the thesis, specific objectives and the assumptions underlying this study

are stated. Sources of information, the research method, stages and expected outcome
conclude this chapær.
Chapter Two (Research Method and Information Sources

for Model Design)

describes the integrative practice, research, theory (PRT) integration method that was
evolved for and from this interdisciplinary study. The reasons for use of this method for the
thesis research is also articulated. Details on information sources, data collection and analysis

are included. The revised research purpose and objective are stated followed by the
conceptualization of the IED (and IWD) for rhe ITT model.
Chapter Three (Buitding a Basis

for Developing the HRD-U for ITT Model)

presents the cunent conceptualization of development and the related shifts

in

1) the

,,means,,

of carrying out development (i.e. from technology to persons), as well as 2) the ',end,, of
development, (i.e. from a focus on society to a focus on people). The corresponding shift

in approach from diffusion to infusion, then to integrative exchange is presented. Also
described is the shift in development strategies from exclusionary to collaborative
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problem solving partnership exchange linkages. Included as well are deduced principles
which guide the design of the HRD-U model.
Chapter Four (Review of Generic Human Resource Based

ITT Models)

the current conceptualization and definition of technology and its related factors

presents

(lTT

agents,

mechanisms and approaches). Generic human resource based models are reviewed and

critiqued. The proposed HRD-U for ITT - Personal Technological Capacity (PCT) - model,
as well as the deduced principles for building the model, are presenûed. Societal Technologi-

cal Capacity (STC) structure and components, necessary for effective PTC, are suggested.
Chapter Five (Review of IED Programme Practice Modets) describes the review

of IED for ITT progfttmme models from various North American educational institutions and
identifies deduced IED for ITT principles and model construction elements. Suggestions
arising from the analysis, such as the need to inûegrate culture and ITT in IED programming,
as

well as a proposed cumculum framework approach for effective ITT through IED, are

presented.
Chapter Six (Review of

work)

IED Generic Models and Design of IA M-Curve Frame-

presents the review of several generic IED for

ITT models. Suggestions and

needs

arising from the review such as proposed activities of IED for ITT and a thiræen stage process

model are identified. The need for strategic preparation by IED participants is emphasized,
a generic programming structure for ITT based on

HRD-U and an acculturation framework

are also articulated. The design and development of the

IA M-Curve Framework are

described.

Chapter Seven (Description of the IED [HRD-U]

for ITT Model) describes rhe

refined eleven stage HRD-U for ITT process model. Confirmation of the stages in the IED
(and

IWD) for ITT

processes are presented and the creation of propositions from the model

description are detailed.
Chapter Eight (Summary Report of

IED and IWD Case Studies)

presents how the

proposed model's stages and activities (theory) were verified and refined through selected
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IED and IWD case studies (practice). Outlined is how the importance of strategic preparation,
collaborative partnership exchange, need/project-based learning and the use of a project
framework was confirmed. As well, the occurrence of mutual learning by ITT participants
through partnership is described.
Chapter Nine (WUSC Case Study: Verification of a Generic HRD-U

for ITT

Model and HRD-U for ITT Content Flamework) presents a case study which was used:
1) to raûe the importance of selected ITT activities in IED and

IWD

processes, 2) úo test the

similariry between the two processes and their activities, and 3) to confirm the existence of
a generic HRD-U for ITT model. The discovery of a generic content framework of HRD-U

for ITT was also discussed.
ChapterTen (Building PTC and STC Through the Application of the HRD-U for

ITT Model: Designing and Implementing a Short-Term Integrative Exchange Project)
describes a case study of an IWD (lnternational Work for Development) participant who,
using the HRD-U for ITT model, contributed to building the societal technological capacity

of two societies while acquiring desired personal technological capacity addressing the
problems, needs and aspirations of all parties. The model was used to conceptualize, design
and implement an integrative exchange project, strategically prepare himself for his cross

cultural sojourn and reintegration, and manage the entire IWD process. The CIDA (Canadian

Intemational Development Agency) Professional Awards Programme framework, and how

it

enabled the design and implementation of the IWD integrative exchange project, is

presented. It was found that where ITT partnerships are not feasible, strategic preparation
and

collaborative approaches were effective in bringing about integrative development program-

ming. It was also found that the model is suitable to enable individuals to design and carry
out effective IWD projects and process management.
Chapter Eleven (STC: A Proposed

ITE Programming Structure and lts HRD-U

Components) identifies and describes the necessary components of a required programming
structure to bnng about effective HRD-U for ITE. Also identified are the HRD-U compo-
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nents used in a Caribbean-Canada ITE programme and ITE components necessary for design

and implementation of a Uganda-Canada ITE through IWD project. As well, generic
components of HRD-U for ITT and a proposed ITE programming structure for ITE, which

will contain the identified HRD-U for ITE components, are presented

and described.

Chapter Twelve (Summary of Thesis Project) presents a summary of thesis and
model development efforts, outcomes and projections. Conclusions and recommendations

for further study, application and use of the HRD-U for ITT model in various

areas

of

endeavour are also detailed.

1.5 Specific Objectives of the Study
Since the early 1970s, the dominant models

of 'planned change' and specific models

for technology transfer (diffusion of innovations or communication of technology) have been
found to be inadequate in the areas of research and practice. A model that effectively meets

the needs of researchers, educators and practitioners has not yet been developed to this
researchers knowledge. This study was

framework for

initially designed to produce an IED curriculum

ITT. Over the course of the initial

research, the purpose

of the study was

expanded to involve the design of an HRD-U model for intercultural technology transfer.
is comprehensive enough to enable the undertaking

of

It

various management, educational, and

research activities, involved in different aspects of technology transfer based on human

agents. The model utilizes the 'linkage' concept of planned change and reflects the
participant's needs and change agent's perspective. The design concept centres on commu-

nication theory with an education focus and are specific orientation to "convergence,,. The
model is designed to link the three phases of the process of cross-cultural sojourn: before,

during, and after. The intent is to propose a model that 'links' needed technology
for
development directly to identified development needs, centering on "problem solving,,
techniques.
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This research is designed to achieve the following six (6) objectives:

l.

articulating a new conceptualization and definitions for development based on

human resource development and utilization (HRD-U);

2. proposing a model for intercultural technology transfer (lTT) based on human
resource development and utilizati on (HRD-U) ;
3. identifying and describing the various phases, stages and process activities at each

of the identified stages of the model;
4. describing, from the viewpoint of ITT, two cases of HRD-U processes (study and

work in other cultures);
5. proposing a programming structure and an institutional framework necessary to
operationalize the HRD-U model in a case country: Nigeria;and
6. suggesting recommendations and guidelines

for practical application of the model

and for its further development.

1.6 Assumptions

Underlying this Study

The following are the major assumptions which provide impetus for the conduct of
this study. That is, it is implied in this research effort rhat:

'
'
,
i
:

1. Development is necessary

for economic, human, and overall progress in a society,
where development is defined to include the introduction and utilization of technology
(ideas, skills, knowledge, techniques, and equipment) from one society to another, in order

to bring about progress, including an increased standard of living in that society, without
damage to the personal and cultural systems of the societies involved.
2. Technology exists in developed countries such as Canada and the USA which
could be assessed for relevance, acquired and utilized in developing countries such as
Nigeria;and, which developed countries such as Canada and the USA are willing and able

L3

to make available to developing countries.
3. Intercultural education for development (IED) is a process that enables students

from developing nations to gain access to available technology which can be
selected, and acquired for adaptation (where necessary), and applied

assessed,

in developing countries

for development purposes. As well, through the process of IED, developing nations' students
can contribute to the development of their host countries as well. In a similar vein,

intercultural work for development
developed countries is used

in

(IWD) is also a process

whereby technology of
developing countries through 'change'agents (development

workers) from developed countries. In this process, the change agents acquire knowledge of
the culture and technology of the societies in which they work.

4. Both IED and IWD will continue, and in fact increase in the future. As such,
technology transfer by these processes will play an increasingly important role in the
development of technologically less advanced countries.
5. The processes of IED and IWD, through a more integrated (exchange) approach,
can be improved to optimize the benefits of ITT.

A generic model of HRD-U can be articulated from the perspective of ITT. This
articulation is based on the contention that, in a dichotomized relationship of people and
6.

expertise on the one hand and technical devices and prqects on the other, people (their human

relationships, exchanges, and networking) and expertise (their skills, knowledge, techniques) present a more useful approach to programming for ITT than technical devices
(machines, equipment, and tools) and technical projects.
7' Information from a wide variety of sources will be sufficient to design a preliminary
HRD-U model for ITT. These sources include: relaûed literature, IED and IWD programme
sponsors, administrators, and participants, and day to day experiences of persons in
programme executing agencies both in Canada and the USA. The verification of this model

through a comparison against existing IED and IWD programmes and through "experts,
perceptions" provides sufficient "proof of the applicability of the HRD-U for ITT model".
It is understood that the model will be further developed and refined over time through
application in similar situations.
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8. An integral link exists between a useful

ITT programming strucfureiinstitutional
framework and effective ITT programming. It is further assumed that such a useful
programming structure can be identified and its components articulated to enable the
effective use of this proposed HRD-U for ITT model.
9. The experiences from various case studies and a study of a case-country situation

will provide sufficient information for articulating

the ITT structure and its component areas

of activities.
1.7 Research

Method: Sources of Information

This study is interdisciplinary and descriptive in nature. It employs four main sources

of information:
1' literature in the field of diffusion of innovations, change agentry, technology
(information, skills, expertise, eûc.) transfer, international education, international development and related information on cross-cultural sojourn and cultural adaptation;

2. anecdotal information from reviews of international programmes: unstructured
interviews/discussions with education and international development sponsors, administrators, and participants in Canada and in the United States;

3. analysis of case processes and programme/projects and a study of programme
officers' perceptions at two Canadian Executing Agencies (CEAs) - the Manitoba Institute
of Management (MIM) and the World University Services of Canada (WUSC); and
4. inÛerviews with IED, IWD and related ITT programme officers in Canada, the
Caribbean and Nigeria.

1.8 Research

Method: Stages

The development of the proposed model was carried out through three sequential
and
related stages. First, the model was conceptualized; the phases and stages
were identified
based on existing frameworks and programme models, as well as
theories in related areas and

disciplines. Second, the stages of the proposed model were described using
information from

literature and programme reviews, interviewsidiscussions, and case studies.
Third, the
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derived process model was refined through the case study analysis of ¡ruo processes (IED and

IWD) of IMAP (lnternational Management Associate Programme) at MIM (Manitoba
Institute of Management). The institutional framework for applying the model in a case
country, Nigeria, was articulated through interviews with IED and IWD administrators and
other ITT agents as well as the analysis of indigenous and exogenous IWD programme
processes.

1.9 Expected Outcome of the

Study

The following are the expected outcomes of this study:
1. The development

of a comprehensive HRD-U model suitable for

research,

education and management work on intercultural technology transfer. This comprehensive
model combines IA (lnûercultural AdjustmenlAdaptation),ITT,lED, and IWD factors and

links the three phases of intercultural sojourn (before, during, and after) to produce

a

complete HRD-U linkage system for intercultural technology transfer. The HRD-U linkage
model is made up of three inter-related phases

with eleven stages

and various activities.

2. The development of a derivative of the HRD-U model, including
a) a convergent exchange model, which describes the collaborative exchanges that take place

between and among IED participants;and
b) a convergent model which describes the similarities between IED and IWD, and suggests
a generic model of HRD-U for

ITT and

a generic content

ITT framework for HRD-U.

3. The identification of an institutional structure of societal technological capacity
(STC) and programme components required for personal technological capacity (pTC)
for
effective HRD-U for ITT.
4. The development of recommendations and guidelines for use of the HRD-U
for

ITT model, for various intercultural exchange of human, organizational and community
development endeavours.
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1.10 Focus, Bias and

Limitations of the Study

Social scientists, especially anthropologists and sociologists tend to study the impact
and effect of technology (during and after its transfer) on cultures and the lives of people.

Recently however, some anthropologists such as Scott-Sûevens (1987) have studied the
interaction , communication and exchanges between participants (donor and recipient) in the

technology transfer process.

This

orientation is more in line with the human resource

development approach to technology transfer. The present study was based on this human
resource development orientation because of the international education background of the

study and its purpose, which was to develop a curriculum framework for educating people
to carry out technology transfer.

Scott-Stevens in her Ph. D research on ITT examined what takes place between the
donor and recipient in the recipient's society. This study however differs from Scott-stevens'

in two fundamental ways. Firstly this study focused on the communication and exchanges
between the participants throughout the entire ITT process, before , during and after the

donor's sojourn in the recipient's society as suggested by Pilotta and Widman (1983).
Secondly, unlike Scott-Stevens who was testing hypotheses primarily based on Rogers and
Shoemaker's (1971) diffusion model, this researcher was developing an HRD-U for ITT

model building upon that same diffusion model as refined by Rogers (1983) and focusing
on two-way exchanges as suggested by pilotta and Widman (19g3).

This study sought to identify the activities carried out by participants ro bring abour

effective ITT (Donohew, Tipton and Haney, 1978) in order to produce a curriculum
framework for educating

ITT

Havelock and Havelo ck (1973).

(change) agents as suggested by Havelock (1973) and
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The development of a theoretical model of

ITT

based on IED and

IWD involves

integrating elements from various information sources and subject disciplines. This study
drew inputs from many fields including education, anthropology, sociology, psychology and
management. Consequently, it was not feasible to carry out exhaustive reviews and critiques

of liærature in any one particular field. All the same, because a model is a description of real

life practice based on logic this model may have useful application in the subject disciplines
from which inputs were drawn.

CHAPTER T\ryO
RESEARCH METHOD AND INFORMATION SOURCES FOR MODEL DESIGN
Chapter Two describes the integrative practice, research,
theory (PRT) method that was evolved for and from this
interdisciplinary study. The use of this method for the thesis
is also articulaæd. This chapær is divided into three parts. Part
one discusses the PRT Integration Method and includes: its
approaches, the conceptual framework for analþng the HRD_

U for ITT process, an approach to creating

theoretical
frameworks and the process, definition, uses and description
of the PRT schematic. Part two describes the súeps of the pRT
integration method in the HRD-U for ITT research. part three
covers sources of information for initial conceptualization:
literature references, databases, discussion with colleagues
and students, conferences, seminars, workshops and NGO
personnel interviews and discussions. It also includes the
nature of interviews and contacts, selection of institutes and
personnel and an analysis of case studies.

The tasks of science include the building of theory and the systematic
gathering and evaluating of evidence to support or refute such theory... In order to
participate in this process' you must identify a problem area that presents interesting
and useful open questions, formulate a problem statement that embodies the question
you expect to answer, determine whether the problem as posed is researchable, and
find out what is already known (or conjectured) that is pertinent to this and related
problems. You must place your problem-question and its anticipated answer in the
context both of some theory - either already existing theory or your oìiln - and of
already-available findings (Grosof and Sardy, l9g5, p. 63).
After stating his problem or phenomenon ... [the] researcher should then
describe the conceptual perspective or model which provides the framework for the
collection and interpretation of data (McNamar a, 1973, p. 19).
The notion of controlled observation distinguishes the scientific method

from other ways of acquiring knowledge. In the classical formulation of science, the

researcher identifies the variables of interest, controls - or some would say selects the
values of all except a specific few, then observes the associated values of the latter.
In
effect, he constructs the events to be observed. A more general point of view
is that the
observer is controlled: the observer carefully specifies what observations wilt be
made,
within what conceptual framework and under what conditions. We prefer to refer to
this as systematic observation in controlled circumstances. After all, the astronomer
and the meteorologist cannot construct events! (Grosof and sardy, l9Es, p.
16).
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2.1 Introduction
Various demands of this study required the use of a research method suitable for 1)

producing a theoretical model of the phenomenon researched, and 2) linking theory to
practice in the relevant research areas and focus. The research approach, method, process and
schematic are described in this section as well as how the PRT (Practice, Research, Theory)

Integration Method was applied in this study. Its articulation, the conditions of research

which suggested its use and the rationale for applying it in this study are described in
Appendix A.
This chapter has three main sections. The first contains a brief description of the pRT

Integration Method, as contained in Appendix A, the approach for the design of the HRD-

U for ITT model and the rationale for the approach. The second describes how the pRT
Integration Method was applied in this research endeavour. The third section contains
sources of, zurd strategies for, the collection of information and analysis of data.

It contains

inductively derived questions which guided the formal exploratory study, the considerations

for the selection of the organizations and personnel interviewed during the exploratory data

collection. This section also describes the criteria for selecting the case processes and
programmes analyzed to verify and test the HRD-U for ITT model. The sources of
information and strategy for the case analysis are included as well.

Part

I

2.2.lrhe PRT Integration Method: selecting

a Research Method

Various methods of research were examined in order to select the appropriate
research method and procedure for this study. This examination and the rationale for
the

choice of the PRT Integration Method, its approach and procedure for this research
is
articulated in more detail in Appendix

A.

This research method 1) requires the researcher to

conceptualize a desired end product or solution

2)

to use the conceptualization to collect and

analyze information to arrive at the desired end product or solution and 3)

it enables the
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integration of theory to practice based on the logic of any creative endeavour

-

study, work,

entrepreneurship or any innovation process. For the purpose of this study, this research
method will henceforth be referred to as the PRT Integration Method. The research method

was derived from the theoretical suggestion

of Grosof and Sardy (1985) and practical

application of this method by Donohew, Tipton and Haney (1979).
Given the intent of this study, it was found from a review of various research methods
that the PRT Integration Method was the most useful for researching and creating a model.

2.2.2 PRT Integration: Approaches

Two approaches to linking practice and theory in research were identified in
literature. One approach involves beginning with a theory in the field where it is available
and sound. For her doctoral research, Scott-Stevens (1987) used this approach by employing
the Innovation-Decision Model (Rogers with Shoemaker,IgTl). The ITT model she derived

is based on ûechnology (innovation) "diffusion" assumptions which have since been judged
to be unsuitable for current ITT research (lnnovation Spreads, 1980; Rogers, 197g; 19g3) and
practice (Donohew and Springer, 1980; I_nger,l990a; 1990b).

The second approach in which there is no theory accounts for the system under
observation, the researcher uses his own instinct, experience and intellect to conceptualize
the research system or phenomenon as a model, schematic, diagram or framervork
based on

intuitive, experiential, intellectual and/or research

clata and

information (Donohew, Tipton,

and Haney, 1978). With this conceptual model the researcher then sets out to gather
and
process information to build it into a finished product. This approach was used
by Donohew,

Tipton and Haney (1978) in their study of ITT by individuals ("Information Seeking
Strategies"). These researchers describe their purpose and procedures in the following
manner:

over the past several years, the authors have been engaged in

a

number of studies involving approaches to information seeking and
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processing. On the basis of this and others done by colleagues in our
field, we proposed a conceptual model of information seeking,
avoiding, and processing whose central component is the kind of
information search conducted. A hypothetical flow version of the
model [was developed for research purposes]... At this stage, the
authors are studying broad patterns of regularities - what goes with
what - before proceeding to further experimentation and attempts to
offer causal explanations (Donohew, Tipton and Haney, Ig7B,p. 2627).

2.2.3 conceptual Framework for analyzingthe HRD-u for ITT process
For this study, models of IED (and IWD) for ITT were conceptualized based on the
experience of the researcher as an IED participant, previous research on IED participants

(Etuk, 1987) and literature review.
To carry-out the analysis of the two processes (IED and IWD), which are assumed to
be focused on a common goal (transfer of technology from supplier/producer to recipient/

client), a three-phase, eleven-stage process model was conceptualized and described. The
conceptualized model was used as a guiding framework for discussion, interviews and
process analysis. This technique is similar to that used by Donohew, Tipton and Haney

en9)

in their study calle d Analysis of Information-Seeking Strate gies (p. 25).Using this process
analysis technique, the framework was conceptualized and developed. The framework was
then used to guide the process analysis.

This approach was considered to be suitable, based on the intent of the study which,

like that of Donoheu', Tipton and Haney (1978), was to describe the "broad patterns of
regularities" in the process of IED and IWD from the perspective of ITT. This investigation
was intended to identify activities in the processes of IED and IWD, and to compare the
activities of both processes, to determine the similarities and differences be¡veen them. This
research addresses the following three questions. 1) What activities do participants need to

carry-out in the IED and IWD processes before, during, and after the cross-cultural sojourn

in order to facilitate ITT between the hvo participating societies? 2) What is the order of
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theseactivities? 3) How important are the identified activities to technology transfer from the

point of view of IED and IWD programme administrators?
Two main reasons could therefore be identified for using a conceptual framework for
this study. The first is the research need: to design a theoretical framework for the study so
as to contribute ûo both theory and practice. This resulæd

in the need to link theory

ûo

practice,

which is most effectively carried out through a research approach which makes use of an
integrating framework. The second is the lack of an adequate previous conceptualization of
such a model for IED research.

2.2.4 Ãn Approach to Creating Theoretical Frameworks
The need to develop a theoretical framework that seeks to improve theory and practice

calls for the use of a research approach that 1) is useful in linking theory to practice,2)
examines various disciplines,3) identifies and addresses various factors in the IED for ITT
Process, and 4) integrates information generated from the various disciplines.

With the lack of a theoretical framework for IED from the ITT perspective, the use
of

a conceptual

framework became necessary. But what research methods allow the proper

use of conceptual frameworks for scientific research, that is intended to improve
both theory

and practice of IED for

ITT? This question was addressed by the use of "systematic

observation in controlled circumstances" (Grosof and Sardy, 1985, p. 16), or what
this
researcher calls a "problem-solving" or "real-life" research approach. This research
æchnique

requires that "the observer carefully specifies what observations will be made, within
what
conceptual framework and under what conditions" (Grosof and sardy, 19g5, p.
16).

2'2.5PRT Integration (Research) Method, Process, Definition and Uses
The PRT Integration method and process is designed to study and creaúe integrated

systems' It involves the development and use of a generic framervork, model or schematic

of the process studied that will identify and inûegrate various elements of its theory

and
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practice through study, research, entrepreneurship, professional development and work. It
is a process which leads to the production of theoretical frameworks and similar innovations

of an issue or phenomenon, as an outcome of the research process.
The PRT integration process is used to:
1) identify or confirm the project purpose by reviewing the past and present and projecting

the future: both your own and that of your area of research.

2) define a research objective;
3) survey the area (conduct environmental scan) of theory, practice, personal experience and
observation (overview of the prqect area and self-searching);

4) conceptualizethe schematic (produce the conceptual model of the process or phenomena
under study fwhat it is, how it works, how the researcher plans to develop it] or the desired

solution [what the researcher wants it to be and what he wants out of it]);
5) use the conceptualized model to:
a) describe and analyze the process/desired solution;

b) identify, describe and analyze the factors and elements; and
c) identify and describe the activities;

6) integrate the relevant information, factors, elements, activities and issues to create the
integrated process or arrive at the desired solution;

7) identify, describe and analyze the relationships and linkages between and among related
factors, elements, activities and issues in the created process or solution;

8) formulate propositions and hypotheses (where applicable), to be used to verify

the

relationships, and test assumptions in the integrated process or created solution;

9) verify the relationships between and among the factors, and test assumptions in

the

integrated process or created solution, by examining and verifying the formulated propositions

or testing the formulated hypotheses;and
10) draw conclusions and make suggestions and recommendations regarding the
findings
and conclusions.
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It also involves following
and processing.

a

problem-solving process of information seeking, analyzing

It is a method to conduct research in theory and practice leading to the

production of a desired goal of the study (creative endeavour). In this study, the desired goal
was the creation of a theoretical model of IED for ITT, which also serves as a curriculum
framework for IED from the perspective of ITT. As a result of linking theory to practice (and

vice versa) in the process of research, the end product (goal achieved) contributes to both
theory and practice in the field or area of research. For this study, the theoretical framework
was intended to be useful for generating and testing hypotheses in an effort to build IED for

ITT theory but also for curricular development in the field.
Also, with the PRT Inûegration method, the process is the product

. Thatis, the initial

conceptual model of the stated resætch purpose evolves throughout the research procedures
(the process) to become the finished conceptual model of theachieved researchpurpose;(the

product) of the study.

2.2.6Description of the PRT Schematic
As depicted in Figure 2.I the PRT method contains 10 interactive and integrative
components consisting of:

-

six linked elements focused on or defined by stated problems, needs or aspirations (pNAs)

being addressed (stated research purpose);
- two lines (one broken and one solid) representing rese¿rch actions that link the six elements;

- one pair of two-way arrows linking the six elements; and,
- the context of the stated research purpose being addressed.
The six linked elements represent (1) the stated research purpose; (Z) theexploratory
resea¡ch leading to the development of the conceptual model; (3) the conceptual model of
the

expected solution (ouûcome); (4) the area of practice related to the stated research purpose;
(5) the area of theory related to the stated research purpose and endeavour; (6) the integration
through research of the areas of practise and theory; and (7) the achieved research purpose.
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Of the two lines, the broken one represents the exploratory research activities for
producing the conceptual model of the desired research outcome or solution. The solid line
represents the data collection, processing and analysis which results in the development

of

the achieved purpose. The two-way arrows show the interaction among the elements of the
schematic; and, finally, the enclosing circle represents the context of the research endeavour.

Part2
2'3 Application of the PRT Integration Method in HRD-U for ITT Research
Using the model involves 10 fairly sequential but inter-related and interactive steps.
These are:

Step 1 Defining Research Purpose
The research purpose defined for this study was to develop a curriculum framework

for IED from an ITT perspective. This purpose evolved out of:
a) experience gained as an IED participant; b) former research (Etuk, l9B7), and c) revierv

of literafure.
Step

2 Defining Research Objective
Based on the stated research purpose, the objective of this study was to identify

factors and activities needed to be carried out in the IED process for effective ITT.
Step

3 Initial

Research

This step involves exploratory research into theory and practice, observations and an
assessment

of personal

experiences related

to the study objective. Given the inter-

disciplinary nature of ITT, research was conducted in various disciplines and fields such as

sociology, (social change and technology transfer, research methods), rural sociology
(farming systems, rural and community development), and communications (international
and intercultural technology transfer). Other disciplines and fields included education,
(curriculum design and implementation, administration and organizational development
and
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management), development economics, agriculfure (development and economics), natural

resources and psychology, education (human development) and sociology (change
management in organizations, communities and society).
Research revealed that: a) a strong relationship exists between technology and
development, where technology, and hence technology transfer, was found to be at the core

of development discussions; b) the role of people is strongly linked to technology, technology
transfer and its use; c) consequently, people are now at the centre of development discussions;

d) of the many technology transfer agents (multi-nationals, companies, NGOs, eûc.), people
(as individuals and groups) are found to be the most

fitting transfer agents, given the study's

initial purpose; and, e) no theory of IED for ITT was found.
Based on these findings, it was necessary to identify how people, as ITT agents,

effectively carry out their roles. The goal of the study was to determine how to educate
students and others (IEDs and IWDs) to carry-out effective ITT. This led to: a) expansion

of

the initial research purpose, to include the development of a generic HRD-U for ITT model,

its verification and institutional framework, focusing on IEDs as one of the people-based
mechanisms of

ITT. This framework

consists of an internationally linked programming

structure, its components and related elements; b) expansion of the initial objective, to
include the identification of factors related to the proposed people-based IT"I model and the
institutional framework necessary for conducting effective ITT; c) the selection of the pRT
method, in order to develop an IED for ITT theoretical framework;d) the formulation of a
new definition of development based on people, whereby people constituted the "means and
the end" of development programming;and, e) researching iED for ITT from the perspective

of

a

Step

problem-solving linkage process using the integrative exchange approach.

4 Conceptualization

of the Generic Model for

ITT

Based on the initial resea¡ch, the IED (and IWD) for ITT processes were ænceptualized
as archetypes for the generic HRD-U for

ITT model. The conceptualization recognizes that
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the starting and completion points of the IED or IWD linkage mechanism must begin and end

in the participants' home societies for them to be considered ITT agents, as defined in this
study. The IED or IWD participant must go through the three phases of the sojoum process
(before, during and after). This conceptualization recognizes the IWD process as an
archetype of the HRD-U for ITT model, similar, but obverse, to IED.

Accordingly, an IED linknge mechanism was designed as shown in Figure 2.2. The
'conceptual model' of IED provided (1) the skeletal frame used in researching IED for ITT;
and (2) the starting point

for designing the IED for ITT framework and developing the HRD-

U for ITT model. In the conceptualization,lED and IWD participants selected from three
sectors: pnvate sector employment (E), public sector (P) and institutions (I).
Step

5

Data Collection and Analysis
This step involved researching (lTT) theory and practice, collecting information and

data through reviewing literature, conducting formal and informal interviews, organizing

and attending conferences, workshops and seminars.

As well, the data collection and analysis led to the identification of related principles,
factors and elements such as: development, intercultural adjustment and adaptation (IA),

IWD, project-based learning, and collaborative exchange between development partners,
using a problem-solving process that is based on their defined problems, needs and
aspirations. A üaxonomy for ITT activities was also produced.
Findings from the data analysis revealed thaL the ITT process considered most useful
was that which involved integrative and interactive programming;IA, IWD, ITT and IED
were found to be related and perhaps integraûed; and, IED and IWD have similar processes
and activities.
Step 5.1 Creating the Generic Framework

for Integrating Relevant Information and

Data to Create and Describe the Model.
The intercultural adjustment and adaptation

(lA)

M-curve framework was created for

the generic IED for ITT model at this stage, by integrating the various theories of

IA and the
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practice stages of IA preparation (orientation stages). IA activities in the IED for ITT process
were also identified and arranged in the IA framework created.
Step

6 Description and Analysis of the Generic Model
This step involved : 1) integrating the deduced ITT principles, factors and elements

into the generic framework to describe the theoretical model; and 2) identifying

and

describing factors and relationships in the IED for ITT theoretical framework to create
propositions for verifying the generic model.
Step

7 Yerification and Refinement of Generic Model
This step involved confirming and refining the initial model, which consisted of

- 13

11

stages. Through the interviewing process, many questions were addressed regarding the

stages related to

the application, description, and the activities that needed to be carried-out

in each of them, as well as the potential uses of the model.
This step also involved describing the refined generic model, which consisted of 2
linked systems, 3 phases, 11 stages and many activities. Also it identified, described and
analyzed relationships and linkages between and among related factors, elements, activities
and issues in the created process or solution.
Step

8 Creation of Propositions: Theory Building
After verifying the generic model, the researcher generated propositions in order to

verify the HRD-U component relationships and to test assumptions. Based on the previous
step, propositions were Senerated relating to the components of the HRD-U for

ITT model

in order to verify the relationships among them and to test assumptions. These components
were: 1) two interJinked systems;2) three interactive and integrative linked phases;3) eleven
progressive, sequential stages,4) numerous integrated IA/ITT/IED/IWD activities; and
5)
the ITT structure within the two systems. Among numerous propositions generated were:

that effective ITT cannot take place unless there is an HRD-U for ITT linkage structure
between two systems; that HRD-U for

ITT programming cannot be effective

unless

individuals have access to information, resources and support; and knowing the problems,
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Needs and Aspirations of thesociety is essential for guiding individuals in searching for and

acquiring relevant technology in the host societies.
step

9 case studies: creation and verification of the propositions
The various propositions were tested by comparing the HRD-U for ITT model

(theory) with selected case studies (practice). These consisted of IMAP (lnternational
Management Associates Program), Caribbean and Canadian case studies, and perceptions

of IED and IWD program managers. Through this

sûep the

model's stages and activities were

confirmed. The activities were then rated for their importance, and were compared and
assessed

for ITT in the IED and IWD processes through the WUSC case study.

Step 10 Testing of the Generic Model

Having verified the model through case studies, the refined model was then tested

in an IWD case study (Uganda-Canada exchange project) to identify
structure

(an

element

what institutional

of Societal Technological Capacity or STC) and development

exchange programming components were required, to carry-out effective IWD for ITT for

attaining Personal Technological Capacity or PTC. This institutional structure and related
components were further articulated through various other case studies (the MAMSER,
CUSO and DEC case studies in Nigeria and the

MIM

case study

in the Caribbean).

The out'come of this study is an evolution of, but not necessarily different from, the

initial concePtual model of the research goal (process), which was used for carrying out
research itself. This represents the desired research goal.

That is why it is said that the process

is the product.

Linking research to theory is usual and traditional in basic and applied research
methods within or between disciplines. It is also applicable in action research.
Nevertheless, the integrative method and process go beyond interdisciplinary
research. While such research can be camed out as basic, applied or action research
separately,

without integrating more than one of them and without linking them to practice, the
integrative method necessitates inúegration not only of the various kinds of research
but
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their also of theory and practice in the relevant field(s).

Part 3
2.4 Sources

of Information

The sources of information used for this study include searching various data bases;

informal discussions and interviews with colleagues and individuals; group and individual
discussions at conferences, seminars, panels, and workshops; and formal interview/discussions

with organizational personnel.

2.4.1 Sources of Information for

Initial Conceptualization

The information sources utilized in the initial conceptualization and design of the

HRD-U model aside from case studies include: database searches, collegian interviews, and
conferences, seminars and workshops. These three information sources were very informal,

unstructured, and sporadic. However,

they

yielded some useful data and additional

references. For example, the stages of the model were reduced from its initial thirteen (13)

to eleven ( 11) during the course of exploratory research. The two stages eliminated were:
physical contact with home during the sojoum and physical contact with the host society
afûer

return because they seemed to add nothing to the proposed model.

2.4.I.1 Literature References and Data Bases
Int'ercultural human resource development and utilization centered on interpersonal

communications for technology transfer is strictly interdisciplinary (Rogers and
Kincaid,
1981; scott-stevens, 1987; simpson and sissons, 19g9). consequently, the domain
of
literature examined for this research covered various fields, which included the
areas of
cross-cultural communication theory, practice and research;change agentry (change
agents,

role, practice, and training); technical assistance and international development; and
cross-
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cultural sojourn for study and work. Case and programme models provided by or through
interviewers were also used. These references were obtained primarily from Canada and the

united states. As

a result, the liærature and therefore theoretical orientation is

heavily biased

toward North American traditions.

2.4.I.2 Discussions with

Colleagues and Students

Information focused directly on technology transfer through the intercultural study
process was fragmented and difficult to sieve-out and compile from literature. Also,
the
concepts used in the various disciplines were varied and inconsistent. Therefore,
informal
discussions were carried-out with graduate students from Third World countries, particularly

Africa and the Caribbean. Most of

these students were

in agriculture-related programs,

geography, and sociology, primarily in areas which focused on Third World development.

This investigator's involvement as an official of the Graduate Students Association and
of
the International and Intercultural Students Organization of the University of
Manitoba,
provided a context for discussion of these issues on an almost ongoing basis
throughout the
duration of this research.

At conferences and meetings, individuals whose presentations related to the

issues

of consideration in this study were inûerviewed informally. This technique of
information
search is similar to that used by Simpson and Sissons (1989) for their
IDRC research report,

Entrepreneurs

in Education: Canadq's Response to International

Human Resource

Development- In these instances, presenters and interviewees were asked to
identify/state/
suggest activities in the Processes of study or work abroad which promote

ITT, especially

when going from developed countries such as Canada and the United
States to Third World
societies such as Nigeria. They were also asked to identify the
constraints in carrying- out
such activities.
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2.4.L.3 Conferences. Seminars and Workshops
During a three-year period, the investigator took part in twelve (12) study-related
conferences, seminars and workshops. Participation was mostly in the role of presenter or

member of the organizing team. Those closely related to the issues of this investigation
included the "African(ist) Research Worlshop"

for

graduate students, University of Alberta,

1987, (one week); Queens University, 1988 (nvo days);and Carleton University, l9g9 (one

day). The Carleton University workshop is a component of the Annual Meeting of the
Canadian Association for African Studies (CAAS). Discussions often focused on research
strategies for gathering information on development issues in an African context or from an

African perspective. Concerns relating to the application of technology in Africa, acquired
from developed nations, were usually discussed.

At all three workshops, this investigator wrote and presented a paper. A critique of
the research proposal was a prominent feature of the

79ü

and 1988 workshops. Thus, vyhile

some IED activities that promote technology transfer were drawn from literature generally,

special conditions that prevail

in the African development context were taken into

consideration' One such condition is the obvious lack of information based on human
resource development and utilization, mass communication, and national development
needs' These considerations are reflected in the proposed model and the necessary
institutional

adaptations.
Some conference panels, which the investigator helped organize, were directed
at

the issues of transfer of knowledge from developed countries to the Third World.
One
conference, entitledlnternalional Educatinn and Development: Bridging the Gaps,(University

of Manitoba, January 1988), was coordinated by the investigator. The study-related
outcome
of the conference was a proposed "Critical Path Model" for recruiting and providing
services

for international students (Dufour, 1988). There was a recommendation that intemational
education be related to students'development needs at home. The model, proposed
as a result

of the conference, identified responsibility points and was to serve as a management
model
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for IED. Another two panels organized at the CAAS conference (1988) were on Education
and Training for Science and Technology Transfer to Africa. The investigator presented a
paper titled An klucation-Based
discussions.

At this conference,

þproarh to Technology Transfer: An Overview for panel
a mechanism

for managing HRD-U to facilitate ITT, which

could be used by African countries, was suggesfed (Captain, 19{38). A number of presentations
were made in 1989 that generated some useful input for this study. The panel presentation

at CAAS 1989 (Carleton) dealt with the Perceived Concerns of Acqutring Education in

Canadafor Work in Africa. At the World Congress on Comparative Education, (Montreal,
Canada, June 26 - 30, 1989) the presentation was based on the framework models
for this

study. The Montreal workshop resulted in the concept of a general HRD-U model that could
be used for both IED and

IWD. A workshop conducted in Japan (August l},lg1g) during

the International Students' Conference , orgarized,by the International Students Association

of Japan, was also based on the model. Worlshop participants suggested that both IED
and

IWD participants carryr-out similar functions with respect to ITT. Conferees felt that the
major difference between the two groups was really a matter of degree. While IED
participants do more acquisition and little 'deposition' of technology, for IWD
participants

it is the reverse. Participants felt that both acquisition and deposition of technology
must 69
programmed for in order to bring about success in either process.

While the presentation at the World Congress dealt with transfer of technology
through IED and IWD from developed to developing countries, the workshop
in Japan
centered on "global intercultural exchanges for development". Exchanges
of development

inputs between developed and developed countries (e.g. Canada and Japan),
and betrveen
developed and developing countries (e.g. Japan and Uganda), through
sfudy or work were
discussed. other sessions included a model of æaching about technology
transfer, a model

of managing the process of IED focusing on ITT, and a model which integrates
both IED and

IWD for attaining similar goals. Thus, these various discussions provided some
useful
information for the conceptualization and design of the intercultural
HRD-U model. They
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were also used for the preliminary refinement of the model before the formal unstructured

interviews and discussions with organizational personnel described in the next section.

2.4.2 Or ganizational Personnel Interviews/Discussions.

Unstructured interviews and discussions with personnel from various, primarily nongovernmental organizations (administrators of foreign study for Third World participants)
constituted the formal source of exploratory information for this study. These interviews and
discussions were conducted betrveen April 5 and }y'ray 25,1989.

2.4.2.1 Nature of Interviews and Contacts
Respondents were contacted

in most

cases

by means of a letter, written by the

investigator's program advisor. This letter requesting information was sent to twenty five
(25) individuals and organizations;fifteen (15) in the USA and ten (10) in Canada. None of
the letters sent were returned "unreceived". One was redirected to the researcher from a Neu,

York address to a California office of USAID. Three of the institutions slated for participation
did not have the responsible officers in place at the time of the visit of the investigator. Other

interview discussants reached during this period, who were not contacted formally by
correspondence, were those suggested or recommended for contact by earlier interviewees.

In nearly all of the cases, those known through reference were reached by ûelephone and the
source of referral identified to the potential participant.

Interview discussions were carried-out in two time periods within the duration
identified earlier; April 5 to May 3, 1989 in the USA and May 15 ro May 25, Igggin Onawa,

Canada. Outside of the specified periods, interview/discussions were conducted at two

different times in two locations. One was the University of Alberta, Canada, visited
December 18to23, and2'7 to 30, 1988. The other was the Iowa state University, USA. That

visit took place June 4 and 5, 1989.
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Interviewees and discussants who took part in this study outside of the formal
schedule, and those contacted through referral, did not receive a formal letter of request
addressed to them by name. They were requested informally in person by the investigator or

on behalf of the investigator by friends and participants. A "To Whom It May Concern" letter
describing the purpose of the study was also available to identify the researcher,

ûo

establish

the credibility of the study, and to initiate or guide the discussions.
Participants were individuals who were identified in literature by their own work

(Motoko Lee, Martin Limbird, Michael Warren) or whose institutional position (University

of Alberta, University of Maryland, Iowa State University, Michigan State University)
related to the topic of investigation. During a visit to a university where particular individuals
were not identified for contact, the fìrst place for information on sources of relevant input was

usually the office responsible for foreign students' services.

2.4.2.2 Selection of Institutions and personnel

Individuals and organizations that were formally contacted were those identified

during the previous stages of information-gathering (literafure, conferences, and other
sources identified under

'informal' exploratory study). They also had to be located in the

geographical region accepted by the Programme Advisory Committee for that part
of the data

collection. As a result, and due to financial constraints, most of the organizational personnel
interviewed were located in one region of the two countries, USA and Canada. Organizations
and government agencies in these regions were identified in liærature as having programming

activities in the areas of international education and development. This intemational
orientation is characteristic of capital and commercial cities. Consequently, agencies
and
organizations contacted were located in and around the two capital cities of
Washington, DC

(USA), and Ottawa (Canada).
Another factor that suggested the choice of these areas as the most suitable for this
research was the bulk of related literature that emanated from individuals, agencies
and
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organizations in these regions. Other areas with a fair amount of research and publications
were the states of California, Colorado, Michigan, Oregon, and Texas of the
USA. In Canada,

such regions included the cities of Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, and the province
of
Alberta. Attempts were made to contact individual researchers and some specific institutions

in these 'other' areas. A visit was made by the investigaúor to Michigan State University
and

the university of Michigan in April, l9g7; Alberta, December 19gg; Texas

A&M

University, February 1939; and Michigan State University in June, l9{39. Written
input was
obtained from Jane Schubert from California. In all, about thirty institutions
and over one
hundred individuals took part in the group and individual interviews/discussions.

2.4.3 Case Study Analysis

The purpose of this study was to design and verify a model of human
resource
development and utilization (HRD-LD for intercultural technology transfer

(lTf). Verification

of the HRD-U model was carried-out through case study analyses of two pairs
of processes
of international education for development (lED) and international work
for development

(lwD), undertaken during

the months of June 1990 to June 1991. The first pair examined

the convergence of ITT partners from Canada and the Caribbean.
The second analyzed the
convergence of IED and IWD activities from the perspective
of

and a review of programmes in Canada were conducted

to

ITT.

Case studies in Nigeria

determine the institutional

structure and its components required for the programming of
HRD-U for ITT in the case

countries' The research process for each case is described in that particular
case. This chapter
discusses the research process for conceptualizing the

HRD-u for ITT model. Its detailed

design is described in Chapter Ten.

In the first pair of case studies (IMAP, Caribbean and Canadian case studies),
important activities to bring about effective ITT through HRD-U
were identified. These case
studies are described in chapter seven.
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A

qualitative research method was used based on inûerviews with programme

officers, participants and alumni

in

the IMAP (Caribbean) Case Study. In the IMAp

(Canadian) case study, a scaled questionnaire was administered to rate factors relating to

collaborative partnership exchange. For TAC (Nigeria), interviews were conducted with
programme officers, and documents were reviewed, to identify activities of the IWD for ITT
process.

In the WUSC Case Study, a five-point, scaled questionnaire was administered to

study the perceptions of two groups (lED and IWD) of programme managers regarding the

important activities which bring about effective ITT in the IED and IWD processes. The
ratings were analyzed and compared to determine the degree of similarity (convergence or
divergence) of IED and IV/D (for ITT) activities. A detailed description of the sources
of

information and strategies for this case analysis is provided in chapter Eight,
Important activities for ITT (verified in the WUSC exchange prqect) were used to
design and implement a Uganda-Canada IWD exchange project. This case study was
to
examine how straÛegic preparation and the collaborative approach bring about effective
ITT

in the IWD process (from the IWD participant's perspective). Another set of case studies

-

CUSO; DEC (Development Exchange Centre); MAMSER (Mass Mobilizarion
for Social
and Economic Recovery) in Nigeria and CFPM (Community Futures Program
of Manitoba)

in Canada

- were examined to identify the structure (STC) and its HRD-U

for effective ITT programming.

(pTC) componenrs

CHAPTER THREE

BUILDING A BASIS FOR DEYELOPING THE HRD-U FOR ITT MODEL
The Domino Theory of Development
Chapter Three presents a discussion of the shifts in the
concepts of development and the approaches used to bring
them about. The chapter examines development: shift in
conceptualization and definition, past (industrial age),
development conceptualization and definition - reasons for

shift,

presenlpassing conceptualization: (need-based,
information and globalization era) shift from present to
emerging (individualization, collaborative exchange) and
emerging conceptualization and definition of development.
Development approaches and strategies, shifts from diffusion
to infusion approach and strategies, development approaches
and their outcomes lead to a final section on deduced principles
for building the HRD-U for ITT model.

This is a time of preparation ... for a new civilization and culture in a new
world order
At the end of an (any) age human resources and established
institutions seem inadequate to meet world needs and problems (World Goodwill,
tee4).

Development is about people. People are, in fact, not only the most crucial
resourcer but the raison d'etre of development - both the means and .end. Thus the
development of human resources must be the first priority, because the developing
countries need large numbers of competent, well-trained and educated people to carry
their societies forward to reach their goals ... and because people must comã first if the
development process is to make any sense. Human resource development (HRD) is the
key that can unlock potential talent and abilities, opening the way to social and
economic progress (CIDA, 19S7 p.36).
The 1990s are characterizæd by a new respect for the individuat as tlrc
foundation
of society and the basic unit of change (emphasis mine)...
This is not 6'every man to himselP' type of individualism.... Individualism,
however, does recognize that individual energy matters. When peoplesatisfy their
genuine achievement needs - in art, business, or science - societ¡r benefits (Naisbitt
and
Aburdene, 1990, p.322-325).
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3.l lntroduction
In the 'real world' everything

depends on everything else. The way a particular

phenomenon is conceptualized and defined determines its related factors, programming
approaches and strategies, and consequently, the outcomes obøined.

A shift in the

conceptualization of the primary phenomenon (or its programming) results in a shift in the
related factors. This is the underlying principle of the domino theory which has been applied

universally to many situations, where a significant change in one element (domino) leads
to a chain reaction resulting in changes in other factors (dominoes) closely related

ûo the

first

In our fast-changing world, we are dealing with a domino effect in
which one change leadr to another. But wè are not dealing with just
one row of dominoes. The entire tabletop is crisscrossed with róws
and rows of dominoes, and they all interðonnect so that one change
leads not to just one other change and then another, but a whole
network of lapping and interconnecting changes lead to a complex
matrix of changes that has the appearance ôf causing all of the
dominoes to fall at once (Helmestetier, 1991, p.77)

Such is the case with development.

A shift in the conceptualization and definition of development and its programming
(by the 1970s) has led to corresponding shifts in its associated factors such as development
approaches, strategies and outcomes.
The intent of this chapter is not to describe nor analyze the causes of the noted shift,
but to describe the shift itself in an atûempt to identify its direction. An examination of the

direction of change is necessary for proposing a conceptualization and definition of
development based on HRD-U. An examination of the shift in development and its related
factors is undertaken using a three-phase framework: the past, the present and passing, and
the future.
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3.2 Development: Shift in Conceptualization and Definition

3.2.1 Past (Industrial Age)

Development in the past, during the industrial age, has been defined as, or equated with,
modernization at the societal level (Rogers with Shoemaker,lgTT). This involved social
change where new ideas were introduced into a society in order to produce a higher per capita

income and level of living through more modern production methods and improved social
order (Rogers with Shoem aker, 197 I).

In an article titledThe Rise and FaII of the Dombnnr Para.digmRogers (1978,

p.Ø)

wrote:

Through the late 1960s, a dominant paradigm ruled i ntel lectual
definitions and discussions of development. This concept of
development grew out of certain historical events, such as the Industrial
Revolution in Europe and the united states; the colonial experience
in l-atin America, Africa and Asia; the quantitative empiricism of
North American social science; and capitalistic economic-political
philosophy. Implicit in the ruling paradigm were numerous assumptions
that were generally thought to be valid, or at least were not widely
questioned, until the early 1970s.

Similar to Rogers, Leger (1990a) describes the historical context of the dominant
paradigm. In contrast, Leger presents its implications for practice and describes the
approaches used and their results. He observed that since the Second World War,

"development" has generally meant progress through economic grorvth, often without due
consideration for long-term cultural, economic, or ecological balances and sustainability.

In his opinion, the term "development" connotes a progressive movement away from

an

inferior or undesirable state. He argues: "So far, the measurement of progress of this
'movement' has been maærially and quantitatively deûermined
and, even in their qualitative
aspects, by monetary values, for example

6). According to Leger:

the'labour force', and life expectancy levels" (p.
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This "development-growth approach" has fuelled and dominated
human intervention everywhere, in our personal lives and in our cities

and country-side alike. In practice, western industrial values often
have been superimposed on other societies. Sometimes these
superimposed values are themselves a distortion of the actual values
within the western cuhure (Leger, 1990a, p. 6).

In the context of international development programming, læger (19g0b) has stated
that "the dominant economic paradigm equaúes growth with progress and perceives growth
as

intrinsically good. Resources - are considered to be efficiently exploited in the competition

of the market place" (p. 4). According to him, "this paradigm underlies most development
aid programmes, including those of international voluntary organizations" (p. 5).

Leger (1990a) asserts that:
since the early 1950s, international development assistance
has been based on this development-growth premise, with some

added assumptions; that Northern industrialized countries have
resources to offer to the south, such as ûechnology and the benefits of
economic progress; that they have national self-interests to defend;
that they have a moral responsibility to help the poor; and that
economic progress can effectively be promoted for the good of all

through development assistance models and inputs measured against
industrialized country standards (p. 6).

This conceptualization of development which was based on these historical
events
and beliefs has been judged to be inadequaûe and its assumptions no longer
applicable in
current development research and programming (Donohew and Spnnger,
1980; Innovation
Spreads, 1980; Rogers,

lØ8).

This inadequacy of the major paradigm of development has

led to calls for new conceptualizations, definitions and programming (lnnovation
Spreads,
1980; [-eger, 1990a; Leger, 1990b).

3' 3 Development Conceptualization and Definition: Reasons for shift

In the Third Edition of his book Dffiston of Innovatíons first published in
1962,
Rogers (1983) reporred rhat:

Around the year lWj, I think that an intellectual shift
occurred in our basic conception of development. It was in this

4

context of the passing of the dominant paradigm of development that
diffusion research came to be evaluated by its critics in the 1970s and
found wanting... The paradigm of development impried that the
transfer of æchnological innovations from development agencies to
their clients lay at the heart of development (Rogers , rgg3, p. 120-1).
Various causes have been identified

úo

explain inadequacies in the way development

is conceptualized and its programming carried-out by several researchers, writers and
practitioners, such as Donohew and Springer (1980), Innovation Spreads (1980), I_nger
(1990a; 1990b), Rogers (1978;1983).
This shift in development conceptualization and definition was not only intellectual,
but also occurred in development programming practi ce (Innovation Spreads, 19BO; [.eger,
1990a; 1990b). The conceptualization of development programming in the past was based
on mechanizafion through industrialization. It was carried out in a prescriptive, trickle-down

(top down) manner, with centralized planning, and involved large scale structural projects.
Over time this was found to be ineffective because, among the many shortcomings of this

approach:

l)

the benefits of this form of development were not reaching the intended

recipients at the grass roots;2) insufficient employment was created through modernization;

3) the development w¿ìs largely culturally insensitive and consequently;4) prqects were not
sustainable, often failing soon after the termination of external support; and 5) there was

general lack of recipient involvement in decision-making, planning, and execution
of
projects (Rogers, 1978;1983). This approach to development programming ,,hindered
Third World attempts towards cultural and economic progress both locally and internationally,
(Leger, 1990a, p.5).
The various shortcomings of the "dominant paradigm" of development, and
hence

international development based on economic theorizing, gave rise to three movements
in
development politics: 1) the North-South Dialogue,2) the new international economlc
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order, and 3) the basic needs approach (Dosa,

19t35;

Roach,lyTg).The basic needs approach

appeared to have provided the impetus for and formed the basis of the new conceptualization

and definition of development.

In addition to the shortcomings of the first conceptualization,other factors contribuæd
to the emergence of the present definition of development. These included;

l)

globalization;

2) the emergence of the information age; 3) the rise of indigenous people and their desire

to participate meaningfully in their own development; 4) the age of individualism and
greater stress on self development; and 5) the call for greater accountability of the technical
assistance donors and industrial suppliers.

Rapid advancements

in

computer and telecommunications

technologies have fostered the shift to an information-based economy.

These developments underlie the growing service industries
and...worldwide there has been an increase of information workers
from 10 to 60 million during the last decade. (Bortnick, 19g5, p.

te)

The emergence of the global information era has elevated the status of information

to the technology level (whereby information has now become widely recognized

as

technology)' Information is now seen as an essential ingredient in the development process

(Donohew and springer, 1980; Dosa, 1985; Jolly, 1974; parker, lgTg). Among other
outcomes or responses, this has resulted in: 1) greater awareness of the necessity to identify,

acquire, screen and select information as part of the needs and contextual analyses of
the

development process (Dosa, 1985);

2) the need for contextual knowledge about the

recipient's society which has led technical assistance donors and industrial suppliers to
recognize indigenous culture and knowledge as an essential component of development

(Lederach, 1992; Scott-Stevens, 1987); and 3) the necessity of including
recipients in the
development programming process (pilotta and widman, l9g3).
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3. 4 PresentÆassing Conceptualization (Need-based, Information and

Globalization Age)

In sharp contrast to its predecessor, the new conceptualization and definition of
development arose from a need-based orientation as different from one previously focused
on technology (Dosa, 1985). This shift to a need-based orientation/approach occurred at a

time when information had become the primary source (raw material) for production, and

for the technology to be transferred (Neelameghan, 1985). It was characterized as bottomup, multi-disciplinary, with decentralized planning, diversified small-scale prqects carried
out primarily by recipient groups, with a grass roots, community-based onentation (Donohew
and Springer, 1980; Dosa, 1%Ð. It was designed to redress the shortcomings of the previous

conceptualization and programmin g.

In the current age of information and globalization, information is seen as a pnme
ingredient in development programming. Its availability and people's freedom and ability
to access it world-wide is unprecedented. The need therefore exists for individuals to be able

to effectively search for, screen, acquire and use information to produce goods, services and

technology to meet their personal needs and those of their society. However people's daily
exposure to vast amounts of information through various media has generally conditioned

them to be information receivers, not seekers. At the same time, without being able to

effectively screen information, people generally tend to suffer from information overload
(Rogers, 1983). This phenomenon hinders their ability to select only the most relevant
information for particular purposes.

In contrast to previous top-down diffusion-type development methods, which the
"undeveloped" passive recipient had only to receive the "goods" from the "developed"

giver. The present shifts the role of the recipient from passive receiver to active participant
in the ITT process. Development at present is viewed

as a

widely participatory process of

social change in a society, intended to bring about social and material advancement
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(including greater equality, freedom and other valued qualities) for the majority of people
through their gaining greater control of their environment (Rogers, 1978;1983).
Rogers (1%3) states that the current shift in development thinking from that of the

past

is

towards people's greater participation and involvement and that the new

conceptualization is likely to be context-specific. Rogers (1978) is of the view that while
their exact combination of characteristics and features would be somewhat different in every

nation, some of the main elements in this newer conceptualization of development has
begun to emerge.

In his opinion these elements include four main categories:
1) the

Euality of distribution of information. socio-economic benefits. etc.;

2) popular participation in self-development pranning and execution:
3) self-reliance and independence in development; and
4) integration of traditional with modern systems.
Rogers (1983) has identified some of the main elements of the present and passing
conceptualization as well as those of the past. He also describes the possible factors leading

or contributing to the rise of the alternatives that, a decade ago, were to him simply
"emerging". Table 3.1 (from Rogers, 1983, p. r2z) presents these elements.
This present (though rapidly passing) conceptualization of development reflects the
need for people's involvement and participation in development programming and decision

making.

3.5 Shift Flom Present To Emerging (Individualism, Collaborative Exchange)
According to læger (1990a and 1Ð0b), the current conceptualization of development
is no longer useful for the future. He suggests alternatives that focus on the need for mutual
respect and exchanges based on common or agreed-upon problems, needs and aspirations

Æ
Table 3.1 - Emerging Altematives to the Dominant Paradigm of Development

Main Elemenb
InThe Dominant
Paradigm of

Emerging Alternatives
To The Dominant
Paradigm

Possible Factors Leading To
Altematives To The Dominant
Paradigm

Development
1.

EconomicGrowth

1. EquatiÇ of

Dstribution

L. Dscouraging rates of economic
growth during the 1950s and 1960s
in most developing nations.
2. A growing loss of faith in the
"trickle-down" theory of distribut

ing development benefits
2. Capital-intensive

technology

1.Improving the quality of
life
Greater emphasis on
appropriate technology
2.

L.

Environmental pollution prob-

lems inEu¡oAmerica and lapm.
2. Realization that there are limits to

growth
3. The post-1973 energy crisis

3. Cenbalized

L. Self-reliance

planning of

development at the local
level

development

in

1.

The experience of the People's

Republic of China with decentralizedp articipatory development
which became widely known
elsewhere in the 1970s

4.

Mainly internal

1.

lnternal and extemal

1.

causes of

causes of underdevelopment

underdevelopment

(amounting to a redefinition
of the problem by developing
nations).
Adapte

d fr

om Ro gers

(1 9

The rise of OPEC power

in world power illusbrated
by voting behaviour in the UN
General Assembly and in various
international bodies)
2. Shifts

I 3)

of the participants in the partnership. These will be necessary for future development
processes.

Increasing access and exposure to the world have expanded the field of operation
for

most People from neighbourhood communities and individual societies to the global
village. According to l-eger (1990b): "Nothing is purely local any more." Consequently,
development is now viewed in a global conûexl Leger advocates a conceptualization
of
development "that is based on self-respect and fosters self-determination, within a
framework
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of a sustainable future" that all participants will help determine. Within this framework of
what he calls a "Global Cooperative Approach" to development conceptualization and
programming, what is needed at the global level is a new international cooperative

discourse. This discourse rejects traditional donor-recipient relationships based on the
"development assistance" approach and promotes the concept of a "Common Heritage"
respecting different cultural realities (I*ger,1990a, p. 13).

A global cooperative

approach must not assume that there is a broad
agreement on the ultimate vision and goals of development and that

the

issue

is mainly on the "how to" and the equitability of

approaches such as partnerships and shared responsibilities, the real
question that remains is a cooperative approach to what end, for
whom, and for what pulpose? ([æger, 1990a, 16).

In this conceptualization of development individuals and groups will have

the

opportunity to achieve their goals through cooperation with others from any part of the

world' They will

be able to give to and take from others whatever they need to address their

problems, needs and aspirations.

But attaining their goals will require cooperation with

others with whom they share inputs and facilitation for addressing their problems, needs and

aspirations. When they and their partners both accomplish their goals, societies benefit. As
a result it is necessary for individuals to know their problems, needs and aspirations in the

contexts of their societal problems, needs and aspirations.

It is an individual who creates a work of art, embraces a political
philosophy, bets a life's savings on a new business, inspires a
colleague or family member to succeed, emigrates to a new country,
has a transcendent spiritual experience... The 1Ð0s are charactÊnzed
by a new respect for the individual as the foundation of society and the
basic unit of change. (Naisbit & Aburdene, 1990 p.3ZZ).

Globalization driven by information, telecommunication and travel has led to a rise

in prominence of the human being. "As we globalize, individuals, paradoxically, become
more important, more powerful" (Naisbitt & Aburdene p.323). This is due to people,s
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growing access to information and resources and their global mobility. It

is

an emerging

ability to access the world, coupled with their intrinsic capabilities, skills and knowledge
that enables people to become a major driving force in their own and societal change.
The need to understand one's own and the others'culture and conæxfual information
has become a necessity for effective development programming and exchanges. As L-eger

(1990b) suggests:

In the Global village, only people rooted in their communities can
really help, understand each other, and be credible. our searching and
involvement in the problems of our own country and community is
what others want to relate to. we can only share the knowledge,
technologies, impact assessments, poems, and songs that we master,
fight for, love and believe in (p. 9).

When people know their culture they can share it with others. Learning each others'
cultures complements the knowledge of their own, to enable them to function effectively
in
exchanging information and other resources for development. Participants in development
exchanges are in each others' societies (be

it the recipients' or donors') to learn both the

indigenous culture and technology (Læger,L99}a;Pilotta and Widman, l9g3). These
factors
have led to donors realizing the need to form partnerships and collaborate with
recipients.

It is believed that

more meaningful, appropriate, and sustainable development

achieved through these development programming straûegies.
relationships

will be mutually beneficial

will

be

It is assumed that such

and satisfying for borh parties (Leger, 7990a,

1990b). In other words, the more effective the partnership, the more effective
the subsequent

development.
Consensus-building on long-term development requires collaboration
with others.

Today's global village requires partnerships that operate within a spirit of
solidanty. ,.our

very survival is increasingly dependent on a heightened sense of the inter-relatedness
of
issues and our mutual responsibility for them" ([æger,

l99}a,p.

16). The search for the most
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effective form of partnership has led to collaborative exchange.

3.6 Emerging Conceptualization and Definition of Development

development is emerging as a process which moves
people towards meeting their own needs, as periodically defined by
them, for food, health care, employment, and housing, and develops
self-respect, and spiritual well-being. This is done primarily by
encouraging intemal creativity and independence. Development cannot
be either "transferred or carried out by others". It implies that people
organize themselves to determine their own agenda in a manner that
is cultural I y, economicall y, politi cally, and ecologically s ustainable
over the long-terrn. (Leger, I990ap. 16).

Development within a global cooperative framework is based on a concept of
individuals collaborating with others to contribute to and utilize global village resources for
producing and exchanging goods, services and technology to address their own problems,
needs and aspirations which arise

from, and are hinged in their cultural context.

For this study, development is defined as a process where people have the capability
to identify and address theirown and others' problems, needs and aspirations by collaboratively

acquiring resources from any source and using and exchanging them to produce goods,
services and technology.
Therefore, enabling individuals (as the foundation of society) to tap their intrinsic
resources (energy, motivation, desires, creativity, talents, resourcefulness, skills, knowledge)
and to effectively use the information and resources found in the global village to address

their problems, needs and aspirations to improve society constitutes the new form of
development capacity and represents a new conceptualization of the focus and goals of
development.
This conceptualization involves building technological capacity at both the personal
and societal levels. Technological capacity which exists at the level of the nation, city,
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industry, village or firm (Adei, 1987) is referred to as societal technological capacity.

Technological capacity is the sum total of people with the requisite
skills, the stock of technical knowledge for them to draw upon, the
tools and instruments for them to work with, and the institutional
framework necessary for realizing company or national objectives.
(Adei, 1987, p. 11).
Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) suggest that technological capacity may exist at the
level of the person as well. This is the concept of personal technological capacity as used

in this study' It is the ability of the individual to access and utilize personal, technological
and other forms of resources in the global village to address their own defined problems,
needs and aspirations through the production and exchange ofdesired goods, services
and

technology.
Kamenetzky, Maybury and Weiss Jr. (1986) state the importance of technological
capacity in the context of a global development framework. In their opinion, technological

capacity is required by individuals and groups to:

... identify and define technorogically feasible development goals and
strategies at the sector and project level; to shop for, select and
negotiate for, and acquire technology and insure its adaptation to
local conditions and resources; to implement, operate und irnprou"
that technology; to solve practical problems as they arise; to eviuate
the effect of æchnology and assess its overall social impact; to
generate new technology;to train qualified technologists and ensure
their productive utilization; to keep upto-date on global technological
development and on technorogical elements of problems ,"quiring
global management; to assess the impact of and opportunities created
by real or potential technological innovations; and to advise the
govemment and the public at large on national and international
policy issues requiring an understanding of technology (p. 14).

In the opinion of Kamenetzky, Maybury

and Weiss Jr. (1986), technological

capacity is required by all societies at every stage of their development. At
fìrst, technological
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capacity is required

ûo

identify, select and apply technology. I-ater,technological capacity

is required for innovation, to produce and exchange goods, services and technology
required in the society. Since no society is technologically independent, (Roach Ig79) the

first and second purposes for technological capacity occur together: the search for,
acquisition and application of technology, as well as the exchange of goods, services and
technology, take place simultaneously.

Adei (1987) has stated that STC is made up of various components. This includes

PTC which is the most essential component of STC (Meals, 1980). pTC refers to
individuals' ability to effectively identify and address their own problems, needs and
aspirations within the framework of their society's problems, needs and aspirations. pTC
enables one to carry out problem solving effectively. Thus STC is essential for effective

development and use of PTC. At the same time STC cannot develop without pTC, the two
are symbiotically related.

PTC is developed for and from problem solving which involves searching for,
acquiring/receiving from and giving to others technological and other global development

inputs . These inputs are used collaboratively with others, who also make their
own
resources available and any other inputs they can muster to produce and
exchange

innovations (goods, services and technology) to address their common and agreed-upon
problems, needs and aspirations.

In the context of this conceptualization of development, STC refers to a society's
ability to enable individuals and groups to develop and use their technological capability
to
address their problems, needs and aspirations effectively by acquiring
inputs from within
and beyond their societies. one essential aspect of STC is the institutional
and programming

structure required to share (give and receive) development inputs and facilitation
for

production and exchange of goods, services and technology. The ITE (Inærcultural
Technology Exchange) programming structure is defined in this study
as an inûernationally

v
linked network of nodes which provide access to information, resources and facilitation to
enable individuals in teams to identify their own and their society's problems, needs and

aspirations for producing goods, services and technology to address effectively their
identified problems, needs and aspirations, based on their contextual factors.

3.7 Development Approaches and Strategies
PasL In the past, development approaches and strategies were charactenzedas being

top-down in nature. In [-eger's (1990a) opinion, the term "development assistance" has
come to imply that one part of the world can "develop" the other and meet their basic needs

(Leger, l99}a, p. 6). He is of the opinion that:

within the development

assistance model, the south is seen as
primarily having "needs". In practice, the North often determines
the south's needs - limiting them to "basic needs", in health, shelter,
food...and, more recently, human resources. Most development
assistance strategies emphasize the inputs that the donor has to offer
to help fill or meet these needs: expertise or volunteers, investments
and technologies, and foreign currencies to purchase foreign goods
and services on the donor's terms and conditions. Accountability for
success or failure of development efforts is often based on the
definitions and criteria of foreign donors, and not on those of the
intended beneficianes. Media efforts to inform Northern citizens are
often self-serving, presented out of contexl and limiæd to the donors'
efforts in assisting the south. In other words, development too often
becomes what the donor is doing and has to offer... The inputs and
process are foreign-driven (Leger, I99Oa, p. 6 &.7).
Leger (1990a) states: "Muny development strategies, including those of voluntary

organizations, appear to be based on this 'development assisúance premis e,,, (p.
7).

Accordingly, "while strategies and rhetoric speak of indigenous development objectives,
the results are often identified as foreign development projects" (p. g).

Leger (1990a) maintains that:
The "development assistance paradigm" may only be able to function
within a framework of donor-recipient rerationships, where inputs,
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timing, conditions, and evaluation critena are, in practice,
unilaterally controlled by the donor (p. 8).
He feels that with this approach, "the recipients, in real need, can only hope that the
paternalistic process

will

be

flexible enough

ûo

allow the pursuit of at least some of their own

objectives, while satisfying donor conditions and maintaining goodwill" (p. 8). In l-eger's
(1990a) view, if development programming is to be improved, a new conceptualization and
practice of development must be found. He therefore calls for an alternative approach which,

similar to that perceived by Rogers (1978;1983), is context-based and specific to a culture,
but global in onentation and cooperative in approach.
In this case the diffusion approach was employed where the supplier used persuasion
to convince the buyer to acquire existing technology as the only suitable solution to their
development problems, needs and aspirations. Diffusion is the process by which ...new
ideas are communicated to the members of a social system (Rogers with Shoem aker,

lT/1,

p' 7). This is similar to what Rogers with Shoemaker calls "directed contact change or
planned change". It "is caused by outsiders who on their own or as representatives of change

agencies intentionally seek to introduce new ideas in order to achieve goals they have
defined" (p.8).
Bennis and others (1962) define directed (or planned) change in
essentially similar terms to ours, except that they stress the mutuality

of client and change agent in planning the change. we feel this
mutuality is not always necessary for directed change to occur,
although it facilitates its likelihmd of success. Our notion of directed
contact change bears a close resemblance to what Kelman (1961)
terms "compliance", an alteration of the receiver's beliefs or
behavior in a direction the source of commurucation feels is desirable
(Rogers with Shoemaker,Ig'7I, p. 9, Footnote).

While diffusion is not based on the problems, needs and aspirations of the recipients
and is considered passee in development programming literature,
usefulness

it appears to have

in various areas. However, it is not expressly programmed for in

its

most
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development ITT. Consequently, the model design effort of this study focuses on infusion
and integration.

Diffusion often meant that local technological knowledge and other inputs were
ignored (Lederach, 1992; Scott-Stevens, 1987). This strategy did not result in effective
development and ITT. Scott-Stevens (1987) found that the donors (foreign consultants)
were operating in the diffusion ("giving") approach, which is prescriptive (Scott-Stevens,

1%7), while the recipients (counterparts) were desiring to operate in what is described here
as the "exchange" approach. In this mode, the recipients wanted to learn about proposed

technology and its alternatives in order to be able

úo

effectively select technology then decide

about its use. Recipients also wanted to provide information to the foreign consultant (IWD

participant) about their context so that the potential usefulness and fit of the technology with
context could be determined. The incompatibility of these two approaches often rendered

ITT ineffective (Scott-Stevens, 1987).

3.8 shifts From Diffusion to Infusion Approach and strategies

The diffusion aPproach involved "donors" attempting to "develop" the recipient
instead of "enabling" (empowering) "recipients" to "develop" themselves with desired
inputs from the donors. Such an approach would mean the donor "teaching the recipients
to fish rather than providing fish to the recipients" and focusing development programming
on the identified problems, needs and aspirations of the recipients..

As Scott-Stevens (1987) observed, the past development strategy meant teaching a
man to fish without the "teacher" having adequate knowledge of fishing in the particular
context. As she observes:

Teaching a man to fish is not as easy as it sounds. Beyond
giving him a hook,line, and pole - and perhaps some bait, and telling
him to cast thehook into the water - is a wealth of knowledge that
intersects and pertains to fishing: knowledge about knots, about lines,
and material for poles. There is knowledge about fish and rvater too
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- what do they eat, at what season of the year; where are they most
likely to be found, and how can one tell if they are there (p. 170).

In her opinion, one cannot teach experience; one can only share it. As such, ..the
technical 'know-how' of the person cannot be substituted for the accumulated experience
of a thing by someone else. Nor should it be an excuse for ignoring the preexisting level of
technical knowledge of a people" (p. 170).
Instead of ignoring indigenous technical and cultural knowledge (as in the case
of

diffusion),

it has been argued that a more useful strategy would be for development

participants to learn about and utilize relevant local inputs for development programming.

Ideally, this would involve the recipients (who are the most knowledgeable of their own
culture and technology) teaching the donor about their indigenous context.
Recognition of the need to rearn about the recipient's context has led to a new
development strategy. l-ederach has presented what he calls an ,.elicitive"
approach to
development practice. In describing such straûegies l,ederach (rggz) states:
The elicitive approach starts from the vantage point that training is an
opportunity aimed primarily at discovery and creation of models that
emerge from the resources present in a particular setting and respond
to needs in that context. Its motto, borrowed from the theme of
appropriate technology, suggests this concern: "Discovering ways to
catch fish in our own ponds." The emphasis is not only on
empowennent as participation in creating models, but also in seeking
resource and root in the cultural context itself (p. g_9).

Presenting the elicitive approach

in the case of "conflict

resolution,, training,

Lederach (1992) wrote:
The starting point of the elicitive training is to reconceptualize roles.

The trainer sees himself or herself primarily as a catalyst and
facilitator rather than as an expert in a particular model of conflict

resolution. The key contribution of the trainer-as-catalyst does not
lie
primarily with the expertise or skills the trainer may possess about a
particular approach to conflict resolution or mediation. It lies rather
with the facilitating skill of providing opporrunity for discovery and
creation through a dynamic educative process (p. 9).
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Present/Passing: The ineffectiveness and topdown, exclusionary orientation of past
straÛegies led to the current process, which is cha¡acterized as being bottom-up (grass-roots

or community-based) and participatory in nature (Donohew and Springer, 1980). This
straúegy generally focuses on working

with governments, NGOs, communities and groups

to carry out projects and programmes.
Infusion is the process where ITT participants aftempt to select technology based on

the need of the recipient. This is the need-based approach to ITT. This process can be

initiated by either the recipient (user) or by the donor (supplier, producer) of a needed
technology.

Infusion is the process by which new ideas are acquired by members of a social
system based on their identified problems, needs and aspirations. This is similar to what
Rogers with Shoemaker (1971) calls "selective Contact Change". This paradigm of types

of social change

results when "members

of a social system are exposed to external

influences and adopt or reject a new idea from that source on the basis of their needs', (p.

8). The differentiating words here are: on the basis of their needs. There are two main
possibilities with this orientation. In one, the recipients begin with knowledge
of technology;

in the other, they search for and acquire relevant technology from wherever it might exist,
to address identified needs.

In the first case, it is very likely, as Rogers with Shoemaker (1971) writes, that:
exposure to innovations is spontaneous or accidental; the
receivers are left to choose, interpret, and adopt or reject the new
ideas. An illustration of selective contact change oæurs when school
teachers visit a neighbouring school that is especially innovative.
They may retum to their own classrooms with a new teaching method,
but with no pressure from schoor administrators to seek and adopt
such innovations (p. 9).

The

In the second, the search for technology is a deliberate action, i.e. students going
to
universities to study in particular types of progftrmmes or disciplines. Another
may be when
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industrialists want to set up factories and they look for particular types of machines or
experts in particular areas of the operation.

It is possible

that the potential donor of technology identifies the need and

participates with the recipients to refine the needs and to select and acquire the appropriate

technology from wherever it might be found.

As infusion is based on the needs of the recipients, it is apparent that the process
cannot be carried out without them. Because the infusion process can be initiated by the
supplier of technology or by the recipients, both IED and IWD parricipants can begin the
process.

Therefore, infusion takes place when either the donor or the recipient begin with
the problems, needs and aspirations of the recipient and carry out activities collaboratively
to identify, select, acquire and apply the technology to adequaúely address those problems,
needs and aspirations. Infusion also takes place when the donor begins

with technology,

identifies a need for that technology, and then works collaboratively with the recipient to
define and analyze the recipient's problems, needs and aspirations and technology, within

their contexts, and applies and/or adapts the technology effectively to the recipient's
problems, needs and aspirations; In infusion,

it is the recipients' problems,

needs and

aspirations that are expressed and considered paramount in development programming.

A prime example of the need-based, group-oriented infusion approach to development is the
Antigonish Movement. Begun in the 1920s this movement is focused on bringing about
social and economic development by enabling communities to define their visions and goals
and to carry out stePs to address them through cooperative efforts. The philosophy on which
the movement is built is contained in six principles: 1) the primacy of the individual
relating

to the dignity of man and the development of his capacities as the aim of social organization;

2) that social reþrm must come through education in that social progress results from an
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improvement (through education) of people; 3) that education must begin with the economic

in that an individual's economic needs is of prime importance to him or her; 4) that education

must be hhrough Sroup action because problems facing an individual are often group
problems and that group action is essential to success in modern society; 5) that effective
soctal reþrm involves fundemental changes in social and economic institutions; and 6) the
ultimate obiective of the movement is afuII and abundant life
for everyone in the community

in which society permits every individual to develop to the utmost limit of his capabilities.

The process of bringing about social reform through the Antigonish Movement involves
a
change agency organizing town hall or community meetings in which participants
identify

factors and conditions that are adversely affecting them. The groups then organize and
strengthen themselves through education and harnessing resources to then bring about
desired changes to their society to the betterment of their members. Being need-based
and
group oriented has made the Antigonish Movement very successful and
has contributed to

it

becoming the basis of much theory and policy for Canadian development
thinking

(l-awless, 1994) and widely used by development agencies (MacDonald
and Mifflen, 19gg)
and accepted by communities around the world (Bean and MacDonald,,lggy:and pluta
and

Kontak, 1976).

What is described here refers to the concept of "self-development". According
to
Rogers (1978), self-development calls for an approach to I.IT different
from diffusion. In
Rogers (I97 8) contention:
Self-development impries a different role of communication than
the usual top-down development approach of the past. Technical
information about deveropment problems and possibiìities and about
appropriate innovations is sought by local systems from the central
government. The role of government development agencies, then,
is
mainly to communicaúe in answer to these locally-initiated requests
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rather than to design and conduct toplown communication campaigns.
Key elements in selfdevelopment approaches are participation,

mass mobilization, and group efficacy, with the main responsibility

for development planning and execution being at the local level.
(Rogers 1978p.68-69).
This view of self development both precludes the recipient from obtaining external
assistance, as Wallender (1979) suggests, in defining their problems, needs and aspirations
and excludes potential donors from participating in the initial súages of the self development

process. Donors could contribute to the analysis of perceived recipient needs by making
project ideas and technology (and its usefulness) known to them. The participation
of the
donors could also enable the recipient to begin the process of creating alternative solutions,
as Rogers himself suggested

in this conceptualization and help determine what types of

technology may best meet their needs. It does not recogni ze the need for recipients to
have

information from beyond the immediate contexts to stimulate their creative thinking and
innovations. As well, this concept focuses solely on groups and organizations.
Based on suggestions from literature, the donor need not be passive and
merely
responsive, but could be pro-active

in 1) stimulating identification of need by potential

recipients, 2) enabling (building the capacity of) the poúential recipients to be
able to define

their needs and search for technology to address those needs, and 3) facilitating
and
providing suPport for the analysis/identification of needs and appropriate technology
for
addressing those needs.

Another concern with this approach is that the local people may not always be
able
to adequately define and articulate their own problems, needs and aspirations
without some

facilitative input as Donohew and Springer (1980) and l.edera ch (T992) suggesred.
Also,
as Wallender (1979) suggesrs:

In many firms in the Third world, a major obstacle to improve

technology transfer activities is lack of management capability to
diagnose the need for technology. The examination of private and
public firms in developing countries reveals that they have limited

capability to identify the kinds of technologies they need and,
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consequently, little impetus for seeking technology (p. 39).

Consequently, Havelock(1973) has proposed a "change agent team" for clarity of
problem, need and aspiration dehnition and for effective problem solving. This collaborative

team or partnership approach based on collaboratively defined problems, needs and
aspirations of the recipient of development inputs forms the central tenet of the emerging
development strategy.

Emerging: Based on the current straûegy a new approach is emerging which is also
bottom-up, need-based, and information-intensive.

It differs however in its orientation,

representing a shift from groups to individuals and teams (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990).
This approach arises from the recognition that "people are the means and end of development,,

(CIDA, 1987). It recognizes that individuals have knowledge and expertise to build upon
and to share, and that they also have access to a large resource base in the global village.

Accordingly, individuals in ûeams and networks can leverage change much more than
organizations (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990). Thus, the strategy in this orientation entails
enabling people to develop the ability to effectively identify and address their own and their
societ¡r's problems, needs and aspirations through individual and/or team efforts (Wallender,

1979). The emerging approach involves collaborative exchange to bring about mutual
satisfaction of needs and increased learning (pilona and widman, l9g3).

This approach goes beyond infusion in that the donor and recipient work closely
together to ensure that the needs of both parties are effectively met. It is the concept
of
integration, which is a process in which a donor and recipient, based on their problems,
needs
and aspirations and resources, collaboratively exchange their ûechnology for application
and adaptation.

The aim is to address participants' defined problems, needs and aspirations
collaboratively using inputs and facilitation from all participants (pilorta and Widman,

19æ). Appropriate development inputs are identified and selected based on the problems,
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needs and aspirations of both the recipients and the donors. This implies that both the donors

and recipients collaboraúe to define their common or agreed-upon problems, needs and
aspirations, create solutions or models to address those problems, needs and aspirations and

leam for and from the tasks of that experience, for application beyond the specific
development project (Havelock and Havelock, r973;pilotta and widman, 19g3).

Also, the participants contribute to and acquire from each other both ûechnological
and cultural inputs in the course and as a result of their participation (Pilotta and Widman,
1983). In this case:

Each partner bnngs something to the dialogue that is inaccessible to
the other, and each culture üakes something away with it, from the
dialogue, that it did not possess before entering into the exchange
(Pilotta and Widman, 1983, p. I4).

This is the "convergence" exchange approach in which development inputs are
integrated into each recipient culture and context to address identified problems, needs and
aspirations. Pilotûa and Widman have suggested that the emerging approach to development

requires the recipients to become more aware of their problems, needs and aspirations
and
knowledgeable of alternatives to be abre to make sound decisions.

To a much greater extent than is usually acknowledged, the burden
of choice, and therefore of self-aware responsible sele-ction, is placed
upon the recipient culture. This situation, aside from preparing a
way for rational and culturally valid social planning -ã pioblem of
legitimization - dramatically reduces the degree of ãontrol that the
donor culture- can legitimatery claim ovãr the meaning of the
technology. The upshot is a net reduction in the power dimãnsionof
the relationship, and the attenuation of the top-down communication
structure which úoo often accompanies development assistance projects
(Pilotta and Widman, 1983, p. 16).
Based on this convergent exchange, an integrative partnership approach
is utilized

in the design of the ITT model proposed in this study.

&
3.9 Development Approaches and Their Outcomes
Based on how development is conceptualized and what strategies and approaches
are employed, various outcomes have been obtained.

Past Given modernization (industrialization)

as the conceptuali

zationof development and

its related top-down, technology-driven and persuasive strategies and diffusion approach,
the results were:
1) a predominant focus on physical development (infrastructure,large-scale
projects) and

technology at the societal level, with ress focus on human development;
2) limited collaboration between donor and recipient and little subsequent
mutual learning
by either party;

3) promoted dependence of the recipient upon external assistance for

development

programming;
4) no building of technical expertise and human capability (skills) in recipients
to manage
and maintain prqects afûer completion and did not foster recipient
ownership or confidence

to maintain projects resulting in generally unsustainable projects;

5) benefits and control of development process by donor and small select
groups within
recipient society, resulting in a gross ine4uity within recipient society (inequitable
distribution

of benefits, insufficient employment)

;

6) standardized, rigid, static development process which cast the donors
in the role
givers" and their counterparts as ..passive recipients";

7) culturally insensitive approach and exclusionary nature

of

of

,,active

development gave rise to

recipients wanting to participate in their own development;
8) recognized need for contextual/needs analysis of the recipient
which led to the recognition

of the need to include the recipient in the development process This
led to the recognition

by the donor of indigenous knowledge, culture, and local resources
as essential and
necessary inputs/ingredient and calls for donors to be more
responsible in their actions and
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approach towards development and recipients;

9) limited use of information by the recipient in the development process due to its lack of

availability and recipient's accessibility;
10) general dissatisfaction with the development process and outcomes of development by

donor and recipient which led to the desire for a need-based approach which in essence
involved stimulating the demand side of ITT. This in turn led to the recognition for building

capability (the recipient [demand] pull approach as opposed ro rhe donor
[supply] push
approach).

Present/Passing: With development currently conceptualized as a widely participatory
process of social change, and

ig

related bottom-up and need driven strategies and infusion

approach, the results or desired outcomes include:
1) a shift from large to small-scale physical development and from a focus on technology

to greater emphasis on human development at the societal level and the needs of the
recipient;
2) recognition of the importance of the recipient and donor collaborating for mutual
learning

in order for the donor to learn about and understand the

needs and context (indigenous

knowledge, culture and local resources of the recipient) and for the recipient to
learn about
the technology of the donor for effective decision making;

3) recognition of the need for recipients to develop the capability and skills to define
and
address their own needs and pro-actively seek and use acquired inputs to address
those needs

in order to stimulate the demand side of ITT and increase the potential for the "demand-pull,,
approach;

4) desire for recipients to be involved (inclusionary as opposed to exclusionary)
resulting
in an increased level of ownership, involvement, confidence and therefore self-reliance
and
a perceived need to take greater control

of their lives and the development process for long
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term sustainability of the project

;

5) a less standardized, rigid development process in which the recipient is pro-active while
the donor is passively responsive
6) recognition of the importance and need for recipient to have access to information for the
development programming.

Emergin& Development programming is now conceptualized in terms of capacity building
at the personal and societal levels (CIDA, 1987; Meals, 1980). Using bottom-up, needdriven strategies and collaborative exchange approaches result in:

l) a shift in emphasis

in development from societal to individual focus;

2) both donor and recipient meeting their needs through increased collaboration and mutual
learning as donor and recipients operate on the basis of their clearly stated problems, needs
and aspirations;

3) a higher Prospect of success, resulting from recipients pursuing steps in the development
process that are in keeping with their problems, needs and aspirations, giving
rise
sense

úo a

greater

of ownership, commitment, and confidence - and an improved prospect of project

success and sustainability

;

4) recipients gaining skills and capabilities from the development process to identify and
address their problems, needs and aspirations;

5) flexible, non standardized development process which can be initiated, modified or
terminated upon mutual agreement by either the donor or recipient;

6) the need to compile and organize information (the key ingredient in development
programming) from different disciplines, areas, sectors and cultures to identify
and address

their problems, needs and aspirations;
7) the need to integrate development programming to ensure a high degree
of fit between
programme design, beneficiary needs and the particular resources of the
particular assisting
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organization in societal, culfural, environmental contexts.

3.10 Deduced Principres for Buitding the HRD-u for

ITT Model

These principles relate to the primacy of the individual in the development
process,

whereby individuals are recognized as both the means and the ends of development.
Motivated individuals feel the need and acquire and use technology to produce goods,
services and Ûechnology to address their own personal and societal problems,
needs or
aspirations.

In keeping with this orientation it is recognized that: 1) individuals have within
them
a pool

of knowledge, skills, energy, a potential for creativity and experiences within
their

own value and belief system which constitute their individual unique culture
and the basis
for problem-solving;2) people (as individuals and groups) need to be able (on
their own or

with facilitation) to identify and build upon the elements within themselves
to create goods,
services and technology which address their problems, needs and
aspirations;3) it is from

within their inner core that individuals' fundamental problems, needs
and aspirations are
felt and interpreted based on interaction with their own and others' societies
and the
information to which these individuals are exposed; 4) thefundamental
problems, needs and

aspirations of any individuals can only accurately be defined
by the persons themselves; 5)

individuals' problems, needs and aspirations generally constitute a greater
catalyst for their
actions and endeavours than those of a group, organization
or society; 6) individuals'
problems, needs and aspirations, defined in the context
of their own society, link them with

their society; 7) individuals require and gain technological capacity
respectively for and
from, defining their own problems, needs and aspirations in
the context of their societ¡1, and
effectively accessing and applying information and other
resources of the global village to
produce goods, services and technology based on their
problems, needs and aspirations; g)
a society needs technological capacity in order to enable
people to develop their personal
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technological capacity; 9) societal æchnological capacity enables people to know their
problems, needs and aspirations and provides needed support and facilitation; 10) personal
technological capacity forms the basis for and leads to the building of societal technological
capacity; and I 1) openness to new ideas is the prerequisite for change.

CHAPTER FOUR
GENERIC HUMAN RESOURCE BASED ITT MODELS
Review and Critique

Chapter Four presents a discussion of common human resource-based models and their modifications which lead to an
integrated model From the integraûed model, a generic model

is proposed and related ro ITT. The chapter begins with the
shift in the roles of technology, - develõpment, the
conceptualization and definition of techn-ology, the
conceptualizftion of technology transfer,and techîology
transfer mechani-sms and agents , which leads to approachéi
and outcomes of ITT. The description and critiquè of ITT
models includes diffusion or donor-based models, infusion or
donor-recipient models, modified diffusion model or information-seeking modified infusion model; problem-solving
and linkage, principles relating to the role of the individual iñ
ITT, principles of exchange in the ITT approach and the
exchange model-a relational approach. Fóilowing the deduced principles of inûegrarion ii the identificatioñ of principles of the integration model, characteristics of integrätive
programming based on HRD-U and an articulationbf ttre
integration model is presented. In the next section, the structhe_generic m_odel is presented as is learning rhrough
Jgr.g gf
ITT in the IED and IWD process, and preparation foieffectiîe
ITT is discussed. The last section côntains a discussion of
information--seekrng systems and the requirements for an
effective information-exchange system and concludes with
the proposed ITT programming siructure and personal tech_
nological capacity components.

For if conceptions of technology and technologr change lead to errors
in defTnition which themselves lead totrrors in focufthe prõ""sr of transfer
for developqr_egrt will, at best, have little impact and, ai wor^st, negative impact
(Persaud, 19E5, p. 4).

Although early questions about the contribution of technology to
:"o.T.9ltti".-development focused on the issue of ownership of prodT"ctive
facilities, the current concerns address the question of the ori'nerrtiip and the
applic_ation of knowledge to the productioñ of goods and services.^Increasil8lV' both the developed and the developing coüntries have realizæd that one
of the ke_ys jo development is the ability to obtain, create or adapt f,no*1.ãg.
oand apply it in the productive process (t{ailenderr l979,p. ll).
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4.1 Introduction
The shift in the definitions and the factors relaæd to technology and its transfer is well

known and the articulation of this shift

is

attempted

by

only a few researchers and

practitioners. This chapter describes this shift in order to discern its direction and to design
an ITT model which captures the essence of the shift. The shift is discussed based on the
conceptualization and definition of technology and its relaæd "dominoes" such as its transfer,
mechanisms, agents, approaches and outcomes.

4.1 Shift in Technology Conceptualization and Its Dominoes
Several writers in the past few decades have stated that the rate of change in all areas

in recent centuries has become increasingly rapid (Harris, 1981). That change is evident in
the conceptualization of technology in the context of international development, which is

itself a recent formulation. It was not until the 1960s that technology came to be considered
an important element in international development discussions. Since then, it has become the

'bone of contention' for all parties involved, which are the donors and the recipients of
development inputs, and the suppliers and users of technology. As the issues become

articulated, various aspects take on new meanings based on new interpretations and
conditions. This is especially the case in the larger field of development, where international
development is an extension, and to which technology is intricately linked. As the mearungs

of concepts evolve and change, there is a need for corresponding changes in the

present

models to respond to these changes. Unfortunately, the evolution of new models is not
reflecting the conceptual changes that are occurring in the field of development.

4.1.1 Conceptualization and Definition of Technology
Technology has been understood in various ways. Theorists and practitioners appear

to stress its different aspects. Accordingly:

Technology may be defined and interpreted in many ways. The
notations currently in use - by and large - are not so muêh contradictory as stressing somewhat different aspects and properties of the
-consisting
category at issue. some authors view téchnology-as
of

7I

cerüain maûerial products (processes), whereas some others under-Íine

its informative nature. some authors restrict technology to knowledge of a special kind, whereas others incorporateãdditionally
relevant skills.andior procedures. some address technology only tó
industrial production, others, however, relate it to any activity tránsforming ilpltt. into ourp_uts- This lisring of diffeiences may be
continued indefinitely ; (Monkiew icz, 1985, p. e).
Technology is an essential ingredient in development (Clarke and Reavley,1987)
generally and therefore naturally in international development (Wallender, lgTg). The
consequence of this integral relationship of technology to development is that development

programming and outcomes are directly and intricately linked to or discussed in terms of
technology, and therefore technology transfer.
Technology conceptualizations and definitions have shifted from being considered
a 'standardized unchangeable tool' (Rogers, 1983) to 'flexible information' (Donohew and
Springer, 1980;Jolly, 1974).lt's more current conceptualization and definition stresses the
'adaptable knowledge' element, which is to be variously integrated from diverse sources,
types and levels for problem solving, addressing needs and achieving aspirations (KamenetzkT,

Maybury, and Weiss Jr., 1986; Monkiewic z, I9g5).
In the past, technology has generally been conceptualized and defined as a means of
achieving goals (Rogers, 1983).

It

consists of a wide variety of elements such as tools,

equipment, information, skills, knowledge and expertise. In the past, however, ûechnology

was seen in a narrow sense, with stress on standardized tools, equipment, goods and
machinery. Technology in this case was embodied in physical products.

As the shift occurred in the conceptualization and definition of development, away
from the physically oriented modernization process, a subsequent shift took place within the

definition of technology. The emphasis changed from tools and equipment to information.

A further shift toward capacity building at the personal and societal level led to an
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emerging definition of technology focusing on knowledge, expertise, services and skills.
Technology in this case becomes person-embodied rather than or in addition to processembodied or system-embodied (Goulet, 1975).
Quoting theEconomic Policy Courrcil of thc united Nations Association of the United
states, Kamenetzky, Maybury and weiss Jr. (1986) define úechnology as follows:

Technology means human knowledge used to achieve ends. Thus it
includes everything from the manufacture of computers to the marketing of brealdast cereals, and from the use of publiè health measures to
preventdisease to.the growing of more abuñdant and better crops. It
also include.s tle knowledge of how to organize society in ordbr to
achieve desired ends (cooperation, educational instituiions, health
care organizations) and how to cope with relaæd consequences (p. 2).
Technology, in the knowledge form, is embodied in the human persons, not machines
or tools. It includes knowledge, expertise and experience. Goulet (L975) refers to knowledge
as person-embodied technology, contrasting

it with process-embodied and firm-embodied

experiential forms of technology.
Goulet is of the opinion that person-embodied technology is the most important type

of technology for development, because it serves as both a means and end to the process of
creating goods, services and technology to address problems, needs and aspirations. But

Monkiewicz (1985) contends that technology in it's knowledge form is like "raw materials"
for production. It requires transformation to be directly and readily applied in the production
and exchange process. This transformation is done by the people carrying (embodying) such

technology and who seek to apply or use it to address their Problems, needs and aspirations
(Goulet, L975). These persons can utilize development resources and facilitation from others

within and outside of their immediate context.

4. I

It

.2 Conceptualization of Technolo gy Transfer

has been argued that how technology is conceptualized, defined and transferred

impacts upon the effectiveness and outcome of ITT and programming embodying technolo-
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gies. In making a case for an alternative conceptualization

of

ITT, Pilotta and Widman

(1983) argue that:

From the standpoint of intercultural communication [TT], the most
serious problem connected with the intercultural tranifer õf technology il not_thg fact of technology's continuing expansion, but rather the
way in whic_! technology is understood and transmitted to recipient
cultures (p. 1).

Wallender (1979) has identified four factors in the ITT process. These are: (1) the
technology supplier; (2) the environment of the supplier; (3) the technology recipient or user;
and (4) the environment of the recipient or user" (p. 12). He is of the opinion that "transfer

of technology can occur only when there is a source supplying the technology and user
receiving the technology" (p. l2).
Technology transfer has generally been thought of in physical terms. presently,
transfer of information appears to be the current (though gradually changrng) conceptuali zafron.

Both physical technology and information can be transferred without interpersonal exchanges' However, as technology becomes defined more in terms of knowledge, there is an
increasing need for inte¡personal inûeraction, communication and collaborative exchanges

(Fry and Thurber, 1989).

4. 1.3

Technology Transfer Mechanisms

The primary mechanism for transferring technology (conceptualized as machines,
equipment, tools) has been through industrialization and modernization (the building
of
infrastructure) in societies (Kiggundu, 19g9;Morgan, l9g3; Roach, lgTg). currently,
the
mechanisms for transferring technology (conceptualized pnmarily as information)
are
computerization, telecommunication systems, information based industries, data
banks,
publications, trademarks and paûents, and media (Dosa, 1985;Roach,I979;Thurber
and Fry,

1989). Technology, broadly defined, is generally quite fluid and moves rhrough
many
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channels. Much of it "is in the public domain as published material, in the minds of professors

who pass it on to their students, and experts sent to developing countries, or is incorporated

in one way or another in private investment projects" (Roach, 1979, p.8).
The conceptualization of technology as knowledge and skills (people embodied), is

most effectively transferred through developing and utilizing people (Brown, 1985). As
people are now seen as embodying technology, the movement of people from one culture to

another brings about technology transfer.

4.L4 Technology Transfer Agents
ITT agents have been called by various names and they are found in many varied
occupations. In ITT theory, they have been called "change agents" (Federico, 1979;
Havelock and Havelock,IgT3:Rogers, 1983). "Change comes to all societies. New ideas and

technology are borrowed from other societies and new discoveries and innovations are
developed from rvithin" (Federico, 1979, p. 5I7). Those who participate in this process are
change agents. Fedenco (1979) predicts:

"ln the future, change will be less a matter of

chance, and more a matter of planning and implementation" (p. 517). Those who

will

be

planning and carrying out this planned change will be change agents.
This proposition has been confirmed by Rogers with Shoemaker (1971) who state
that:

Most change.is not ahaphazard phenomenon but the result of planned,
premeditated actions by change agents (Rogers with Shoèmaker,
197I, p.227).

For Rogers (1983):
A wide variety of occupations fit our definition of change
agent: teachers, consultants, public health workers, agricultural eitension.agents, development workers , salespeople, anã many others.
All of these change agents provide a communiôation link bétween a
resource system of some kind (commonly called a change agency)
and a client system... (p. 313) (my emphasis).
Similar to development workers (lWD participants) are foreign students, referred to
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here as international education for development (IED) participants (Kone, I9B4;NAFSA,
1987)). Both groups facilitate and carry our ITT.

In discussing

practice, Kiggundu (1989) refers to change agents as executing

agencies in the sense that ITT is nearly always carried out through projects. Executing
agencies design and cany out these ITT prqects on behalf of "donors", "suppliers" or

"producers". Kiggundu defines a ûechnology transfer agent

as:

...an organization used to transfer technology, knowledge and expertise from the.exporting country
!9 rhe importing country]or orgaruzution, where the technology is utilized. The exeõuting agency cãn u" a
private, public or voluntary organization. It can beloðal, nâtional or
international. As a private firm, it can be a subsidiary oî a multinational corporation, an international joint venture, a cônsortium or a
state-owned enterprise. The cEA can be an international organiza-

tion, a united. Nations agency, a non-governmental organization,
such as a trade union or church-based organization, a-municipai

organization or association, a university, a private corporation or an
individual citizen (Kiggundu, 1989, p. tS4¡
When technology has been conceptualized as machines, tools and equipment it has
been tra¡rsfened primarily by private sectorcompanies, industries and govemments (Kiggundu,

1989). Today, technology as information is transferred by various elements of a society,

including private companies, governments, organizations, agencies and individuals, while
technology as knowledge, skills, and expertise is transfened by the people who embody
it.

4.1.5 Approaches and Outcomes of ITT

In

practice, technology transfer

is

camed out according

to may different

conceptualizations and definitions. It is very likely that ITT outcomes therefore depend as
much on technology conceptualization and definition as they do on the transfer approaches
and techniques employed.

In the era of industrialization, technology (perceived primarily as tools, equipment,
machines, laboratories, workshops, etc.) was transfened by taking

supplier and providing

it from the producer/

it to the recipient/buyer. The more industries and manufacturing
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plants a country had the more "developed" it was considered to be. This ITT involved the

physical transfer (shipping, transporting)

of products from one point to

another

in

a

standardized form (Henson, 1986; Persaud, 1985).
Persaud (1981) refers to this kind of transfer as technology "transplantation". In this

approach, the receiving societal "context" is "prepared" or changed (Goulet, 7n5) through
various strategies so that it could receive the introduced technology. This was the case when
development meant "modernization at the social system level" (Rogers with Shoemaker,

teTt).
The design, management and maintenance skills and expertise was usually withheld

by the supplier and not transferred to the recipients (Adei, 1987; Kiggundu, 1989). The
decisions with respect to what technology was transferred rested very much with the
"experts" who rvere themselves representatives or agents of the producer/supplier.
Currently, technology as information is transferred in numerous ways: physically in

the form of publications, or electronically through telecommunications, the media, and
computer networks. Today, technology has become embodied
processes. Information centres were created

in both products

and

for all forms of information documentation,

dissemination and exchanges. Networking surfaced as an important medium of information

sharing and exchanges. Media houses increased in number and sophistication, for more
effective information-based ITT programming (Dosa, 1985;McAnany, 1978;parker, I7TB).

Yet, as Rogers and Kincaid (1981) noted, neither did the information-based
conceptualization of ITT nor the approaches used in development and ITT programming of
the era of standardized physical elements of technology. I1-I was still conceptualized as

if

information was a physical element to be transferred from one person to another linearly.
They contend that the ITT approaches still remained largely that of "unidirectional
communication"; someone doing something to others. The authors cite research findings

which confirm that the "linear models of 'do-irto-others' processes like persuasion,'
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continue to be very widely used in nearly every aspect of life (Rogers and Kincaid, 1981, p.
37).
Despite all the efforts made in the presenV passing era to increase availability and
accessibility of information to poûential recipients and users, how people receive, acquire or
give and use information effectively for producing goods, services and technology to address

their identified Problems, needs and aspirations appears to have not beenprogrammed for
effectively in the ITT approaches used. Current definitions of ITT appear to be recognizing
and building into

ITT programming, the missing

aspects of creative problem solving, need

satisfaction and aspirations attainment through information acquisition and effective, purposeful application (Donohew, Tipton, and Haney,1978). This conception is based on the
belief that it is people who create, use and transfer technology (Meals, 1980). Without people,
technology would not be created, be used or purposely transferred. Therefore, it is important
to enable people to develop the capability for dealing with and relating to technology and its

transfer. This newer conceptualization and definition appears to be resulting from the need

for people to have the personal technological capacity (PTC) to define and address their own
personal and societal problems, needs and aspirations.

Technology as knowledge, skills and expertise which is embodied in people is
transferred by individuals acquinng the technology from one society and using it in another
society to produce goods, services and technology based on problems, needs and aspirations.
Technology in its knowledge form is acquired or given through the means of communicative
exchanges: people creating and using information in

ITT

exchange processes. Through this

process, participants create and share information with each other to produce novel solutions

to address technological problems, needs and aspirations. This approach which generates
and integrates resources to address problems, needs and aspirations and brings about
mutual

leaming is considered to be most useful and beneficial for ITT programming. It uses both
communication and education principles; creating and sharing ideas and educating and
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learning from one another through projects.
Communication as exchange differs greatly from that

of linear

persuasive ap-

proaches. Rogers and Kincaid (1981) refer to this as the "exchange" approach to communi-

cation based on what they call the "convergence model". This is the concept of "convergent
exchanges" and is to be carried out through partnerships (Pilotta and Widman, 1983).

4.2. Description and critique of Human Resource-Based Models of ITT

(HRD-U for ITT) model

A review of literature resulted in

the identification of ITT models which were

classified in this study according to the three approaches to development: the past, present/
passing and emerging. The past is discussed based on
a unidirectional persuasion by

a

diffusion model's conception of ITT,

IWD change agents (Rogers, lg73). The present/passing is

discussed in terms of the infusion need based models suggested by Donohew and Springer

(1980) and that of Havelock and Havelock (1973). By integraring rhe diffusion, infusion
and
convergent exchange (Pilotta and Widman,

198)

models, the integration model was created.

4.2.1 Diffusion: Donor-Based (IWD) Model

The first theoretical perspective is represented by the model proposed by Rogers
(1983) which describes the "innovation-decision process." The model addresses hou,people
make decisions regarding new technology when it confronts them. The innovation-decision
process is conceptualized from the donor's perspective, in that

it begins with the donor's

technology and traces the unidirectional flow of that technology to the recipient (refer to
Figure 4.Ia).

The model is technology-based where the recipient's knowledge of technology
precedes the decision-making process as to whether the technology is required or
appropriate
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for the buyer/recipient. The task of the donors/suppliers or their agents is to persuade the
recipients/buyers to accept the technology offered to the point where the recipients/buyers
independently continue to buy the technology.

The model consists of five stages:
1. Knowledge.occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) is exposed
to the innovation's existence and gains some understanding of hoTv it fúnctioils.

2. Persuasion occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) forms a
favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation.
3. Decision occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) engages in
activities that lead to a choice to adopt or reject the innovation.
4.lmPlementation occurs when an individual (or other decision-making unit) puts an
innovation into use.

5. Confirmation occurs rvhen an individual (or other decision-making unit) seeks
reinforcement of an innovation-decision already made, but he or she ma! reverse this
previous decision if exposed to conflicting messages about the innovatiôn . (p. l6a).

A

change agent's role

in this model is to disseminate and achieve adoption of

innovations, prevent discontinuation of the use of such innovations and then leave the user

and move

on.

Developing long-term relationships and linkages are not

a

part

of

the

programming functions of the change agent in diffusion.
As figure 4.la shows, "for this change process to be effective, the change agent must
also provide a linkage for the client's needs and problems to flow to the change agency, so
they can be considered in determining which innovations are most appropriate to diffuse to

clients. The change agent's role also includes obtaining feedback from clients about the
change programme." (Rogers, 1983, p. 314). Rogers (1983) has identified and described
seven specific and sequential roles for the change agent in the diffusion process.
Thus,

"if

one follows the process of introducing a single innovation to a client system,

seven roles can be identified for the change agent."

(p.3I7)

1. Develops need for change: Rogers (1983) suggesrs that:
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"A

change agentìs often initially required to help his or her clients
become aware of the need to alær their behaviór. operating in a
"consultative manne/', the agent points out new aliernatiies to
existing problems, dramatizes the importance of these problems, and
may convince clients that they are capable of confronting these
problems" (Rogers, 1983, p.315).

2. Establishes information-exchange relationshipt Establishing and maintaining credibility
and trustworthiness are among the most important roles of the change agent.

3.

Diagnoses client's problems: To Rogers (1983),
"The change agent is responsible for analyzing his or her clients'
problem situation in order to determine why existing alternatives do
not meet their needs." (p. 316).
He argues in a footnote to this role function that:

i' Vuny of the change agent's ethical problems centre on.....what
right a change agent has to change the beh-avior of another individual."
(p.316).
4. Creates intent to change in the client:
"After a change agent explores vanous avenues of action that his or
her clients might take to áchieve their goals, the change agent seeks
to motivate an interest in the innovatión. But, the cñangé must be
client-centered, rather than innovation-oriented, focusiíg on the
clients' problems." (Rogers, 1983, p. 3 16).
This role seems somehow contradictory with the discussion process and intent.
5. Translates intent into action: In this role,

"A

change agent seeks to influence his or her clients' behavior in
accordance with recommendations based on the clients' needs."
(Rogers, 1983, p. 316).
A change agent has to obtain a client's innovation-decision
that satisfies the intent of the change agency. It appears contradictory,
therefore, that the change agent will only influence the client,s
behavior change "in accordance with recommendations based on the
client's needs" (p.316). At this stage, Rogers' argues that the change
agents' effectiveness will be enhanced if he or she "operates only
indirectly here, by working with opinion leaders to activate peer
network." (p.316).
6. stabilizes adoption and prevents discontinuance: In this role:
Change agents may effectively stabilize new behavior by directing reinforcing
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messages to those clients who have adopted, thus "freezing" the new behavior (Rogers, 1983,

p.316). The "reinforcing messages" do not seem to imply the continuous support

and

assistance the clients may need, both in the short-term and the long-term, to implement
successfully what they have obtained through and in the ITT process.
7. Achieves a terminal relationship: As Rogers (1983) purs it:
"The end goal for a change agent is to develop self-renewing behavior
on the part of the client system" (p. 316). He recommends that: ,,The
agent should seek to put him or herself out of business by developing
the clients' ability to be their own change agents. In other words, the
change agent must seek to shift the client from a position of reliance
on the change agent, to self-reliance." (Rogers, 1983, p.3I7)

What is required of the change agent to achieve at this stage appears not to be feasible.
Throughout the stages in the process it has been the change agents, cast in the roles of experts

who do things for the clients, with the exception of building the clients' capabilities for selfreliance for, or through, the ITT process. This role description has led to the conceptualization

of change projects and programmes with planned endings. Most are usually carried-out as
"one-shot" change activities and efforts ([æger, 1990a). The role of the change agents needs
to emphasize capability and building, with support through long-term linkages, to secure self-

reliance.
However, læderach (1992), among others such as Donohew and Springer (1980) and

Havelock and Havelock (1973), has suggested that the change agents not play the role of
experts but rather as facilitators and catalysts in the change process. Also, the change agents

need to learn from their clients about the clients' context and needs, and with the clients
themselves, evolve the appropriate solution for the identified needs. According to l-ederach

(1992), the change agent should not "assume that his or her experience and expertise
accumulated in one setting is useful or even appropriate in another, until proven otherwise"

(p. 11).

Using the diffusion model and its assumptions, Scott-Stevens (Ig87) recently
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examined the exchange interaction and communicative exchanges between "foreign consult-

ants and their counterparts"

in the process of technology (knowledge) transfer.

She

concluded that quite a number of the approaches and strategies employed by change agents
based on the diffusion model do not bring about effective

ITT.

She found that there was a

need for the change agent to teach and to learn from his or her counterparts and to understand

and use the contextual knowledge of the recipient culture as input to design and execute the

ITT project. Her

research revealed that mutual leaming occurs effectively where the

consultant and counterpart have developed and used a common frame of understanding and
exchanges based on and derived from the ITT project. Such a shared prqect plan provides

the tool for goal setting and for interactive exchanges leading to effective project execution
and further learning. In light of such research findings

it would appear that diffusion would

only have useful application where standardized goods, services and technology

are

transported from one place to another.

4.2.2lnfusion: Donor (IWD) and Recipient (IED) Models
Similar to diffusion models, infusion models primarily promote a unidirectional
approach to ITT (refer to Figure 4.lb). However, they do not advocate allegiance to any

particular form of technology and are designed to address the recipient's needs. Lederach
(1992) and Donohew and Springer (1980) have proposed models which are need-based,
where the problems, needs and aspirations of the recipient group guides what technology
is
selected and used. Unlike the case of diffusion, the

ITT process in the infusion models can

begin from either the recipient's or the donor's systems.

Lederach's model depicts the I'WD process as described in this study. The model
suS8ests that the change agent is inviæd by the recipient group, organization or community

to work rvith them after they have identified their problems, needs and aspirations. It further
suggests that the recipient groups invite the change agent based on their recognition of
the
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agent's skills, talents and expertise which they consider to be relevant for addressing their
problems, needs and aspirations. The approach of the model recommends that the change
agent works collaboratively as a "catalyst and facilitato/' with the recipient groups to "elicit',

knowledge and information from them.
Using the acquired contextual knowledge as a "primary resource", the change agent
and the particular recipient groups refine their problems, needs and aspirations in order to

build solutions that embody the groups' contextual knowledge and the change agent's
facilitative input. The process of the model is based on the premise that the recipients ,,have

the capacity and creativity to identify, name, critique, create and recreate models that
correspond to needs they experience and identify." (Lederach,

1992,p.lr).

læderach summarizes the principles of the model describing ITT "as a discovery and

creation" and "as process oriented" where participants take part in creating the solution. He
further states that the main resource for the problem solving endeavor is within the contextual
setting of the recipient, where the culture is the "foundation and seed bed" for creating the
desired outcome. The change agent works with natural "leaders" from among the recipients

and not necessarily through "paraprofessionals" often imposed on the communities by
change agents. Though not quite explicit, working with these "evolved leaders,, allows
the
change agent to "teach" the recipients his or her "technology" as well as the process
of its

application so that the project would be maintained after termination of the assistance
provided by the change agent.

4.2.2.1 Meeting Needs Without Gaining Capability
Donohew and Springer's (1980) proposed model depicrs rhe ITT through IED
process as conceptualized in this study. The role of the change agents and the
model's

application cases described by Donohew and Springer indicate very strongly that the
model
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is applied more for group than individual based programming.
The information seeking model was developed based on opposite assumptions to that

of thediffusion model (Rogers, l%2;1983; Rogers with Shoemaker,ISTT) which Donohew
and Springer call the "information giving" (diffusion) model.

one- of the princip-?l differences in the two models is that the seeking
model is essentially a pro:aeEvc model in which the individuar iã
treated more as an initiator of information searches, while the diffusion model is more reactive, concentrating more on antecedent
conditions in a linear, causal chain of eventi which happen to the
individual (Donohew and Springer, 1980, p.Zl0).

In the diffusion model the producers/suppliers are seeking to disseminate their
technology, while "in the information-seeking model, the receivers are looking for a source
whose information generation and dissemination meets his or her information need" (p. 210).

Accordingly, the emphasis is on "information exchange rather than the persuasion required

in the diffusion model" (p. 210).
The potential recipients of a particular ûechnology, with or without the assistance of

the donors, identify their problems, needs and aspirations and engage in an information
(technology) seeking, processing, and decision making process. With the assistance of the
prospective donors/suppliers or their agents (the professional), the recipients acquire the

appropnate technology. The technology

is applied by the recipients with or without

assistance from the donors or suppliers.

Information-seeking is a special case of problem solving. It includes
recognizing and interpreting the informaiion problem, eitablishing a
plan of search, conducting the search, evaluåting the resurts, anõif
necessary, iterating through the process again. studies of where and
how.people look for informatioñ... highlighr the interacrion of personal factors such as experience and knowledge, and the informaiion
need (Marchionini, 1989, p. 54).
The information seeking model uses a five step process which involves:

(l)

giving

attention to a stimulus cluster, such as one dehning a problem; (2) comparing it with cognitive
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image of reality and setting priorities (3) searching for information and assessing the
situation; (4) taking; and (5) revising the image." (Donohew and springer, l9go. p. 210)
The process activities are considered to be flexible and adaptable for individual or
group programming.
As a result of this emphasis on information exchange rather than persuasion, the roles

of the supplier and change agent are altered. For the supplier, the ITT role "is that of a source
of information for which the receiver has a need". For the change agent, the role "involves
that of organizing and assisting information seeking. The change agent must first promote
a unification of individuals within a community so that they can begin defining their own

needs." (p. 210). This is the approach used in the Antigonish Movement for societal change

and economic development (The Extension Department, St. Francis Xavier University,
1976; Coad¡r, 1950). Therefore, as conceptualized in this model, the change agent is more an
organizer than a problem-solving facilitator. He or she "can only encourage the definition of

needs" by the recipients and not participate in it. This is "because, from the receiver's
perspective, the community can best define its problems and possible solutions" (p. 210).

So the appropriate role of the change agent in this model, is to "assist in finding
sources of needed information. The agent can help the community anay possible sources

which match the community's information need and can assist in getting the information
disseminated by an appropriate source to the community,,

(p.2Il).

In their dealings with the community, the change agents use paËprofessionals who
serve "as (1) observers, (2) diagnosticians, (3) strategists, (4) stimulators, and (5)

as

connecting links between the change agent and the community" (p. zrr).
The authors suggested that this description of "what an adapted model of information
seeking might look like" when applied in development programming. However, how an

individual would use the model in development problem-solving, entrepreneurship or any
other creative endeavor with the assistance of the resource person is not articulated by these
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authors.
The role of the change agent in the information seeking model appears to be what may

be described as an "information linkage agent"

- one who attempts to know the needs of

recipients and matches those needs with appropriate sources of supply.

There appears to be very little,

if

any, interaction and exchange between the

"professional" change agent and the recipient community. Also, whether the community can
learn adequately to be able to sustain a project as (Korten, 1981) suggested for effective ITT,

is very much in doubt. The ability of the recipients to repeat this problem-solving process at
any other time, without the involvement of the professionals and paraprofessionals, would
appear to be the true test of building problem-solving capabilities in recipients - a necessity

for development project sustainability.
The model's Process seems to be group rather than individual focused. It appears not
to be building upon the individual freedom and opportunity to acquire and use information
which it seems to recognize in its own design and which Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) greatly
stress' There appears to be a wide "distance" between the professional and the client
groups
that may inhibit mutual ITT, professional and other types of learning, for project
completion
and for other purposes through the process.

4.2.2.2 Gaining ITT Capabilities through Collaborative Learning.
Havelock and Havelock (1973) have proposed the problem-solving and linkage
conceptions of ITT in their models which fit the present conceptualized IED process.
These
models enable the recipients of technology to address their problems, needs and
aspirations

effectively as well as develop some capability for particular and future problem-solving.
The

two models are based on the infusion concept of ITT which is need-based, bottom-up
and
client centered. They embody educational principles of skill building and the gaining
of
technological expertise and capabilities by both parties; donors and recipients
of technology
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alike.

In contrast to Donohew and Springer's model which is group oriented, these models
focus on the individual. They depict the search for, acquisition and application of technology
as a problem-solving process. The two

models represent two "categories of IED"; the first

involving those who seek information without having to sojourn or make "exchange" contact

with a person in another culture or society, and the second involving persons who have to do
so.

The first category is represented by the problem-solving model and the second by the

linkage model. In both cases, the individual recipients collaborate with the technology
suppliers in order to refine their problems, needs and aspirations and to acquire technology

and develop solutions to address those problems, needs and aspirations. In

the linkage

conceptualization there is opportunity to explore the supplier society for the most appropriate

technology. This could be described as collaborative infusion - collaborative in the sense that

two parties "converge" for the purpose of achieving agreed-upon goals (meeting project
goals), and infusion in that it is the problems, needs and aspirations of the recipients only
that
are being targeted in the process.

As described by Havelock and Havelock, the linkage conceptualization of ITT is an
"integrative concept" which combines the problem-solving, the networking and the research,
design and development orientations.

According to Havelock and Havelock, the linkage conceptualization depicts the
process of how recipients acquire technology to address their problems, needs and aspirations

defined from home. In this case, this conceptualization can be described as aproblem-solving

linkage, where either or both the recipient and the supplier need to sojoum in the other,s
society. These models provide a rationale and process for collaborative exchanges, a linkage
system, a need-based process, stages and activities. According to these authors:

The concept of linkage starts with a focus on the user as a problemsolver. we must first consider the inûernal problem-solving cycle

within the user as... The user experiences an initial "felt need" which
leads him to make a "diagnosis'tand a "problem stat€ment." He then
yor_ls through "search" and "retrieval"- phases to a .,solution,,' and
finally to the "application" of that solution. But ..., .the linkage model
stresses that the user must be meaningfuily related to oulside resources
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(p.n).

The recipient collaborates with the supplier in order to understand both their
technology, culture, and contexfual variables relating to addressing recipient's problems,
needs and aspirations and to acquire and apply technology effectively to address those
problems, needs and aspirations.

The user must make contact with the outside resource svstem and
interact rvith it so that he will get something relevant to help him with
the solution process. The user must enter inio areciprocal relationship
with the resource sysûem that corresponds to what is trappeningJ;ihã

user (p. 24).

In this case, the users select only the resource (technology donor, supplier) systems
that have the relevant inputs required to address their own problems, needs and aspirations.

The reciprocal relationship Havelock and Havelock suggest means that: "in effect,
resource systems and resource persons must" collaborate to "simulate or recapitulate
the

need-reduction cycle of the user. They should be able to 1) simulate the user's need;
Z)
simulate the search activity that the user has gone through; and 3) simulate the solutionapplication procedure that the user has gone through" (p. 24). Inthe view of these authors

"lt is only in this way that the resource person can come to have a meaningful

exchange with

the user" (p'24). Thus, in this infusion model, the resource person (change agent, úechnology

supplier or donor) learns about the technology user's (client's, recipient's) system
in order

to assist the clients effectively.
According to Havelock and Havelock, this "reciprocity with the user includes úesting
the adequacy of the simulation model itself'

(p.24).It is "only through interaction

and

feedback from the user that the resource person can learn whether or not his
model of userbehavior is correct" (p.24). In so doing, the resource person learns the most effective
way
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to conduct ITT programming with individuals or groups.

It is recommended that at the same time, the resource person is learning about

the

user's system and simulating the problem-solving process of the user, the user should
also

be learning and beginning to simulate resource sysúem ITT processes. "Only through
understanding, appreciating, and to some degree emulating such processes,

will

the user

come to be a sophisticated consumer" of imported technological inputs (p.25).

This is the concept of collaboration which these authors believe is necessary for
effective ITT and for relationships which leads to future ITT programming. In their view:
This collaboration will not only make a solution more effective, but
equally important, it will build a more effective relationship - a
relationship of trust and a perception by the user that the resouice is
truly concerned, that the resource will risten and will have a quanût
of useful information to pass on. The reciprocal and collaborativÉ
nature of this. relationship further serves tô legitimize the roles of
consumer and resource person and it builds a channel from resource
to user. (p.25).

In the opinion of these authors, "linkage is not simply a two-person interaction
process however; the resource person, in turn, must have access to
more remote and more

expert resources than himself... In his efforts to help the user, the resource person
must be
able to draw on specialists too" (p. 24). Therefore, he must have a way of
communicating
his need for knowledge (which, is a counte¡part of the user's need) to other resource
persons
and these, in turn, must have the capacity to recapitulate this same problem-solving
cycle, at
least to a degree.

only in this way will they be able to develop

a functional relationship

with

each other.

As conceptualized in this model, an effective change process requires linkage
to more

and more remote resource persons, and ultimately these overlapping linkages
form an
extended series which can be described as a "chain of knowledge utilization"
connecting the

most remote sources of expert know4edge with the most remote consumers of
knowledge (p.
24).

9I
The individual collaborative linkage process with its resource exchange network is

designed to provide access to resources for addressing recipients problems, needs and
aspirations. Resources are varied and can be provided by any of the participants. But, there
has to be a

with

"linkef',

one who knows where the resources are available and how to obtain them.

respect to the resource linker role, Havelock (1973) writes:

Effective probl em- solvi ng requi res
bringi ng together [matchi n g]
of needs and resources. "Resources',_the
can Ueãf inan-v kindò: financiä
backing, knowledgg of solutions, knowledge and skills in aiágnõsing
problems, formulating_and adopting solutíons, and expertisãon thE
process of change itself. Resources may also consist of people with
time, energy., agd motivation to help. A uery special and unäenated
change role is that of the "linker", i.e., the pérsirn who brings peòplã
together, who helps clients find and make^the best use of íes'ouròes
inside and outside their own system. (p. 9).

This researcher believes that in a collaborative relationship, each partner can be a
resource linker to the another in the process.

The role of the change agent in the problem-solving and linkage processes
respects

the integrity of the user of acquired technological inputs. The change agents, role
is
determined by specific value positions underlying these models.

...first the user need is the paramount consideration and the
only acceptable value-stance for thè change agenq second, thediag_
nosis of need always has to be an ilt"grul pait of the total proffi
third, thar rhe ourside change agent shorild bè non-directive, ,-"it, ii
ever, violating the integri-ty ó-r tne user byllacrnglimr"lr l'n ã
directive or expe-rt status; fóurth, that the iníeriral .eóur""s already
existing an-d.easily accessible within the client sysûem, itself, ;h.;lá
always be full¡ utilized; and, fifth, that self-initiated *ía r"lr*pprËã
i{rnovation will have the strongest user commitment and the best
chances for long-term survival (llavelock and Havelo ck, ts7i, p. sj-.

All

the salne, the problem-solving and the linkage models are designed
to address the

technological problems, needs and aspirations of the "recipient" and
not that of the ..donor,,
per se' This poses a problem for mutual respect which appears to
be an important element in
this model.

Havelock and Havelock's problem-solving and linkage ITT models suggest
that the
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infusion process begins with the identification of problems, needs and aspirations at the
individual level. The identified problems, needs and aspirations provide the basis and frame
of reference for a collaborative relationship benveen the user and the supplier of technological resources for addressing those needs. With a focus on the users and their problems, needs
and aspirations, inputs are gathered for developing the solutions to address those problems,
needs and aspirations. Both the user and the resource person (donor/supplier) learn
about

each other's culture, contexts and problem solving process. This relationship
model for
mutual learning essentially produces hvo processes. The first begins with the problems,
needs
and aspirations of the recipients and traces how they pass through their internal problem-

solving cycle and then through that of the resource provider. The second begins from
the
resource system and represents the steps the resource person takes to address the problems,
needs and aspirations

of the recipient and to acquire learning as suggested by the model.

Figure 4.2 represents these two processes.
This researcher suggests that in order for this collaborative exchange process to
be
effective, both the recipient and supplier have a need for the learning. Each
must also create
and use a shared frame of reference with their counterpart in order to
learn through the

ITT

project. They must each: 1) desire to and carry out activities relating
to designing and
implementing the ITT prqect;Z) reachtheir own and leam the others' culture;and
3) prepare

for such learning and its potential utilization. Mutual exchanges are one of the
core values
of emerging IT-f models that attempt to address the technological and other problems,
needs
and aspirations of both the

initial recipient and the donor.

The emergence of the information era and the age of globalization and individualism
have transformed how development is conceptualized and defined.
This in turn has brought

about calls for theoretical models that reflect or capture the essence
of these new realities.

This requires: 1) acknowledging the primacy of people in the development process;
2)
appreciating people's need for having the capacify (skills, abilities) to identify
and address
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their own problems, needs and aspirations (and the problems, needs and aspirations of their
societies) with accessible technological and other inputs from various sources in the global

village;and 3) recognizinginformation as technology as today's raw material for production
and exchange of goods, services and technology.

This theoretical perspective calls for individuals to acquire knowledge in the form of

cognitive and reasoning skills and expertise, and requires individuals to carry-out ITT
competently in an-intercultural manner. This is reflected in the proposed HRD-U for ITT

model. As well, the principles underlying this perspective are embedded in the model. The
perspective also calls for a structure that enables individuals to tap the technology, resources
and problems, needs and aspirations of the global village.

4.2.2.3 Primacy of the Individual or Person
This grouping of principles relaûes to the primacy of the individual in the ITT process,

whereby people (individual and groups) are recognized as both the means and the ends of
development.

It is motivated individuals persons who feel the need to acquire and use

technology to produce goods, services and technology to address their problems, needs and
aspirations and that of their society and beyond. In keeping with this orientation it follows
that:

1). Addressing one's problems, needs and aspirations involves engaging in an
internal problem- solving process that begins with defining one's problems, needs and
aspirations, on which one designs a prqect and proceeds to search for solutions or necessary

inputs to create the required solution (Havelock and Havelo ck, 1973);

2). Individuals linking their problem, need and aspiration-based project to their

intrinsic values and beliefs will

ensure their greatest personal commitment, success and

sustainability of their self-initiated and self-directed project (Donohew and Springer, 19g0;
Havelock and Havelo ck, 1973);
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3). The Sreater exposureiaccess people have to their own and other cultures (global

information), the wider their world view the greater their aspirations, and the more choices
and opportunities they perceive they have and the more readily they may accept "change"
or

innovativeness (Rogers, I 983) ;

4). No problems, needs and aspirations are purely monocultural anymore, nor is
society self-contained (as a result of past colonial history and travels, advancement in
telecommunication and transportation ûechnologies, among other factors), therefore
intercultural and multicultural approaches to problem solving is required (Anderson and Frieders,

te78):
5). Since no society is technologically self-sufficient (Harris, 1981;Roach, 1979), the

it needs to gain access to other societies (the global village) which contain most, if not all of
the essential elements needed to address any person's problems, needs and aspirations
(Havelock and Havelo ck, 1973):
6).

A society

needs technological capacity in order to enable people to develop their

personal technological capacity, which enables people to tap into information,
knowledge,
resources (technology), and problems, needs and aspirations of the global village (Audirac
and Beaulieu, 1986; Goulet, 1975);

7). The most effective way for individuals to carry out their problem, need and
aspiration-based projects in the global village is by forming strategic pafnerships
with
counterparts from other cultures creating a change agent team (Havelock, 1973);
and
8. Effective partnership is built upon the principles of individual freedom of choice,

full and voluntary participation in decision-making and project tasks, and equality among
partners (Pilotta and Widman, 1983) and has the highest potential for
optimizing mutual

benefits when problems, needs and aspirations, are similar and agreed upon,
when
participants are able and desire to collaborate and when participants have the
ability and
desire to disclose, discuss and carry out activities towards achieving their own problems,
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needs and aspirations as

well as facilitate the achievement of their partners' problems, needs

and aspirations (Kiggundu, 1989).

4.2.3 Principles of Exchange

ITT Approach

The following grouping of principles relaûes to collaborative exchange, which is
suggested to be the most effective approach to ITT for development. This approach involves

individuals collaborating to enable them to develop their PTC, produce goods, services and
technology, and effectively address their individual and collective problems, needs and
aspirations. In keeping with this orientation, it follows:

1). Individuals engaged in collaborative exchange must be open to new ideas,
methods and approaches and to learning from the other and their experiences (Kiggundu,
1989, Rogers, 1983);

2). Through collaborative exchange individuals learns the culture/technology, and
the problem-solving cycles and methods of their partner for current and future applications;
and also accesses the resources of their system,
3). By integrating technology from each partner, a new solution (goods, services and

technology) is produced to address their problems, needs and aspirations; and

4). The only way the exchange or flow of technology will continue effectively
between trvo societies is through continual open channels between partners and the creation
and fostering of technology user communities.

4.2.3.1 The Exchange Model for Mutual pTC Building
Most models of ITT have been conceptualized and designed based on communication
approaches. One example is Rogers' (1962;1983) and Rogers with Shoemaker's

(I971)

Innovation - Decision Model, based on the ûechnology diffusion conceptual izationof ITT.
This is an "information giving" model (Donohew and Springer, 1980;Scott-Stevens, 19g7).

It is built

upon linear, unidirectional assumptions and uses persuasion techniques and
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strategies. Another is Donohew and Springer's (1980) Informatíon - Seeking Model which

is based on technology acquisition. It is an infusion model which describes the strategies by

which people acquire, process and use information to solve problems. Nevertheless,

a linear model

it

is also

based on information-seeking rather than on an information-giving

conceptualizafion. In contrast, theexchange model combines both the diffusion and infusion
models (refer to Figure

4.lc).It

represents a "relational approach to inûercultural communi-

cation of technology" which makes it "more complicated, and hopefully more rich, than the

linear asymmetric orientation' (p. 9).
Communication as exchange differs greatly from that

of linear

persuasive ap-

proaches. Rogers and Kincaid (1%1) refer to this as the "exchange" approach to communi-

cation based on what they call the "convergence model". As they put it:.

Information and mutual understanding are the dominant components
of our convergence model of commuñication. Information-processing 1l the-individual level involves perceiving, interpreting, understanding, believin^g, and action, which creates-- poteniially,ãt least new information for further processing (p. 55).-

This is the feature and process of the model suggested by Donoheu, and Spnnger
(1978). Rogers and Kincaid (1981) suggesr rhar:

when information is shared by two or more participants, informationprocessing may lead to mutual understandinþ, mutüal agreement, and

collective action".

once the interpretation and understanding of information is
raised to the level of sharg$ interpretations and mütua understanding,
what once could be considered as individual information-processin"g

becomes human communication among two or more peisons whõ
hold the common purpose (if onty for a 6rief moment) oi understanding.ong another... Collective action requires the actioné of two or more
individuals, bqlt upon a foundation oT mutual agreement and understanding. (p.55-56).

This is the concept of "convergent exchanges" as carried out through partnerships
(Pilotta and Widman, 1983).
The past (diffusion) models of ITT were built on premises of linear communicarion
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strategies. Linear models treat information as physical elements similar to machines, tools,
equipment and other concrete or liquid materials to be sent from supplier to recipient.
The main problem with the linear models of communication stemmed
from their basic meta-theoretical or epistemological assumptions
about the nature of information, how it is transmitted, and what we do
with it. In our daily experience there is a úendency to treat information
as if it could be carried from a source ûo a receiver like "a bucket carries
water (Diaz Bordenave, rgTz),like a dumptruck carrying sand across
a city,like a hypodermic needle injecting a vaccine, or like a',bullet"
shot at a target (schramm, 1973). All of these analogies were created
to criticize the treatnent of information as if is were entirely a physical
entity which could be moved around like other material objects
(Rogers and Kincaid, 1981, p. 3B).

Rogers and Kincaid have identified seven biases which appear to underlie their
development and use. They are:
1). a view of communication as a linear, one-way act (usually vertical), rather
than a cyclical, two-way process over time;
2). a source bias based on dependency,^rather ttran focusing on the relationship
of those who communicate and their fundamental interd-ependency;
3). a tendency to focus on the objects of communication ás simple, isolated
physical.objects, at the expense óf the context in which they exist;
4). a tendency to focus on the messages, per se, at the expenie of siíence, and
thepunctuation and timing of messages;
5)' a tendency to consider the primary
function of communication to be
persuasion, rather than mutual -understanding, consensus, and collective
action;
6). a tendency to concentrate on the physiological effects of communication
on separate individuals, rather than ón ihe social effects and the relationshif
among individuals within networks; and
7)- a belief in one-way mechanistic causation, rather than mutual causation
which charactenzes human information systems that are fundamená¡y
cybernetic.
Rogers and Kincaid quote a conclusion from a referenced research
the dominance of the linear strategy.

úo

point out

"l did not recognize thatassumptions underlying linear

causal determinism may account for the major proportion of communication events,
but not

account for the major portion that makes a significant difference in our lives." (p. 3Z).
They
contend that "our interests in communication are changing, mainly from directional persuasion where linear models may have been satisfactory to'communication-as-exchange," (p.
37).
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Because of apparent adherence to these biases in

ITT the unidirectional

communication strategy continues to prevail in current ITT programming. This may actually
be indicating a strong prevalence, dependence on and continued use of the diffusion model

which Rogers (1%3) noted, despite it having been found wanting since the early seventies.

Pilotta and Widman (1983) have discussed the shift from these unidirectional
conceptualizations of ITT to the two-way exchange. The authors describe the past, present
and passing approaches to ITT. With reference to the dominant approach, these authors state

that "In its present form, the intercultural transfer of technology implies a model of
communication that is descriptively linear and patently asymmetric on the dimension of
social influence" (p. 1).

They suggest a "model constructed upon the concepts of convergence and dialogue"
which in their opinion "offers an exciting and competitive alternative to the one grounded in
linear causation and target effects" (p. 1). They are of the view that:
such a model suggests that for successful communication, a common
scheme of interpretation and orientation must be found, one shared by
the deliverer of technology and its receiver. It requires the assessment

of the relevance of the technology in light of ihe existing cultural
standards of the recipient in ordêr that the implementatiõn of the

technology might find a so_cial and cultural spacê within the existing
aspirations and discourse of the recipient sociéty. The recipient natioã
should question the technology along culturaliy relevant äimensions
of meaning and seek to articulate the range of possible variation with
respect tg both the potential for reinterpreting ihe ûechnology and the
potential for variation within the localcultuie (Abstract, pl'l).

Rogers and Kincaid (1981) refer to this approach to communication "as a transac-

tional process in which two parties each expect to give and take from the deal approximately
equal values" (p. 37-38). In their opinion, "when communication is perceived as one-way

and vertical, and when one takes the point

of view of

sources as subjects who use

communication to produce a change in receivers as objects (Freire, Ig73), biases toward

physiological effects and mechanistic causation are created. These problems can be
overcome by the nehvorldconvergence paradigm that we propose in the present book" (p. 3g-
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3e).

4.2.4 Deduced Principles of Integration
The review of literature and programmes in the field of intercultural technology transfer
revealed the following principles, which embody it's approaches and processes:

l).

The

integration process is built upon the three values of freedom, equality and participation;
2).Parficipants learn from one another through the process (mutual learning) in order to
meet
current and future problems, needs and aspirations (Havelock and Havelock, Ig73).
For this

to occur, participants must know their problems, needs and aspirations, resources

and

contexts. They must also be willing to share and learn from one another (Kiggundu,
19g9;

Pilotta and Widman, 1983). If participants hold these values and know their own and their
society's needs, resources and potential, they will be able to positively affect the process
and
outcomes of international development;

3)' For participants to know their own contexts they must learn about their own and their
partners' cultures. The most effective way to do so is through Focused Culture
l-earning. This

involves individuals learning their own culture (cognitive enculturation) and their partner,s
culture (acculturation) through their own;
4). The ITT process in infusion begins with recipients first identifying their problems,
needs
and aspirations and then collaborating with a resource person for accessing,
acquiring and

applying the technology they need to address their problems, needs and aspirations;
5)' Technology is discussed by the partners (based on their knowledge of their
own culture)
to assess its relevance recognizing its disruptiveness and how it could be modified
to fit into
the recipient's context;

6)' Exchange occurs between partners from different cultures, who each bring resources
(skills, knowledge of their culture and of their type and level of existing
technology) ro the
relationship that the other does not have. At the same time, each obtains something
from the
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relationship that they did not have previously;

?.

The partners have to be willing and able to communicate and seek to understand each other

and the technology in question by developing a common frame of reference for discussing

the technology, adapting and modifying it as necessary to suit the desired use, and creating

new technology as appropriate;and
8). Individuals must go through their own problem-solving process. This in part involves
searching their own system

for required information and resources. Once they

have

exhausted their search, they look beyond to another.

4.2.4.1 Defining the Principles of the Integration Model
Rogers (1973) identifies participation, equality, and freedom as essential values of
contemporary development theory, research and programming. Pilotta and Widman (1983)
are of the view that these values should not only be the goal of international development

transactions, but also an integral part of the ITT process. Any such process

will require a

collaborative partnership between the donor and recipient (Havelock and Havelock, 1973).
For collaboration to be effective, there must be convergence (two people coming together for
a purpose) to exchange inputs to solve problems.

For convergence to take place there must be a purpose. In international development
the goal is to develop and implement ITT prolects to address problems, needs and aspirations.

The mutual sharing for meeting of problems, needs and aspirations of the donors and
recipients represents the concept

of

integration as conceptualized in this study.

Any process of ITT or international development that embodies the three values of
freedom, equality and participation and seeks to meet the problems, needs and aspirations

of both participants must be integrative. Inûegratron involves the convergence of two parties
to create and exchange information and resources towards meeting their own mutual and
agreed upon problems, needs and aspirations.

t02

4.2.4.2 characteristics of Integrative Programming based on HRD-u

The ITT model that is people based (HRD-U) will need to have the following
characteristics or embody the following principles:
1) to enable the participants to determine, decide on (sometimes with others) and be "in
charge" of what they do and what happens to them in the ITT process. Individuals need to
have enhanced freedom and "control of their environment" to decide freely whether to take

part in or reject an opporfunity to parricipate in ITT projecrs (Rogers, l97g);
2) to enable the building of personal capacity and gaining access to, or the creation of, societal

capacity or capability for defining their problems, needs and aspirations and seekrng
technology to produce goods, services and technology in order to address their problems,
needs and aspirations (Wallender, 1979) through the process of doing rhat (idenrifying
problems, needs and aspirations, acquiring technology, producing and exchanging goods,
services and technology, etc.). This is what Havelock and Havelock (1973)

call

research,

development and distribution, and is the concept of "project-based learning";

3) to ensure meeting problems, needs and aspirations of both the donor and the recipient and
promote collaborative (partnership) exchanges, and mutual teaching and learning among
participants (Havelock and Havelock, 1973;pilotta and widman, 19g3);
4) to enable participants to create and share information using a shared or common frame of
reference :a framework for understanding and exchanges (Pilotta and Widman, 1983; Scott-

Stevens, 1987):

5) to promote mutual respect and reciprocity (pilotta and widman, 19g3);
6) to promote networking and access to immediate and remote resources (Havelock and
Havelock, 1973);

7) to enable the integration of different kinds of information, elements and resources
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(interdisciplinary, intercultural, and intersectoral programming) from various sources and
cultures for producing goods, services and technology to address problems, needs and
aspirations (Havelock and Havelock,1973)

;

8) to ensure proper integration (blending) of æchnology into the situational context based on
personal, cultural, environmental, and available resource considerations etc. (Bhalla, James
and steven s, 1.9u; Havelock and Havelo ck, 19'73', pilotta and widman, 1 9g3) ;

9) to build and promote information-seeking behavior and attitude (Donohew and Springer,
1978):
10) to facilitate intercultural understanding, learning and teaching through the ITT project

(Lederach, 1992: Scott-Stevens, 1987); and
1

1) to bring about the creation

of new models (development of innovations) from the various

inputs (internal and external) to the participants and their societies (læderach, Igg2).

4.2.4.3 Articulating the Integration Model
Vanous elements of diffusion, infusion, and exchange models were used for concep-

tualizing and designing the integration model (refer to Figure 4.3). The process began with
a conceptualization

of the IED and IWD processes for ITT. This consisted of two systems,

each representing either the donor or recipient society.

It also included a conceptual

path

which traced the sojourn of individuals from their society to the host society and back to their
home society. (Refer to Figure 4.4).
The conceptualization of the IWD process reflected a number of elements from the

diffusion model (Rogers), in that the IWDs begin the ITT proæss with technology (from the
donor system) and sojourn in the user society to diffuse their technology. While in the host
society the IWD participant establishes related support systems (outlets) and learns about
problems associated with the application of the technology and at the same time learns about
the user's society. The IWD participant then returns with that information which can be used

ro4
Fig. 4.3 - CONTRIBUTIONS oF DIrrusIoN AND EXCHANGE MoDErs
TO THE CONCEPTUALIZATION, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE
INTEGRATION (HRDU FOR ITT) MODEL
lnfusion (Donohew and Springer):
1 - begins ITT process with user's pNAs
2 - recognition of users'capabilities and
resources
3 - pro-activo user seeks information
4 - group focus
5 - responsive donor
6 - information/resource-seeking rather
than giving approach/orientation
7 - freedom, equality and participation
(FEP) as a desired outcome of

Diffusion (Rogers):
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Ditfusion (Audirac and Beaulieu)
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9 - necessity of/use of all available
localresources
10 - each participant teaches the other their context
11 - need to develop a problem-solving
framework based on identified pNAs turn PNAs into problem-solving statement
12 - mutual learning for subsequent use
13 - possible similarity of the tED/IWD
linkage process
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for future dissemination. Therefore,

the IWD participant serves as an

ITT link between the

two societies.
The conceptualization of the IED process reflected a number of elements from
infusion models (Donohew and Springer, 1980;Havelock and Havelock,1973), in that the

IED participants begin the ITT process with their identified problems, needs and aspirations
then sojourn in the donor society to acquire the information (ûechnology) and resources they

require for use upon return home. The path the IED participants travel and serve as ITT
channels between the two societies.

In further building the integration model, the elements of collaboration and partner-

ship were added from the exchange model (Pilotta and Widman, 1983), some of which
include convergence of the user and supplier, partnership based on freedom, equality and
participation , mutual learning through the use of a common frame of reference, and two-way

communication (creating and sharing information). Through this process, the participants
develop an oPenness to learn from each other, so that the recipient acquires appropnate
technology while the donor acquires technological capability.

From infusion models (Havelock and Havelock, 1973) the element of human
development (training/skill development) and facilitation was added. Also adopted from
Havelock and Havelock was a six-stage (in each system) problem-solving cycle which

involved the use of information and resources. Therefore, the resulting model is a twelvestage process for each of the two systems. Theories, conclusions and deductions from the

integration model suggests that each partner facilitates the other to learn about his
environment (Pilotta and Widman, 1983).

Literature suggests that an effective process of ITT from the perspective of the
supplier or that of the recipient is fairly similar. Such a generic model is made up of the
structure of the process, the approach utilized and the specific activities under[aken by the
participants. The discussion here is based on the two orientations: the donor and the recipient

tú
Fis.4.a - A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF

A GENERIC HRD-U FOR
ITT MODEL FOR IED AND IWD

G\_\

4

GENERIC IED FOR
ITT MODEL

-

GENERIC IWD FOR
ITT MODEL
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models' As described in the model section, (Rogers 1983) provides a classic example of the
donor-based model referred to in this study as the IWD model. Havelock and Havelock
(1973) supply the model that exemplifies the IED model; and (Donohew and Springer 19æ)
suggest that participants in the two models perform similar functions with respect to ITT. In

this section this researcher attempts to describe the similarities between the IED and IWD

models. It seeks to establish a common ground where the two models "converge" to give
rise to a generic model of HRD-U for ITT.
There are various areas of similarities between the two models. Specifically described

here are the structure of the models, the areas of activities in which the participants are

involved and the approach they used. Based on this structure, process, and approach, the
models are intended to achieve two main purposes: one is to bring about ITT, the other is to

build the capability (capacify) of the participants for ITT. This is what is referred ro in this
study as PTC (personal technological capacity). ruC complements and brings about STC
(societal technological capacity). Both are necessary for effective ITT to take
place.

4.3 Structure of the Generic Model
The structure of the two models is essentially similar. They are both made up of a
mechanism linking two separate cultural, technological and resource systems. They
haye

similar problem solving phases and stages as identified by Havelock and Havelock (1973).

4.3.1Learning through ITT in the IED and IWD processes
Both models facilitate learning. In the case of IED, learning is the primary objective.
But for the IED participants to acquire leaming, they need to communicate to their advisors

their particular problems, needs and aspirations.

It is only with

such learning about the

students' problems, needs and aspirations and context that the advisor is able
to select what
experiences are most useful and relevant for the student ([.adaga and
Hopkins, l9g7).
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Decisions regarding the academic programme design are then shared between the two
and
problems are solved collaboratrvely.

In the same manner, Scott-Stevens (1987) has suggested that the IWD agent has to
collaborate and learn from the "foreign counterpart" in order for ITT to be effective.
l-ederach (I99z) is of a similar opinion. His approach to ITT suggests thar IWD agents
elicit

and build upon information from the context

of the recipients' problems, needs and

aspirations' The IWD participant acquire this learning from potential recipients
in order to

effectively bring about the transfer of æchnology. Thus, even though the primary role
of IWD
participants is to "transfef'technology to the recipients, they are having to learn
in order to

carry out their functions effectively.

Pilotta and Widman (1983) add the elements of equality and partnerships to the
collaborative relationships suggested by Havelock and Havelock (1973).They also
suggest
a give and take process between the

two, representing an exchange concept. They

suggest

that both parties learn culturally and technologically from one another throughout
the IED
process' Their model suggests that for this mutual learning to take
place effectively, both
partners must share a common frame of reference.

Mutual learning is very important to the ITT process, affecting its effectiveness
and
benefits. Learning cannot be effective unless it is purposeful. Therefore, participants
leam

through doing, as they effectively design and carry out an ITT project.
The learning that is
acquired can be applied to future ITT and other situations. Those who do
not perceive a need

for learning through ITT will find it difficult to learn and to know when they
have learned,
much less, how to apply what they have learned.

Adler (1987) has found from her research that returned IwD participants have

a

greater sense of success and contribution when they are able
to integrate their leaming from

their intercultural work into their professional home context. Greater benefits
also accrue to
the home organization in terms of input of new ideas, techniques and
approaches to doing
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things differently.

In the generic model therefore, both parties learn from and for project design and
implementation as well as teach each other. This is why Pilotta and Widman (1983) state rhat
the two parties bring something to and take something from the ITT process that each did not

have before entering into the transaction.
Thurber and Fry (1989) have found that IWD participants are capable of, and actually
do leam and bring back technologies from the recipient cultures. This learning for application
shows that the IWD can acquire useful learning for application in their situations from most

if not all ITT participation. If this occurs, then the two processes would appear to be similar.
As such, the preparation for work or study abroad would recognize the dual purposes of the
sojoum: mutual learning and teaching.

4.3.2Preparation for Effective ITT
Because the structure and purposes of the IED and IWD processes are similar,
it

would stand to reason that the preparation for the two groups would be the same. Simpson
and sissons (1989) recognized this similarity when they stated:

whetherpreparing canadians to go overseas or preparing overseas
personnel to come to canada, a briefing programme shouïd encompafs "' intercultural training focusing oñ ðultlural differences such as
values, perceptions, assumptions, customs, and how to interact with
people lrom a different culture.... appropriate technology training
-téchñology
centered on how ro.adapt canadian
to local õónditions]
this could be specific to the particular profesõíon, or could devel,op
attitu$gg. pleventing. trai nees fiom considerin g thei i Canadian trai ni n!
as infallible... rrainingtrainers ro pass on tñe skills and tnowrããgË
acquired so that initial HRD activilies can have a multiplier effecti..
an introducrion to techniques for self-study (learning hilw to learn¡.
(p.71).

Both the IED and IWD processes involve their respective participants sojourning in
another culture. As a result, both groups of participants

will inevitably

need to adjust and
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adapt to their new cultural context in order for them to carry out effective

ITT (Adler 19g7,

Martin 1984). Consequently, all participants will require training for intercultural adjustment
and intercultural technology exchange.

4.4.0lrr Programming

.

structure and Development Exchange system

Information-seeking has not been as effective as proponents might have thought
because there are no adequate systems in place to conduct the activity

effectively. Existing

media such as television, radio, and others are designed for information dissemination they
,
are "information-giving" systems (Rogers and Kincaid, 1981). Most societies have
not yet

put in place adequaûe systems and structures for information seeklng. In addition to
traditional libraries other systems arebeing developed such as free nets, internet, networks
and data bases.

Also, people have not cultivated the "culture" and orientation for pro-active seeking
rather than passive receiving of information. They have yet to acquire the capability
of

defining their needs for information and carrying out the search, retrieval and use of
information. Therefore:
The challenge to information professionals is to design and implement efficient and effective sèarch systems and datalases for änd
users. The challenge to end users is to understand the many facets of
the information-seeking proæss so that they can make full use of these
emerging sysrems (Marchionini, 19g9, p.54).

It also

needs to be added that the challenge to educators and development program-

mers is to find $'ays to enable people to gain the skills, knowledge and expertise
to function

effectively in the information "seeking" mode rather than the familiar, information
"receiving" mode.
There are other needs as to the incentives, motivations, inducements and satisfiers
in

searching for and using information in goods, services and technology production
and
theexchange processes (Wallender, 7g7g). As well, there are the support
systems that need
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to be in place to encourage information seeking behavior required to promote effective search
and use by people (Audirac and Beaulieu, l9B3).

With respect to information as applied to development, three factors have been
identified to guide the design of potentially useful systems for effective information seeking
and application. These are: 1) information and knowledge has become the key ingredient and

input (raw material) for production and exchange of goods, services and technology; 2) it is
also the technology (not standardized machines, tools, and equipments, eûc.) that is embodied

in and transferred from people to people everywhere; and 3) it is people who make use of
information and knowledge in the process of producing and exchanging goods, services and
technology to address their own and others' problems, needs and aspirations. Therefore,
systems developed to aid information-seeking

will

need to take into account how people

access and utilize information and what they need in order to do so effectively.

4.4.1 Requirements for an Effective Information-Exchange system

Havelock and Havelock (1973) has stated that "users who have close proximity to
resources are more likely to use them"

(p.22). With

respect to adoption of new ideas and

innovation, Audirac and Beaulieu (1983) suggest that "individual behavior does
not
represent free

will

so much as choices

within a constraint set and that it is government and

private institutions which establish and control the constraints." (p. 63). The concem
of these
researchers is the factor of access regarding effective ITT.

They attempt to target efforts of

ITT programming at meeting the needs of recipients. Their thesis is based on Brown,s (19gi)
Market Infrastructural Paradigm. .Their work has implications for conceptualizing
an ITT
exchange structure and system.
constitutes the third stage

"In this respect, the adoption of the innovation (ITT)

of a series of activities in which both public and

private

organizations are diffusion actors interested in propagating some innovation" (p
63). In their

opinion, for effective ITT:

rt2

The first activity is the establishment of diffusion agencies or 4
network of outlets from which the innovation is distributed to

potential adopters. The second activity focuses on strategies used by
the propagaling agency ro induce adoþtion by some popùation. And,
only.as a third step is adoption of thé innovâtion (theTocus of mosi
previous research) actually examined (p. 63) (emphasis mine).

It is assumed in this paradigm that simulating the "demand side" of the ITT process
would bring about more effective ITT. Based on Brown's assumption, Audirac and Beaulieu
(1983) suggest that ITT, which they refer to as "diffusion/adoption" is a process by which
innovation and the conditions for adoption are made available to individuals and institutions
(the "supply side" of diffusion) (p. 63).

Accordingly, these researchers suggest that ,following the establishment of a network

of outlets, the agencies use strategies to induce adoption by the farget population through
promotional tactics.
The adoption of the innovation becomes possible when the potential
adopter's structural characteristics match the access condi'tions for
q{option (the "demand side" of the diffusion/adoption process) (p.
63).
Literature review and the model's development process revealed that HRD-U for ITT
depends on availability and accessibility of information to

ITT participants (Barber, 19g9,

personal interview). Barber suggested that the HRD-U for ITT model is ',information
intensive" and "assumes a free-flow of information in the system" regarding ITT. She felt that
the use of the model is not likely to be effective unless potential recipients were able to access

information based on their problems, needs and aspirations and where, how, at what cost, etc.,
they may obtain what kinds of technology to address those problems, needs and aspirations.

Goulet (1975) has observed that "there exists no large window display anaying all
available technologies for the benefit of buyers. Therefore,
choose what it wants and to adapt it to its peculiar needs" (p.

it

4Ð.

behooves every society to

He suggests that for effective

ITT, three kinds of assistance need to be provided to the potential recipients. These

are:
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1) The creation of data banks containing obsolete proprietary knowledge
as well
as general knowledge:.makilg it available to couåtriès that lack the cãpacity
to
develop and refine statistics themselves;

2) T\9 preparation of calrlogs which include the whole range of available firmspecific or system-specific -technologies. Such catalogs íacititate àiversified
purchasing of technological expertise.... ;
3) The creation.of æchnqlogy iransfer ce-nt{es supplemented by internationally
financed consultancy services aimed at reducing thé ðost and impíoving ih" u"".rÉ
to transfer. Related to these, of-course, are tÉe proposals foipat"nitanks for
developing countries and world banks for technology (p.¿S) (eñrpÀãsis mine¡.

Dosa (1985) felt that lack of information for technology recipients, especially
those

in rural communities, places these potential receivers of technology at a disadvantage.
Often
they are unable to know what is available for addressing their needs. In fact, their
definition

of

needs may be distorted

if

they lack information on possible directions and other

international issues. No problem is strictly local anymore (Leger, 1990b). Currently,
problems of under-development cannot be explained by factors internal
to any one particular
society' Therefore, any kind of development project design needs to take into account
factors
and potential resources outside of the recipient context (Havelock and
Havelo ck,1973).

Dosa believes that a useful technical assistance project is that which generates
and

makes information about specific and general technologies available to the
potential
recipients. Thus, a useful structure would be that which links the rural/local
communities with

national and international networks and data bases, what Goulet (1g75) calls ,.world
banks
for technology". This internationally linked ITT programming structure would serve
to bring
technology to the rural areas and document, from local communities for dissemination
to
others indigenous technologies, development project types and experiences
and other aspects

of ITT and development programming.

4.4.2The Proposed ITT programming structure and

A development exchange programming structure

prc

components

used by development organizations

in Nigeria (refer to Figure 4.5) provides a useful schematic for the type of
ITT programming

Fig. a.5
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structure conceptualized in this study.

The structure consists of four inter-linked levels: national, state, local government
area and village that connect all segments of society.

At the village level each autonomous

community establishes a development committee which disseminates information and
attempts to harness the "efforts of traditional organizations". Projects are initiated at the

village level and then channelled upward for comments and suggestions (local government
area level) and approval (state level).

It is at the state level that available

resources and

technology are searched for in order to meet the identified needs at the grass roots . Similarly,
the national level receives projects from the states, and resources are sought to implement
projects from national and international sources.
The structure has been designed to match resources (state, national, international) to
needs (village level). It also enables upward and downward communication for assessment

and acceptance of needs and technologies, with change agents at all levels involved in the

decision-making process regarding proj ect design and implementation.
Although the structure is designed to enable grass roots, bottom up problem solving
and development,

it is clearly group oriented

as opposed to

individual focused. As well, it

does not include any facilitative support to enable communities to identify their problems,

needs and aspirations and to design appropriate responses. The lack of an international

component

for the structure is evident, and no doubt hampers the ability to

acquire

information and resources from other societies.

It has been observed that many students from developing countries (IED participants)
who study in industrialized countries often end up in the urban centres, industrialized areas
and formal sectors of the economy ([-awless, 1985). Very few ever return to the rural areas
because their education does not prepare them for work or effective

ITT programming structure is designed to overcome

living in rural areas. This

these problems and to enable

IED and

IWD participants to be able to identify and produce goods, senices and æchnology to address
problems, needs and aspirations at the local level.
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Neelameghan and Tocatlian (1989) suggest a need for people to build their
capabili-

ties, to retrieve and apply technology effectively. Facilitation may be necessary
from
consultants, as Goulet (1975) suggests, for the acquisition

of technology through the

technology transfer and exchange centres.

A number of programming areas of activities have been suggested for technology
transfer (development exchange) centres. These are activities designed to facilitate
effective

ITT and to develop some capability

at the same time. Morgan (1983) carried out research to

find out what needs to be done to facilitate effective ITT. In his article, Sharing
Science and
Technology, he states:
In all the technological areas we examined there appeared to be a need for six
kinds
of activities:
r to collect, evaluate and publish data on villageJevel needs and local resources;
' to provide information dissemination ptograñrmes on appropriaûe technorògies,
to support extension efforts in connection with these te'cirnoiogies;
.' to perform research toìmprove
and adapt designs;
to carry out testing and.performance evâluatioñ of designs; and
' to evaluate, assess, and-publicize efforts to utilize t#;;;h"Jogies (Morgan,
7983, p.26).

Similar but more comprehensive sets of activities have been identified
by several
authors, especially Hyung

Ki Kim in World Bank's 2-volume publication

Chotce and

Management of Technology in Developing countries: A training programme
for DecisionMakers (Kamenetzky, Maybury and Weiss, Jr., 19g6).
The functions of such a centre would include, among others: enabling
individuals to:
- identify their own problems, needs and aspirations and those

of their society (Havelock

and

Havelock, 1973" Donohew and Springer, 1978); acquire appropriate
facilitation to design
and implement their ITT prqect (Goulet,

ITlÐ:acquire

the skills for searching for, retrieving

and using technology through and for the project (Neelameghan
and Tocatlian, 19g9;
Donohew and Springer, 1978); network, access and exchange immediate
and remote

r17
information and resources (Havelock and Havelock,lgT3);and to integrate information and
resources from various sources and cultures to produce goods, services and technology to
address problems, needs and aspirations (Havelock and Havelock, 1973).

Literature reviewed reveals that people are recognized as the means and end of
development, of which ûechnology is an integral and inseparable element. Literature further
reveals that technology is now conæptualized as information as well as knowledge, skills and

expertise, which are embodied in people. Through the process of transferring technology,

people produce and exchange goods, services and technology to address their problems,
needs and aspirations and that of their society. At the same time, they develop personal

technological capabilities which contribute to the development of societal technological
capacity, which in turn is required for effective development of pTC for ITT.
The emerging realities call for new models, approaches and ways of harnessing the
advantages

of these

conditions to strengthen the economies and benefits to societies.

Building upon existing ITT models (diffusion, infusion, and exchange) a new integration
model based on HRD-U was conceptualized and created. Suggested as well was a program-

ming structure with activify areas that enables the effective operationalizingof the model.

CHAPTER FIVE

ITT EDUCATION AND TRAINING: REVIE\ry oF PRACTICE MODELS
Towards A Theory of IED for ITT
Chapter Five presents a review of IED for ITT programme models and suggests modifications. It also proposes a curriculum framework for effective ITT through IED. The chapter
contains an introduction to IED and ITT, the need for ITT education and training, related
education and training formats and applicable courses, degree and certificate programmes.
The IED process-based approach to ITT education and training introduces need-based and
integrated curricular programming and concludes with derived principles for student focused

IED programming strategies.

With few exceptions, formal systems of higher education in the United States
provide training in the manipulation of symbols rather than things; reliance on
thinking rather than feeling and intuition; and commitment to understanding rather
than to action. These systems were designed originally for the training of scholars,
researchers and professionals, for whom rationality, abstract knowledge, emotional
detachment and verbal skills are primary values. These systems, however, are apptied
across the board to almost all students, regardless of their occupational goals.

(Bennis, Benne and Chin, 1969, p.375)

Our overall task will be to make education more flexibte and responsive to the
changing times. Education should help people learn how to frame questions that will
lead to new answers and to new directions, to new theories and new actions.

It should

help build a conceptual approach to life that is critical and analytical and without asking

itself' very seriously, 'lvhat for"? It finds it hard to address its eonsiderable talents and
power to existing and rapidly developing societal needs. (cooper, l9s3 p. 2s9).
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5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses some of the major curricular issues in current IED program-

ming: ITT relevance and appropriateness, professional integration and reintegration, and
integrated programming for effective cultural adaptation and adjustment and academic

success' IED approaches atûempting to address these concerns are described. (Some
principles of effective IED from the ITT perspective are deduced towards constructing
a
theory of IED for ITT ).
The purpose of this study was to develop a curricular framework to educate IED
participants to carÐ/ out effective ITT from North America to their home societies.
ITT
literature has revealed that

l)

the current definition of technology stresses its informational

and knowledge rather than its physical aspects (tools, equipment, machines), as was
the case

in the 1950s and 1960s (Kamenetzky, Maybury and Weiss Jr., 1986;Monkiewicz,lgg5);Z)
because technology is considered more to be information and knowledge,
IED participants
are recognized to embody technology, where technology is acquired
in the form of expertise,

knowledge, skills and information in their professional and occupational fields (Goulet,
1975;Meals, 1980); and, 3) because IED (and IWD) agents embody of technology
they have
the potential to be the most effective ITT agents (Kone, l9ï2;Ngong-Nassah,
19g4) and
transfer mechanisms (Brown, 198Ð. Therefore,IED and IWD are currently
considered to be

useful ITT mechanisms which are based on HRD-u principles.
Furthermore, development literature shows that the participation of people,
espe-

cially target beneficiaries, is a necessary condition for effective development programming
(Donohew and Springer, 1980;Rogers, 1978; 1983). People are
considered to be the,,means
and end" of development efforts and activities

(CIDA, 1gB7). people produce and exchange

goods, services and technology to address their development problems,
needs and aspira-

tions (Havelock and Havelock,1973). They do so first by "changing themselves
and then
taking the steps to change their societies" by producing and exchanging
the goods, se¡,ices
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and technology desired in their own and other societies (Naisbitt and Aburdene,
1990).

To address their problems, needs and aspirations, IED (and IWD) participants, by
nature of the process, have to acquire some of the technologrcal inputs they need
from other

societies. ITT is the process of searching for, acquiring, receiving or providing technology

from one society, for application in another, for collaborative production and exchange of
goods, sen'ices and technology needed in the recipient societies. IED and
IWD participants
have to form

a

l.inkage with people (or orgaruzations) in the sociefy through whlch the desired

input is to be acquired or provided (Havelock and Havelock,IgT3). To access technology,
facilitation and other necessary inputs from within and outside of a particular society
for the

production and exchange of goods, services and technology, technological capacity
is
required both at the personal and organizational, commuruty or societal levels.
IED and IWD
participants require technological capacity for the purposes of identifying problems,
needs

and aspirations and searching for, receiving and providing necessary technologies
and
facilitation for effective ITT. organizations, communities or societies require
technological
capacity to enable people (individuals and groups) to effectively address
their personal
problems, needs and aspirations in the contexts of their organizational,
community or societal

problems, needs and aspirations.
To carrv out and/or facilitate ITT effectively, IED and IWD participants
have to have
conlpctence both in their professional and occupational fields and
in the process of ITT. For

this reason,

it

has been suggested that, in addition to their academic and professional

education and training, IED and IWD participants require purposeful
ITT education and

training' such ITT education

and training

will

enable them to develop and/or acquire the

special attitudes, knorvledge and skills to function effectively

in carrying out and/or

facilitating ITT (Kaplan, 1983;I-adagaand Hopkins, 19g7; Ngong-Nassah,
l9g4;
1e86).

Nyu,
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5.2The Need for ITT Education and Training
The purpose of ITT education and training is to enable people to carry out and
facilitate ITT effectively. Ngong-Nassah has observed that IED participants usually return
to their countries, with increased responsibilities and expecúations. From former and new
work positions, many do take part in designing and implementing policies and programmes
regarding technological development and

ITT. Yet, as he stated, their

education in the

countries supplying technology fails to prepare them for this role. It was in the realization
of

this need for specialized ITT training that Ngong-Nassah (lgSZ) observed: "The United
Súates, Canada, and other developed countries can and do generally provide appropriate (high

quality) training for international students who are prepared to become educators, research
scientists, or technicians" (p. 193). Ngong-Nassah (1982), nonetheless, added that these
students are not adequately prepared for their roles as

ITT agents in their own societies. He

therefore made several recommendations, directed towards administrators and academicians

involved in IED, for the improvement of IED participants' academic and professional
development programmes.
Ngong-Nassah (1982) recognizes, as others do, that large populations in developing
countries live in the rural areas. This situation calls for preparing IED participants
to assume
development programming roles in both urban and rural communities of their own
societies.
He believes that:

Developing countries that are scrambling to improve their relative
posrtron
?mong nations would certain$benefii from the kind of
tralnl.ng that makes its leaders effectivê agents of chanse within
transitional rural areas. This role calls for tñe ¿è¿iôaiion ãn¿ snriì
¿ìssess, s-creen, and aid in rÉ tran;Í;áüo-äooptìöñ
l:"^1tlg:q:fpJly
oI
appropnate f'orms of technologv.
Implementation of new foñrs of æchnology can be successful
_ , rl. the
only
ln-troduced "package" is understood bî and acceptable to
peers, subordinates, the iural rñasses, and the
e*sõroot" freldworkers
rvho are rnvolved in the introduction and traiñing aspects of technol_
ogy transfer. l.eadership effecriveness here is deiefinineã-uy-ònã;,
gultu¡al sensitiviry and ómmunicarion ability.- studånß;r"sì receive
tralnlng. that will ensure their ability to c-ommunicate effectivelv
n'ithin rhe social and cuhural contexrs'ro wtuch ttréy
b";;ìg""á
(Ngong-Nassah 1982, p. 193).
"rii
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The objective of this particular study was therefore to develop a curricular framework that

would be useful in providing ITT education in Canadian colleges and universities.
Many IED participants who acquire ûechnology from developed countries, which is
not readily adaptable for application in their home societies, often remain in the developed

countries where their knowledge and skills can be readily used. They also enjoy higher
enumeration and betûer working and living conditions abroad than in their native country.
However, it has been suggested that enabling students to effectively integrate professionally

into their home context would reduce the problem of "brain drain", which has now been
renamed "migration of talents".

Another concern often resulting from IED participants acquiring skills which have
application mainly in the formal or "high technology" areas is that often such students end
up in the urban centres of their own societies ([-awless, 1986). Since a greater proportion of
the populations of developing countries are rural, it has been suggesûed that the IED process

should ideally enable participants to be able to use their skills in the rural areas as well.
Development theory is emphasizes the need to target the rural communities, so that the

majority of people can benefit from development programming through increased access,
distribution of benefits and participation (Rogers, 1978). The ITT model's development and
education approach suggested in this study has this focus.

V/hen IED for ITT is oriented to rural and community development, it stresses the
existence of the indigenous culture and technology of the recipients of æchnology, acquired

for transfer by IED participants, to donor societies (Scott-Stevens,

198|.

Each indigenous

culture and existing technology differs from the "globally shared" culture and technology
(Anderson, 1978) of the established sectors and urban Westemized culture and technology.
These contextual variables need to be taken into account during the education process
which

will help determine whether

the technology is appropriate and relevant and whether

fit' In this context therefore, effective ITT

it will

depends to a large extent on the relevance and
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approPriateness of the acquired technology, as well as on the contextual factors of the society

in which technology is to be applied.
ITT education and training enables participants to conduct, facilitaæ and manage ITT
on a one-time basis, but needs to enable them to do so on an ongoing basis.

A critical issue for improved.technology transfer is the development

of a user community that actively seeks and applies new techniques.
The development of this user comm,unify, howèver, is possible bnly
through a strengthening of the capabilities of local finirs to managó
technology [transfer] - to diagnosè needs, to devise solutions, anoif
r-r9ge^ssary, to seek assistance in implementing solutions (wallender,

1979,p.147).

These suggestions by Ngong-Nassah (1984) and Wallender (1979) appear ro imply
an ITT programme should produce ITT specialists in many professional fields and disciplines.

Training in technological planning, assessment, analysis, and transfer is being
provided in developed countries such as the USA, and can also serve to inform and stimulate

ITT' As well, it can stimulate ITT activities in both developed and developing countries and
would be useful for foreign students (Kaplan, 1983; Ngong-Nassah, l9g2). At this stage,
developing countries cary out ITT from other "developed" countries to plan and
implement

their development programmes.
Developing the human technological capacity necessary to conduct effective ITT
therefore becomes imperative for developing countries. As Kaplan (1983) states:
Inherent in the process of educating today's students from the developing nations, is the problem of tñe transfer of technology - of the
feasibility of transfer ánd^the
lppropriareness of the technälägy. Iii,
an unavoidable probleT for eduèator and student, since a greai many
of the students enrolled in United Staûes colleges ãnd universities are
here precisely. because of the technological imperatives of national
development (p.259).

It is observed that for these students (IED participants):

The transfer oj.tecþgtogy is-a complex problem, since it must bridge
the barriers of both time and space inorder to find, in the receiviñs
countrl', a reconciliation with oid habits and beliefs and an adjustmeni
to a.phys_ical environment that is certainly different uno
þossiuiy
hostile (Kaplan, 1983, p. 259).
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Kaplan advises that:
For institutions that seek to serve the special needs of students from
developing. nations, therefore, the relaied questions of science.iãngu_age, and technology and the problems of access to available
information are practiðál concerns öf immediate importance. It is for
this reason that the whore subject of technology tiansfer is rapidly
becoming a nerv specializationãnd is itself the íópic .f
i""iär.É
---Q
number of studies, symposia and scholarly papeis (p.259).
""

Technology transfer education and training would be useful not only for
IED
participants but for all students. The existence of ITT related programmes
and courses point

to their necessity, even in developed countries.

More than two decades ago, Havelock and Havelock (1973) pointed to such
an
education and training progfttmme. These authors were of the opinion
that the use of already

produced technological inputs to address the rising tide of problems,
needs and aspirations

is urgent. A special kind of education devoted to effectively matching
technology to needs
and vice versa was considered to be required. Havelock and Havelock
(1973) state that:
Indeed, in the last generation there has emerged a special branch
of
social science concerned with the .omrnuii"utioir and effective
utilization of knowledge. we are slowly mouine toward a new
conception of a professional discipline concerned pimarily *itfr
tft"
process of change. It rests on the ãssumption that social
fróg.".,
be planned and engineered so thar it is *ot" r"liuulè aã¿ more
"*
beneficial to more people. This new concept of ..planned innovation,,
stresses the importalge of a realistic diagnosis'of needs, uoequäie
resource retrieval, collaborative planning ãnd solution buílding;
;ã
systematrc design and evaluation of altimative solutions
-tp.-zi'.

This research attempts to create a curriculum framework for ITT
education and
training' that will enable ITT to be more effective and more relevant
to
the development needs

of the participants.
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5.

3 Formats of ITT

Rerated Education and

rraining

Literature suggestions for ITT educ¿tion and training point to four formats. The
first
is based on participants taking part in specific courses or programmes at a particular
stage in

the IED process (Ladaga and Hopkins, 1987). Specialized training (degree or certificate)
programmes provide the second format. A third format is need-based curricular
program-

ming (Cooper, 1983; Limbird, 1983). The fourth involves the participant carrying out
specific academic and other ITT related activities throughout the IED process (l-aBrack,
1986; Denny, 1986; Limbird, 1983; Mestenhauser, 1988). As rhe field develops,
other
combinations of approaches will no doubt appear. V/hat happens in this
basically interdis-

ciplinary field may greatly influence how universities of the future will deal with
academic
programmes intended for addressing real life problems, needs and aspirations
of individuals,
groups and societies.

5.4 ITT Related Education and Training Courses
The course/workshop ITT training and education format appears to be
the most
common and the most available, although not likely to be the most
effective. Its tenet is based

on "academic programme enrichment considerations" rather than a well
considered and
articulated attempt to improve ITT. Most enrichment programmes
focus
"professional
on

integration", as the field appears to be called by most programmers (Denny,
19g6; Hood and

schieffer, 1983; I-.adagaand Hopkins, l9g7;pusch and l.oewenthal,
19gg).
The rationale for l-adaga and Hopkins' guidebook appears to aptly
express the intent

of the course option format of ITT related training and education:
The purpose of this guidebook is to alert foreign students and scholars,
and their faculty advisors, to the need to iñtegrate their academic
programmes with.one or more practical/occupational course
options.
These options include courses ihat inculcat" rkittr in administãtion,
management, communications, human relations, decision making,
leadership development, probrem sorving, and occupationar educãtion. The acquisition of thèse multi-discipìinary skills can be critical,
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especially for studentsischolars from nations lacking a well balanced
pool of trained professionals (Ladaga and Hopkins, teaZ, p. t¡.

The rationale seems to be that these courses provide what Hambrick (1991) calls
"basic generic skills" for effectiveness. In his opinion "you can be fully knowledgeable of

your profession and still be unsuccessful, sometimes for the lack of basic generic skills"

(Hambrick, 199I, p. 1).Thus,

it is the belief of proponents of the course format

that

disciplinary/professional skills and knowledge can be enhanced through these courses.
Communication, human relations, change planning and management are some areas of
needed skills that have been identified with effective

ITT (Fry and Thurber, 1989; Meals,

1980; Rogers, 198; Rogers with Shoemaker,lgTl). Courses on ITT are becoming readily

available as options or "add ons" to IED participants' programmes.

As l-adaga and Hopkins (1987) note,
"Foreign student graduates of U.S. universities oftentimes are thrust
into position¡ o-{ aylho-nty and responsibility upon returning home. In
this setting, individuals musr be ãble to leâd änd motivarõ workers,
and function within a bureaucratic structure.....Above all, they musi
know how to exercise the skills of communication and poliiics"'(p. 1).

Failing to exercise these necessary skills could mean the difference between success
and failure, or satisfaction and lack of

it.

L-adaga and Hopkins are

of the opinion that it is not

surprising, therefore, that these persons will experience feelings of frustration and isolation
when it becomes necessary to practice previously unacquired skills. They suggest that:

"returnees assigned to positions as scientists or teachers are not
immune to these negative feelings, when they return and find themselves shunned by superiors and coworkers ãlike...The challenge to
both foreign students/icholars and faculry advisors is to work togãther
lg fil9 *ur:l deaìing wirh rhese poteritial problems" (t-adag"a and
Hopkins, 1987, p. l).
They have observed that:
Historically, most u.s. universities have been lax in formulatul
appropriate mix of academic/technical and practical/occupailg
tional courses for the benefit of certain students. In developing ánd
implementing such curriculum, academic advisors should
iu.þor"-

fully link-the

academic/technica! wlth the practical/occupational
courses, when necessary. In turn, all of these oóurses should Ée nntø
to the.testing, counselling and career development services usually
provided to U.S. studenrs... (p. l).
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It is believed that this approach is necessary not only for IED participants but for most
university students (Alberta, l98B).

5.5 ITT Related Degree or Certificate programmes
Instead of isolated courses and workshops to enhance disciplinary programmes
in
other fields for ITT, numerous colleges and universities in the US have already progressed
to the full degree and certificaûe "programme format" in ITT training and education.
They are

providing full programme options in areas related to educating people to assess technology

for transfer and/or to carry out and facilitate ITT. These programmes tend to be interdisciplinary and may draw course offerings from nearly all departments and disciplines,
as in the
case

of

a development sfudies progfttmme at Stanford reporæd

be based in an area such as education, as in the

by Cooper (1983). They could

NYU programmes of engineering, economics

or sociology. Others are housed in neutral departments such as the Graduate
Faculty as at
the University of Michigan.

A few examples illustrate what is available. The University of Michigan offers

a

doctoral study programme in "Socio-technological Planning". This programme
provides
specialization

in

Urban, Technology and Environmental Planníng (LJTEp). UTEp is an

interdisciplinary programme which seeks to provide opportunities for the study
of successful

technology change, development and transfer. Clark University also runs ,.multia
disciplinary" Masters Programme in Environment, Technology and Society (E-fS).
According to theGraduate Programme Bulletin (1986-8?, the programme is
based on the rationale
that "effective technology assessment, risk analysis and environmental
management requires
a special combination of knowledge and skills". The programme's
contention is that since
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the problems of technology "are multi-disciplinary, they

will not be solved by

specialists in

a single discipline. Thus, this area of study presents a special challenge to higher education,

which has traditionally been organized along disciplinary lines".
Yet another programme in this area is that of Washington University's (WU) School

of Engineering and Human Affairs. The school offers programmes in lTT-related areas at
both the Masters (M.4., and M.Sc.) and doctoral (D.Sc.) levels. There is an M.A. programme

in Technology and Human Affairs for
relevance

of technology

students who place a high priority on the social

required for national development. The M.Sc programme in

Management of Technology "is a part time degree programme intended for experienced
practitioners to improve their skills in managing technology-based projects, activities and
organizations as well as technical personnel". The areas of emphasis in the D.Sc "relates to

solutions of engineering and applied science problems that have direct policy relevance.
Among others, these areas include environmental quality and control, medicine, science and
technology policy, technological innovation and technology for international development,'

(WU Bulletin, 1986-87).
One specialization of the doctoral (Ph.D.) programme inlnternational Education at

New York Universiry G'IYLD provides training for ITT. The programme is designed "to train
personnel to work in the field of knowledge and skills transfer from the United States to other

societies". It specializes in identifying the most effective technologies which would lend
themselves to adaptation in specific foreign cultures. This specialization is based on the

contention that:
The transfer of educational knowledge could take place by: a) training
American pers-onnel to work with foreign edu'cationá léaoers iñ
selecting, tr_ansfemng and adapting educatlonal knowledge and skills
from the u.S. to that culturai aréa; or b) training períonnel from
foreign cultures in the field of cultural transfer unã in the methods,
organization and materials within the American context suitable for
adaptation abroad (Programme Announcement, 19g6, p. 5).
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In these ITT related training and education programmes, the increasing necessity
to
educaÚe personnel to specialize

in assessing (searching for and identifying) suitable technolo-

gies, selecting, and facilitating the acquisition, adaptation, application and effective
utiliza-

tion of these technologies for development, is implied.
Specialized ITT related education and training programmes are offered in various
areas at present. These areas include international development (Science
Council, l9g1),

development studies (Cooper, 1983), technological innovation (Clarke and
Reavley, !9g7),

international education (Groenings, 1983), cross-cultural and multicultural
studies and
global education' However, there does not appear to be a faculty of ITT
education and
training, nor a discipline specifically devoæd to that,

in

colleges or universities in Canada

or the United States. It may soon come to be, as Havelock and Havelock suggested
two
decades ago.

5.6 The IED Process-based approach to ITT Education and Training
Recent thinking in education and training for ITT differs from that
reflected in the

previous two formats.

It is neither based on specialized training

courses nor education

programmes, but may be both and more. This orientation is reflected
by two models of IED

for ITT.
5.6.

I Need-Based Curricular programming

Proponents of the need based approach to ITT education and training
align academics

very closely with guidance and counselling and with the overall management
of the IED
process by the IED participants andior the programme officers.
For this group, the partici-

pants' overall experiences during sojourn need to be integrated
and designed to achieve an
overall goal of effective ITT: that of the application of learning to contribute
to development
upon return.

Limbird's (19æ) description of his experiences and conclusions reflect
the intent of
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this group. Limbird recounts his conclusions from an experience he had observing USAID's

(United Staæs Agency for International Development) reintegration activities in Ghana. He
recalls that under the inspired efforts of a USAID training officer, returned IED participants

"were provided with information on existing networks made up of other USAlD-sponsored
professionals, they were given publications of relevance to their particular fields, and they
were invited to use the worldwide resources of USAID" (p. v.).

As well, Limbird described how the efforts of the training officer were complemenÛed by that of

USAID Information Agency's public information officer. The information

officer "encouraged interaction among the returned graduates from all U.S. universities by

providing publications, access to media equipment, and assistance in hosting alumni
gatherings" (p. v.). Limbird notes that an up-to-date directory of returned USAID participants
was available. The directory documented the specific role in development played by each
Ghanaian student whom USAID had sponsored. Limbird's observation is that the alumni

actively used the network of United States-trained persons in their development contribution
tasks.

Yet, despite all of this information, resource support and networking exchanges,

Limbird concludes that this "information intensive" IT'T programming was not quite
successful. The lack of inûegration of the information approach into the IED experience,
right

from the beginning of the process, seems to be the problem. one might add that what
was
learned while in the USA did not quite

"fit" in with

the needs at home. In Umbird's opinion:

what was missing in this equation of professional reintegration,
according to the alumni interviewed at that time in Ghana, ívas thó
reco_gnition, from th^e yery beginning of the participants' sojourn in
the united states, of the need to pre-pare for retuni home. In other
words, the faculty, the-foreign sudenf adviser, the community volunteer, and others needed to better understand the entire u.s. ex[erience
as part of a professional development continuum. what doeiit mean
to be I "professional" in a deveropment process? what are the
professiona!'lneeds beyond the paiameteri of a standard degree
programme? what is the role of the professional beyond the worlä of

work? How does that role contrast with the professional's
role in the
developing world? How can readership shrfs be;;qri*iãr,elp
thå
professional conrribute more ro the déveloprn"ni pio"Lrrilp.
v-vi).
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Limbird's proposal for IED as "a professional development continuum,,
seems to
capture the essence of education that responds to the problems,
needs and aspirations of the

student and sponsor which Court (1979) suggested.

Court is of the opinion that the effectiveness of IED can be
examined from the
standpoint of congruence between training content and
occupational requirement at the
workplace' It can also be examined in relation to features
of the occupational
and adminis-

trative culture which exist in the IED participant's home
country. using an East African
example, Limbird (1989) srares:
certainly now,in bothKenya andranzania most schorarships
are not
only a reward for individual merit uut a..
áï
un
institutional
fÀrt
purpose and

framework. The training made
fossibre uy trre scrrorar_
ship is expecúed ro provide skills and Ënowr"dgãièiåuunt
ro a specific
insti tutionar need. Expectations about ruur"ãuËnt-ierformance
ac_
company the awarding of- the scholarship and thã
conesponding
assessment task is to set these expectatioïs against
acruaf p".ró.l
mance as-a guide to the utility of the training. frh.n
there is'claritv
about performllce cnrena in particular.r-"-t-åri
i;æi"nìäää',
the exrenr to which differenr Epes of t*i",.rgä01ñiitutiä*

*.ä

the desired qualities (p.

saD.'

pr*iã;

court contends that "centrally implicit in the very concept
of overseas scholarship
IIEDI is the aim of providing access to a publicly available and generally
applicable pool of
technology and professional knowledge" (p. 545).
Therefore his suggestion for appropriate

IED is that for developing countries:
whether one is considenn_g fhe university or any other
training arena,
the.challenge is rhe task of"developing ,"äfi
.-írh,.rrìr,, demand for
and panem of overseas rrainine å." 6: rñ"p"à
uîr^ùttr, m,å*Ëdg"
and quatities rvhich are defìned"by the
ho*;
54s).

d"";iðp;;;üiLÉ;

ö

This suggestion parallels that of Limbird (1983) and
corroborates cooper,s (19g3)
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findings regarding the need for IED experiences
to be "dictat€d,,by deveropment probrems,
needs and aspirations in the participants
home.
Describing the stanford graduates' curricular
experiences, cooper (1%3) states
that
"almost without fail" alumni spoke
positively about their IED experiences.
They valued,
among others' the opportunities to
make friends from other cultures and .,enjoyed
their
broader sophistication resulting from
rife outside their own curtures,,.

But the majority of foreign alumni wished
they had, at Stanford, a
prepãrati ón for theïióaã_b";#
;;;;"#*o
responsi b' i ti es
rhey found rhemser'es chailenged
*irh;h;;ly'äñär r"ru*ing home.
The speciar i zed, sin gle-oisci
f-nne, hËhäi';åi;gy, uni red srates
marker-ori ented trai n-i ng *ur' rqdåÃ:
i;ry]ËËi;å, ,o rhe complex
currurar nuances and inñerentry interãisðiËri"å.yîäture
of the prob_
rems raced bv rheir o*n roËiáies.
A
smä,
uuíc¡riä1,ïv'ii"oJäTi
group of arumni expressed dislay
trtu, tn"y rtJ'#
nity while a1lanrcilo to pointltreir studies'andi"réâr"r,
more roward
addressing some or the'particula;";;j;i,
economic
and
technological problems rafing iheir
societies'. others were concerned
about.u"n
probre"ms of having the course
of deveropment
r_oi^._ïbtle
or their socieries
strongiy¡nnù.enc..o uv ir," p*tüË,Ë;ffiïåËi:i:
business practices, unõ"ultu.al
iftäîñJi;h""red from rheir
United States educarionat
"i""r fCoópei,
lôåã, p. zg6).
"ipãrience
be rúer

úäìil;Ëåä:
öri;;i,

Appreciating these concerns' a new
programme of development studies
was developed at stanford which was interdisciplinary
and drew course input from the
various existing
departments of the university'
The programme not only allowed
students to focus on a
particular study and research problem,
but also to take courses in the various
disciplinary
areas as appried to their needs.
The programme was designed simpry
as a,,framework,, for
integrating various courses to address
particular needs of individual students.
The Programme in Development
studies at stanford is administered
by a committee
made up of twenty faculty members
from twelve different academic departments
including

political science, medicine, Spani
sh/Portuguese, education,

neering (industri al, ci vil,
and electrical)' business, communications,
food research, and engineering economic
systems.
engi

This committee promotes an interdisciplinary approach to problems
anc asslsts students lrom a variety of schools and ¿epartmènß
who
g : T |I-d,"ïl opm enr probt im s and oppg.runiìi J.in ä" r,, g r, iy
il:I,
oevetoped and industrialized areas of the world as well as
in the'iess
developed, less industnarized, and non-industrialiieá ;;ôrr.
The
programme enables students to analyze interaction between
cultures
process - considering uu.,uui", ;;;ñ;; popula_
tlon srze, availability_ of natural resourcès, and the wide rånle of
human values and béhavior that determine how those r".ãu."".
ur"
acqui red, control led,. di stri buted, used, and protecteã.
important li nk_
ecologicar concerns and deveiôp-"nt,t utJgìås and the
3g:r
Tylen
role oI
technology in development are stressed.
The programme arso is concerned with the future of the
process. Students consider where present trends are
::y:lgpT"n-t
llKely to lead mankind, discuss altemative futures that appear
possible
and desirable, and examine decisions tt ut .nuri u!-iíu¿"
to give
humankind a viable future They^also consider ttt" n"ø ioiãxpanded
personal perspectíves in terms óf new global u*ur"n"r*
iñe nee¿ ror
rmprovement in the quality of life within and among nations
while
recognizing the limitations-of the earth's physical life"supdri
sysrem
and real i sti c consrrai nrs wi thi n our d ifferen t cut turaL sysìãñî
r c'*p"i
1983,p.292).
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iilt[g"I:l?pTîl

cooper concludes that: "A Development studies concentration
helps prepare students from the humanities, the sciences, and the various
professional schools for understanding and participating in world development by utilizing the
combined
strength of many

separate academic disciplines', (p. 292).

The Programme in Development studies at stanford
evolved from a single course in

ethics

of development. It has become one of the most effective development

studies

programmes in the United States' Cooper reports
that the programme attracted .,some of the

very best, most imaginative, and concerned faculty
in the university,,, and they became
involved' "They found it stimulating to work with faculty
members of departments other than
their own on issues and problems that required a multi-disciplinary
approach,, (p.293).
According to cooper, increasing numbers of students
have become involved ,,with

our holistic approach to development issues beyond the
one course,', and many have
expressed a desire to major in Development studies.
To meet the needs of participants,
cooper states that stanford should "make a serious atûempt
to provide opportunities for the
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highly specialized Stanford students to be able to work on research relaûed to their own
societies" (p.293).
Of course, the more students are knowledgeable about their own personal and societal
development contexts the better they can formulate relevant questions to guide their studies,
and the more they can calTy out comparative analyses and make important contributions
to

this programme.

In the final analysis however, the quality and relevance of the academic advising
that the students obtain

will depend, to a large extent

,on their own approach to study inUThat

is, the students must know what it is they want to accomplish through pursuing a particular
US academic or professional degre, for unless they have carefully defined their long-range

objective at the outset, they will not be in a position to clearly articulate basic needs and
interests to those from whom he wishes to obtain advice (Rogers, 19g3, p. 9)
Furthermore,

By rationalizing and relating his educational objectives to a specific
career following return^to- (his) hom.e.country, the student
lreatly
improves his chances of obtaining advice and info.mation thät
wiíl
truly be useful to him as he endeavors to acquire essential rcnowrJgË
and experience... (Rogers, 1983, p. 9).

This need-based interdisciplinary approach to IED is bound ro be more effective
than

the narrower, often "inflexible",

if not rigid, interdisciplinary orientation

which is more

prevalent' It is very likely to be the norm in IED and perhaps generally in education
focusing
on addressing human problems, needs and aspirations. The basis for evolving
this approach

exists in nearly all the universities this researcher has visited (more than
one hundred in
canada and the usA). cooper's summary of this progËmme concludes:

we have found some two hundred courses in twenty-two different
departments at stanford that are decidedly relevant io the issue we
have been discussing, related to the ethícs of present and future
development of socièties and sectors of societiäs. These courses
encourage serious basic questioning., with
preconceived assumptions. They seek to involve the sruãent in lew
fresh, holistic qu"rtioniäg

and.thinking, and to look at root causes of problems. Manyask the
student to pose new alternative strategies-for development an¿ io
suggest probable_ and^ possible,constraints to such straæþies.
Bor this
course to evolvel Aframework was needed that could
þull tùe many
separate offerings together into a coherent programme. The new
[ggramr_n_e_ inDevelopment studies attempis tõ do this (cooper,
1983, p. 293-294) (my emphasis).
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Relevant IED programmes are very likely to utilize the "framework" or ,,theme,,
approach where various courses are integrated and students from various disciplines
can
pursue their special studies and enquiries.

The need-based interdisciplinary approach involves students "going out to look for

things" in order to meet their defined problems, needs and aspirations. In this sense,
the
students engage in a problem-solving process within themselves.

Problem-solving is usually seen as a patterned sequence of activities
beginning with a need, sensed and ariiculated by ttre client, wrrict is
translated into a problem statement and diagnosis. when he has thus
formulated a problem statement, the clientruser is able to conduct a
meaningful search and retrieval of ideas and information which can
be used in formulating or
¡eeking innovation, trying out and evaluating its effectiveness in satisfying-hrs original neé¿s]the focus of this
orientation is the user himserf, tris neãds and what he does about
satpfyng his needs. The role of the outsider is therefore consultative
and collaborative. (Havelock and Havelock, 1973, p. g).

This orientation places the students in a problem-solving role (users) who,,consult
and collaborate" with the learning institution (outsider) to search for
and acquire what they
need. Five key elements are stressed in this process:

...first, that user nged r.s the paramount consideration and only acceptable value-stance forthe change agent; second, that diagnosiÉ of need
always has to be an integral partãr the total pro"ess;îhird, that thó
outside change agent shourd bè non-directive, rarery, if ever,;Ëümg
the integrity of the.user by placing himself in a áírective or expeñ
status; fourth, that the internãl reso-urces, already existing and easilv

accessible *tJ.lil the crienr
fyfrgm, irself, shoïtd arwíys b"
utilized; and fifth, that the self-initiated
and self-appliedinnovatioi
will have the strongest user commitment and the^ åest chances for
long-term survival. (Havelock and Havelo ck 79j3,p S_gl

i;iií
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5.6.2 lntegrated Curricular Programming
People of all cultures do not perceive phenomena in a similar manner, nor do they
have the same ways of solving problems, meeting needs zurd achieving aspirations. Different

world views are held by people of various cultures as a result of the different frames of
reference they have acquired through the enculturation process (Brown, 1963). It has been
suggested that sojourners (exogenous ITT agents, IED participants inclusive) need to carry

out ITT activities and think in a particular society as if they were from (that is indigenous to)
that host sociefy i.e. to develop cultural empathy (Rogers, 1983). Since

it is not easy to "zip

into the other's position" as Rogers (1983) puts it, the approach suggested by an increasing
number of researchers is to integrate the elements of the host culture gradually, incrementally,
and progressively ([-aBrack, 1986; Denny, 1986; Mestenhauser, 1988).

In this approach the elements and factors to be integrated include personal growth
and development (Cooper, 1983), academic project development and implementation
(Mestenhauser, 1988), intercultural learning and adjustment (L-aBrack

,

1986), human

relations and interactions (Cooper, 1983;l-aBrack, 1986), intercultural commurucations and
exchanges (Rogers, 1983), and learning through problem-solving (Denny, 1986;Donohew
and Springer,IVTS; Havelock and Havelock,I973;Pilotta and Widman, 1983). Combining
these elements and ingredients is done in an effort to make the intercultural experience more

integratively and comparatively understandable (Mestenhauser, 1988), holistic (Cooper,
1983) and relevant to participants' needs. This approach promotes effective intercultural and

professional integration, two of the major areas of programming concerns in IED and IWD.
Researchers and programmers in IED who are concerned

with programme improve-

ment tend to focus on the relevance and applicability in the participants' society, of the
acquired IED experiences, especially academic and professional (integration in the host
society and re-integration back home). There are those who stress the effectiveness of the

IED experience from the perspective of the participants themselves (cultural and professional
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integration and re-integration).

A combination of programme and participants leads to an area of inûegrated IED (and

IWD) process-based programming, which attempts to address the problems, needs and
aspirations of the student for overall effectiveness of the IED experience in totality. It is needbased as proposed

by theorists of relevant IED and addresses the issues of concern of

professional integrationi sts.
Intercultural (cross-cultural) concerns have been preeminent in IED and IWD. These
concerns predate

ITT programming by a number of decades. Integrative programming

addresses cross-cultural integration (culture learning, intercultural adjustment
and adapta-

tion (lA), guidance and career planning, etc.) within the programming framework of
academic and professional integration (Mestenhauser, 1988). The argument is
that

as

academic success improves so does the IED participant's self-esteem. Their
abilities to solve

problems, meet needs and achieve aspirations lead to improved human relations
and
interaction and consequently, cross-cultural exchanges (Mestenhauser, 19gg).

l¿Brack (1986),

discussing inûegrated programming, identifi es three plmses in thz

IED process: before, during and after the IED sojourn in the host society. The
three phases
are referred to, in this study as Phase

A (before sojourn),

Phase B (during sojourn) and phase

C (after sojourn). l-aBrack suggests that preparation for reintegration to phase
Phase

A'

C

begins at

This theorizing builds upon previous articulation by a number of integration

researchers.

All the same, [¿Brack

has added an important dimension

to previously

accepted

programming aPproaches by suggesting that integrative programming
not only begins at
home, but continues throughout the process. Such programming uses "the
achral overseas
experience as a behavioral/social text to be deciphered, analyzed,
and finally melded with the

student's ongoing academic and personal activities,' (p.226).
Mestenhauser (1988) has built upon this theory and developed a model
fo¡ IED
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progftlmming which Proposes aninúegrative format. The elements integrated in
Mestenhauser,s
suggesûed model include:

1) Field of sfudy - knowledge based on the scope and methods
disciplines, including research ;

of academic

2) Culture .s{dY - basic knowled^ge of-the host culture and of cultural principles,
including differentiation understanding of-trends and dynami¿r,¿¡J*;ËiËnä with
emic
and etic perspectives;
3) Study of learning-- relevant the.ories of learning, including thinking, reasoning,
memory, information arrival, problem solving, and other"intellectual"sk iË; "

4) Transfer of knowl-.-dg" - competencies from an academic discipline, cultural
principles, and cognitive skills that make up the ability
!o apply, transfèr, uáupi, und
appropriately
knowledge
from
the.host
cbuntry
in
tñe
honiË ó.;ÑÐr iltis includes
Ys.e
competence of learning.to-learn, ability to.think comparatively, and úndåÅtrnaing
oi
multiple goals for individuals, sponsors, families, gou".nir"nts, uiíversities, and
home and
nost countnes;

5) Cultural variables of disciplines - relevant knowledge and insight of the cultural
variables that influence study and practice of a discipline-based
þrofession i'n_- itt" ftort culture;
6) Discipline-specific intellectual
explicitly_acquìred relevanr knowledge of
intellectual and cognitive skiils on which :Fllt.the discipline ií basäd; and

7) Incidental

learning - enriched leaming and experiences in leadership, manageand 8-eneral societal functioning as globaliy interdåpend"nrp"rrãnr ('Ñ4Ëltenhauser,

Tl"l,
7989,p.172).

This particular scheme relates cross-cultural experiences to academic
disciplines and

to the role of IED participants in their own and (the) host societies.
According to Mestenhauser (1988), his suggested integrative IED model .,responds
to the call by many educ¿tors for double (Farnham-Diggory

lwz)

or even triple specialties.

It provides 'ideal type' model to measure orientation goals. It also implies
consequences of
ignoring any of these variables" (p. 173). From the point of view of ITT, .,the
area where all
three circles - field of study, culture study, and study of learning intersect (4) is the allimportant transfer point of disciplinary knowledge, self-leaming, and
self renewal,, (p. 172).

This integrated area of acquired learning includes most of the competencies
required for
problem-solving, adaptation and comparative analysis and synthesis
which is essential for
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developing, implementing and evaluating ITT projects.

However, Mestenhauser's (1988) model does not provide adequately for self-incontext analysis which is necessary in creating a frame of reference for mutual intercultural
exchanges (Pilotta and Widman, 1983; Scott-Stevens, 1987). Competencies in self-analysis,

context exploration and identity building are very important in change and intercultural

transition management (Adler, 1988; tæe, 1981). Identifying and building-upon their
personal interests, goals and strengths, enables IED participants to create a solid
foundation

for their intercultural work or education interaction and exchanges.
Mestenhauser agrees with other researchers that "people are 'cognitive samplers'

constantly changing experiences and stimuli,

which continually relate, organize,

reorganize, receiving and testing the new against the old or currently held,,

of

and

(p. Ij3).

"lnternational education", he contends, "is a laboratory with a vastly larger pool
of
experiences and stimuli than is available in monocultural education, which is the biggest
and

most obvious advantage to study abroad" (p. I73). Mestenhauser is of the opinion
that:

If the.potential of the study abroad "laboratory', is not fully realized

by individuals, it is because they are highly selective samptárs. rtréy
cannot take the total blame, however;mariy sojourners cómpartmen_
talize their experiences because intemational eãucation is ißèlf structurally and functionally unintegrated (t-aBrack, 19g6)"
rp. ri¡1.
What is needed to make IED most effective is to find ways to integrate as much
of the
experiences using a suitable programming framework.

What is said about and identified for IED participants here applies similarly to
workers in an intercultural situation (Adler, 1987). A similar set of activity
areas could also
be identified for IWD participants. Fry and Thurber (19t39) propound
similar rheories of

ITT

exchanges for IWD participants. However, while it is feasible to identify
areas that need to
be integrated, Mestenhauser (1989) is of the vieu, that "how to synthesize
and integrate these

and related concepts is the major problem ..." (p. 173). Therefore, it is very
important for
research on IED and IWD to identify or create a suitable programming
framework for
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integrating IED and IWD experiences for greater effectiveness.
For this sfudy, the stages of the model's three phases were used as the organizing
framework for activities based on and relating to the areas identifìed for effective integration.

Activity

areas deduced

for inûegration from this review of models included: 1) personal

development and growth; 2) academic, career and professional growth and development; 3)

cultural adaptation; 4) societal needs assessmentand contextual analysis; 5) retrieval and
use of information and other technological and related inputs for development; and 6)
communications, interpersonal relations and networking.

A description of

these stages

illustrates this integration. Because the phases and activities are related, some of the activities
continue into, and relate to other stages.

5.7 Towards A Theory of IED from ITT perspective (IED for ITT)

In the absence of any IED for ITT theory, the above four groups of models were
examined to derive essential principles towards the development of a theory. The
identified

principles have been grouped under two headings, programme and student focused
ITT
education and curricular approaches.

5.7.1 Programme focused
Based on the examination of the four IED for

ITT models, it appears that the most

effective programming will involve the following principles:
a) it is need-based, determined exclusively by the problems, needs and aspirations
of the
students;
b) it is self-directed and "managed" primarily by the students, but collaboratively
planned and

designed by the students and their academic advisors;

c) it follou's a problem-solving process, in which the students explore the
host society for
needed technology based on their defined problems, needs and aspirations
and embodied in
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their exchange frameworks

;

d) it is collaborative, in the sense that students work closely with their advisors and colleagues
to define their common or agreed-upon problems, needs and aspirations and the approaches

to addressing them effectively;
e) it is mutually beneficial, in that participants exchange expertise and knowledge about
their

problems, needs and aspirations and contextual factors with their ac¿demic advisors,
who in

turn facilitate access to required technology and who converge with students to de'elop
desired solutions;

Ð it is interdisciplinary and flexible, enabling the students to acquire necessary academic,
professional and personal experiences (academic,

ITT

and

IA training) in a gradual,

incremental, and progressive manner;
g) it makes use of an integrating programme framework, that enables students
to begin with

their problems, needs and aspirations and to integrate, as required, all of their academic,
professional, cultural and personal experiences; and
h) it is an integrative programme approach which includes field of study, culture
study, study

of learning, transfer of knowledge, cultural variables of disciplines, discipline-specific
intellectual skills and incidental learning.

5.7.2 Student Focused: plan-based IED
Effective IED for ITT involves students undertaking strategic preparation to
develop
a plan to carry out on-going activities for their academic, professional
and cultural integration

into the host society and re-integration back home. When students use a personal
individual
study plan to carry out IED, this process constitutes plan based IED s,hich
contrasts with the

current approach to IED carried out without such an individual student's
study plan from

home' The IED for ITT experience is depicted as part of the students'
professional
development continuum. The IED for ITT experience occurs in
three phases (see Figure 5.1):
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Fig. 5.1-THE THREE-PHASE FRAMEWORK oF THE HRD-U FoR
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before, during and after the cross-cultural sojourn. It is during the first phase that students
undertake their strategic preparation. Highly effective preparation by students appears
ro
encompass the following activities:

a) clearly defining their problems, needs or aspirations in the context of their society, that
they wish to address;
b) developing their frame of reference (world view) through examining themselves
and how
they relate personally and professionally to their society;
c) examirung their society in relation to their problems, needs and aspirations to gain
a clear
understanding of their culture, it's technology and how it operates;

d) learning about the cultural and technological context of the host society; and
e) forming a link with a person or institution in the host society through which they
will
acquire technology.

Following the completion of these activities the students will have produced

a

personal development/study plan. Upon arrival in the host society the students
begin to
acquire the academic, professional and cultural experiences which they internalize,
that is
integrate into their personal developmenustudy plan (frame of reference).
This embedded
knowledge is the primary technology which the studenrs (lED) participants
carry with them

for application in their own societies.
Along with the various principles, the use of an integrative 'framework, approach to
IED for ITT based on the problems, needs and aspirations of the students, expressed
in a
learning plan, is likely to improve IED for ITT considerably.
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5.7.3 Benefits and chalrenges of pran-based IED for

ITT

There are many benefits to all stakeholders in the plan-based IED for ITT process. In
strategically preparing themselves, students develop an understanding of who they are, their
problems, needs and aspirations and how they plan to address them in the context of their

community or society and its problems, needs and aspirations. This also enables the students
to develop a more sophisticated global perspective. In the process students develop a study

plan which provides them with a focus and which they then use to guide their educational
experience in another culture.

Using their plan, students are able to determine what programmes, courses and expenences
are most relevant to their needs. They

will

also be able to utilize the study plan as a tool for

management of changes that may arise in both their programme and their home society. In

this case study plans serveas a basis for students to assess and understand changes that are

impacting upon what they want to achieve. With their understanding student can then make
decisions and take appropriate actions to address or take maximum advantage of arising

opportunities. This also applies with respect to changes that occur in the students, home
societies, be they political, economic or others while students are away. The age of
information enables students to keep abreast of changes occuring at home in their absence.

After evaluating such changes using their plan, students can make necessary adjustments in
their activities, programmes or courses. In this way the student can ensure that what they
acquire will continue to be relevant to them and their home societies.

The study plans of the students also serve as a basis for enabling the learning institution
to
understand these students and their home societies to ensure the relevance of what
it offers

to both. To do so requires the institution to remain flexible in its curriculum approach
to
ensure course content relevance. It also provides opportunity for the institution's personnel
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to develop an orientation of learning from and about the students and their
societies and to
use a collaborative approach in dealing with the students. In doing so, personnel

will

gain new

insights, additional information and an understanding which may constitute
a basis for
research, publication, and curriculum design. Furthermore, institutitons which
focus on

meeting the needs of the students based on their plans

will undoubtedly produce more

satisfied graduates which will likely result in both'repeat business' and
increased business
due to word of mouth advertizing.

There are wider benefits of plan-based IED for both the students'
home and host societies

in that it makes it more likely that the technology of the host society will be
effectively
transferred to and applied in a recipient society. At the same time the
recipient society

will gain appropriate technology which will

meet its needs. The host society

will

also

acquire useful inputs from and through the students for use in its
own development

programming' Through such reciprocity,the fulfillment of needs of
both societies by
students creates valuable linkages between the two and a foundation
for greater mutually

beneficial interaction.

An example of how plan-based leaming ensures relevance by enabling
students to know rvhat
they need to acquire from the institution is provided in a case
of a Kenyan student attending
at the university of Manitoba. The student was selected to take
part in a donor-sponsored

(CIDA) programme which required him to produce a plan of what
he was to study and hoq,
that rvould enable him to function effectively back home.
As well the student was required
to have a programme advisor (in this case the Kenyan High
Commissioner in ottawa) with

whom to consult regarding relevance of his programme in
relation to conditions in Kenya.

In receiving the sponsored student, the university for its part did
so with the understanding
that

it

be flexible rvith its curriculum in order to meet the specific
needs of the student based
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on his plan. As a result the Kenyan student was able to forego taking a required
core course

of his programme which was designed for Canadian students. Instead he was able
to have
designed for him an alternative independent study course that was tailored
to his specific
needs.

The use of a study plan by students, a flexible curricular framework by the
institution and a

collaborative approach by its personnel ensures that this need-based, student-focussed
educational programming and its benefits can be maximally realized.
Therefore

it

important that stakeholders in IED programming seek ways to improve
its effectiveness.

is

CHAPTER SIX

REYIEW OF IED GENERIC MODELS AND DESIGN OF
INTERCULTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND ADAPTATION M.CURVE
FRAMEIryORK
Towards a Generic Framework For ITT through IED
Chapter Six presents the review of several generic IED for ITT
models and identifies their deficiencies as a basis for designing
a generic framework for ITT through IED based on the develop_
ment of an new intercultural adjustment and adaptation curve.
The review covers three groups of IED for ITT genenc models,
their goals, purposes, orientation and perspectives. It describes
phases, stages and activities of generic models and culminaûes
in
an articulation of a comprehensive IED for ITT model, its phases

and activities. An assessment of the adequacy of IED for ITT
models leads to the development of a thiræen stage model of IED
for ITT. Intercultural adaptation and the creation of the M_
curves are discussed towards evolving intercultural inûegration
theory. creating a common frame of reference required the
development of an M-curve pattern and framework of
IA and
IED through ITT. It also described the pattem/ framework
deficiencies, inaccuracy of the current IA pattem in phase
c,
five intercultural adaptation theories, and thè importance of the
person-in-context concept.

strategies for educational relevance in the twenty-first century
will most certainly have
to leave wide open the possibility for new and fresh designs
for human society. The old
paradigms and the old models will not suflice. Nor, most
certainly, will the

traditional

expectations of international education interchange (Fuenzalida,
l9g0). It is the search
for relevance in today's education that \rye may find the way to bridge
the gap between

current realities and our aspirations for the future... New patterns
for enhancing
human welfare will have to come from many different
societies.
as dependence

Just
on
one single strain of wheat can lead to ecological disasters,
there is a possibility of global
societal catastrophe if one particular mode of development
becomes all-persuasive.

(Cooper, f983 p.29f).
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6.1

Introduction

In this chapter several generic models for IED are reviewed to gain
insights into the
current focus and perspectives of IED for ITT models' design
and orienûation. The review
revealed

thal

1) no particular standard theory of IED for

ITT is followed by the designers of

the models reviewed; and}) no theoretical framework or
model was found in the literature.
Because of this lack of theoretical frameworks, the assumptions
underlying these

models could not be critiqued on any consistent basis.
consequently, the models were
reviewed primarily for two purposes. The first was to
identify the principles underlying
current conceptualizations, foci and perspectives of
IED for ITT models which guide its

practice' The second was to identify what is lacking in the
current IED for ITT
conceptualizations compared to the principles for effective
ITT derived through the review

of current and emerging practice in the field. useful principles,
which are also lacking in
current conceptualizations, were then used to guide
the design of the proposed HRD-U for
ITT model' These existing generic models were reviewed to examine
their suitability as

'þillars and frames" and "guide posts" for

the construction

ITT model' In this resPect, the description of

of the proposed generic IED for

these models was to enable the researcher to

identify the special features and characteristics of current
IED for ITT generic models which
need to be embodied in constructing a comprehensive
IED for ITT model.
Generic models are those which provide frames
of reference for various programmes

of the type articulated by the model. They differ from
theoretical frameworks; theoretical
models are suitable for creating propositions and
testing hypothesis toward a generalizable
theory of a particular phenomenon. ASUDIAP's (Association
of united states universities
Directors of International Agricultural Programmes)
description adequately describes generic models:

This manual offers "rures of the road', for those involved with
[ED]
participants and their programmes beginning with the initial trainin!
design and ending with the follow-up activities after the training
hai
been completed. what it is not is a set of specific regulations gùo"o
by a particular
agency or subject to continuing updates... It is a frame of reference
succinctly documenting the various stages of the training process
which should survive the test of time (Forward, 19g6).
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The purpose and target users of ASUDIAP's manual differ greatly
from that of
Martha Denny's workbook (1%6) which was designed for the use
of IED participants. Thus,

while models may be generic in nature, they each have a specific
focus, perspective, and
target-users among other characteristics. Although various
differences exist, the models
reviewed here share many characûeristics and consequently leñd
themselves to classification.

Two such classifications are used in this review to group and collectively
assess these models.
The models are classified according to their focused purpose and
intended users, for what and

to whom are they designed.

A review of the models

suggests a need for an intercultural adjustment framework

of

IED for ITT programming. In addressing this issue, a new IA M-Curve
framework was
developed.

6'2 Three Groups of IED for ITT Generic Models: their Goals and purposes
The IED for ITT models reviewed were first categorized
into three broad groups
based on their particular characteristics: models

which: 1) are programme focused; 2) have

flexible curricular framework; and 3) are participant focused.
within these three groups a
great variety of specific models, with specific intended
a

users, are found.

The first grouP consists of models which focus on IED
programmes, as opposed to
being focused on the participants themselves and their
activities. These models are inûended
to guide the design of IED programmes for various participants.
The premise underlying this
group of models seems ûo be that of evolving the
most suitable type of IED for ITT programme
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for addressing particular problems, needs and aspirations (ASUDIAP,

19t36;

[-ackey, l9g1).

IED activities in this group of models begin with organizational, communify or societal
problems, needs and aspirations identification, which then suggests the type of IED for ITT
programme to be designed (L-ackey, 1981). The inûent is to ensure relevance to the sponsors'
problems, needs and aspirations. This is often the case with contracted IED programmes,

they are often group-based. Even though they are tailor-made programmes, they are not
designed to respond adequately to individual differences and needs.

A variation of this progftunme-focused model b"gns with existing training progammes

in educational institutions. Programme courses and activities are adapted to the problems,
needs and aspirations of the recipient organization, community or society

(ASUDIAp, 19g6).

These models are usually based on existing college or university programmes and courses.

Efforts are made to "enhance training programme relevancy" through a mix of "complimentary training experiences and/or home country research', (ASUDIAP, 19g6, p. 5).

In these programme-based models, participating students are selected according to
established criteria to go through the programme as designed. Support is provided to bring
about success. Outcomes of these IED for ITT models are usually stipulated in advance
of

advertising for and selecting of the IED participants. Where applicable and possible,
enrichment activities and support are provided as needed by the group or individual students.

The second group is participant-based and has ample flexibility in its curricular
framework to accommodate individual differences and needs within established criteria and
boundaries' International development agencies such as USAID and CIDA often design
their

'human resource projects" based on this model. Executing agencies are often
private sector
contractors, NGOs' universities or colleges. In this model, it is possible for participants
to

change

or have substitutes, even for core courses of traditional degree or certificate

proglammes. Effectively addressing the peculiar needs of the contract project
and the project

participants is a high priority. Nevertheless, these alterations or modifications
are often
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carried out within the established criteria of the IED institutions.
Usually the specific outcome of this approach is not often as well known and rigidly
standardized as in the first group, the contract programme-focused models. These flexible

curricular programme models attempt to integrate existing programme requirements with
project participants' needs. However, these attempts often seem to be an effort to "bend',
standards to accommodate "externally imposed needs" of students. Often, with these models

which require a high degree of curricular flexibility, the issue of 'lntemational" or ,,academic" standards usually conflicts with the needs of the project (Court,

lng).

Coordination

and intensive guidance and counselling are frequently associated with these programmes.

In North America, this approach led to the establishment of 'Toreign" or 'lnternational" student counselling offices in college and university campuses for coordination of
programme activities and advising of participants.

The third group of models appears to be at the opposite end of the programmeparticipant continuum of IED for ITT model designs. They focus specifically on the needs

of the participating students, and the programme area is often broad (see, for example,
Cooper, 1983). Models in this group are conceptualized and designed to enable students
to

solve their particular problems, meet needs and satisfy their aspirations. Criteria for
participation are often very general even

if

stringent, for example, the possession of a

university degree. It is intended to attract and accommodate a wide spectrum of problems,
needs and aspirations dealing with

'leallife"

issues. Often, individuals and groups

within

a

sector, area, organization, community or entire societies are targeted.

In practice, the programme begins with individuals or groups identifying their
needs
and then applying for participation in the IED for ITT programme. Acceprable
criteria for
sponsorship and the achieved result of the specific individual projects reflect
the participant's

unique problems, needs and aspirations within the IED for ITT programme
framework

(Court, 1983; MIM, 1989).
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This group of models appears to be intended to attract, consolidate, and develop
participants' talents and initiatives (Havelock and Havelock, lg73). Because of this orien-

tation of addressing individual participants problems, needs and aspirations, the specific
outcomes from these models are rarely predictable and much less standardized.

6.3 Generic IED for ITT Models: Their Orientation and Perspectives
Almost all IED for ITT models fall within the three broad groups and can be further
classified according to their foci and perspectives, for whom were they designed. The intent

of this review was to identify the recommended focus and perspective for the design of the
HRD-U for ITT model proposed in this study.
Each model apparently addresses particular aspects of IED: effectiveness, relevance,

academic and professional integration of the participants, effective cultural adjustment
and
adaptation and other similar goals.

Five categories were isolated to organize the reviewed models according to their
primary focus, orientation and purpose. The first category includes models which
seek to
improve training (lED) programmes. Dimensions of improvements included relevance
from
the perspective of the society or organization sponsoring the training programme (l_,ackey,

1981), and effectiveness from the programme design and management (administration)
perspective

(AID, 1989;ASUDIAP, 1986). The practices in this category focus on the stages

and process of programme design, implementation and evaluation.

The concern of the second Programme-focused category of models appears
to be of
ensuring the academic success of the IED participants in whatever programmes
they have to
complete for their graduation (Washburn and Van de Water, lg4).The
intent of these model
programmes is to improve programme relevance as was the first,
but from the perspective of
the individual students as well as that of the programme or school.
Continual guidance and

counselling is the strategy utilized to achieve programme goals and maintain
standards. It
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appears to be focusing on a

what

and

how to study within the established

standa rdized

proSrammes.

A third category is closely related to the flexible-curriculum group. It focuses on
curriculum improvement (L-adaga and Hopkins, 1987; Pusch and l.oewenthal,
19gg).
Relevance, academic success, and professional integration appear to be the main
concerns

in this orientation to IED programme design models. This orientation differs from
the first
in its multiple concern and integrated approach, its consideration of the student
as a key player
in any design, and its implementation of desired programme improvement and
effectiveness.

It is alsoprocess-based
and aspirations,

it

as is the second group. However, to achreve vaned problems,
needs

seeks to involve all the parties in the IED process: the students, the

programme officers, and sometimes the sponsors and other related personnel.
The fourth category is student-centered. Its concern is with the effectiveness
of the

education experience for the student in its entirety; personal, cultural,
academic, professional, and other related issues (University of Alberta, 1988). The approach
is more holistic
and comprehensive' It is designed to follow the 'þath" that IED participants
go through in
the process of their education, before, during and after formal education
in the host society.

The model is designed to target all students, not just those from other
cultures who
are "different" or "special". The principle underlying its design
appears to be a difference

in intensity of applicable problems, needs and aspirations varies from group to group
and
from person to person. Addressing problems, needs and aspirations effectively

is to

understand what the particular student groups and individuals within
departments and

specific schools or faculties experience. Activities are then designed by the
officials to deal

with those experiences. The model involves and seeks to utilize all relevant
segments of the
institution' community and society in efforts to achieve its goals of alleviating
students,
concerns, improving education and enhancing effectiveness and benefits.
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The fifth and last category of models identified is less comprehensive
than the fourth

in its approach to improving IEDs' overall effectiveness. However, it is designed
forstudent
management of the IED process (Denny, 1986), is highly student-cenûered
and

it

focuses on,

and gives responsibility to, the students themselves, to guide and direct
their learning with
the support and assistance of others. People cooperate and collaborate
with the students in

order to enable them (the students) to address their problems, needs and
aspirations
effectively. It seeks to build the skills of self-direcúed learning and management
of one,s own

programme' The underlying principle appears to be that students can,
with guidance, best
understand and address their own problems, needs and aspirations (Denny,
19g6).

6'3'1 Description of Phases, Stages and Activities in IED for ITT Generic
Models
Nearly all the models reviewed recognize and incorporate a varied
number of stages

in the programme or project design, implementation and evaluation
sequence of activities.
These stages ranSe from five (L-ackey, 1981) to eighteen

in the various models were found to be in

a

(usAID, lggg). stages identified

fairly similar order: development needs analysis,

training needs assessment and analysis, design or selection of programmes
and institutions,

and selection and placement of participants in selected programmes
and institutions.
Admission is included by some as a separate stage in the programme
process. programme
implementation is often defined and discussed to include home
and host country orientations
as separate stages. Implementation also includes advising,
monitonng and graduation. Some

models identify the review and evaluation of the programme.
Most include preparation for
return and follow-up as two separate stages.
The design of another Sroup of models is based on the process
of IED for ITT itself.
These models contain various phases and stages
process-based models conceptualize

in the IED for ITT process. All of

the

IED to be a linkage process made up of three main

phases: the period before, during, and after the IED
sojourn in the host society. The process
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describes the conceptual 'þath" through which the participants
pass in their IED for ITT
experiences' within these phases, the stages distinguished
in each model vary. Typical cases

(Washburn and Van de Waûer, IgtØ) identify five.

washburn and Van de Water's publication is designed 'to
assist advisers of foreign
students in agriculture" though the principles of ITT preparation
are also considered
applicable as well to advising indigenous us students.
Thus, principles underlying recent
IED for ITT models appear to suggest that the curricular and
educational concerns of IED for
ITT participants may very likely be only slightly more acute than
that of the indigenous
students.

The Uruversity of Alberta's (1986) Services available
to international studenls is for
the comprehensive 'brientation" of the student
before, dunng and after studying at the

university' Produced by the council of students, it identifies
similar stages, namely: prearrival, arrival and orientation, study, departure and post
departure. The council produced
this 'Tive-stage student flow model .'. to organize
information about services to international
students" (p' 3)' A similar five-stage 'leport"
for the entire student body was produced in
1988 modelled after the IED participants' models.
The stages were: 'þre-arïival,,, ..entry into
the institution", "remedial and/or follow-up",
"continuing" and 'þreparation for leaving the
institution".
The designers of Albertia's programme are of the
view that 'bn arrival, students need

'survival'information which is quite
focused in nature...,,(p. 5). often, this is provided
through the process they refer to as "orientation".
The university of Alberta notes that:
The largest stage of student flow is the study
perid itserf. During this
period, cultural and academic support needs
are at the forefront.
Academic support needs are a continuation
of those fert at the
orientation stage. The curturar needs emerge
rater, as sociar/emotionar
supporrs for healthy adjustment (p. g).

It is further observed that, '1n the academic area there
appears to be no recognition
of any special needs of international students" (p.
8). The office responsible for intemational
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students' services carries out the adjustment orientation. However, while it is not
responsible

for'academic' advising of these students, it provides some support in the academic

area

"including intervention and mediation" in academic matters.

6.3.2 Describing A Comprehensive IED for

ITT Model: Phases, Stages and

Activities

A

combination of the stages from programme-focused and participant-focused

models would produce a comprehensive model of IED for ITT. While the USAID
model
attempted to be comprehensive, it was only programme-focussed. Within
the conceptualized

IED linkage process, (consisting of three main phases: the period before, during and
after the

IED sojourn in the host society),

phases and stages

from the various generic models were

isolated and organized for the design of this model.

This design is based on the participant-focused orientation and is modelled
closely
after Denny's (1986) 'Study Abroad Model", in that it serves as a curriculum
design tool.

It has also been developed to organize activities carried out by participants in
the IED for ITT
process'

It is intended to be used for education, training and guidance

management

purposes and for

of the IED process by participants themselves, and also IED programme

officials, as applicable.
Designing a participant-focused model rests on the assumption that ,,self-administered change is the most effective change" (Havelock and
Havelo
seems to be the one that

ck,Ig73). This model also

will be necessary for IED for ITT programmes utilizing flexible

curricular frameworks such as described by cooper (19g3). such
IED programme

ap_

proaches seek to enable participants to address their
unique problems, needs and aspirations

for greater relevance of learning and to bring about effective
ITT.
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Phase

I: Before Departure for IED Sojourn
Within this phase, many of the programme-focused models include separate stages

of societal andior participants' problems,

needs and aspirations analysis and

IED for ITT

needs analysis ([-ackey, 1981). These are stages in which the needs for IED, and the
type

of

IED required to meet those needs are identified.
Personal and societal problems, needs and aspirations must be identified

as

specifically and comprehensively as possible in development programmes. 'This
analysis
should include structural, manpower and operational problems and should identify
those
areas in which training is required. Sometimes this analysis

rvill require technical assistance

to accomplish" (p. 5). Following this problems, needs and aspirations analysis, decisions
must be made whether IED for ITT is actually desired to address problems, needs
and
aspirations effectively. These stages occur before the identification and
selection of
institutions and specific programmes, and./or design of the specific IED programme.
When
these two stages have been completed, departure preparations for sojourn
can be made

accordingly. Individual IED participants may identify their professional and
occupational
problems, needs and aspirations by analyzing the applicable areas
and by talking with
practitioners in their own areas of IED programming.
Nearly all the models include an orientation stage before the participants
leave their
home for the host societies. A number of participant-focused models
describe these three
stages as a single 'þhase" which occurs prior to arrival in the host
society for IED sojourn
experiences (Alberta, 1988; Denny, 19g6; I-adagaand Hopkins,

l9g|.

In this phase, Denny

has suggested that IED participants seek out and talk to alumni from the
host country or

institution they have selected. IWD participants from the host country present
in the home
country may also be contacted in making affangements for departure.
I-adaga and Hopkins (1987) have suggested a number

of "essential activities,,to

be

carried out at this phase' Their suggestion to the participant for this phase
provides a useful
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framework or guidelines for identifying and organizing the va¡ious activities
they and others
have identified for this stage.

The international student is advised to carry out most or all of the
following essential activities, beþre leaving homefor the university
of Maryland: establishing networks and linkages; reviewing current
and future research needs; and, contacting key libraries and information specialists. This type of forehandedness can ensure that an
academic/practical programme can be developed that is most appropriate for home-country needs, and for one's continuing professional
development afrer returning home (I-adagaand HopkiÃ', r9g7, p.
il1).

In the opinion of Ladaga and Hopkins, 'Toreign students/scholars must
do everything
possible to ensure that their programme of study/research is
most appropriate for meeting the
needs of their home countries before they arrive in the IJ.S." (p.
II-2). Among the various

activities to be carried out is identification and analysis of one's problems,
needs and
aspirations and the communication of that, for input, to what
the authors refer to as the
tentative academic advisor who is appointed for IED participants
by the potential host
institution.
In integrating information from both the home and the poûential
IED institution, other
activities to be carried out in this phase which include: preparing
a tentative list of desired
academic and practical courses, identifying tenúative major
and minor subjects, and prepar-

ing a list of thesis topics. Others call for the need to:
- Prepare and submit a statement of immediate educational
objectives to the tentative

academic advisor.

- Prepare and submit a description of one's character
traits, career interests and family
background to the tentative academic advisor.

- Prepare and submit a statement of all relevant work and
training experiences to the
tentative academic advisor.
- Inform the tentative academic advisor thatresponsibility
for planning and adapting
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the academiclpractical curriculum wiu be shøred (my emphasis).

- Request the tentative academic advisor to identify, in one or more of the following
areas, relevant practicalioccupational courses, workshops, weekend study groups,
etc.: 1) management of overseas projects; 2) communications in radio/television; 3)

computer application to relevant sector (s);4) leadership development;5) decision
making ; 6) human relations ; and 7) industrialiagricultural occupational education.
- Inform the tentative academic advisor as to how well one's academic and practical
interests fit the needs of the home country.
- Inform the ûentative academic advisor to what the studenlscholar expects to do after
graduating andreturni n g home.

- Inform the tentative academic advisor about one's need for continuing education
after (onginal emphasis) returning home (t-adaga and Hopkins, 1987, p. II-1 -Il-Z).

Many other activities to be carried out in this phase are suggested in the areas of
'Networking and Linkages", 'Reviewing Current and Future Research Needs in the Home
Country" and 'Contacting Libraries and Librarians". In the area of networking and linkages,
the following are suggested:
1) make arrangements to maintain linkages

with one's professors and other resource

persons in the home country;

2) contacf any known faculty members and/or alumni from the potential host
university;
3) contact the regional information centre, agency, or foreign assistance desk of the
consulate or embassy of the host country; and

4) investigate opportunities in the region for pursuing continuing education in one's

field of interest afier (onginal emphasis) returning home from the IED sojourn.
Ladaga and Hopkins (1987) suggest that these contacts can provide linkages and
up-

to-date information for various purposes. Among them are: planning and preparing
for the

new experience, selecting courses and research topics for the academic and practical
programme in the host society, and maintaining professional competence after returning
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home.

The imporüance of 'hetworks" for ITT has been adequately described by Havelock

(1973) and Havelock and Havelock (1973).In these publications, "social Network,'
is
descnbed as an approach to ITT by itself. Resource people, peers and colleagues can provide
suPPort, facilitation, assistance and guidance for carrying out various

ITT activities. They can

also influence choices and actions.

For effective ITT, it is important to ensure that the IED for ITT programme is
adequately relevant to the IED participants' and their countries' problems, needs and
aspirations. This has led l-adaga and Hopkins (1987) to suggest a review by IED parricipanrs

of current and future

research needs

in the home country before they leave for the IED

sojourn. As l-adaga and Hopkins (1987) state:

While still in the home countr!, international students are advised to
review all ongoing research programmes in sectors relevant to their
prospective education/training. In the process, identify priority areas
of future emphasis in appropriate major/minor subjects that best fit
personal interests, as well as the needs of the home country (my
emphasis) (p.II-2).
Such review enables the acquired knowledge and skills to be integrated into the
IED

participants' personal and situational contexts.

It

makes acquired knowledge not only

relevant but readily usable for the purposes intended.

It is suggested that IED participants 'tontact the scientific and/or socio-economic
information specialists of the national research agency or the research department of
the
sponsoring organization" (l-adaga zurd Hopkins, 1987, p. II-3) in their country and
elsewhere
as applicable. Also useful is contacting the foreign assistance desk

of the potential host

country's embassy or consulate for relevant new developments in areas of research
and
educational pursuits.
Participants in IED for ITT programmes need to arrange for people with whom
to

t6r
exchange necessary information while in sojourn (L-adaga and Hopkins,

198|. They further

suggest that IED participants explore with their contacts and resource people various
rvays

they (lED participants) might serve as a "linkage" agent while in the host society for
exchanges between the two.

It is also possible for students to provide a linkage for

information from the home country to reach the host institution or other community, regional
or even national agencies in the host society.

With this preparation made (problems, needs and aspirations identified)
1981) with the IED for ITT programme planned at home (Rogers,

l9æ)

(L*ackey,

and prior relevanr

communication with programme advisers (L-adaga and Hopkins, 1987), IED participants
are
more likely to develop IED for ITT programmes that are tailored to respond to their unique
problems, needs and aspirations upon arrival in the host institution. This planning
enables

them to ask relevant questions and obtain useful responses and inputs (Rogers, l9g3),
to
exchange learning about the two societies with the advisors and to design
study/work
programmes that are relevant to their own needs.

Phase 2:

Arrival and Sojourn in Host Society

Within this phase, three main stages have been identified in the various models.
For
instance, this phase represents the "arrival and orientation süage", the "study
period,,and the

"departure" stages of the University of Alberta model. These stages
correspond to the three
'þhases" (stages) of the model developed by Denny (1%6). Denny's
model identifies for the

host country sojourn phase: 1) the Arrival Phase - when students first arrive
in the host
society, receive orientation, and design their programmes to meet their goals
and objectives;

2) the Immersion Phase - rvhen students deeply engage in their self-designed programmes,
begin to collect information needed as working professionals after their
return home, and
build professional networks; and 3) the Departure Phase - when students prepare
to retum
home and focus on completing their programme.
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Important activities at the arrival stage relate to effective adjustment and the
collaborative design of academic, career planning and professional inûegration programmes.

At the study

stage period are activities of identifying, selecting, acquiring and receiving ideas

and technological inputs to creatre solutions which address the IED participants problems,
needs and aspirations as defined at home and refined collaboratively between the participant

and the academic advisor. As departmental academic requirements vary greatly, activities
are quiæ diverse. Nevertheless, there are specific generic activities that bring about academic

success, effective cultural

integration, successful career development, and professional

integration and re-integration. Iadaga and Hopkins (1987) have identified many of these.

Two main approaches are used to address ITT issues at the departure phase. One is
a consolidation of the leaming and the professional networks established before and during
the study period. The knowledge and skills the participants need to take home in order to be
able to integrate learning at home is acquired and consolidated. The other is participation
in

professional integration (or re-integration) activities as part

of the preparation

before

returning home.

In a publication by NAFSA (National Association for Foreign Students Affairs),
Pusch and l-oewenthal (1988) identify various activities to be carried out by IED participants

through professional integration and re-entry workshops. Twelve modules for these
workshops are identified. Among these are titles such as: Reentry upon arrival, Looking
Back,

Anticipating Professional Integration, l-ooking Ahead: Expectations and Looking Ahead:
Fooling Ourselves. Others are: Moving On, Pre-departure Planning, A Look at Values,
Managing Concerns: An Inventory of Reentry Problems and, Lift-Off and Check-Back.

Facilitation for carrying out these activities is now being provided by persons having
specialized knowledge in professi onal integration preparation.
Phase 3: The ',After Sojourn', phase

This phase contains stages relating to the post-sojourn stage as depicted in Denny
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model's'R.e-entry phase,'. Her.phase,
description refers to the period
after students arrive
in their home culture where they:

""'

get acquainted with their families;
determine the professional
roles they.arg to pray; inúegraûe their
overseas education with their job
responsibilities; partake in the development
of professional ,oci"-ti'eq
and assist other students prepare to
depart for trreir study programmes
abroad (Denny, 19g6).
Denny's description of this phase shows
some progression in the suggested
areas of
activities' These include getting acquainted
with families before determining
or settring into
professional roles and applying
what was acquired during the sojourn
to produce goods,
services and technology to address
problems, needs and aspirations
as required at home.
In addition to what takes place to bring
about effective 're-entry,,into one,s
society
and work place' there is the function
of reaching out and relating to others
beyond one,s own
limited job related context' Professional
neÍvorking prevents obsolescence
and herps the IED
participant to keep up-to-date
in the professional area and to network
for resource exchanges
and professional development'
These activities may be limited
to the rocal context but are
often international' In most cases,
networking exchanges involves relating
to the country of
sojourn' to professional colleagues
and institutions within and outside
of one,s home country.
Effective application of acquired learning
for addressing problems, needs and
aspirations is the aim of ITT' It
is what is often referred to here
as effective ,þrofessional
integration"' some authors call it "reinûegration",
while inúegration is applied to the
activities
of professionar deveropment and
contextuar exproration in the country
of sojourn.
various activities have been identified
for effective professional integration
at this
phase' l-adaga and Hopkins (19s7)
include a number of activities in the
following suggested
areas relating to: 1) applying
the skills of decision mahng;
2) presenting acceptable solutions
properly; 3) keeping up to date
in ones field of expertise; and 4) taking
part in and accepting
speaking engagements and
maintaining active membership in professional
organizations.

1æ
There are also activities involving continuing education
for self and professional growth and
networking for resource exchanges that Rogers (r9g3)
suggests.

,n","",
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ou.,,he i n,en, of

the models generally appears to be very similar. They
appear to be variously aimed at
ensuring that students: 1) settle in and adapt effectively
to their new contex t;2) gothrough
their study fairly successfully; 3) understand both the cultural
and technological conûext of
the host country or community; and 4) return home
at the end of their programme to function

effectively in their professional roles. Although most
models share these four stages, each
model contains varied methods and approaches to achieving
these goals.

The UsAID model combines the srages of programme
models and that of the process

models' An atúempt is made to design IED for ITT programme
stages of managemenl
administrative activities to align with the stages of
the participant process. obviously, these
integrated process models appear more inclusive
than those which focus primarily on the
programme or the student.

From a review of the various IED for ITT models, it
is apparent that they recognize
a linkage system between the students' home
societies and their (school) host societies, as
well as phases and stages of the IED for ITT process.
However, it has been found that the
models a¡e not consistent in the number of stages
they suggest. More importantly, they do not

take into account the essential element of intercultural
adjustment (lA).
The review reveals that, although a number of models
acknowledge the first and third
phases of the conceptualized linkage
IED process (pre-sojourn and re-entry phases), the
models do not treat these phases with as much
attention as they do the sojourn phase.
Programming for the personal or professional
re-integration into their own country for IED
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participants appears to be "clustered" or lumped together as

if

the entire phase is just a

"spectator" sojourn period (Martin, 19U). (Those who programme for reinúegration
see it as
one short stage in the entire phase). Often, during the "spectator" period, not many
integration

or reinÚegration problems are noticed, as the sojourner or returnee is still being considered a

'hewcomer" into the work or study context (Adler, lg87), whether in the host
or home
society. This euphoric period often occurs during the first few months of people entering
or
re-entering a new culture.

Martin (1984) has found in her review of literature on re-entry, that there is very little
research on the subject. This situation is not surprising given that the subject
of re-entry has

only recently been recognized. This appears to be the case in practice, especially for
the
classical IED and IWD participants - those returning from study in developed countries
and

from work in developing countries. t-ack of adequate programming for re-entry
may be

a

result of the fact that the primary focus of those in the field has been on cultural
adjustment

of the sojourner with respect to the host society. It is only recently that attention is
being paid
to adjustment requirements for the return phase.
The issues of reentry and professional integration have not received
the kind of attention given to orientation and adjustment to the nerv
culture. only recently has reentry or reverse culture shock been
recognized as possibly more distressing than the shock of moving into
a new culture... Isolated, many returnees struggled quietly, though
not
necessarily successfully, to find their personal and professional
niches at home. (Pusch & Loewenthal, 19gg).

This review reveals that both the pre-sojourn and re-entry phases of the IED process
contain activities that may be more effectively programmed for in stages
similar to that of the
sojoum phase. over th¡ee decades ago, Gullahorn and Gullahorn (1%3)
found that the retum

(re-entry) phase of the IED and IWD were very similar. Marrin (1984)
suggests that while
re-entry may be similar to sojourn, integration in this phase may be
relatively more difficult.
The difficulties encountered at the re-integration phase and the benefits in
terms of ITT that
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could be realized by effective programming are just beginning to be realized (Adler, 1gg7).

It

seems obvious that proper conceptualization

of and programming at this phase would

increase the potential benefits of IED and IWD experiences that actually accrue to the
home

society of the participants (Adler, I9B7; l-aBrack, 19gg).
Also, there is no reason to believe that the pre-sojourn phase for IED would not benefit

from programming in stages. Suggestions from CUSO (1%9) in a publication entitled ,?reOrientation

Kit" indicate very clearly the need for acknowledging specific but different

stages in the

IWD (or IED) process during the pre-depaffure phase. Based on this and similar

publications, one can deduce at least three distinct stages at this phase. There is the period
of

working or studying before the decision to participate in an IWD or IED programme. Then
there is the short or long period that may follow this decision before actual departure. This

period appears to represent or lead into that which CUSO (1989) calls the pre-orientation

period. L-astly there is the preparation and orientation for the sojourn departure.
In both the pre-sojourn and re-entry phases, various ITT activities take place. These
activities need to be identified and properly organized in order to bring about the most
effective ITT possible, based on a comprehensive and useful generic model for
ITT
programming.

6.5 The Thirteen-Stage Model of IED for

All of the models reviewed

ITT

contain a certain number of progressive divisions

(variously called phases and/or stages) in their articulated processes. However,
the number
of phases and stages and their locations is not uniform. While there are equivalences
among
the stages and phases, this lack of similarity in conceptualization brings about
inconsistency

in the use of concepts. Examples of these include the concept and notion of

.,phases,,

and

'btages", 'lntegration", 'teinûegration" and 'Îe-entry" as used in the
field, which reveal a lack

of standardized terms and a lack of a uniform or common framework for the field.
These two
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components would be very useful in IED for ITT programming. Another useful
aspect of the

participant focused models would be the incorporation of IA into the design of
the models.
Sojourners have to have effective IA in order to carry out their ITT functions effectively.
This review reveals the existence of three phases (I-aBrack, 1ff38) and various stages
and activities in the IED process. Based on this review, thirteen sequential stages
have been

identified for the participant focused model. It contains the following stages with several
progressive ITT activities in three distinct, but interrelated phases (4, B
and C):
Phase A: The Period Before Leaving Home for IED participation
Stage

1 The period for participants

Støge

2

Stage

3

to identify, confirm and analyze their problems, needs
and aspirations and that of their society for IED participation;

The period of participants researching on and communicating with knowledgeable
persons about their potential host societies and prospective institutions;

The period for participants to create their IED learning framework by integrating
their problems, needs and aspirations (from Stage 1) and information and
resources
gathered

at

Stage 2.

Phase B: The Period of IED Sojourn
Stage

4

Stage

5

Stage

6

Stage

7

Stage

The period, usually within the first six weeks following arrival, of orientation
to the
host society and institutions . l-anguage training, cultural, community
and professional integration programmes are usually undertaken;

The period usually represented by the first three to six months in the
host country
and institution, when students choose and plan their courses;

The study period, usually extending to about three to six months before
completion
and graduation from the programme of studies. It is during thrs period
that the ,,core,,
activities of ITT are carried out;

Is the period where participants .touch base" with home societies through
visit,
summer work or graduate research;

I

The period of preparation to retum home. This is usually the last three
to six months
before departure for home, from the host society and institution;
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Stage

9

Is the stage for departure orientation and workshops or courses. Often, this happens
in the last few weeks or months before leaving.

Phase C: The Period Following Return to the Home Society
Stage

l0

Stage

/1

Stage

12 This is the extended period of work and/or study programme in the home society.
It is similar to the study penod "during sojourn" with its challenges, only made

The orientation period upon arrival. Though not idenrifi"d by many of the models
reviewed, this programme or re-integration orientation may be very critical in
bringing about effective re-entry into the home context;

Similar to the first few months of anival in the host society and institution of study,
this period represents the first few months where sojourners secure work (or a study
Progfttmme) and settle into their work (or study) organizational setting. They relearn
the nuances of their culture.

different by the often already established network of relatives and friends;

Stage

13 Is the period for alumni and professional networking and continuing education and
communication with the former host societies, as well as others, for input to
development work.

The usefulness of these stages

will only be validated through practice and comparison

with real life practice in programming.
Following a conference the researcher organi zed inJanuary, 1988 at the University
of Manitoba on the topic of International Education and Development: Bridging the
Gaps,
Patrice Dufour of the Economic Development Institute of the World Bank
submitted:
"Proposed Outline in Support of the Conference's Recommendation that
an International
Students' Issues Committee 'Develop a critical path for intemational students'
recruitment
and support activities and identify responsible centre for action". The document
prepared by

Dufour was "only a rough sketch to illustrate a possible framework which the
committee
could use in refining

its

'analysis of International Students' Issues and its recommendation

for action"' The proposed framework was 'based on the chronological cycle
international
students go through before, during and after they come to study at the
University of

Manitoba". The researcher further developed and utilized Dufour's framework for
IA-ITT
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programming with IED participants during a two-year period, 1988-1990. The stages
identified in this model closely approximate or parallel to some extent the thirteen-súage
model proposed in this study.

6'6 Towards Intercultural Integration Theory: IA M-Curve Framework for IED
Programming
Culture is a very critic¿l factor in ITT (lED and IWD) and must be taken into account

in intercultural exchange situations (Scott-Stevens, 1987). It is considered to be of great
importance in IED and IWD programming for at least four reasons:

l)

design of a relevant

work/study (academic) programme or specific project; 2) intercultural adaptation and
adjustment (IA) of the participants;3) intercultural communications and exchanges,
human

relations and interactions; and 4) acculturation and broadened frame of reference - growth
and development (Martin, 1984; Gullahom and Gullahorn, 1963).

Literature suggests that

it is necessary to have (an in depth)

knowledge of and

participation in a host culture (in order) to be able to carry out effective ITT (Kealey,
1990;
Scott-Stevens, 1987; Gritzner, 1%1). However, those who reach such a deep
level of cultural

understanding and participation necessary to be effective in ITT (their academic
study or

work programme) experience acute acculturative stress (Kealey, 1990).
Acute acculturative stress occurs due to a person's changing frame of reference (the
person's way of reasoning) from their own society to that of the host. It
occurs when:

l)

a

Person does not understand and is unable to integrate the new frame of reference into the

already established one, and therefore is unable to solve problems in the context
of the nerv

frame of reference (Martin, 198a); and 2) a person's own frame of reference
changes too

quickly as a result of any challenging and enduring creative endeavor (Gullahorn
and
Gullahorn, L963 : [-aBrack, 1 986).
The degree of change to individuals' frames of reference (the amount of new/alien
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information they have to gather and understand in addition to what they already know) and
the speed at which they acquire and understand the new information (change) could
result

in acute acculturative stress otherwise known as culture shock (LaBrack, 19g6; l-ewis and
Jungman, 1986).

Cultural learning theorists have acknowledged that stress is associated with acculturation and that it has an impact on a person's ability to effectively conduct ITT (study/work)

(Martin, LggT). Their response has been to suggest that people study

it (Kealey, 1990)' This

a culture before entering

need for prior cultural knowledge has been stressed by the ,,culture

learning" school of thought (Martin, 1984).

Traditionally, there have been two ways of learning culture through

(l)

a general

cultural learning approach and (2) a specific culture learning approach (pusch, ND).
Unfortunately, using the traditional ways of teaching people to study culture has been
ineffective because it is not done in a focused manner.

Research has shown that people are intricately relaûed to their work
or study. Thus effective adjustment in a new culture is strictly
associated with effectiveness at work or study (Martin, lggd;
Mestenhauser, 1988; parker and McEvoy, 1993) (refer to Figure 6.1).

Recognizing the inadequacy of traditional approaches to equip people to
function
effectively in nerv cultures has led to the present proposal for a Focused l-earning
Approach
to culture. This approach is progressive, incremental and gradual, and involves
learning a
culture through a person's own area of interest or discipline, in order to ensure
relevance and
relatedness to both what is being learned and to a person's endeavor
in the new culture, while

avoiding overloading on less meaningful information.

The researcher has found through case studies that this approach was the
most
effective, advantageous and reasonable, especially for short term cultural
placements (which

is the growing trend for IWD).
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Fig.6.1

- MODEL OF INTERCULTURAL ADJUSTMENT

Antecedents

Consequences

Individual
Prior international experience
Work preparation/experience
- Education; Host language fluency
Demographic Characteristics
- Gender; Nationality; Age
- Physical appearance; Health
Personality
- Extraversion; Open-mindedness

_ - -Empathy;Flexibility/adaptability
Self-efficacy
Perception and relation skills
Predeparture knowledge of host country
Motivationto go abroad
Free time spent with host country expatriates

(vs other expatriates)

Oreanizational
Compensation and benefits

Adiustnent
Work
General Living

Repatriation/career practices

Interaction

- Promotion opportunities

Lengthof assignment
Extent of home office contact
-

Mentorassignment

Relocation assistance

Workassignment
- Role clarity;Job challenge
Expatriate/repatriate trainin g

Organizational culture
Organization size

Contextual
Urban/rural location
Fami ly/spouse adaptation

Culturenovelty

Adaptedfrom Parker and McEvoy

(Igg3) pg. 3Sg

Performance

Turnover
Absenteeism
Early returns
Performance
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In response to acute acculturative

stress, researchers (such as Rogers, l9g3) initially

suggesæd that change agents need to reå.son from the point of view of their clients by .2ipping

themselves psychologically into the skin of the other person". They need to empathize, by

adopting the other person's perspective

in order to view the new cultural

situation

empathetically.

In response to this position, this researcher suggests that quickly 'Zipping one self into
the skin of a

client" could result in acute accuhurative stress. As well, a change agent

operating in an empathetic mode cannot carry-out exchange effectively. Such a program-

ming approach tends to be paternalistic. Instead, it is suggested that change agents not zip
themselves into the skins of their clients, but rather they work in collaboration with
their
clients to learn about them and their contexts (t-aBrack, 19t36). This represents convergence,
the coming together of the minds (Pilotta and Widman, 1983; Rogers and Kincaid, 19gl).

By learning about their clients and their clients' contexts, the approach is educational
(Havelock and Havelock,1973; Scott-Stevens, 1987) and not principally psychological
as
Rogers suggests' Furthermore, working collaboratively with the clients and
not sympathiz-

ing with them makes for a more equitable, mutually-acceptable relationship. This type
of
partnership is achieved effectively by establishing a common frame of
reference. (ScottStevens, 19gT). others who recognized the need for a common frame of reference (l-aBrack,
1986; Pilotta and Widman, 1983) suggest that partnership was the means of
establishing this

framework.

Although researchers are suggesting that cultural learning be conducted through

a

common frame of reference, they have not indicated how best to create this
mechanism.

6.7 Creating A Common Frame Of Reference

Acculturation is learning a new culture - adult learning (Gullahorn and Gullahorn,

1963)' For effective intercultural learning, an adult learner requires an integrating
frame
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work, a problem-solving scheme and a facilitative exchange approach. A shared
or common
frame of reference is necessary for any effective intercultural exchanges (l-aBrack,
19g6;
Pilotta and Widman, 1983; Scott-Stevens, 19g7).

This research has revealed that creating an effective common frame of reference
begins with what is referred to here as 'bognitive enculturation". This involves
individuals
analyzing their own culture and themselves through their profession or project
in the context

of their culture, prior to the learning of a host culture through that same project framework.
This results in the development of a "cognitive framework" that can be used
as a basis for
understanding their own, as well as other, cultures. Through this process,
enculturation is
made cognitive. Normally enculturation is not cognitive, but studying one's
culfure as part

of their preparation transforms it into

a

framework.

Equipped with this framework, the person then studies the second (host)
culture
(acculturation), being able to compare and contrast it to their own (enculturation
as the basis

for acculturation).
To lessen the potential stress of adjusting, individuals need to establish
a frame of
reference into which they can integrate their cultural learning to the
depth that

will make them

successful in ITT' Intercultural adjustment is essentially integrated with
ITT because it is

directly related to a person's endeavors in their place of work or schooling
in the host culture
and upon returning home.

IA is affected by or related to a person's work in a particular setting within the
host
culture' It was thus found that it was essential when programming
for a person,s IA and their

ability to carry out their endeavor (study/work), the two needed to be programmed
for
integratively (Parker and McEvoy, 1993).

6.7.1 M-curve Pattern and Framework for

IA and ITT through IED

Using an established IA framework to understand, arrange and examine
a person,s
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IED activities addresses the need for this integrative approach. Therefore, this researcher
proposes to utilize the existing

programming.

IA

pattern to design a useful ITT framework for IED

A review of literature, however,

revealed that existing theories of

IA,

as

represented by the U-Curve and W-Curve Pattems, do not accuraúely or entirely capture
the

IA experience (refer to Figure 6.2

and

research being based on a number

6.3). The deficiencies in the theories result in theory

of false assumptions about the IA process. These

deficiencies and how they were addressed in designing the M-Curve pattern and
framework
are noted as follows.

6.7

.1.1 Pattern/Framework Deficiencies
The current W-Curve pattern of IA is incompleûe because it does not include the pre-

Sojourn Phase (Phase A). Although the existence of all three phases is taken into
account in
a number of

IED models, the linkage and interactiveness among the three phases of the IA

process (Pre-Sojourn Phase A; Sojourn Phase B and Post-Sojourn phase
C) is not widely
recognized and taken into account in programming (research, practice
and training). In the

review of literature, Lewis and Jungman (1988) were the only authors who
recognized this
phase and incorporated it in their design of the

IA patrem and in their IA discussions. The lack

of incorporation of this phase in general IA theorizing prevents the IA pattern
from being
accurately viewed as a circular linkage system.

In response, this researcher has conceptualized the A Phase (designing it as
a rising
curve, obverse to the Phase C curve, a falling curve). The conceptualized
pattern for phase

A

was then added to the existing W-Curve pattern to produce the
M-Curve pattern of

IA (refer

to Figure 6.4).

6.7.1.2.

eC

The current W-Curve pattern of IA does not accurately reflect phase C
of the IA
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Fig.6.2
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Fig. 6.3
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process' This is understandable and may even be expecúed
at this stage as Marfin (19t34) has
suggested, that research into re-entry is at its infancy, having
started
nineteen seventies. As a result: 1) phase C is

only recently in the

not linked to phase A; and 2) it is depicted

as

a complete U, where the individual indefinitely continues to
rise emotionally. This apparently

inaccurate conceptualizationproduces the current W-curve which
is in wide use.
The manner in which Phase C is depicüed would seem to indicate
that

it

never ends.

Because such a depiction is not realistic, it would seem to indicate
that a greaûer understanding

of Phase c is required. This need has led to research into the C phase
of IA and has resulted

in a new depiction of this phase as a truncated U (similar to a backwards
J). It is suggested
that the new form more accurately depicts what actually
occurs when a person returns from

their cross-cultural sojourn. The individuals then begin to
re-adjust to their home socrety.
The fall is very rapid (Martin, 1984); and the rise may not
be up to a height that a complete

U is obtained. The rise could be higher with the expectation of a new
and ,exciting,
experience as was in the departure period. This point
signifies the end of the entire cross-

cultural experience. with the expectation of a new IED or
IWD experience, a new phase A
develops.
The end of the new Phase C curve is linked (albeit in
a disjointed fashion) to phase

A, which represents both the original and

a new Phase

A. The link betrveen phase c and the

original Phase A represents the circular linkage pattern that
IA norv assumes. In reality, it
reflects individuals eventually returning near but never
to the sarne súate in which they were
when they first began their cross-cultural experience.
In most cases, returnees are still able
to link up with their relatives and friends (Martin,
rg}4), they are not starting completely

ane\\/' All the same, they are returning to a situation
different from what they left behind
(Adler, 1987).
The link betrveen Phase c and Phase A reflects the perception
that a person does not
experience elevated emotions due to cross-cultural
experiences or sojourn until they begin
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to embark upon the next cross-cultural sojourn (or maybe a similar,
potentially exciting
experience)' Conceptually, the link therefore signifies the beginning
of the next crosscultural experience of the IA process.

Linking the newly-designed truncated Phase C patûern with phase A (which
takes-on
a somewhat obverse form, like the capital letterJ) results
in the creation

of a capital butbroken

(or disjointed), U- pattem for the total periods occurring in
the home society. This pattern
is conceptually similar to the one occurring in the host society,
but separated by time and
place.

6.7.1.3. Five IA Theones

Literature reveals that there are at I east

five perspectives of IA (Martin,

lg8ii).

Howeve¡ these current theories or perspectives which attempt to explain
the IA phenomenon
have not been integrated . Also, the perspectives did not
effectively relate to

IA practice

as

reflected in the orientation points in the sojourn process (clDA,
19g6).
This researcher assumes that the perspectives are all valid
in their own right in their

IA. It would seem most useful, therefore,

to combine some or all of the

perspectives into a common and integrated perspective
which

is contained in a framework.

attemPt to explain

The following are the five perspectives identified and discussed
by Marrin (19g4). The
researcher created an integrated perspective using appropriate
core features and suggestions

from the five theories:
1' curve Theory: curve theorists describe the IA process
through representative curve
patterns, such as the

u and w curves, as noted in Figure

6.2 (Martin

, rgu,Gullahorn

and

Gullahorn, 1963' Lewis and Jungman, 1988). The existing
W-curve pattern provided the
basis for the design of the M-curve pattern, which
was evolved by modifying the curve theory
through the addition of phase c, as described in the
last few pages.

2' stage Theory: stage theorists describe the IA process by
identifying clusters or
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demarcations of activities in which people are engaged during the process of sojourn and re-

entry. Martin's (1988) research findings guided this design. Through her research on the
process of sojourn and re-entry, she concluded that:

To attempt to fit the adjustment process to a curve or a time line is not
to recognize the significant variations in physical and social environments, and individuals' coping straûegies (p. 167).
She reported that, by focusing on specific elements

of the physical and social

environment in her study, she "directly linked these two aspects and displayed a simultaneous
process of disintegration and integration at the second" of three identified stages during the

sojourn.
She wrote:

'This

case study indicated that a simple three stage theory ...

would be

more appropriate" (p. 167). The stages are:
1) Contact Phase - characterizedby interest and excitement in the new environment.

2) Disintegration/Reintegration Phase - characterizedby a shift from or amazement to a more critical attitude and a greater awareness, understanding, and adjustment to
a
number of significant situational factors at various times. This is the key period; without
confrontation, adaptation, and perhaps even culture shock, there is no- real sojourner
adjustment (Hawes and Kealey, l9B1).

3) Leave'taking Phase - characteri zed by refocusing of interest from the sojourn
experience to the next stage of life. læss effort is made to continue to learn and adapt
to the
host culture (p. 167).
The three stages she identified align greatly with the three divisions produced by
the

U-curve during the sojourn phase of IA. Table 6.1 represents the three phases she identified
during the sojourn period.
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TABLE 6 l -

CONTACT

PHASE

High
interest

DISINTEGRATION/
REINTEGRATION

PHASE

LEAVETAKING

PHASE

Confront cultural
differences
Adapt and Adjust ro
the environment

Refocus

on
future

In her opinion, 'The pacing of these stages is dependent
upon the environment, the
coping strategies of the informants, and the time
frames (e.g. school year schedule, holiday
times, length of contract, etc.)" (p. 16g).
Based on these stages and similar demarcations
isolated by the
(conceptual) demarcations were identified

IA theorists,

seven

in the IA process: three during the sojourn and
two

each

for

pre- and post-sojourn phases. These
seven were combined with four briefing
and
debriefing (practice) programme components,
which usuaily occur at cultural transitio,
points to and from the host culture (clDA,
1986). A total of eleven stages were therefore
isolated within the three interrelated phases.
These stages were then plotted along the
new
M-Curve pattern within the three phases identified
by l-aBrack (1ggg) to produce the
proposed M-curve framework for IA and
ITT programming and theory deveropment.

3'

cultural Learning Theory:

Theorists contend that the better a person
learns the host

culture the less culture shock one experiences.
This proposition seems to be based on the
theory of expectation (Parker and McEvoy,lÐ3).The
expectation hypothesis is that when
a person's expectations of events
are enhanced through knowledge or experience,
the degree
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of shock or surprise is greatly reduced.
This suggestion from the Culture Læarning School has been
built upon to evolve
culture-specific learning activities. Prior culture learning,
especially in the area of the
creative endeavor (Gullahorn and Gullahorn, 1963), is considered
to be one of the most
effective approaches to IA. These IA (learning) activities were
categorized and inûegrated

with IED and IWD, as well as ITT activities. They were then
arranged accordingly, at the
various stages of the IA process, based on the newly-developed
M_curve pattern.

4'

coping styles Theory: This theory contends that different people
cope differently

with inter-cultural experiences. Taking this contention into
account, the design of the present
model was to enable bothindividual and group use. Individual
management of the IA process
guided the design. Activities which individuals carry
out in the IA process (before, dunng
and after sojourn) were identified and plotted in
the IA framework.

Knowledge of self, through self-assessment is suggested
in the model in order to
enable individuals to understand how they cope, and
then through self-guidance, to choose
the most suitable way to learn the new culture
i.e. through their profession or ITT project.
t'earning a culture through professions or ITT is referred
to as the Focused culture Izarntng
Approach in this study. This approach is considered
to be one of the most effective
(Mestenhauser, 1988). Based on her study
of Foreign consultants and counterparts, and
their exchange communications and interactions,
scott-stevens (19g?
has suggested the use

of a common framework

based on the

ITT prqects for learning from one another in

intercultural communication situations. Donohew
and springer (1gg3) suggest a similar
common frame of reference for effective partnership
exchanges in ITT programming.

5..

Intercultural Communication Theory: This theory contends
that effective

com_

munication with the host country will lead to greater
IA. This thinking has been incorporated
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into the activities of the IA process framework. A person establishes partnerships
with those

of the host society or those who have had experiences with the host society. Through
these
partnerships, they learn valuable information and insights into all aspects
of their impending

sojourn. This begins in Phase A and carries on throughout the IA process at phase
C.

6.7.1.4
Profession. Organization and Society

Up until recently (Black, 1988), the need to inûegrate persons with their profession,
place of work or study and society (own and host) has not been
recognized as important to

IA

(Parker and McEvoy, 1993). Its recognition and verification
through recent literature has

led to the conclusion of the concept of person-in-context analysis as conceptu
alizedin this
study' This concept implies personal and professional analysis in both the
home and host
society' It involves partnership with a host country national in the area
of one,s profession,

work or study; ITT prqect-based learning; mission-oriented ITT programming;
needfocused ITT through IED or IWD; self-guided learning which
is gradual, integrative,
progressive and incremental and based on the individual's
ability and circumstances.

6.8 creating an M-curve Framework from an M-curve pattern
Having derived an M-Curve pattern for the entire IA process, the
researcher then
endeavored to create a framework employing the following process:

l) IA activities

were

identified from literature; 2) ITT activities were identified from
literarure; 3) IA and ITT
activities rvere integrated; 4) using stage theory (Martin 1986),
divisions or clusters of
activities were isolated to constitute seven stages; 5) The
seven stages derived from theory
were then added to four additional stages taken from practice
(representing entering and
departing from the two cultures), for a total of eleven
stages; 6) The eleven stages were then
super-imposed on the M-Curve pattern (integrating
stage and curve theory) to create a

TU
framework;

?

The IA M-Curve framework was then used to organize the IA/ITT activities.

Adding stages to the M-Curve Pattern transformed it into a framework. Using the
framework to organize activities ensures that how people actually adjust and adapt
to
intercultural experiences are appropriate.
This IA M-Curve framework was created based on the researcher's: 1) over
seven
years of research on

IA and ITT; 2) thirteen years of IED expertise; 3) previous research on

IED participants and relevance of learning and issues in ITT (Etuk, I%7);and 4)
experience

in integrated IA-ITT programming practice for over 1200 IED participants with twelve
student groups, during which period (1%8-1990) this proposed framework
was created and

pilot tested. This newly developed M-Curve patûern and framework addresses
the deficiencies in

IA theory

and has effectively incorporated the five perspectives of

IA into its design.

The new M-Curve pattern is 'complete' as it represents the entire conceptual
path

followed by all cross-cultural sojourners.

It

has its foundation on a well-researched

theoretical basis, as it has been evolved from the W-Curve pattern (Gullahorn
and Gullahorn
(1963). However, its articulation is based on new and more
recent assumptions about the IA
process, its phases and stages and their interrelationships.
The M-Curve pattern has further

been developed into a framework with several activities for both

IA and ITT theory

and

practice, consisting of a linkage system of three phases and
eleven progressive stages (see

figure 6'4)' This framework is integraûed and more comprehensive
than any other of which
this researcher is aware' It is recommended

HRD-U for ITT programming model.

for

and is utilized in articulating the integrated

CIIAPTER SEYEN

MODEL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CONSOLIDATION AND PROJECTION
Description of HRD-U for ITT Model and Derived Propositions
chapûer seven describes the refined eleven-stage

HRD-u for
ITT process model. confirmation of the stages in the IED (and
IwD) for ITT processes are presented and the creation of
propositions from the model description are detailed.
Change comes to all societies. New ideas and technology are borrowed
from
other societies and new discoveries and innovations are devel,oped
from within. In
the future, change will be less a matter of chance, and more a matter
of planning and
implementation. (Federico, lgTgrp. Sl7).

Anything perceived as new is an innovation - a new product, a new technique,
a new technology, a new idea. solar cookers, computers,
hybrid corn, production
lines, paved roads, credit cards, agricultural cooperatives, even bicycles
*.r" o" u.u
still new to some societies somewhere in the world. But innovations have
no impact
unless and until they "diffuse,, and are adopted (Innovation
spreads, 19g0, p. u).
One of the greatest pains to human nature is the pain of a new
idea. It is, as
common people say' so "upsetting"; it makes you think that after
all, your favorite
notions may be Ìvrong' your firmest beliefs ill-founded....Nafurall],
therefore,
common men hate a new idea, and are disposed more or less to
ilt-treai the original
man who brings it. (Rogers with Shoemaker, !g71, p. 226).

7.1 Research Purpose and problem

The initial purpose of this study was to develop a curriculum framework
for
international education for development for intercultural technology
transfer as well as to
contribute to IED for ITT theory. This research purpose stemmed
from apparent long
standing deficiencies in IED from the ITT perspective, which
were described in chapters five
and six.

The resulting research problem rvas three-fold: 1) to analyzethe
IED for ITT process
to identify and categorizerTl activities for the curriculum; 2) to
identify and describe various
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factors affecting and relating to ITT in IED; and (3) to describe rhe inter-relationship and
effects upon ITT in the IED process.

Through initial research,

it

was found that the IED for ITT process was inter-

disciplinary and multi-faceted. This situation required the researcher to identify or develop

a conceptual framework that would enable the integration, linking and organization of
information from theory and practice, from various sectors and disciplines related

ûo

the IED

for ITT process.
There was also the standard requirement of needing to place one's research problem

into theory in order to explain and predict the phenomenon being studied. Since no
IED for

ITT theory existed, the need arose to develop

a theoretical

ITT framework for IED, which

could be used to generate assumptions and propositions with which to develop IED
for ITT

theory' This was meant to result in the formation of hypotheses within a useful theoretical
framework. This became the second purpose of the study.

Through examination

of

the IED for ITT process, a taxonomy of ITT activities

(curriculum framework) was created. The curriculum framework was then
embedded in the
theoretical framework in order to verify the relatronship between and among
lTT factors and

activities in the IED process. In order to generate useful ITT through IED activities,
it was
necessary to research and identify activities from real

life (practice) and theory in the IED and

other related fields.

In addition, linking ITT research to theory and practice was seen as necessary
in order

to ensure the relevance of the research to practical human problems and to avoid
the
traditional lag time between the development of solutions and their use in practice.
Linking
practice, research and theory is recommended as the most useful
approach to ITT research,
and represents the current orientation in the field.
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7.2 Research Method

In light of the research problem, which is the lack of adequare IED for
ITT theory,
deficiencies in present research practices and the current trend in ITT research,
a unique new
research method and process were evolved in order to successfully
undertake this study.

Entitled the PRT Integrative Research method and process, it was designed
to study
and create integrated sysúems. This involved the development
and use of a conceptual model

of the system or phenomenon being studied and to identify and integrate
various elements of
its theory and practice through research. The process results in the creation
of a theoretical
framework of the system under study. Following the ûen step pRT
integrative process, the
study purpose evolved from developing an IED for ITT curriculum
framework to developing
and verifying a generic HRD-U for ITT model, and suggesting
an institutional structure for

the implementation of the model.

7.2'l step r: Identifying and confirming the project purpose
As with any research endeavor, it is essential to clearly define existing
or newly
created concepts, factors, principles, or other elements
of the study in order to effectively
articulate its intent, purpose and goals and to effectively
construct arguments propositions or
hypotheses' In addition, as demonstrated in this study, the
definition and conceptualization

of the primary element directly determines the definition of the
secondary elements. It also
determines the relationships between the primary and
secondary elements and between the
secondary and terciary elements.

7.2.1.1

The initial project purpose was to develop a curriculum
ITT framework for IED. In
other rvords, the aim was to identify what international
students had to do and obtain in order
to become highly effective ITT agents. This need
arose from the deficiencies inherent in
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current IE (intercultural education) practices that were hindering students from appropriately

equipping themselves to effectively contribute to their own development needs and
that of
their home societies.

In conceptualizing the problem in this manner, the researcher defined international
education as: (1) human development (students equipping themselves with relevant
technology)

to meet both personal and societal needs, problems and aspirations and subsequently,
(2) a
human based mechanism of acquiring technology for the purposes of development.

ITT was defined

it

as the process of acquiring technology from one culture and using

effectively in another to produce goods and services to meet needs, problems and

aspirations. ITT through IE became the process of acquiring technology from
one culture for
the purposes of development in another. Therefore the process of IE became
the process

of

ITT. As well, improving one meant improving the other, since the effectiveness of
ITT is
directly related to the relevance of IE.
Technology was defined in a very broad sense to include: information,
ideas,
techniques, expertise, goods, services, and tools (adaptable knowledge,
skills and expertise).

Development was defined as human development, which involved
building the
capacity of individuals to acquire and use technology to develop goods
and services to meet

their own or their society's problems, needs and aspirations.

The definition and conceptualization of IE, ITT, technology and development
directly affected and determined the most appropriate approach to most
effective way people
could acquire and use technology for development) . As a result,
the subsequent approach was

determined to be problem-solving, exchange and integrative
in nature.

It

was problem-

solving due to the fact that international students begin with problems,
needs or aspirations
that they wished to address. They then identify and acquire
the technology they require
through an exchange process.

This identification of required technology involved the students providing
their
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professors with information about their problems, needs
or aspirations along with relevant

contexfual factors of their home society. In exchange, they received
appropriate guidance in

knowing what and where to look for the required technology. Following
acquisition,
returning students engaged in exchange with members of their
own society to obtain
contextual information that would enable the students to effectively
integrate the acquired

technology (use it to produce goods and services to meet
needs).

over the coutse of the research, the primary elements of the study
evolved. IE for ITT
became IE for ITT for Development or IED for ITT.
The addition of the D signified the
development purpose of IE. IED further evolved into
HRD-u, as the study purpose itself
evolved to include the development and verification
of a generic HRD-U for ITT model and
a suggested institutional structure for its implementation.

7.2.2Step 2: Defining Research Objectives
Based on the original study purpose, the research problem
focused upon examining

the IED for ITT process, to identify and categorize
ITT activities for the curriculum
framework, and to identify and describe related factors,
their inter-relatedness and their
effects upon the process. Following extensive exploratory
research, the research problem
evolved to include the development of a theoretical
framework with which to contribute to
building IED for ITT theory.

7.2'3 step 3: Review the project Area: Theory, practice,
Experiences

Through initial exploratory research

in

disciplines related to ITT and through

discussions with a wide range of individuals,
the researcher found that people to people
exchanges have in recent years become recognized
as a mechanism in ITT. In fact, current
thinking focuses on people and their skills and
abilities to exchange technology. previous
researchers had conceptualized the current
ITT process as an 'hgents linkage system', which
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served as a mechanism through which technology flowed;
coupled the technology supplier

to the user;involved human interactions; served as a human
resource mechanism;and could

be incorporated into both the user and supplier systems.

It

was also suggested that the

'Internal problems of the user" was the most logical place
to begin programming for ITT to
be effective and beneficial to the user.
Two other significant findings from the initial research revealed
that 1) there was no
IED for ITT theory, and2) current ITT theory was outdared
and not applicable to rhe ITT
approach defined and conceptualized for the study (problem-solving,
exchange, integration).

The absence of IED for ITT theory resulted in examining
the closest people-based ITT
mechanism which was IWD' Through this route, many
ITT activities were identified and
similarities and contrasts were drawn between IED and
IWD for ITT processes.
current ITT theory is based on the diffusion or persuasive
approach in which the
process is technology driven and where there
is an active supplier
and a passive receiver.

Technology is defined as standardized physical tools,
and development conceptualized in
terms of modernization and physical infrastructure.
It is also based on the infusion or assisted
approach to ITT, in which the entire infusion process
is need driven and where there is an
active user who initiates and directs the ITT process
with a passive responsive supplier.

7.2.4Step 4: Conceptualizing the IED for ITT process

This step involves conceptualizing the process under
study which will be used to
identify relevant factors related to ITT,

as defined

in the study, and to analyzehow they are

inter-related and relate to ITT. The conceptualization
(moder) also serves as an initial picture
of the process under study (lED for ITT) and is the
starting point and initial framework to
which pieces will be added, so that at the end
of the building process, the completed
framework will actually be the finished product.
Given the lack of adequate IED for ITT theory,
and the need to identify related factors
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to the IED for ITT process, a conceptualization of the IED for ITT process was produced.
This

conceptualization consists of two systems (cultures) that are linked by a circular, cyclical,
conceptual path followed by international students from their home to the host society and
back. These periods, pre-sojourn, sojoum and post-sojoum are represented by three phases.
Through the examination of the IWD forITT process, it was discovered that the IWD

for ITT Process represents a counterpart to the IED for ITT process. Its conceptualization
therefore also consists of

¡vo

systrems (cultures)

linked by a concephral path containing three

phases, which is followed by individuals sojouming to work in another
culture and returning

home.

Both the IED and IWD processes for ITT were conceptuali zed to be similar, sharing
common features and characteristics as human resource linkage mechanisms.
Furthermore

it

was contended that: 1) effective intercultural human resource

development and utilization (HRD-U) led to effective ITT, and 2) conversely, effective
ITT

led to HRD-U for subsequent programming.
The two groups (iED and IWD participants) constrtuûe two sample categories
of ITT
agents who facilitate the

flow of technology between the producer and user societies. ITT

agents are defined in this study as those who sojourn in another culture
for the purposes

of

study or work, then return to their own societies. As a result the process
of studying or

working (lED and IWD) in another culture and returning home afterwards constitutes
mechanisms for both ITT and HRD-U for ITT.

7'2'5 Step 5: Describing the IED for ITT Process and Related Factors
Following the PRT Integration Method (a problem-solving process
of information
seeking, analyzing and processing in theory and practice), the
conceptual model of IED for

ITT was used to identify and examine related factors which resulted in evolving
a generic
theoretical HRD-U for ITT model.
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Having conceptualized the IED for ITT process, the research involved gathering
and
processing information to build it into a finished product.

7.2.5.1 Culture as a Critical Factor in ITT

It was found that both IED and IWD involved sojourn in a culture other than that of
the participants'. In this study, cultural differences are considered to exist
at the level of

individual, group, organization or society within

a

country or beyond. As such, all intercultural

sojourns involved intercultural adjustment and adaptation (lA).

7.2.5.2 IA as a Critical Facror in ITT
IA refers to how

a person responds to a new culture or cultural experience (assimilation,

segregation, marginalization, integration). IA was identified as a primary
factor related to

ITT' Research revealed that IA and ITT were closely intertwined to the extent that
according
to IA theory, effecttve IA resulted in effective ITT, and that ineffective
IA resulted in culture
shock.

7.2.5.3I4

and

ITT

Culture shock has come to be defined as the depth of knowledge
a sojourner needs
to acquire in order to effectively engage in ITT. However, culture
shock also represents a
condition that ranges from mild disorientation to near paralysis which
affects sojourners and
their ability to carry out effective ITT. In this research, culture
shock occurs due to people's
changing frames of reference (way of reasoning) from their
own society to that of the host.
Culture shock occurs when 1) a person doesn't understand
the new frame of reference and
can't use it to solve problems or meet needs, and2)a person's
own frame of reference changes
too quickly' Therefore, the amount and speed of cultural
learning acquired by individuals,

directly affects culture shock.
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7

.2.5.4 Cultural l.earning

IA

theory, however, contended that sojourners could gain necessary
cultural learning

without culture shock by engaging in cultural learning prior to departing for
the host society.
However, such leaming has traditionally been conducted in an unfocuse dslnt
gun approach,

resulting in the acquisition of both relevant and non-essential information
about the host
culture. Such learning is also often conducted in a concentrated manner (during
a briefing
session) just prior to the sojourn. This approach to culture learning
has not proven to be highly

effective' In response, this study proposes a new approach called Culture
Focused l.earning.
This involves learning about the host culture through one's own area
of interesldiscipline to
ensure relevance. It involves creating a frame of reference of:
1) yourself and society by
studying yourself and your society (enculturation);2) the host society,
carried out with a
partner from the host society; and 3) integrating

I

and

Zto form

a common framework. As

well, learning would take place in a progressive, incremental and gradual
manner.
The importance of IA to ITT was underlined by the fact that a
conceptual path
followed by cross-cultural sojourners had been derived from IA
theory and practice. It was
recognized that such a path could be used or adapted to develop
a framework for ITT. This

led to a rigorous analysis of IA theory and practice.
Upon close examination, however, a number of deficiencies
in IA theory and practice

were identified' These included: 1) a lack of completeness,
linkage and interactiveness
between the phases of the

IA Pattern and structure;2) theinaccuracy of the depiction of the

Post-sojourn Phase of the

IA

Pattem; 3) the lack of an integrated perspective of the
IA

experience; 4) the lack of integration between IA theory
and practice; and Ð the isolation of
the IA phenomena from context and integral components
leading to the lack of integration,

i'e' the lack of integration of the cross-cultural sojourner's personal
IA experience with their
profession, study/work, organization and other related
contextual factors.
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7.3 step 6: Describing the Integrated process of IED (HRD-U)
for

ITT

In order to make use of the IA conceptual path to build an ITT framework, it was
necessary that the pattern accurately depicted the cross-cultural sojourn experience.
This was

achieved by integrating IA theory and practice and it led to the design
of the IA M-Curve
Pattem. This pattem was further evolved into a framework by taking srages (7
from IA theory,
and 4 from

IA practice) and plofting them along the new M-Curve pattern (curve). ITT and

IA activities which were identified from liærature were inúegrated and organized within

the

various stages.

An IA M-Curve framework was evolved which consisted of three phases (A,
B, and
C) and eleven stages (3 in the first and third a¡d five in the second phases)
containing various

IA

and

ITT activities which constituúed the HRD-u for ITT model.

7.3.1 Phase A: Foundation Building
The first phase of the IED o¡ IWD process consists of three stages
which occur before
the participants depart from their societies. During this phase
participants build the foundation

for their study or work experiences in cultures other than their own.
They do this by learning
about themselves, their society and the host society, and
by designing a framework: a plan
to guide their study or work and other actions. Such preparation
often requires adequate

facilitation by knowledgeable and skilled resource persons. There
is also a need for

an

information exchange system that enables participants to become
aware of and access
information (such as publications, journals, newsletters and
research reports of various
agencies canying out activities in related areas). This
system also enables participants to

identify and communicate with host country contacts.

This stage is for individuals to identify themselves, or be
identified as participants in,
and contributors to global development through study
and rvork in cultures other than
their own' Participants assess their person¿ an¿ proiessional
skills, talents and goals,
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well as the resources and problem-solving approaches of their societies. This
assessment is to enable them to determine what they and their societies
have to offer
other people or societies. Participants set general goals for their international
study
as

or work. They also determine how the study or work fits into their lives and benefits
them, both during and after their sojourn in the host culture.

Stage 2: Knowledge of Host Society
Based on their goals and assessment of themselves and their societies, participants
search for prospective appropriate destinations through relevant informatron

,our""r.

Once the destination is selected, participants analyze and examine the
contextual
setting and problem solving approaches of that society. They identify the
information
and resources required in order to live, study and work there.

Stage 3: Flamework Building
Participants undertake to equip themselves for their experience in other
cultures by
establishing a 'Tramework for operation" in which they maûch their
skills, üalents, and
resources to study and work needs in the potential host societies.
They acquire
knowledge and skills, which enable them to simulate living, studying and
working in
the host societies. They become fully aware of, and appreciate their
roles as exchange
agents, and of the need and strategies to overcome cultural stereotyped
mindsets.

7

.3.2 phase B : Technorogy

Integration/Acquisition

This second phase of the HRD-U for ITT model's process represents
the period of
sojourn in the host society. It is composed of five süages. These
stages occur while the
participants are in the host societies. During this phase, participants
assess the appropnaûeness

of the study and work guiding framework upon arrival and create,
implement, and evaluate
their action plans for acquiring and applying technology to produce
goods and services in the
host society, either academic or professionat. They also
prepare themselves for effective reentry back into their home societies.
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Stage 4: Landing

Upon arrival in the host societies, participants working with their partners
from the
host societies, confirm and reconcile prior informatìon, assumptions,
and goals
through first-hand knowledge and experience. They are requireã to
take ,toãk of
available resources and contacts, and develop straûegies for their operation.
They also
need to identify opportunities and constraints, and how best to apply
their culturebased practices in the host societies. They decide what and how
to effectively
contribute to, and acquire skills, knowledge and experiences from the
host societies.
Stage 5: Base Development
Having established the realities of their own setting, and determined
how they are able
to proceed, participants working with their partners from the host societies,
refine
their 'bperational framework" and strategiés. They create their action plans
and
make necessary adjustments for functioning effectiveþ at study
or work. participants
harness resources, establish networks and commence the process
of technólogy
integration in earnest.

Based on their refined framework for operation and action plans,
participants at this
stage: implement and evaluate their strategies; acquire and
apply technology and
culture while producing goods and services be that through
study ãiwork; an¿,-utilize
both known and newly acquired ûechnology and resourcÃ
ro, problem solving. They
also modify and adapt what is required with respect to their
frame of reierence,
strategies and technology. Participants need to maintain
contact with their own
societies, which could include a short refurn home. This
return enables them to keep
abreast of conditions and needs of their own societies.
It also guides them in selecting
the most suiøble technology to take home with them
for application.

Stage 7: Consolidation
Upon nearing completion of their study or work experience
in the host societies,
participants prepare themselves for re-integration into
th"i, home societies, for
continual relationships with the host societies, and for
application of the technology
they have acquired. This process requires that they
iaeniiry resources and contacts
that will enable them to operate in themanner they
irao planned, as modified through
the experience in the host societies.
Stage 8: Re-entry
Participants prepare themselves for re-entry into their
societies. with the assistance
of appropriate resource persons, they establish a 'Tramework
for re-integration,, into
their home societies. They assess their host societies,
themselves and their
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accomplishments in order to understand the extent to which they
and their prqect
frameworks have been affecúed or changed by the experience. Thãy
also understand
the extent to which their societies have changed during their absence.
Participants need to consolidate what they have acquired for implementation
at home. In doing so, they maûch what they have acquired to the
needs aihome. They
also determine how they will function as changé agents back home,
effectively
utilizing resources identified in the host societies and other societies through
thl
study or work experience.
7.3.3 Phase C: Technolog¡r Application

Similar to Phase A, this third and last phase of the HRD-U for ITT
model,s process
occurs in the participants' home societies. During this phase, participants,
with the assistance

of others (resource persons) reintegrate themselves. They also create
and implement action
plans to effectively apply the technology they have acquired
from the host societies.
Stage 9: Reintegration
Upon their return, participants, working with appropriate resource
persons, re-orient
themselves and confirm their frameworks
of assumptions, expectations,
goals and plans which they have developed"o.nfor"o
for applying (at hòme) the åchnology
they have acquired from the host societies.
Stage

l0: Grounding

Having confirmed the changes which have taken place in
their home societies during
their absence, participants utilize their identified support
systems to ground themselves
properly for effective re-integration. They also estatlish
action plans for the successful

application of acquired technology based on their refined
frameworks of operation.

Based on their refined technology application frameworl<s
and action plans, parncipants
at home adapt and apply the technology they have
acquired

from the host societies
continually evaluate their strategies and
maintain active contacts with the -They
host societies in which they studied or worked.

to produce goods and services.

The stages described here are not standardized and prescriptive,
instead they are
designed to be adaptable to various situations.
Martin (1984) has suggested that placement
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of such stages

depends on the particularities

of each of the sojourners, situations

schedules. They are developed ûo form a framework for organizing
the
process of IED or

IV/D. The activities

and

ITT activities in the

are designed to be progressive, beginning from the

individual to the societal level. The activities guide the individual to identifying
personal,
professional or academic needs before identifying societal
needs. Also, the learning and

integration of technolo Ey are meant to be gradual but incremental.
Each activity leads to,
builds upon and extends to others within and sometimes between the
stages. Since phase A
leads to B and B to C, it is suggested that A affects B and C, and
A and B collectivelv affect
C unidirectionally.
The stages are assumed to apply similarly to IED,IWD, and to the
integrated HRD-

u for ITT models. In other words,

the activity groups do not alær significantly with different

IED, IWD, and integrated IED/IWD programmes.

7.4 HRD-U for

ITT Derived Models

The IED and IWD processes were conceptualized based on previous
models (Rogers

1983; Havelock and Havelock 1973; Donohew and springer
l9g0; pilotta and Widman
1983)' Incorporating the problem solving stages from Havelock
and Havelock, the process

of IED and IWD were depicted as taking place as two separate
processes (see Figure 4.4).
However, given that everyone conducting

ITT

experiences

IA, it was necessary to arrange

IED' IwD and ITT activities within the pattern and framework of
IA (M-Curve). By
combining the problem-solving stages of the conceptualized
IED and IWD processes with
the stages of IA the basic generic IED and IWD models
were created (refer to Figure 7.1).
These models indicate that problem solving is underraken
by IEDs and IWDs within
the necessary change management framework (enabling
participants to manage the change
they are experiencing, while carrying-out problem-solving
with respect to ITT in the IED and

IWD processes).
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Other models have been derived from the generic IED and IWD models. The
first is
the Integrated Partnership Exchange Model, which focuses
and human relations. This model depicts how

on intercultural communication

ITT participants converge in a partnership to

address agreed upon problems, needs and aspirations. It can be used to examine
collaborative

approaches and problem solving techniques, partnership convergence and
interaction and
interpersonal exchanges (refer to Figure

7

.2). Itcan also be used to examine the key principles

of partnership; freedom, equality and participation.
Also depicted is how the stages of the IED and IWD processes conespond, in
that
each st'age of the
1

IWD process relates to a stage in the IED process. For instance, Stage

of the IWD process relaúes to the latter part of Stage 6 of the IED process, Stage
2 (IWD)

to stage 7 (lED), Stage 3 (lwD) ro Srage g (lED), srage 4 (lwD) ro Srage (IED),
9
stage 5

(lwD) to srage

10 (IED), and the earlier parr of stage 6

(lwD)

ro srage 11 (rED).

V/hile the first aspect derived a model focussed on people in the HRD-U
for ITT
process, a second aspect of the model focussed on the structure and
activities of the HRD-

U for ITT process. This aspect is represented by the IED and IWD process
Convergence
Model (refer to Figure 7'3). This was produced by combining the IED and
IWD models to
determine the similarity between the stages and activities of the nvo
processes, and resulted

in the discovery of a common or generic HRD-u for ITT model.
The second model derived from the basic IED and IWD models
shows how two
participating societies are linked in the HRD-U for ITT process
as depicted by the generic

HRD-U for ITT model (refer to Figure 7.4). This model reflecrs how
HRD-U for ITT
programming contributes to and benefits from societal development
(the ITT process).
societies are depicted in a manner that acknowledges their past,
present and future (cultural
and technological contexts, problems, needs and aspirations).
The researcher believes that

effective iTT relates to and affects all three: it builds upon
the past and present, it influences
the present, and seeks to create a particular future for
and in the societies into which
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technology is introduced.
An application of this derivative is the design of an internationally linked
programming
structure (refer to Figure 7.5) and a proposed institutional framework
for operationalizing the

HRD-U forITT model. This model depicts how two participating societies
are linked through
the

IED/lwD for ITT

Processes.

It also indicates the programming structure contained in

each society that compliments the HRD-U for ITT process and
which facilit¿æs the sharing

of information, resources and benefits of ITT.

7.5 Propositions

A proposition is a statement about relationships between two or more factors,
of
which verification is possible. According to Nachmias and Nachmias
(19g1) it is a statement
of relationship between two or more empirical properties that can
be verified or refuted: such
a set of propositions forms a deductive system
@.aÐ. Propositions are used in the process

of theory building, analysis and verification. Thus, theory building
is

a process

and verifying propositions and testing hypotheses. The
generic HRD-U for

of creating

ITT framework

articulated in this study is to be used for various research
and programming purposes in the
area of

HRD-U for ITT' This section presents

a few

of the propositions which emanate from

the description of this model. some of these were examined
through case studies carried out

to venfy the HRD-U for ITT model.
Research is a process of gathering, processing and
analyzing information for a
purpose' This particular research effort involved developing
and verifying an HRD-u for ITT

model' HRD-U for ITT was identified to comprise IED and IWD
models. Borh archetypes
were analyzed separately and comparatively to 1) describe
each, and

HRD-U model.

2) evolvethe generic
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7.6 Propositions Related to components of the HRD-U for

ITT Modet

Propositions derived from the model's description include the following, relating
to
the framework and characteristics of the model.

7.6. 1

Model's Framework

For the most effective ITT programming to take place, the following are suggested

in the model:
Svstems

1.1 the two (or more) participating systems are a) inter-linked, b) ûechnologically
and
culturally different, and c) willing and able (participants) to work inúeractively,
integratively
and responsively;
Phases

I'2

the three phases of the model are interactively, integratively and
conceptually linked;

l'2'7

each phase represents a period of time (before, during and after
sojoum) and space (in

home society, in host society, back in home society);

I'2'2 on the basis of time, the phases are unidirectionally related, in that what
Phase

A leads to and affects what occurs in

Phases

happens in

B and C. Similarly, what happens in phase

B leads to and affects what takes place in phase C;

1'2'3 on the basis of relevance,

fit and expectations of the participant,

what occurs at

subsequent phases affects what is carried out at earlier phases (parker
and McEvo

y,

1993).

For example, an expected promotion by a sojourner (upon return phase
C) u,ill affect what
he or she does in Phases

l'2'4

A and B;

perceived relevance, fit and expectations in each phase determines
what activities a

sojoumer carries out in that phase and how they are carried
out;
St¿ses

1'3 stages are demarcations which enable the organization
of activities throughout the HRD-
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U for ITT process;
1'3' 1 the eleven srages of the HRD-U for

ITT model are spread throughout the model,s three

phases, three in Phase A, five in phase B, and three in phase

l'3'2

c;

stages enable participants to achieve progressive, incremental
and gradual cultural and

ITT learning and to plan and manage the ITT prqect and process effectively;
1'3'3 stages enable the participants to anticipaæ, project and plan
for remediation, enhancements

or maximize benefits as necessary in the process;

r'3'4 ananging

and carrying out ITT activities in stages on the conceptual
path of IED or

IIVD

process brings about gradual, incremental and progressive
learning and completion
(accomplishment) of the ITT tasks to avoid overload
and being overwhelmed. It serves as
a guidance, planning and management tool for the participants;

1'3'5 on the basis of expectations, the perceived benefits
of subsequent stages determine the

activities of earlier stages;

1'3'6

each stage corresponds to at least one other stage,
ie. stage 1 and the latter part of stage

6, stage 2 and stage 7, 3 and g, 4 and 9, 5 and 10, the early
part of 6 and 1 1;
1'3'7 where stages correspond, the activities contained
in each stage are similar;
1'3'8 given the corresponding relationship of the stages,
when an individual passes through
stages 1-6 of the IWD process, they simultaneously pass
through stages 7-ll of the IWD
process and 1-6

andT-ll of the IED process;

Activities

1'4

there are numerous integrated IA/ITT/IED/IWD
activities. Variarions

activities occur together and affect each other

of

these

.

1'4'1 integrated activities can be derived by combining
activities or elements from various
areas;

1'4'2IAlrrr/IED/IwD activities

can be integrated for effective and more comprehensive

programming in any of the four areas (each of
the four areas can be strengthened through
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integration of activities from two or more areas);
1.4.3 integrated activities apply ro IED,

l'4'4

IWD and generic HRD_U for ITT.

integrated activities enable participants to carry out IED (study)
and IWD (work)

simultaneously.

1'4'5

carrying out these inûegrated HRD-U for ITT activities and
going through the process

by which they are carried out amounts to developing personal
technolo gical capacity and
leads to the transfer of technorogy from one society to
another;

l'4'6 the convergence of IED
a generic HRD-U for

and IWD processes and activities leads to the development

of

ITT model.

7

.6.2

ITT programming Structure

2'l

effective ITT in the exchange approach cannot take place
unless there is an HRD-u
for ITT programming structure which rinks the two participating
systems;

2'2

the ITT structures within the two systems need to
be both intemationally and
integratively linked within and beyond their individual
systems to permit both lateral and
horizontal communication and exchanges
;

2'3

the two interJinked systems and internal ITT
structures within the two systems are
made up of multilevel ITT programming 'nodes' (organizations,
centres, outlets, groups and
individuals)' These nodes need to reach out and spread
from the rural and community areas

of the society to or from the national and international
levels, so as to improve accessibility,
issues in participation in development and distribution
of benefits (Audirac and Beaulieu,
1e86);

2'4

the nodes contain certain specific HRD-U
for

ITT components (areas of activities)

which are available to ITT participant s as needed;

2'5

HRD-U for ITT programming cannot be effective unless
there are

accessible

information exchange facilities, resource support
and facilitation with specific integrated,
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sequential HRD-U for ITT activities;

2.6

the development exchange programming nodes are not adequate unless the
HRD-U

Process is linked to project development and implementation, and the production design and

exchanges ofgoods, services and technology

;

7.6.3ITT process

3'l

problem-solving and need-based exchanges are the most effective approaches
to ITT

and learning;

3'2

effective ITT depends upon effective (straûegic) preparation at phase A for
the cross-

cultural sojourn experience at Phase B and for reintegration at Phases C, and preparation
at
Phase B

3'3

for C. Inadequate preparation at any stage renders ITT and IA ineffective.

strategic preparation includes developing an integrated prqect framework (study
or

work plan at home before departure);

3'4

strategic preparation (which involves preparing oneself for sojourn and
re-entry and

developing an integrative project frameworþ also involves contextual
analysis, which
enables the participant to "study oneself in-context" to identify
one's problems, needs and

aspirations, the key players and factors related to one's project, and
to examine the problems,
needs and aspirations of one's own society;

3'5

an integrated project framework is a structure for intercultural communication
and

exchanges. It enables the participants' and host societies' project
partners to .bonverge,, and
be focussed upon the project in the same direction, to create
and share information and to
reach mutual understanding, shared meanings and clarity.
Its a tool with which the participants

begin their relationship (interactions) and project-related exchanges
with their partners;
3

'6

the project framework enables the selection and acquisition
of information (resources)

which are relevant and appropriate to the project. The lack of a
framework could lead to
acquiring irrelevant technological inputs that may be difficult
to integrate into the participants,
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context

3'7

and also develop and implement the project;

the integrative project framework is created firstly through cognitive (conscious)

enculturation - the process of learning one's own culture consciously through analyzing
ones

culture and profession to design the project;

3.8 using the integrative project framework enables participants to study adequately
the
culture and context of the host society and identify problems, needs and
aspirations for ITT

programming and effective IA;

3'9

Focussed Culture læarning is the most effective approach to cognitive
enculturation

and acculturation - leaming in and about one's own and another's
culture respectively - in the

process of designing and carrying out effective

ITT programming;

3' 10 effective project design and implementation is based on the use
of an integrated prqect

framework, which is necessary for auspicious identification, acquisition
and exchange of
relevant technology;

7.6.4

4'1
4'2

IA

IL

and ITT

and ITT are inter-related; effectiveness of one depends on and
leads to the other;

effective ITT and intercultural partnership exchanges depend on
effective IA and vice

versa;

4'3 effective IA depends on a person's ability to leam

a

culture to the degree that will enable

them to function effectively in the host society;

7.6.5ITT Project Design and Implementation
5'

1

an

ITT project has the greatest chance of success and
$ains societal support when

based on the individual participants' problems, needs and
aspirations, while reflecting group

or societal problems, needs and aspirations;

5'2

effective project design begins with, and involves adequate contextual
analysis and
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identification of existing resources for, and potential constraints with
respect to the ITT
project;

5'3

a project

supporladvisory team is an essential component for effective planning
and

preparation for intercultural sojourn, ITT project design and implementation,
and integration
and re-integration;

5'4

knowing the problems, needs and aspirations of one's society is an essential
guide in
searching and acquiring relevant technology in the host society
to address those problems,
needs and aspirations;

5'5

ITT participants who have not identified problems,

needs and aspirations

in their

societies are more likely not to search for or acquire any relevant
technology from the host

society which can be applied back home;

5'6 enabling people to identify and address their problems, needs and aspirations
in the
context of their societies is the essence of human resource development
and utilization for
organizations, communities and societies;

5'7

the process of identifying and addressing one's own problems,
needs and aspirations

is the most effective approach to building personal technologic
al capacity.which is the core
ingredient for building societal technological capacity and
also an essential part of general
,
development;

7.6.6 Partnership and Collaboration

6.1
6'2

effective ITT depends upon effective partnership exchanges;
partnership is essential for effective ITT (particularly if it
is to be conducted within

a short period of time);

6'3

partnership exchanges are most effective when a shared frame
of reference (integrative

project frameworÐ is used;

6'4

facilitation is necessary for effective ITT project development and implementation,
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but is often a missing element in IED and IWD;

6'5

in development Programming generally, project facilitators are also necessary to

bring about effective ITT through the provision of information, innovation,
integration
assistance for production and exchange of goods, services and technology;
and

6'6

persons with facilitation capabilities

in information acquisition, innovation

and

integration are necessary for ITT, IED,lwD and HD (HRD-u, Development
programming
and research).

7

'7 Yerification of the Models' Structure, Stages and Activities

A model is a representation of real-world phenomena in more abstract
terms which can be appried to other cases and other times (Rogers
and
Kincaid, 1981, p. 3z). rtis a conceptuarization of a group of phenomen4
constructed by means of a rationale, where the ultimate purpose
is to
furnish the terms and relations, the propositions, of a formål system
which, if validated, becomes theory,,(Wilkee, 1967,p. l5).

For use as a model, a conceptualizationmust be formed in relation
to a rationale. The
rationale is an explanation of the nature of the included phenomenon
and leads to the nominal

definitions of the concepts of the model. The particular emphasis
of the definitions of the
concepts in any model determines, in turn, the structure
of their relationship. This structure

will

be called the "mechanism" of the model

(wilkee, 1967,p. l7).

The rationale upon which this linkage concept was established
is that IED and IWD

participants leave their own ('home") societies, sojourn
in another ('host,,) society and
eventually return home. These three phases linking the two
systems - host and home constitute the comprete linkage mechanism as shown
in Figure 7. r.

A model

has special characteristics which identify

it

it is made up of .a formal system

of hypotheses". Wilkee (1967) has noted that, 'Tn a theoretical
structure, these hypotheses
exist in two forms, first as a formal system of propositions,
and second as an operational
system which is formed by the addition of the proper operational
definitions to the formal
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system" (p. 9).
The purpose of the model is to describe relationships and it is therefore encumbered

by the definitions, the rationale, and the mechanism. The model can generate relationships
because the rationale of the model

yields a 'þicture of reality". The formal system is limited

to statements of relationships in the simplest possible form in order to make them easily
testable".
The testing of a formal system requires operational definitions corresponding to each

of the terms of the system. These operational definitions, when substituted for their
corresponding terms, result in relations between operations which are directly testable. In the
research validation process the operational definitions represent the terms which nominally

defined concepts of the model. Thus, the operational definitions indirectly represent the
normal definitions...(Wilkee, 1967, p. 19).
The model proposed in this study contains various types and levels of relationships

from which hypothesis can be drawn. At least two 'cultural' systems are required for
technology transfer to take place. In the ITT process involving two (or more) systems there

are at least three phases, with eleven identifiable stages , and innumerable activities.
Relationships exist among, between and within the phases and stages; and between the
activities.
When the hypotheses based on this model are established and validated a model or
models may evolve. A model contains a rationale and nominally defined concepts which are
structured in the form of a mechanism.

'A model is cumbersome in comparison to the purity

and parsimony of a formal system ltheory].... Since a theory is a validated formal
system,

it

can be seen that it stands in direct logical relationship to its model. The theory can
be deduced

from the model while the model can be deduced from the theory (Wilkee, 1967, p. 1g).
Models are never validated, by the validation of their theories; nor can models be
proven invalid even rvhen they result in invalid theories. Since a theory
is deduced from its
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model, only one theory or, perhaps more correctly, only one theory if it is exhaustive
of its

model's implications, may be derived (Wilkee, 1967, p.

ZO).

The identified stages were verified through both literature and case studies. For
the
case study verification, a description of the stages with activities identified,
based on and

relating to each stage description was presented to IED and IWD managers for assessment.
The activities were rated in terms of their importance to ITT. Stage descriptions
were rated

in terms of accuracy of description. The Caribbean Case Study (Chapter g) contributed
to
the identification of the activities while the WUSC Case Study (Chapter
9) was used for the

verification of the importance of ITT activities in the IED and IWD models.

CHAPTER EIGHT

VERIFYING THE HRD-U FOR ITT MODEL THROUGH ANALYSIS
OF THE
IMAP PROCESS
IMAP AND IMAN: The profiles Emerge

chapter Eight presents how the proposed mode|s phases,
stages and activities (theory) were verified and refined
through
selected IED and IWD case studies (practice). Also
outrineld,
is how the importance of strategic preparation, coilaborative

partnership exchange, need/projecrbased learning and
the
use of a prgect (rearning) framework was confìrmed.
As weil,
the occurrence of mutuar learning by ITT participants
through
partnership is described.

In order to capitalize on the advantages and avoid the problems
of both insider

and outsider' many experienced change agents have suggested
that the best solution is
a "change agent team" in which both insiders and
oubiãers work together. Hence, the
insider, who is initiating a change effort, rvould do well
to enlist someone from the
outside to work with him. such an outsjde person
could provide an 66expert,legitimacy
for the insider's efforts. He could provide an objective perspective
on the world in which
the inside agent is working. And the outside expertloutd
give moral support to the
insider whose efforts to do what is
"right" tor ir¡s system are being received by his
colleagues with something less than enthusiasm
conversely, the outsider who initiates change would
do well to enlist the insider
support of some member who both understands the
client system and is familiar with
the change process. Preferably, this insider would
be someone with reasonable security
and status within the system, either as a leader, influentiar,
or a gatekeeper. Any
selection of members for the inside-outside team
should try to -J;i;;l
strengths
of both positions in the service of innovation
[technology transfer] (Havelock, 1973, p.
s3.)

8.1 Introduction

we live in a world of sharing

and reciprocity; a world of collaboration and
exchange.

The Manitoba Institute of Management (MIM)
appears to have come to this realization and
the evolving International Management Associates
Programme (IMAp) was based on this
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ideal.

The IMAP was a partnership programme of HRD-U for intercultural technology
transfer (ITT). It was to enable senior managers from ten Caribbean
countries to acquire from
Canada

for

use in the Caribbean, management expertise and knowledge relating
to their work

in the Public Service.

Canadian partners were to provide collaborative assistance for

acquisition from Canada and effective application in the caribbean
of the acquired ûechnology.

In the process, the canadians leamed about and from the caribbeans.
The idea of 'Management for Change" was initiated by a Vice-president
of CIDA
who believed, as did Havelock and Havelock (1g73),that "change
or social progress can be
planned and engineered so that it is more reliable and more beneficial
to more people,, (p.z).

Management for and of Change became the goal of IMAP. The
Management for change

programme (IMAP) was carried-out through various activities
involving Canadian and
Caribbean people and systems in the transfer of "management
know-how,, from canada to
the caribbean. Human resource development and utilization
(HRD-U) was the approach
the

IMAP' In consultation with

for

a Ca¡ibbean public servant, the programme was designed
to

involve caribbean participants visiting canada for training. In turn,
the canadians went to
the caribbean to assist their partners and to gain greater
knowledge and understanding of the

Caribbean context.

Given the extensive expenences and nature of the work of
the target population,
structured classroom training was to be minimized. Instead,
the programme emphasized the

sharing between caribbean and canadian partners of
real life management concerns,
experiences, and expertise. This exchange of information
was directly related to a focus upon

the needs identified by the Caribbean partners in their
own work situations. The needs and
the project that ensued from them formed, among
other criteria the basis for caribbean
participant selection.

A management project,

based on the identified needs, designed and implemenied
by
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the caribbeans with assistance from their canadian partners served
as a framework for
Iearning and for exchange of management expertise and skills.
The prqect as originally formulaûed was an experiment to

development proposed by

MIM in

response to

trest a

model of management

clDA's new Management for change

MIM's model was based on the belief that management is more of a ,doing,,
kind
of activity than "knowing", and that learning to manage must include a great
deal of
managerial action. "we therefore proposed a programme that
involved the participants
Prograrnme.

working on real projects in their respective organizations
over an extended period of time.
classroom training and coaching from selected mentors were
added as supporters to the basic
on-the-job nature of the programme" (MIM, 19g5, p. 1).
This was the nature of the IMAP designed by MIM. Though the
specifics changed
over the years (for example, from a two week visit to canada
for the pilot programme to a
three-week stay), the nature of the IMAP and its core
components remained the same, with
appropri ate yearl y refinements.

A pilot project of the IMAP was undertaken in

1982.

rn 1985, out of a desire to share

resources and to support one another, a network
of graduates was formed. The network
became known as the International Management
Associates Network (IMAN). It is based
in the caribbean and has been incorporated as a regional
non-govemmental organization . As
of the time of this study (July 1990), there were about
one hundred and forty members of the
IMAN who are IMAP graduates and over one hundred canadian
partners.

This report is a synoptic description of both the IMAp
and the IMAN. It is based on
interviews and interaction with the 1990 IMAP participants
in canada, as well as on-site
visits and interviews with former graduates from
six of the ten participating islands. The
report also discusses the attempts by the caribbean
partners to introduce and manage
innovations within the public service of their
respective islands, through management project
development and implementation. The analysis
includes details of the ..management of
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change" and "management for change" efforts made by the caribbeans.
The partnership support and exchanges provided by the Canadian counterparts
of the
Caribbean participants are also discussed.

A structured, evaluator-designed questionnaire

was used to collect information for the Canadian case analysis.
This case examined leaming

acquisition and application by Canadian counterparts of the IMAP
Caribbean participants.

A complete report of this

case is included in this chapter.

8'2 Building Continuity/Linking with (and Learning From) past Research
Various information sources were used for this work. Some
useful insights into the

IMAP were gained from the review of programme documents before the
formal

data

collection commenced. This review of related literature: 1)
helped to link this study with what
had been done earlier regarding the description and assessment
of the
researcher to formulate questions and identify important
areas of the

IMAp; 2) assisted the

IMAp to examine,

based

on the objective of the case analysis; and 3) provided data
for substantiating the description
and discussion of the specific issues in the case study.

8.3 The case studies: purpose and specific objectives

This report serves two main purposes. The first is to gather
information for a case

study to validate the human resource development and
utilization (HRD-U) model for
intercultural technology transfer (lTT), developed as part
of a doctoral programme at the
university of Manitoba. Regarding the validation aspect,
it was expected

I'

2'

that:
The process zuggested for the generic HRD-U for ITT
model (Etuk, 19g9a; 19g9b;
1989c) (involving two technologically and culturally
different systems, phases,
stages and activities) will be similar to the IMAP
process, both in the case of IED
(case of Caribbean participants sojourning
in Canada) and IWD (canadian,s work
visit to the Caribbean) and return.

The preparation made at home (including the development
of the project framework)
by the caribbeans will affect the relevance of technótogy
acquired by the caribbean
participants and the approach they use in that acquisitiãn;
ano, uothihe preparation

and the type of technology acquired (as embodied in the partnership
ITT prqect)
affect the implementation of the ITT prqect in the caribbean.
3.

2r9
will

The Canadian and Caribbean partners will learn from each other through their
programme interaction and exchanges (collaboratively designing and
impleirenting
the project proposed by the Caribbean partner) as well u, f- und frorn
thlir specific

partnership project;
4.

Technology acquired from Canada for application in the Caribbean will have
to be
adapted (or modified in some ways) to fit into the caribbean context;
and

5.

The ITT structures used in IMAP programming will link partners internationally
and
have 'butlets" accessible to past and potentiaL participanìs in the
IMAp (the árget
and graduated population).
Questions relating to these propositions and similar ones were addressed vanously in

these cases and are reported. The analysis of these cases also provided
input for further

developing, describing and refining, the HRD-U for ITT model itself.
The second purpose was to gather information which describes the
process of the

IMAP, in order to

1) enhance understanding through its articulat ion;

Z) improve

the

IMAp

Process by identifying its strengths and weaknesses (as perceived by the officers and
participants, and by comparison to current literature in the
field of intemational development,
management education, social change, etc.); and 3) suggest
a model for similar management

training programmes that can be adapted by others in different
situations and contexts.

The description of the IMAP was carried out through two case
studies, which
analyzed the IMAP process complimentarily. The analysis
deals with the outcome and
benefits of the IMAP, as well as its basis for sustainability (that
is societal technological

capacity) for management development and training in the
caribbean. There is also a
description of the Canadian societal technological capacity
used for the IMAp. The
discussion is on how the IMAp process relates to the
HRD-U for ITT model

It is to be noted that both the IMAP and the HRD-U model stand
on rheir own. Borh
were designed individually to meet specific goals
based on certain independent
assumptions.
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The comparison of the two was carried out for the purpose of an
analytical critique and for
refining the two Processes - the theoretical HRD-u and the practical
IMAP. The strategy in
the analytical comparison was to describe the IMAP process "as
is" (identify the activities
carried out), and then compare that description with the suggested
activities of the rideal, IED

model (the theoretical HRD-U for ITT model) in order to arrive at
the recommendations for
the study' As such, this case study is an evaluation of the IMAP
from the perspective of its

core project (programming/curricular) and participant training (HRD-U)
focusing on the
transfer of management expertise from canada to the caribbean.

8'4 Relating IMAP to the HRD-U Model for ITT: The process
Components
This research was intended to "test theory" (the HRD-U for
ITT model) ,,against
practice" (the IMAP process) for mutual improvement.
The
approach used was to describe

the IMAP Process and compare its component activities
with those suggested by the
theoretical model (that is, the 'bonvergent intercultural
exchange for development,,process
referred to in the HRD-U model design as international
education for development

[ED]

and

international work for development
[IWD]). Figure 7.2 presents a diagram of the HRD-g
models: the IED' the IWD, and the integrated partnership
exchange model, which is a
convergence of the trvo, for integrated programming.
The two processes, IED and IWD, are
analyzeÅ separately asThe caribbean case studyandThe
canadian case

study respectively,

in sections two and three of this report.
Five (of six identified) major components make up
the IMAp process. These include:
1) selection of candidafe,2) matching with
canadian counterpart, 3) period in canada, 4)
period back at work, and 5) visit from canadian
partner. They, along with the outcomes and
benefits of the programme (IMAP), and the
societal technological capacity available in the
caribbean and in canada, form this descriptive
analysis of the cartbbean cose study. The

caribbean participants' process constituted the "main
body" of the IMAP. That of the
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canadian participants' (described in case study two) is a ..supplementary
portion,,, a
supportive process which complements that of the caribbean.

A sixth component is an Annual General Meeting and Theme Conference (of
the

IMAN) which has been held every November since 1985. The description
of the IMAp
process is based on the first five components.

The first to fourth IMAP components constitute The IMA7 caríbbean
Case Analysis.
The second and fifth components, with related elements of
the other components, constitute
a second and separate report on the programme The
IMAP canadían case_Analys¡s. Each

complements the other. Even though the two were analyzed
separately, they were designed

and actually served as one integrated process

of

"exchange" for mutually beneficial

development. How this exchange process functioned can be
understood clearly only when
the two processes (caribbean and canadian) are examined
concomitantly, as shown in Figure
7 '2, which is a representation of the generic 'model'
of the HRD-U for iTT. As presented
and applied to the IMAP, the model con[ains both (the
IED and the IWD) framework
processes' This is the integrated or interactive
convergent model of inærcultural development
exchange.

8.5 The Caribbean Case Study as IED process

IED is the process of acquiring technology (ideas, information,
expertise, skills and
tools, etc') from a 'producer'/'supplier' society by
indigenous people ,TTT agents,,from the
'user'/'recipient' society. The IED process is made
up of three phases - the penods before,
during and after the acquisition (study) sojourn in the producer's
society by the IED
participants' It was hypothesized that what participants
do at home and how they prepare for
the acquisition sojourn will affect the way technology
is acquired (approach to study), the
nature of the technology acquired (whether the
acquired technology is relevant or not), and
the subsequent application of that acquired technology
on return. In other words, meaningful
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and careful strategic preparation at the first phase makes the difference
between effective and

ineffective ITT.
Thus, the purpose of the Cqribbean Case Study was to examine what
happened in the

IED process before depar[ure, and to relate that to what happened during
and afær the sojoum

in Canada. This examination involved assessing what the IMAP participants
did (and what
was done in the Process by others, for example MIM) regarding
their preparation for the
sojourn in canada. It also meant relating that preparation to
what occurred during their stay

in Manitoba (Canada) and upon their retum home.

8'5' 1 Phases and Stages of the IED Process and IMAP process
Components
There are three phases in the HRD-U model for ITT. Within
these three phases, the

five components of the IMAP process take place. These components
include: participant
selection and partner matching (Phase A), a three week period
in Canada (phase B), a 12 18 month period for project implementation and a one-week
visit by the canadian partner
(Phase

c)' How

each of the components of the IMAP affected the other
within and between

the phases was examined.

Within the phases of the HRD-U for ITT model, eleven stages
have been discerned.
These stages are reflected

in the IMAP as categories of activities that the

Caribbean

participants undertake' For instance, in Phase A, participants
undertake strategic preparation
that involves gaining knowledge about their own
and canada's context and developing their

learning (prqect) framework. In Phase B, participants
arrive

in

Canada and through

collaborative exchange with their canadian partners, provide
and acquire information and
expertise, refine their project plan, and assess their
experiences in canada. In phase c,
participants return home to integrate and apply
what they had acquired.
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8.5.1.1 Phase A: Foundarion Building

The selection and preparation of participants for the IMAp occurs before
the
canadian visit as does the identification of the management projects.
This period
before

arriving in canada represents Phase A of the HRD-U model for ITT.
This is referred to as
"component one" - Candidaæ Selection - in the 1989IMAP
Proposal, and in the l9g9 IMAN

Handbook' What specific activities were carried out, by whom, when and
why with respect

to these two components are, described as the IMAP 'foundation building'
or 'strategic
preparation' phase of the IMAP process. At the same time as
Caribbeans are preparing for
their canadian visit, their canadian partners are being selected
by the Manitoba

civil service

Commission (MCSC) by requesr of MIM.
The degree of preparation by the Caribbean participants varied greatly.
However,
according to the selection criteria and process, each candidate
had to develop a project plan.

The IMAP process required each participating Caribbean country
to select two
individuals to take part in the training sessions. The participants
needed to choose a project
based on their rvork-related interests and/or needs. Each
country's government chose a

selection committee or department to recruit the two candidates
for the programme and
approve project proposals. Based on criteria and guidelines
provided by

MIM, selection

was

generally limited to Permanent Secretaries and their deputies.
MIM took part in candidate

preparation for the Canadian visit by collaboratively defining
the training needs of the
candidate' This analysis constituted the basis for 1) developing
the management project, and
2) selecting the Canadian partner.
Candidates were nominated from various sources: self-initiation
based on project
interest, referral by former IMAP participants;nomination
by candidate supervisor/manager;
and subsequently, nomination by the local Island Based
Committee (lBC - an organization

formed by the IMAP alumni).

Information on the programme was provided by MIM through the government
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department (or committee) responsible for training in the respective country's
public service.
I-ater, subsequent to its formation, the island based committee played an important
role in the

dissemination of information to potential participants.

The criteria for final selection of candidates, while not

süaúed,

were based on

a

combination of five factors: individual interest, rank in the public service;
capability;
personality and potential;and the government's identification of an area
of need.
Project selection by participants tended to be based on individual professional
or
work-related interests and needs, perceived competence in the area, resource
availability,
needs identified by their governments, suggestions by co-workers
and employees, and
suggestions from the IMAP alumni and the Island-based committees.

Once a participant had been selected, a MIM representative interviewed
each

individual for the purposes of: jointly analyzing the participant's learning
needs and
developing a learning framework (which was determined in part
by the project selected);
defining and analyzing the projects; providing an overview of IMAp;
answering questions;
providing information on resources available in Canada;and obtaining
personal/professional

profiles' The project description, learning framework, and personal/professional
profile
were used by MIM to plan the curriculum format and to select
a Canadian partner to work
with each participant' The Canadian partner used this information
to plan learning actiyities
appropriate to the participants' needs.

The learning framework was identified as an essential element
of the programme
because

it guided

and focused the attention of the participant to seek and
obtain only that

information which was relevant to the successful implementation
of the project while in
canada' It also served as a starting point of communication and
exchange
between the

canadian and caribbean partners. As well, the project
framework created a .basis, for the
canadian and caribbean partners to perceive each other
as equals (experts of and in their own
fields)' The learning framework consisted of: a plan for what to
do in canada and a strategy
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for how to do it; a plan of intentions (where to go for what and why);
and what the participant
hoped to achieve.
Participants were assisted in developing their learning framework
by the local Islandbased commitæe and other

IMAP graduates. some participants consulæd with their staff on

the project and others created (developed) a prqect advisory
committee for analyzing the
candidate's perceived needs and producing the learning (ITT project)
framework.

Participants whom the researcher interviewed, had adequately
used a project
committee, had the support of the 'system' (the boss, the colleagues,
subordinates) and were
found to have been highly successful in gathering the appropriate
resources while in canada.

some island based committees offered workshops which provided
information on what to
expect while in canada and tips for relating to the Canadian
partner to ensure usef,ul
exchange.

At the time of this case study (1990), it was apparent rhat the programme
design did
not outline for the participants the amount of detailed analysis
was required for adequate
preparation and the specifics for developing the framework
(the ideals). As a result, some
participants developed in-depth analyses, while others
only had a vague idea of what they
wanted to do and how they would do it. Ascertaining
and confirming some specifics of the
proJect plan while

in canada sometimes led to instances where contacts had
to be made with
people back in the Caribbean to solicit information
or seek approval or clarification for
selected project activities.
The researcher found that too much detail seemed to
narrow the participant,s study,
while not enough analysis resulted in spending more
of their time, while in Canada, deciding
on what the real needs were and what resources they
needed. The process of project design
with partners coming to a consensus through sharing
took longer for those with inadequate
plans; while adequate preparation appeared to
have the tendency to enhance communication
and exchange, atrd to expedite the resource acquisition
process. The researcher observed that
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inadequately prepared participants adopted "wholesale" what they
found in Canada without
analyzing what would have been appropriate back home.

8.5.1.2 Phase B: I-earning Acquisition

The second phase (B) of the HRD-U model coincides with the period
of stay in Manitoba

(canada)' This was "component three" of the IMAP implementation

process as outlined

for

the 1990 programme year. During this phase, each participant sojourned
in canada for three

weeks; interacted with partners, colleagues and resource persons
to acquire additional
knowledge and skills and used both new and re-activated skills
to further develop the
management project or aspects of it. In the process they exchanged
ideas with partners and

colleagues and planned for project implementation following
their return home. The
researcher analyzed how preparation at home in Phase
A affected the canadian component

in Phase B and the expected or actual implementation in c (in
the case of past participants).

To gather information, the researcher participated in classroom training
and some other
IMAP activities, observation, inûeraction and interviews with the participants
and their

partners in canada and interviews with graduates in
the caribbean.

During the canadian stay, the participants took part in workshops
and classroom
learning activities and interacted with their partners, colleagues
and others. As well, they
explored canadian society to enable them to acquire the
resources necessary for them and
their partners to develop their projects collaboratively,
and later, to implement the projects
at home.

The approach used by the MIM training team was participatory,
interactive and
experience-based' During the first week of sojourn,
each participant's project framework and
its caribbean context were discussed with partners.
The canadians then used this information
to plan the exchange activities for the second week.
The rest of the first week was spent in
workshops which covered management topics
such as: leadership, managing change, and
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working in groups.
The focus of the second week's activities was to provide opportunities
to explore how
management approaches and technology were used in the Canadian context.
These activities

were designed to allow the participants to discover and acquire the relevant
resources and
experience-based know-how needed for the transfer from Canada and
application in the
Caribbean of their relevant management technology. The activities
carried out included
spending some time in the partners work place, guided field trips,
case studies, consultations,

meetings, facilitated exchanges and networking contacts. The partners
also took time to
discuss the project idea and contexts, setting or refining goals and
objectives, providing

desired and obtainable information

for the project's development, and planning the

implementation.

All of the caribbean participants visited other organizations

and offices suggested

by the partners. These visits provided them with some insights
into how other organizations

were managed and operated. They were exposed to a variety
of organizations that had
different systems, traditions and organizational culture, and levels
of technology, which
demonstrated how management principles and technology
can be adapted and implemented

in various contexts.
The canadian partners spoke about openly about their failure with
technology and
suggested adaptations they had made or found necessary
to make for the technology to work.

These conversations orienting the Caribbean s toward
adapting the integrating approach to

ITT, rather than assuming that they could adopt standardized ûechnology
without change (i.e..
adapting the acquired technology to fit the receiving context,
rather than adapting their
context to fit the technology).
The third week of training was designed to produce implementation
plans for the
participants' projects. There were three areas of focus
during this last $,eek: 1) discussions
centered on project design and the second week partnership
learning activities; 2) workshops
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on 'Managing Projects" and 'I-earning Applications"; and 3) debriefing sessions.
Topics on
consensus building, team work, focusing on goals, and commitment to tasks
were also
covered.

An essential element of this week's activities was the use of MIM's project planning
Guide. The guide requires each participant to analyzehis or her project in the context
of its
implementation, resources, enablers and constraints, alternative solutions, the
selection of
course of actions, steps in implementing their decision, and an evaluation.
The guide was
discussed in large and small groups using case studies and examples
from the participants,
second week experiences, as well as their home organization experiences.

The exercise appeared to have been invaluable to the participants in this study
because

it required them to increase their self-awareness, their organi zationalcontexts, and
of their
countries and cultures/traditions, through reflective and projective planrung
. It helped them

perceive

'\'hy

things work the way they do" in their own contexts, because thev
could

compare them with the canadian context and with each other's.

All prqect frameworks were further developed in Canada. In the process,

some

of

the specific goals and objecfives went through changes, some
minor, others quite substantial.

The degree of change to a particular project framework appeared
to be inversely related to
the degree of preparation or depth of contextual analysis the participant
had carried out at

home in producing the irutial framework before arriving in Canada. Generally,
it seemed that
the more adequately prepared the participant was and the more
developed the framework, the

fewer the changes.
Most participants found the visit to Canada to be very important from
the viewpoint
of access to resources, exposure to, contacts with and 'being away
from home to have a lessdisturbed reflective analysis" of their work situations. Being
together in a group (or team as
the group called themselves) from one region enabled them
to meet and discuss common
problems and needs and to plan together, an opportunity
they felt did not present itself to them
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very often in the caribbean. This time together
helped to build some unity among them.
Many felt it was more useful for them to visit
canada first, before their canadian
partner had the opportunity to become familiar
with the caribbean context than the reverse.
Having to explain to the canadian partner their
caribbean context was a useful learning
experience' The caribo-eans had to recollect
and activate known but not conscious
information, which had formed the basis of what
they had planned and how they planned
to
carry it out.

8.5.1.3 Phase C: Learning Application

The application of the learning acquired in
canada and the specific acrivity of
implementing the individual IMAP projects was
examined in this phase. The outcomes
and
perceived benefits of the IMAP in specific
Caribbean countries were also identified.
This is
Phase c of the HRD-U for ITT model.
It represents "component four,': proJect implementation
of the IMAP process' How the activities took place
at this phase and how this phase was
affected by the previous phases was examined
through interaction, observation, formal
interviews and discussions' The researcher
was able to analyzethe links between
the three
phases of the HRD-U for ITT Model
which corresponded with the th¡ee phases
of the IMAp:
before, during and after the Canadian visit.

This in situ examination also enabled the
researcher to build continuity with and
comPare the findings of this study to
previous ones. To date, no one had
assessed project
implementation' since participants were
nominated and not selected based on
any set criteria
based on expected outcomes of the project,
selection appeared to be an important
factor in
the success of the proJect. This study
sought to find out if the ,.type.,, (emproyment .þsition,,,

'þotential" or "personality") of candidate
selected impacted on the ,.effectiveness,,
of the
programme (IMAP)' How the selection
of a particular individual

related the choice, design,
and successful implementation of a
certain core project was examined.
How both the
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particular candidate and the choice and design of the project impacted on the
IMAp
programming suæess and ouûcomes were also examined. The outcomes related
to innovations

introduced and applied at work and management training programming structures
and
components created as a result of or for the IMAp.
Introducing innovations into and bringing about or managing change in a system
will

usually be met with obstacles and resistance to one's plans, resulting in discouragement
for

the "change agent"' It appeared that it was in recognizing this that the IMAp provided

a

number of supports to the parficipants. Each Canadian partner visited the participants
for one

week dunng which they become a resource person by holding meetings,
discussions, and
workshops as required by the project implementation efforts. The main support
that the
Canadian partners seemed to have provided was as legiømizers of the project's
course of

action, exercises and activities. They seemed to give the participants and
the project more

credibility in the way they are perceived by participants'staff, colleagues and
supervisors.
The island based committee members and IMAP alumni locally and
regionally in the

IMAN provided support for project implementation through debriefing

sessions, information,

advice and assistance, encouragement and moral support. A number
of factors affected the
success of

that project. For example, it appeared that if the participant's department
had at

least one other manager who was an

IMAP graduate, especially if

he or she were a supervising

manager, the support given almost ensured successful implementation
of the prqect. AIso,
those who were Permanent Secretaries also appeared to have greater
successes in project

implementation, due apparently to their having easier access to resources
- human and

financial. Commitment to project's tasks appeared to be associaæd with
how ,þrsonal,, the
chosen project was. The "smaller" and less complex the project
was, the greater its potential

for success.
The success or fatlure of the participants in the IMAP model was
not judged by MIM
to be based solely on success or failure in formally implementing
their prqects, but rather on
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the level of acquisition and application of managerial skills as well as attitude (orientation)

tc 'lnanagement excellence". All participants

agreed that they gained a thorough knowledge

of necessary management skills from the programme and the process of developing

and

learning through the projects even if their projects were not executed as expecûed. However,

fit was felt by the participants that

some failures in project implementation in this study were

seen as failures in the programme. Therefore, in the cases of lack of project completion,
the

participants tended to experience lower self-esteem with respect to their accomplishments,
even though they had developed or improved their capabilities in management and
leadership.
These skills were used for work related øsks and for management training of subordinates.

8.5.2 Analysis: ITT through project-Based HRD-U

From ITT project development and implementation, the participants'selected projects
at
Phase

A were based on their own, their department's and/or their government's interests and

needs' The learning (ITT) frameworks, project proposal and learning plans

in phase B

facilitated the exchanges between the Canadian and Caribbean partners. What the
Canadian
brought to the partnership depended on the level of framework development.
Project plans generally followed this format: 1) the definition of the
needs and
problems that suggested the project; 2) fhe goals and objectives of the prqect;
3) the sources
and contacts for information and other resources, such as funding; 4) the
strategies that would
be followed in the implementation of the project in order to minimize
the forces which could

adversely affect the successful implementation of the project; and,
5) the schedule for
implementing the project plan, drawn-up with the partner and based
on the apparent realities

of the nature of the project's context.

It was found in this

case study that the better the participants analyzed the
contexts

of their projects, the easier it was for them to educate their Canadian partners.
This in turn
made the canadian partners' assistance more useful and relevant
and the project plan more
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feasible. Also, it was found that if a project was simple (involving only one department
and
one major goal), then the Canadian partners were able to give the participants appropriate
assistance and the prqect implementation was easier, less complicated and less demanding.

Having a partner expedited the process of understanding the Canadian context and
accessing, understanding and acquiring resources effectively.

When the participants returned home (Phase C), they began implementing their
project plans, often adapting and integrating the project into the Caribbean context
where
necessary.

It was found in thls study that those participants who consulted staff and clients, had
a project advisory committee, had support of the "system" for their project,
modified their

plans accordingly and were more successful in implementing their projects than
those who

did not consult.

In order for technology to be effectively transferred from one culture to another, the
technology must be 'translated" so that it will fit into the user's culture.
A new technology

is usually designed to solve problems within the culture that created the technology.
Both
the context that existed in the development of that technology, as well
as the context of where

that technology will be transferred to, must be considered when adapting
it.

The IMAP model is designed to focus participants' attention on considering
both
contexts. t earning the Canadian context is facilitated by the Canadian partners
who are seen
as keys that unlock the door to greater opportunities

for exchange, with a wide circle of

contacts and sources of information.
The Canadian partners 'Tnterpreted" the technology and its contexts
for the participants

by revealing the underlying factors that contributed to the way in
which it was developed and/
or used' This 'Tnterpretation" was seen as important to the participants
in this study because
knowing about the æchnology is not enough. As one participant
put it: 'It is not that we cannot

read' Yes we can' But...every information has a context...you need
to know those underlying
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factors and subtleties in order to be able to use most foreign information appropriately
to solve

your problem"
The Canadian partners were generally open about both their successes and failures
with the Ûechnology, which served to de-mystify and de-standardizetheuse of
the technology.

By allowing participants to learn of their failures with the technology and how
they solved
them, the Canadian partners enabled the participants to learn from their mistakes
and to leam

how problem-solving techniques can be used in adapting the technology. phase
B activities
also required the Caribbeans to explore their own contexts to a greater extent
than they did

dunng Phase A activities, through a process of reflective analysis.
In phase C of the IMAP model, the resources that were obtained in Canada
were to
be adapted for use in the project context.

8.6 Outcomes and Benefits of

IMAp

The IMAP was designed to facilitate the transfer of management
expertise from
Canada to the Caribbean. Both the Caribbean and Canadian
counterparts who took part in

this programme reported that they have learned through the programme.
IMAp research
revealed that in addition to leaming there are numerous outcomes

of the programme,

including possible benefits relating to the PTC of the participants
and the societal ûechnological

capacity of the two participating societies.
Caribbean participants were able to build PTC (attitudes of
management excellence,

aptitudes to change, skills and expertise to seek acquire, and
use technology to identify and
address their needs and that of their societies). This capacity
was achieved through the
acquisition and application of management expertise rvhich
led to improved job performance
and leadership skills, enabled IMAP alumni to provide
training on acquired expertise to
colleagues and subordinates and resulted in project implementation.

At fhe same time, the benefits of the IMAP have been sustained and
expanded through
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institution building. This has been achieved through the development of related societal
technological capacity in the Caribbean in the form of Island Based Committees and the
International Management Associates Network, with its Resource Steering Committee.
Island Based Committees were established to provide information and coordination on
each

of the participating islands. They, in turn, related to the IMAN, the regional network of the

IMAP alumni, which served

as the primary

link with MIM.

The IMAN was formed in 1985 by the graduates of the first two IMAP programmes
to enable them to network and exchange ideas across the region. As a result, a
structure was

put in place in the Caribbean that enabled each alumnus to be locally, regionally
and
internationally connected to their work and to plan and carry-out future projects.

As Figure 8.1 indicates, the programme structure in the Caribbean consists of the

IMAN, which, through its resource

steering committee, relates to the Island Based Committees

representing the ten participating Caribbean countries . The island based committees
provide

suPport to the individual Canbbean participants who form partnerships
with Canadians

linking the Caribbean structure with the Canadian.
In addition to the development of
expand the benefits of the IMAP has led

a programme structure, the

to

efforts to sustain and

the establishment of training resource producing

centres that provide IMAP alumni with materials required for their
training of colleagues and

subordinates' A small projects fund has also been created to support
projects initiated by

alumni.

8.7 verifying the partnership Exchange:
Component five of the IMAP -

A

IMAp canadian case

one-week visit from the Canadian partner - is

described in a study titled th¿ Canadian case Analysls (see
Appendix B). The case examined

if

the exchange that took place in the IMAP process dealt
with the proposirion that if, in fact,

the IMAP was an effectively designed and implemented exchange
programme, then the
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Canadian partners would acquire learning through their participation
in the IMAp process.

According to the research, it was found that Canadian participants generally
learned
before and during their sojourns (table 3); learning occurred primarily
through exchange with

their partners (table 4); acquired learning was applied in personal life
and in sociefy generally

(tablelO); limited time," not knowing adequately their partner's
working environment,,,
"focusing mainly on contributing" and "lack of adequaûe preparation,, were
major constraints
to learning (table 8);having partnership support and adequate preparation
promoted learning

(table 4)' Those who learned and applied their learning
did so through focused culture
learning and could aftenvards identify what they had learned and
how they could apply it in
Canada; and that many Canadians identified a need for a network
that would enable past

IMAP participants to maintain and establish linkages with the Caribbeans.

8.8 canadian societar technorogicar capacity for

IMAP

The IMAP would not have been successfully implemented without
the necessary
societal technological capacity in canada for its design and
implementation. The canadian

(structural/organizational) components of IMAP consisted
of GIDA, MIM, the Manitoba
Public Service Commission and those of the provinces of Saskatchewan
and Ontario. CIDA
provided the policy and programme framework for the IMAP
through its Management for
Change Program and funding.

MIM played

several key roles as the executing agency and programme
coordinator

which included: a) designing the IMAP with caribbean inpur;
b) overseeing all aspects of the
IMAP;c) working closely with canadian provincial public service commissions
to identify
and select canadian participants; d) facilitating the partnering
of canadians and caribbeans;
e) serving as the primary liaison with caribbean governments,Island
Based committees, and

the International Management Associates Network (IMAN);
and

l)

workrng with the

Regional steering committee of the IMAN to secure additional
CIDA funding for IMAp
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related components.
The Canadian civil service commissions worked with

MIM

and various government

departments to identify and match prospective programme candidates.

As Figure 8.1 indicates, the Canadian programme structure is composed of CIDA,

which relates directly to MIM, which in turn relates to the Canadian participants through
public service commissions and government departments. The participants through their
partnerships with their Caribbean counterparts links the Canadian structure to that of the
Caribbean.

8.9 Conclusion

The review of the IMAP Caribbean Case Study served two purposes. Firstly, it
validated the proposed HRD-U for ITT model. Secondly,

it

generated suggestions for

improving the programme and for producing of a generic model for similar managemenr
training programmes elsewhere.

The validation of the model related to the similarities found between the model
(consisting of two technological and cultural different systems, phases, stages and activities),
as well as the approach used with the model and the organizational framework

(lTT structure)

required for its operationalization. Similar to the model the IMAP involved two cultural
systems, the Caribbean and Canada. Its process consisted of three phases, before, during and

after the sojourn. Within each phase the process consisted of groups of activities similar to

the model's stages such as; strategic preparation (Phase A), acquisition and provision of

information

(Phase B), and application of acquired information (phase

c).

The approach used by participants in the IMAP, as suggested for the HRD-U for ITT

model, was collaborative exchange. Through this approach, Caribbeans and Canadians
converged in partnerships to address a common problem by giving, taking and learning
from
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one another. Similar to the organizational framework proposed for the model, the ITT
structures in the IMAP linked partners internationally and through inter-connected outlets
and provided access to all active and past Caribbean participants to information, resources

and support.

The validation of the HRD-U for ITT model, its approach and organizational
strucfure, paves the way for its use for designing and refining similar management training
programmes as the IMAP, in different situations and contexts.

CHAPTER NINE
CONVERGENCE OF IED AND IWD FOR ITT ACTIVITIES
Towards a Generic HRD-U Model
Chapter Nine presents a case study which was used to rate
important ITT activities in IED and IWD processes, and to test
the similarity between both the processes and their activities;
and to confirm the existence of a generic HRD-U for ITT
model. The discovery of a generic content framework of
HRD-U for ITT is also discussed.

....innovating is not the same as inventing, though the terms are often used
interchangeably. Inventions based on reseaÌch findings are a prerequisite to
innovating. But one innovates in the dynamic world by changing his daily mode of
operation based on new knowledge. The innovator, who is more likely to be a
practitioner than a researcher, is involved in the process of installing an invention
and in doing so makes substantial adaptations and modifications (Hearn,lg72, p.
3s8).
During the course of our work we discovered our greatest strength: the ability
and capacity to undertake technical tasks. But we also quickly discovered that
however innocent, technical tasks constitute a philosophical position, a political
stand. It therefore became necessary to retrace our steps to the philosophical and
political sources of our work. In this we wanted to be masters of both theory and
practice; of action and reflection - believing that practice without theory is blind, and
theory without practice is meaningless (wangoola, in Leger, r99oa, p. 4).

9.1 Introduction
The conceptualization of ITT in this study suggests that the linkage concept (Chapter

2) is the most suitable mechanism for ITT, which is based on the HRD-U approach. The
linkage concept (Havelock and Havelock,1973;Rogers, 1983) was developed into the HRD-

U model proposed in this study (Chapter 4). To identify and isolate the inrer-related stages
in the HRD-U linkage mechanism(s) of and forlTT became the purpose of the HRD-U model
design (Chapter 6). This led to the grouping of the activities which were derived from the

description of the HRD-U model (Chapûers 7 and

8).

The model description involved
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therefore, the identification and grouping of the specific ITT activities in the conceptualized

IED and IWD mechanisms for ITT. The importance of these activities for ITT were assessed
through surveys of IED and IWD programme process administrators at WUSC, as reported

in this chapter.

9.2 Purpose of Study

At least two Purposes motivated the case study at WUSC. One was to assess how well
(the extent to which) the stages identified in the IED and IWD linkage processes (stages
isolated in this HRD-U model) reflected actual IED and IWD programme practices. The
other purpose was to get WUSC respondents' feedback related

to five specific

objectives

which included:
1) assessing the degree of importance of each of the

ITT activities identified in the

IED and IWD processes;
2) suggesting the activities that are important to ITT in IED and IWD processes;
3) identifying the similarities and differences between IED and IWD in rhe HRD-U
process, in the various activities that are carried-out at the various stages of the

HRD-

U model;
4) verifying and proposing rhe finar framework of the HRD-U model
(description of the phases, stages and activities); and
5) making recommendations and suggestions regarding the generic activities necessary

to bring-about effective ITT, based on the HRD-U approach to ITT.

9.3 Propositions
Several propositions guided this research. They are:
1) The identified stages

in the IED and IWD linkage mechanisms theory are similar
to those which are being used in IED and IWD programme processes (practice).
This
reflects the theory-practice integration characteristic of the model. It also
reflects the
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model's framework, if its stages follow that of cross-cultural adaptation when
integrated with study or work activities as proposed here, based on Martin (1988).
2) There are specific activities that are important to ITT at each of the stages of the
(IED and IWD) linkage mechanism for ITT. This was to verify the HRD-U approach
to ITT (CIDA, 1987:. Havelock and Havelock, 1973; Jolly, 1974, Meals, 1980;
Wallender, 1979).
3) Activities which are important to ITT at any of the stages of the IED process are
also important to ITT at a colresponding stage in the IWD process. In other words,
there is no substantial difference between IED and IWD in the type of activities that
are important for effective ITT in each of the corresponding stages of the HRD-U
model for ITT.

4) Activities at opposite stages of the IED and IWD processes are similar. This
implies that re-entry is similar to departure (l-ewis, and Jungman, 1986; Martin,
te84).
Three of these applied to the WUSC case study. The first proposition was included
to verify the concept of convergence of IED and IWD activities leading to the suggestion of
a generic HRD-U model (Pilotta and Widman, 1983).

In addition to the WUSC study, a comparative analysis of this model with the China/
Canada Human Development Training Programme (CCHDTP) at WUSC was also carried

out. The analysis was conducted to test theory (the HRD-U for ITT model) against practice
(the CCHDTP) in order to identify similarities and differences in their processes.

9.4 Practice Against Theory: Comparison of the HRD-U for

ITT Model to the

CCHDTP
The purpose of the collaborative analysis of the model in relation to rhe CCHDTp IED
process was to compare the two frameworks to identify the similarities and differences in the

concepfualizations and descriptions of phases, stages and activities. The analysis was carried
out with hvo programme managers, following the presentation and discussion of the HRD-U
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for ITT Model, during the data collection seminar at WUSC. The discussants took part in the
seminar/interview.
The programme managers who discussed "the applicability of the theoretical HRD-

U model presented" (to the WUSC group) to the CCHDTP provided the following summary:

we found that the model presented by Mr. Etuk parallels the design
of the ccHDTP in that the model's identified stages correspond to
existing mechanisms in the ccHDTp design. In discussing deviations
in a participant's progression through the stages, we noted that
problems did arise in the model's application. we discussed the
possibility of refining our alumni involvement with those chinese
professionals who are preparing for canada in order to enhance our
existing pre-departure mechanism. we thank Mr. Etuk for his
suggestions to create a field specific "professional pen pal network"
which begins before departure and continues throughout a chinese
professional's stay in canada; and to help improve communication
between the parricipant and his unit in china (wusc meeting,
Summary of Discussions, April 25, 1991, p. t).
The assessors added that "From an administrative viewpoint

it

was interesting to

examine a theoretical model that so closely paralleled the CCHDTp design" (p. 3).
Thus the

framework of the theory (IED for ITT model) reflects practice very closely.
The comparative analysis of the CCHDTP and the HRD-U for ITT model showed
that

the stage based structure of the HRD-U model is not far from what is being
carried-out in

practice. The China-Canada IED programme was the most articulated and probably
the most
developed HRD-U programme managed by WUSC at the time of this study,
April-May,
1991. Given the number of people involved and its diversification (Simpson and
Sissons,
1989), it could in fact be the most developed HRD-u programme in canada.

9.5 Case Study Method and procedures
Data for this case study was obtained primarily through face-to-face on-site
group and

individual interviervs, seminar/discussions and a written questionnaire with a group
of
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respondents in

collection

April, 1Ð1. The researcher-designed questionnaires were used for

the data

.

9.6 Findings

An analysis of the questionnaire responses reveals that many of the ITT activities
identified and rated by respondents are important to ITT and are similar to varying degrees
in both the IED and IWD processes. This similarity indicates a set of ITT activities which
can
be considered to be "generic" (common to both IED and
process for

ITT model

ITT.

IWD mechanisms) in the HRD-U

These generic activities are used to suggest a core of activities for a ,,general,,

based on

HRD-U. At the

same time, there are several activities which were

identified to be important to ITT in either the IED or IWD process only, but not in both.
Thus,

from the findings of this study, a "general" and "comprehensive" model of HRD-U based
ITT
can be said to have evolved from this study.
The comprehensive HRD-U model comprises the common or generic ITT activities.

This generic model can be adapted for application in the specific cases of IED
and IWD to

include those ITT activities which are important to ITT in one, but not the other
of the
panicular HRD-U based mechanisms for ITT. With some adaptations, the
evolved model can

also be applied in ITT programming involving intercultural systems, industrial
ization,
international development and international education.

9.7lED and IWD programme Managers'perceptions study
This report of findings from the study of managers' perceptions includes
the context
and issues from which the activities were drawn (from

IA,IED

and IWD

primarily). It also

includes the implications of the findings to this particular study and to
the general field of
intercultural HRD-U for ITT. The report is organized according ro the
stages (1-3; 4-g; and
9-11) within the corresponding phases (A, B, and c) respectively.
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9.7.1 Phase A: Foundation Buitding
The first phase of the IED or IWD process consists of three srages which occur before
the participants depart from their societies. During this phase participants build the foundation

for their study or work experiences in cultures other than their own. They do this by learning
about themselves, their own and host societies, and by designing a framework to guide their
study or work and other actions.

This stage enables individuals to assess themselves and their societies as global
development contributors. Participants set goals for their experience abroad and determine
how it will benefit them, both during and after their sojourn.
This is the first stage in preparing for an IED or IWD sojourn. It is when individuals
develop a sense of who they are and what they and their societies need (Goulet, 1975)
and
have to offer to others.

During a panel interview/discussion in 1989, for the development of the IED (HRD-

U) model, Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE) panelists felt that students

from developing countries who are in Canada to study for work in their own countries,
"should know what they want". They should also "know where their society is going.
They
should be able to tell us what their needs are so that we can help them get what will
be useful

for them and their society" contended the panelists. This view concurs with that of L-adaga
and Hopkins, (1987).

Rogers (1983) suggests that students who have defined their needs are able
to ask
questions, which enable them to obtain answers that are useful to meet their
needs. Needs

identified at home and the variables in the home context that will affect the application
of
acquired learning, must be shared with programme designers. Such sharing
is important

if

students desire to acquire learning (knowledge and skills) that are relevant
to their situation

and appropriate for the contexts to which they will return to work (I-adaga
and Hopkins,
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T987). Court (1979) feels that international education should be related direcrly to the
development needs of the students' own societies. To ensure such relevance, students have
to know the needs of their own societies adequately and build their study programmes upon
such needs.

A role for the students' home government in this context, Court (1979) suggests,

is

the identification of their development needs and priorities. Another role is makrng what has

been identified available and accessible to students before departure for study in other

cultures. The necessity to identify needs and set goals, therefore, appears to be one of the
most important starting activities (points) in

will

l)

designing relevant study programmes, that

meet those identified development needs, and 2) solving developmental problems.

Linking study programmes in other cultures to the work situation is necessary for
building professional continuity from "home" to school and relating studies to needs in order
to facilitate successful professional reintegration (Limbird, 1989). Those students who do
not relate their studies to their work situation have difficulty acquiring what will serve their
Purposes adequaÛely. They tend to acquire not only what is not

really needed, but also what

might not be readily applicable (Kone, IgtØ;). Often, they also attempt to "transplanr"
Western culture and technology to contexts that may not be receptive to those types of
transfers at that point in time (L-ackey, 198r; cooper, 19g3; Kaplan, l9g3).

Knowing the cultural context of the ûechnology acquired is important not only to the
acquisition but also to appropriate transfer and application of such acquired technologies

(Kaplan, 1983; Pilotta and Widman, 1983). Adults learn well through problem-solving
techniques and acculturation (Gullahorn and Gullahom, 1963). Identifying and building
study projects enables IED participants to function in the problem-solving mode (Havelock
and Havelock,1973).

Activities for the first stage of the IED model were derived from these and other issues
and contentions in the IED field. Similar issues relating to the knowledge of receivers'
needs
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and context were also identified in IWD for programming to effect successful ITT.
Programming based on both the participants' own and societal needs and contexts were
deemed necessary in bringing-about effective ITT.

Activities included in the first and second stages of the IED and IWD models relate

to this necessary knowledge of both the producers' and the users' needs, resources and
contextual variables that are likely to affect successful ITT (Persaud, 1981). The importance

of these activities and the appropriateness of the stages in which those activities occur, were
assessed. Tables T and2 contain these activities and the responses of the interviewees (see

Appendix B). Except for one iæm each in the IED and IWD processes, respondents indicated
that all six identified areas of activities in IED and seven in IWD were important for ITT.

They also felt that the "stage description" for each case was accurate.

The first of these stages pertains to participants assessing themselves and their
societies as global development contributors and beneficiaries, setting goals for their
exchange experience in another culture and determining how that experience

will benefit

them both during and after their sojourn. Activities considered important at this stage include

participants'self-assessment, both personal and professional, and in some cases, others,
(personal and professional) assessment of the participanl Sponsors, institutions and applicable
agencies are responsible for such assessments. Participants setting goals for their

IWD participation

was judged to be important for effective

ITT. Therefore,

IED or

goal-setting

directs and guides programming, practice and evaluation of the IED or IWD experience and

its processes.
Participants in ITT need to determine how the IED/IWD participation and experiences

will "fit into" their lives and benefit them and their societies.
managers considered this activity to be important for

ITT in the

Programme officers and

case of

IED, but remained

undecided as to the importance of this activity for ITT in the IWD process.
Respondents felt that it is not as important for IWD participants to identify and assess
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their societies' contexfual factors, level of technology, problem-solving approaches, assets,
resources, opportunities and needs, even though this would enable them to make the
best

of

opportunities obtainable through their IED and IWD parricipation (pilotta & Widman, 19g3;

Adler, 1975).
IED and IWD participants' assessment of their societies' liabilities and constraints
was indicated as "tending towards" importance (more) than unimportance. While
nearly
60%ò

of the participants felt this activity is important for ITT in both IED and IWD processes,

about one quarter of the respondents remained undecided. Two respondents did
not offer

opinions with respect to this activity.

It was felt that participants need to discuss their projects for technology acquisition
and deposition with knowledgeable and interested individuals and groups.

This activity is

considered important for effective ITT in the IWD process. Though not specifically
examined in the IED process, there is no reason that such discussion would
not be important
also in the IED process. Such discussions enable the IED and

IWD participants to clarify their

goals, benefit from the past experiences of others and to develop their
strategies as necessary

(Rogers, 1983; I'adaga & Hopkins,lggT).

Stage 2: Knowledge of Other Societies
Based on their goals and individual assessment of self and home society,
participants
search for prospective appropriate institutions for study and/or work in
selected societies...once

the institution and society have been selected, participants analyzethe
contextual setting

the potential host society and identify what
successfully.

will

of

be required to reside and study/work

Having as much knowledge of the society to which IED and IWD participants
are to
go enables the participants to plan their participation experiences properly
(Rogers, 19g3).

CBIE (1989) suggests that prospective students need to know about the
education system in
the country in which they plan to study. Knowledge of the culture
and practices in the
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poÛential host society in relation to one's

own is an important

area of activity that affects the

proper acquisition and application of previously learned, and currently acquired skills and
knowledge, affects intercultural adjustment and adaptation

Gritzner (1980) is of the opinion that one of the causes of ineffective ITT is that
producers send technology which recipients do not understand adequaûely

ûo

societies whose

cultures the producers don't understand. What is suggested for ITT participants is to attempt

to understand the cultural and æchnological contexts of both parties sufficiently (pilotta &

Widman, 1983; Scott-Stevens, 1987). This is important for (the) purposes of linking
technological charactenstics to the culture of the recipient (Audirac and Beaulieu, 19g6).

Interfacing cultural and technological variables enables participants to achieve proper
personal integration and that

of the introduced ûechnology into the recipient's culture,

without adversely affecting themselves and/or the culture and environment of the receiver.
Knowledge of both the cultural and technologrcal variables in the producers' and recipients,
societies helps participants to carry-out effective preparation for and practices of
and Widman, 1983)' Planning with this knowledge gives

ITT (pilotta

ITT the best possible chance for

success.

Activities which are drawn from the description of this stage were all conclusively
important to ITT or were judged by respondents to be tending toward importance
rather than

toward unimporrance. (Refer to Table 2 in Appendix B).
Thus, over 607o of respondents agreed that, for both IED and IWD, the following
areas of activities were important to ITT: (1) Participants' identification
of prospective

learning or work institutions and the societies' contexts. These are societies
which require
their skills and from which they can obtain learning that will meet the needs
of their own
societies; (2) Participants' identification of information sources related to those
prospective
societies; and (3) Participants' acquisition of specific information
related to the selected

learning or work institutions and the society of sojourn.
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Respondents marked tending towards importance in IED for

ITT but not in IWD, is

participants' establishment of resource contacts related to the prospective societies - culture

and studyiwork setting. "Participants' assessment of prospective societies' contextual
factors (social, cultural, economic, political eúc.), level of technology, problem-solving
approaches, assets, resources, opportunities and needs" is important to ITT in

IWD but only

tending towards importance in IED. This same response rating applies to "participants'
assessment of prospective societies' liabilities and constraints".

Important to ITT in IED but only tending towards that status in IWD is "participants'

selection of learning or work institution in the prospective host society or counterpart
associate, and identification of academic advisor or work partner from the selected learning/

work institution."
The activities that were considered to be only tending towards importance in IED
were so judged because

it

was difficult for IED participants to carry-out those activities

before arriving in the host society and institution. While this argument is plausible,
counsellors to IED participants in Canada and the USA have found that the more foreign
students understand the constraints in their potential study setting, the more able they are to

face-up to, and live with these constraints. Their expectations tend to become a little more

realistic. Also, they tend to develop strategies to deal with those constraints and demand less

time from their advisors and counsellors, compared to those who have no previous
knowledge of their IED institutional context and societal factors.

The description of this stage was rated to be accurate for IED, but only tending
towards being so for IWD. This response is understandable in light of the emphasis in the
description of the need for participants to search for their own IED and IWD institutions and
analysis of such contexts.
These responses confirm the importance of IED participants doing some "homeworp'

to enhance their knowledge of the host society before departure from home, so that they are
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not too surprised at what difficulties they may experience. In their responses, participants
appear to judge such preparation to be important for IWD participants.

If IED participants

do not have adequate analysis of the situation at home and the context of the host society, then

their exchange potential will, to some extent, be hampered by lack of adequate knowledge,
at least during the early stages of the sojourn.

In

the IWD process, participants' establishment of resource contacts, related to the

prospective societies, and their selection of their work settings and partners, are only tending

towards importance in

IWD. This, according to the respondents, is due to the fact that

placement of IWD participants is based on the need of the recipient society. Thus, all IWD
participants simply either accept or reject such offers. They do not choose the situation on
their own. The agency responsible for placement, executing agencies (such as CIDA), takes
care of arrangements for the

IWD participants.

Findings in this study show that cunently placement as described by the correspondents

is arranged-for by agencies. However, there is an increasing trend in individuals exploring
various other options for their IWD experiences. Intercultural work is gradually becoming

more like intercultural business.

It is being carried-out

through linkages, contacts and

networking. Most enterprising participants are no longer waiting for the agencies to search
for placement opportunities for them, but take their own initiative.
People are taking steps to do for themselves what agencies had been doing in the past.

As well, there are recent programmes established to enable participating individuals or
grouPs to Pursue their chosen IWD experiences through small project development and
support funds. Among these are CIDA's Professional Awards Programme, administered by

CBIE. This programme

encourages and supports individuals to develop their own

IWD

projects for funding consideration through the agency. One important requirement of this

programme is the identification of potential host country partners and evidence of their
support. The US Peace Corps runs a prqect fund for Peace Corps Alumni

ûo

develop pro1ects
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that bring them back to their previous host or other societies.

This research shows that these individual efforts and agency programmes for IWD
are likely to be increasing in the future. Many agencies, such as CUSO, are experiencing a

fall in the traditional IWD participant work placements in other cultures. Current placement
relates to project design and implementation for development. In this, counterparts are
essential for effective exchange through collaborative and participatory approaches. The
future holds that participants will take steps to seek their own IWD placement, either directly

through their networks or through development projects involving counterparts in the two

participating societies. MIM's (Manitoba Institute of Management) Caribbean project,
reported

in the previous chapter is one of

these evolving new programmes. As the

requirements to meet personal, career, societal and host country needs increase, the need for
establishing host country contacts and counterparts will increase accordingly.

Activities at Stages

I

and 2 usually occur before

formal pre-departure orientation

which includes briefing and structured cross-cultural training sessions often organizedby
development agencies and training institutions. These activities are being recognized and

built into IED and IWD process programming by various agencies. For example,

the

Manitoba and North Western Ontario office of CUSO (CUSO MANWO) has recently
produced a "Pre-Orientation

The kit is produced

for

Kit" (1988) for potential participants in its IWD programmes.

potential participants and congratulates and suggests to (enjoins,

assures) "applicants" that:

...you are beginning a process that will likely lead to one of the most
memorable, rewarding and educational experiences of your life:
preparing to live and work overseas for hvo years. The better prepared
you are for your assignment the more likely you will make the most
of the experience, both in terms of benefit to yourself and in terms of
the work that you do (tigchelaar, 19gg, Letter).

The address adds that "although CUSO", fhe NGO adminisæring the IWD programmes

"invests considerable resources and energy
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in

facilitating that

preparation through structured events and provision of informãtional
materials, the most important preparation witt be the activitíes you
undertake yourself (emphasis mine). ultimately it will be your own
attitudes and efforts which deúermine how well prepared you are when
you arrive at your assignment. The purpose of the kit is to provide
di rection to y our s e If- pr ep ar atíon (emphasis mine) (f i gchelaar,
1 9gg,
Lener).

The kit designed by CUSO contains resources and some debriefing information
which describes the sponsoring NGO's "expectations ofl'and "responsibilities
to,, applicants.

It also provides information about the organization itself the philosophy,
aims, programmes,
structures, potential and constraints "within a regional and global
perspective,,. The
interesting aspect of this kit is that it is to be used

by 'applicants' for I'wD, not only those

who are already in the IWD programme and is intended to build a basis
for participation.
While the contents of this kit

will

vary, its necessity cannot be disputed. Carrying out

these and similar activities prepares participants to optimize
the benefits of their structure

orientations and consequently their participation

in IWD. In addition to enabling the

acquisition of knowledge. The kit's activities also promote introspection
question-raising,

for which answers will be sought at the orientation.
As well, the kit calls on and enables potential IWD participants to,,think
of', and plan
their re-entry into and application of acquired leaming

in

their own societies even before they

begin the process of living and working in another curture.
such a kit is necessary and can be equally useful for IED
and any other participants

in ITT.

Stage 3: Framework Design
Based on their knowledge aboui themselves, their professions,
and their own and
potential host societies, participants design a preliminary
framework of operation. This
framework, which consists of participants' assumptions, góals
and plans, will guide them
technology exchange agents.

as
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Stage 3 of the

IED/IWD model is when participants learn and develop straûegies for

and begin the process of, integrating cultural and technological variables from the two
cultures in order to facilitate effective

ITT. At

this stage, participants have access to resource

people with additional and valid information for developing tentative plans for their study or

work in the host cultures. They acquire both general information about living and working
in other cultures, and specific information about the culture to which they are going where
they are going.
Stage 3 is an "orientation" stage which involves information gathering, goal clarification

and strategy-development. In contrast to the previous two stages in which participants
assessed themselves and gathered

information, in Stage three participants are trained. There

are various aspects of training that need ûo be carried-out at this stage, which include training

to

explore the host society to search for, acquire and retrieve relevant úechnology and to apply

one's own technology in the host society. For IED participants emphasis must be placed on
the acquisition aspect, and for IWD the emphasis should be on the adaptation, integration and

application of technology, with the host society being the primary consideration. Training
must be provided to enable participants to serve

as "exchange"

agents rather than just

"givers" or "receivers" of technology and as ambassadors ([.ee, 1981). Since stereotyping
and ethnocentrism are important concerns in cross-cultural ITT and training,'debunking'

prejudice, stereotypes, and ethnocentrism is an important element.

Motoko Lee, who has produced very important research on the needs of IED
participants studying in the USA ([.ee, Abd-Ella, and Burks, 19æ), suggests thar preparation

for IED participants needs to include departure. This involves placing "some emphasis on
building a sense of ambassadorship in incoming students. With a sense of ambassadorship,

I

hope their self-image

will be better than what my data suggests" (Lee, 1989, personal

communication). [æe (1981) found that foreign students in the USA have a very low self
image. This is due probably to their "receiver" or "taker/acquisitor" orientation rather than
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that of a giver and receiver (exchange) agents. Many IED participants feel they are in schools

(in their host societies) to receive (as beggars from the developing nations) and really have
nothing to offer.
The opposite is the case with IWD participants. This group generally considers itself

if not as "experts",

then at least as those who have "uery little to take home" or learn from

the host society. This orientation is based on the unidirectional approach to
been the paradigm predominantly used in the

I'IT, which

has

ITT field.

The activities included in Stage 3 were designed to obtain information on the
necessity of carrying out ITT programming based on the exchange approach - a two-way flow

of development inputs and information, technology and cultural integration.

All six areas of activities

were judged to be important or tending to be important for

both IED and IWD (Refer to Table 3, Appendix B). Those that were considered important

(with at least6OVo response and above) in both IED and IWD processes were: "participant's
underøking of intercuhural adjustment, communication, ûechnology exchange, appreciation
and sensitivity training and orientation"; and, "Participant's identification of constraints and
appropriate problem-solving techniques". There were some differences in what the respondents

felt about the importance of many of the activities at this stage to either IED or IWD.
"Participant's matching of his/her talents, skills and other resources to the needs of the
selected societSz" was important to IWD (atSO7o),but only ûending towards being so for IED

(with

a 587o response

in the neutral category and.42Vo in the positive [important] category).

Important for IED, but only tending toward being so for IWD, were the activity areas of:
"Participant's development of a plan of action for developing his/her talents and acquiring
the skills and resources to meet the needs of the selected societ¡2" and "for learning from the
selected society".

In the IWD process, respondents felt that while the development of such plans may
be necessary

for effective ITT, it is usually done at a later stage in the process, when the
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participants arrive in the host society. As such, respondents felt developing a plan at this stage

was premature and unrealistic,

but

needed

to be done in context with host country

counterparts and supervisors. The strength of this view is well brought out in response to
activities of the next stage. The conæntion in this study is that planning should begin as early
as possible, and that such pre-planning

will make a difference.

Participants undertaking training to dispel stereotypical mind sets and to function as

approPriate representatives (ambassadors)

of their societies was indicated to be fairly

important to IWD, but only tending towards being so in the IED process. The definition of
the stage (reproduced above) was judged to be accurate for IED and tangentially so for IWD.

This response is interpreted as reflecting the novelty of the notion of "reciprocal learning"
and "exchange" for IWD programming. The activities identified are based on the notion

of

reciprocity and mutual exchange, which is a yet undeveloped area in IWD, whlle it has been
programmed for fairly well in IED (for example, Mestenhauser's l-earning with Foreign
Students). When these activities are included for IWD, they

will provide an additional

dimension. Also, when IWD participants (rather than the agencies) are allowed to be more
involved in the front end of the planning process for work in other cultures, NGO progftrmme
officers will begin to define the process differently. As IWD participants have a greater voice
in the programme, they will take more responsibility for their actions and programme officers

will

serve mainly as facilitators.

A

Japanese participant at a workshop on the development

of this HRD-U model

(Etuk, 198? stated that it is important for IED a¡d IWD participanrs to do adequate (a lot of)
"üablework before fieldwork". By this, he meant carrying out the necessary preparation at
home before a participant arrives in the host society. As the CUSO manual for pre-orientation

activities illustrates, this aspect of the IED/IWD processes is becoming recognized by
programme developers.
Stages

I, 2 and 3, therefore, were designed to enable participants to effectively
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prepare before they leave for the host society. Stage 1 involves the participants leaming
about
themselves and their society. Stage 2 involves the participant learning about their prospective
host society. Stage 3 involves the participants integrating Stage 7 and,Zto derive a framework

(guidelines,plan) for performance in the field. This third stage begins the process of societal,
technological and cultural integration. Stages 1 to 3 form the first of three phases
of the
model, and occur before the sojourner leaves for the host society.

9.7 .2 Phase

B: Technolog¡r Integration

This second phase of the HRD-U for ITT model's process represents the period of
sojourn in the host society. It is composed of five stages which occur while participants
are

in the host societies. During this phase, the participants

assess the appropriateness

of their

study or work framework upon arrival. They create, implement and evaluate their
academic

or professional action plans for acquiring and applying technology to produce goods
and
services in the host society. They also prepare themselves for effective
re-entry into their
home societies.

Stage 4: Landing
Upon arrival, participants verify the appropriateness of their guiding framework
and
information about the education/work institution and host society. Based
on their assessment,
they determine how best to function as exchange agents.

This is a stage where the apprehension and excitement of the pre-departure
phase is
gradually brought to a level that enables effective functioning
in the new setting. Networking
begins here. organizations have used various mechanisms/approaches
to achieve this. Some

conduct language training; others carry out socio-cultural training;
still others do both and

more' For students, academic orientation is usually beneficial. Introduction
to life in the
society in general and living and working in various sectors
and institutions in the society,
is usually part of these orientation and training sessions.
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All

the activities identified for this stage as shown in Table 4 (Appendix B) were

considered important for both the IED and IWD processes. The activities include: participants

meeting with their academic advisors (in the case of students) and partners or counterparts

(in the case of development workers), to explore and confirm information about each other
and the appropriateness of the matching. As programmes are now carried out, it is not always

feasible to find suitable partners and counterpaß for development workers. While graduate
students are expected to, and usually do have an identified advisor, undergraduate studies do

not always include such provisions. This model advocates partnership and advisory support
persons for all IED and

IWD participants.

Activities in this stage include participants and advisors or partners confirming the
participants' matching and utilization of their talents, skills and other personal and societal
resources. These activities are designed to enable the participants to acquire, utilize and
disseminate technology in order

to

meet the well-defined needs, whether of the host or home

society. Here, participants also undertake intercultural adjustment, cross-cultural
communication, technology exchange, appreciation and sensitivity training and orientation.
Not all of these activities are carried out to the same extent and some are not camed out at
all. The findings of this study simply indicate what should be done in this area and that

it

is

important for effective ITT. Those activities that are not being carried out at this stage are
required and should not be left out.
Participants with the facilitation of the partner and supervisor, need to identify a
resouræ and support network to bring about successful implementation of their future action
plans. Respondents felt the definition of this stage for both IED and IWD is accurate, which

confirms that the activity areas are appropriate, though they may not be limited to only this
stage.
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Stage 5: Base Develop¡oent

Having established the realities of their own setting and determined how they are to
proceed, participants working with their partners from the host societies refine their
"operational framework".and strategies. They create their action plans and make necessary
adjustments for functioning effectively at study or work. Particìpants harness resources,
establish networks and begin the process of technology integration in eamest.

It

has been found that the first few weeks or months

of sojourn can be both very

exciting and traumatic. It is the period that can make or break the sojourn. Denny ( 1986) calls
the arrival stage the "first few months" in a new culture. This stage, following landing, has
been described as very important to the success of the IED or

IWD sojourn and in fact

has

been found to be critical in determining the effectiveness of the IED sojourn (CBIE, lggg).

It is at this stage that the sojourners, whether IED or IWD participant, establish their basis for
carrying out their own ITT functions.
During the arrival stage, the assistance and support which the ITT agents receive in
designing their own study or work programmes are crucial to the success of cross-cultural
sojourns for ITT. In IED, it has been suggesæd that a professor who has adequate knowledge

of a student's culture is more able to design academic programmes that are relevant to the
needs of that student (Moock, 1984). So the students needs to describe their own and societal

needs, as both are related to the IED experiences.

l-adaga and Hopkins (1987) have stressed

in

their Guidebook on professional

Integration of Foreign Students and Scholars the need for both faculty advisors and foreign
students' advisors to meet the needs of foreign students. They have also suggested strategies

which these advisors should utilize in performing their functions. Nonetheless, they added
that:

For these good things to happen, however, it is essential that students/
scholars take the responsibility to clearly present their needs to their
advisors. Persons who are reluctant to Communicate their special
needs and concems will face serious problems later on. This diåogue
is absolutely required before more effective programmes can be
developed, in the-future, to help foreign studenrsiholãrs to apply what
they have learned in the u.S. setting,lo the resolution of development
problems in the home country þ. i - ii).
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The authors add that "in essence, these endeavors must be viewed as a process
(original emphasis) requiring the untiring efforts of many persons over many years" (p. i i

i).
Very important for this exchange is the working relationship between the participant

and his or her supervisor, advisor, counúerpart or partner G-adagaand Hopkins, 1987; Rogers,

19æ). It is also suggesæd by inúerviewees in this study that, without established understanding
and a good relationship, the much desired exchange and sharing are not

likely to take place

adequately. Thus, in a cross-cultural exchange situation, the advisor/professors are learners
before they can be good advisors or teacher and students too are teachers first, in order to be

effective learners - able to acquire relevant learning that meets their own peculiar needs.
According to [.ee (1990, personal interview),

in IWD, by having

someone to assist

in interpreting information obtained from the host society (cultural, technological) and by
using the obtained information effectively, the process of ITT is made easier and much better

for the participant (MIM, 1%9). This relational approach to information sharing means that
the advisor, partner, or counterparts maintain a high degree of understanding to promote the

exchange. This coming together to exchange useful and beneficial information is the concept

of convergence (Rogers and Kincaid, 1981) for problem solving and goal satisfaction.
Convergence in this case implies people from two or more (donor and recipient) cultures

work together to achieve common or agreed upon goals and objectives (Pilotta and Widman,
1983).

Effective communication at this stage promotes exchange which is important for the
design of strategies for meeting immediate and long term needs in avoiding pitfalls in strategy

development and resource harnessing.

A

proper exchange relationship promotes the

development of appropriate plans for ITT programming that

will help to make up for

exigencies in the process.

Similar to, but much more involved than in stage four, activities for this stage were
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designed to reflect this student-advisor or participant-partner exchange relationship.
A
typical example is the suggested activity of collaborative self and professional assessment
and evaluation of plans. Since it is a fairly involved process, it is important that

the participant

and partner (advisor, counterpart, associaûe) have established a 'good relationship'. V/ith
that

understanding, collaboration and mutual exchanges are able to be achieved. Most of
the

activities at this stage, as in the previous, involve both the participant and partner..working

closely" together, both cognizant of the whole process of ITT.
Respondents felt that it was important that participant and partner continue to
identify

additional resources, contacts and opportunities as well as constraints. It was important
also
that participant and partner collaboratively refine the participants' "operational
framework,,
designed at home and refined during the previous stage. Here the partners also
design a plan

for technology acquisition and "deposition" (use and application). It is through this interactive

programming and problem-solving communication that adequate and proper
exchange
become possible.

Rated

IOOVo

important for ITT at were the activity areas involving participants' (and

where applicable, the partners') design of action plan for: utilizing identified
resources;

carrying out technology acquisition and deposition; managing constraints (for
example,
time);and exploring the community to identify host society's rechnology to
identify its types
and levels for proper integration refer to Table 5, Appendix B).

The plan is designed also for gaining knowledge of study or work institutions
and
participating in the wider society. Community exploration and participation
in the wider

society promote interaction with the host culture and greatly account
for .,overseas
effectiveness" (Kealey, 1990). This is important for ITT as respondents
in this study indicate.
Disseminating technology through training, information, and netrvorking
creates a multiplier
effect to ITT, and acquiring learning in the study/work context and
in the wider community
is an essential element of the ITT exchange process. Utilizing this acquired
technology at
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home society on return requires that the acquisition be carried out in light of needs and
changing conditions at home. Contacts and communication with home were identified to be
important for acquiring whatever technology is important and relevant for the home situation.
Thus, participants need to design action plans for communicating with their home
society for ITT input. The necessary inputs include identifying and acquiring resources from
outside of their home and host societies, as well as keeping abreast of changing conditions

to guide technology acquisition. The design of such a plan was felt to be important for ITT

in the IED process and only "tending to be important" in the IWD process. This is because

IWD programming does not emphasize learning through work. The emphasis is on solving
problems in the host society, often using the exogenous technology with which the IWD
participant arrived.

Apart from acquiring technology for application at home, learning helps the IWD
participant to alter and change the exogenous technology some to make it more suitable,
applicable, and acceptable in the host society. It is through practice follorving learning and

learning for practice (a simultaneous interaction of learning and practice) that cultural and
technological integration can most effectively result.
Respondents

felt that'participant's design of action plans for continuous self

assessment and reflection as well as supervisor's and colleagues assessment' was important

in the IED process. The importance of this area of activity was uncertain in the IWD process.
This response confirms the status quo, where IED programming is such that participants are
expected to acquire learning from the host society but not so for IWD participants. Generally,

while it is felt that it would be "nice" and useful for IWD participants to acquire learning, the
success of

IWD, unlike IED, is not measured in terms of acquisition but rather in terms of

deposition (that is, meeting development needs in the host society). Uncertainty

will

be

removed when the goals of IED and IWD align and become the "exchange" of technology,

instead of one party giving (only supplying) while the other is taking (only receiving)
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technology unidirectionally.
The response to item 41.4 in Table 1 (Appendix B) reflects this pervasive orientation

of unidirectional transfer rather than exchange of æchnology. It was felt important for the IED
participants to determine how their IED participation and experience will fit into their lives
and benefit them and their society. Respondents remained uncertain as to whether that was

important in IWD. The IED participants are expected to learn and bring something useful
back to their home society; the IWD participants are expecæd to give something useful to
the host societies.
Responses to

items and in Table 2 (Appendix B), point to this fact. While it was

considered important for IWD participants to assess prospective society's contextual factors,
etc., respondents were not so certain that it is important for IED. The same response pattem

applied to the assessment of prospective society's liabilities and concerns. These activities

all relate to the transfer of technology to the prospective host society by the student. IED
participants are not generally programmed ,,directly" to do so.

Activities relating to learning (acquisition of technology) from the host society were
considered important in the reverse order. Such activities were considered important
to IED,
but not quite so for IWD. Items 43.2 and 43.4 are learning items (refer to Table 3,
Appendix

B)' They are considered important to IED, but only tending towards being so for IWD.
Item

43.1 provides the opposite to this

response.

Participant's consultation with colleagues and knowledgeable others for information
on how to function effectively is felt to be important for both IED and IWD participants.

Therefore, participants working with their advisors and partners to define
their
operational frameworks and strategies to create action plans and harness required
resources
is an accurate description of what is important at this stage ($ - of establishing
an appropnate
basis for successful operation as a change and

ITT exchange agent.
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Stase 6: .A.cquisition/Denosition
Based on their refined operational frameworks and action plans, participants at this
stage implement and evaluate their strategies for (personal and technological) integration,

technology acquisition and deposition while maintaining active contact with their home
society.

This is the stage which Denny (1986) refers to as the "immersion phase". It follows
her "arrival stage", the "first few months in a new culfure". The first four to six weeks for IED

participants represents the first semester in a university. During this phase, the participant
receives orientation in the university and is involved with designing a programme that will
meet the goals and objectives established for the IED experience. Stage 6 is therefore the time
the participant is actively involved in the designed programme (Denny 1986). The parricipant
has already had "an advisor and a committee".

At this stage, "you (the participant) have the

opportunity to collect the kinds of information you will need as a working professional after

you return home. It is the time for building professional networks that will serve you
throughout your career" (Denny, 1986, p. Z).
l.adaga and Hopkins (1987) conceptualize this stage as part of the phase of "starting

from the time of arrival, and moving through the process of planning and implementing the
academic programme" (p. III-1). They contend

thal "Vital to the success of this phase is the

close-workrng relationship and exchange between the students/scholars and their advisors,,

(t adaga and Hopkins, 1987, p. III-1).
This period follows the one before the students leave home for study in another
culture. "The international student is advised to carry out" various activities beþre leaving
home (original emphasis). The identified activities are classified into: "essential activities;

establishing networks and linkages; reviewing current and future research needs; and
contacting key libraries and information specialists,' (p. III-1).

'Essential activities' relates to the appraisal of academic requirements, guidance on
course selection, and obtaining detailed instructions on logistical matters. Among others,

2&
essential activities include: preparing a tentative list of desired academic
and practical
courses, identifying the tentative major and minor subjects and preparing
a tentative list

of

thesis topics; and requesting that a ûentative academic advisor be assigned
before arrival at

the institution' contact should be made with the advisor, to whom a prepared
statement of

immediate educational objectives should be submitted. other submissions to
the advisor
include a description of ones character traits, career interests, and family background.
The participant is to: "inform the tentative academic advisor that responsibility
for
planning and adapting the academic/practical curricular will be shared,, (p.
III-1). There are
vanous activities which the students need to carry out with the assistance
of the advisor in
areas

of identifying

needed academic, practical and professional training before
leaving

home. The authors are of the opinion that: "This type of forehandedness
can ensure that an
academic/practical programme can be developed that is most appropriate
for home country
needs and for one's continuing professional development after
returning home,, (p.

III-1).

In the present HRD-U model, as l-adaga and Hopkins (1987) suggest,
it is assumed
that from Stages

I through 3 (before

leaving home) and at

4

and

5, both IED and IWD

participants have already tentatively planned and refined their
programmes as necessary.

As a result, the participant shourd

at

stage six, as Denny (19g6) suggests, be

"immersed" in the process of acquiring and using technology
for problem solving and
meeting needs as they arise. This is a stage of active exchange
and continuous networking,

which, of course, occurs throughout the whole process. The ITT
activities identified for this
stage are to foster this active exchange and networking.
Respondents felt that all of the eleven activities were important
for
degrees in the IED and

and

IWD by 6oclo

ITT to varying

IWD processes. Nine activities were felt to be important to both
IED

or more of the respondents . only two were dissimilar with
respect to their

importance to ITT in the IED and IWD processes. Ninety
percent (%vo)of the respondents

felt that "participant's exploration of the host society to identity its
needs, other forms of
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technology, resources and future opportunities" was important in IWD. Qnly 587o felt that
this activity was important in IED. The rest felt it was only somewhat so (important).

A contrary

response to the question regarding "exploration

obtained for "communication with home society".

of host society" was

All respondents felt that "participant's

communication with home society to assess needs and changes for the acquisition of required
technology from the host society and to enable effective reintegration" was important in IED

but not really so (important) in IWD. Responses varied regarding its importance in IWD.

Thitty percent (30Vo) of the respondents felt it was very or totally impor[ant, while an equal
percentage felt

it was not at all important or of very little importance to ITT. Forty percent

felt it was somewhat important. Given that spread, the importance or unimportance of this
activity for ITT in IWD programming at present is not yet certain. However, when ITT is seen
as a cyclical or circular process, where

IWD participants become "expected" as IED agents

are to acquire technology from the host society for application at home the activity

will

be

recognized as important in IWD, as it is now recognized for ITT in the IED process.

In this stage of active acquisition and deposition of ûechnology, it was felt to be
important that participants acquire the needed technology with partners' support. Utilizing
both old and newly acquired technology for in situ problem solving was important, as was

modifying and adapting of the information required to facilitate effective acquisition
(exchange) of technology. Unlike the "exploration of the host society to identify needs, other

forms of technology..." etc. (item 86.5), "exploration for additional learning opportunities,
contacts, and enhanced leaming experience" was felt to be important in both IED and IWD.

Participants' establishment of networks for future linkages was also considered important to
both.

In an alien setting, and especially when one is immersed in

a

particular endeavor, one

can lose direction and focus. For this and other reasons, "participants' continuous reflection

on their own progftlmme goals, objectives, and strategies" was considered important to
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effective

ITI.

It was felt important for ITT in both IED and IwD that participants carry out

"communication with contacts back home to retrieve resources required
for the successful
implementation of technology acquisition and exchange and their own action plan.',
This
response contrasts with that of "communication with home to assess needs
and changes,...,'

etc. earlier described' This activity was felt to be important for IED, but only
likely to be so

for IWD (See items 86.8 and 86).
For a period exceeding a two-year stay in a host culture (which is the
assumed
duration implied in this study - the usual duration for IWD participants and
for an average

IED experience), it was considered important that participants' return home for

a short

visit.

This physical contact with home to "touch base with home" served to guide
the preparation

for return from the host country and successful re-integration by actually experiencing
realities at home.
Towards the end of the sojourn, it is necessary to assess and evaluate
the experience.

This evaluation enables participants to plan to complete "unfinished
business,, at the next
stage, which is designed

for

consolidating the experiences. Thus, ,,participant,s and

advisor's or partner's evaluation of the degree of success in implementing
the action plan,,
was viewed to be important to both processes - IED and IWD.
Respondents felt that these identified activities are adequately
summ anzed

description of the stage as staûed above

-

in

the

the stage for acquisition and deposition of

technology based on earrier designed action prans and strategies.

Stage 7: Consolidation

Upon nearing completion of their expenences in the host societies,
participants
prepare themselves for reintegration into their home societies
and for the appliåtion of the
technology acquired in the host societies.

Before sojourners finally return from the host society, they need to
take time to
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consolidate their IED or IWD experiences. Consolidation is a
time to reflect on what has
occurred in both the immediate and distant past, and toprqect
to what still needs to take place

in the future, and how they all relate to each other. Participants reflect
on what will happen
and relate those events to their own problems, needs and aspirations.

As responses to item 87.6 in Table 7 show (Appendix B), the description
of this súage,
as suggesÛed

for both IED and IWD, was not considered to be very accurate, and
only tending

towards importance. It was judged to be less so for IED. This
response appears

to reveal what

currently applies in the organization surveyed rather than what
is required. Also, only one
of the activities was seen to be important to ITT in both the IED and IWD
processes:

"Participants' acquisition and assessment of specific information
about their societies,
contextual factors; level of technology; assets, resources and
opportunities; liabilities and
constraints; needs; and, problem-solving approaches." All
of the other activities were either

import'ant or tending towards importance for either but not
both, of the IED and IWD
processes' Those that were perceived to be important
for IED but only tending towards being
so for

IWD included: (1) Participants' underhking of self-assessment
to determine the extent

to which they have benefited from and been affected and
changed by their IED or IWD
sojourn experience; and (2) Participants' setting of personal
and professional goals for their

integration' This latter activity would enable the participants
to establish necessary contacts
and acquire useful resources before retuming home.

In the opinion of the respondents, important to IWD but
not so much so for IED is
participants' consolidation of their knowledge of the
host societies in terms of: the contextual
factors; level of technology; assets, resources and
opportunities; Iiabilities and constraints;
needs; and problem-solving approaches in the participants'
areas of interests.

If linkages zurd

relationships are to continue and be maintarned by
the participants with the societies of their
IED or IWD sojoum this area of activity would be considered
important and programmed

for' However,

as

it is not carried-out, IED and IWD experiences appear
to be considered ends
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by themselves rather than means to other subsequent linkage programmes.
Some new IWD programmes, such as the CIDA Professional Awards Programme,
have this as a required component. As the concepts of exchanges, linkages and networking,
as specified

in CIDA's (1987) new strategy for international development programming,

gains momentum, this activity

will

become one of the most important components for

retuming IWD particiPants. Respondents stated that they did notjudge this to be as important

for IED participants because, according to them, graduating IED participants usually do not
have the time to carry-out this activity. Many IED institutions and sponsors are yet to
recognize the necessity of this activity. Nonetheless, some IED organizations, such as

NAFSA and CBIE, do recognize and programme for it. Despite this fact, there are yarious
constraints, both in terms of time, resources and evidence of need, that will continue to delay

its recognition and support by both programmers and sponsors.
Participants' undergoing of personal assessment by their advisors and/or partners
was not considered to be important. The aim of such an assessment was for participants to
understand, from an outside perspective (a knowledgeable and close person), how the

participants have changed and been affected by the IED or IWD experiences. Many
respondents felt that not only many advisors and/or partners are unable to do so (objectively),

but it is possible that the participants may not have wanted to subject themselves to such an
exercise.

The reason for this is not because the activity may not be useful and important for
effective integration, but because currently there appears to be no incentive, in terms of need
and desire, for this activity to be carried-out.

How

the participants recognize the extent to

which they have changed and plan to deal with it, without these self and others' assessments

of the participants, is not yet known.
How this stage relates to the last (the long period of active involvement in attaining
the sojourners' goals and objectives) and the next (re-entry orientation) is not yet well
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articulated in ITT literature. However, a start has been made. Researchers have identified
it

and the stage is recognized and now programmed for by many participants. For example,
Denny (1986), in her "model for describing the study abroad process", called it.,departure
phase". In her description, this is "the preparation time as you prepare to depart
for home,,
(p. 2).l-adaga and Hopkins (1987) refer to it as a stage of "preparing to
return to the home

country" (p' ii). Hopkins (19f39, personal interview) describes it as a period of "preparing
and
Implementing Plan for Reentry/Integration of the studenlsch olar beþre (original emphasis)
completion of the academic/professional programme at the U.s. university".
Programming agencies recognize the importance of this stage, and resource
materials
have been produced specifically for conducting pre-departure preparation activities.
NAFSA

(National Association of Foreign Student Affairs) a¡d CUSO
are respective examples of IED
and IWD agencies which have done so. NAFSA's recent publication
, Helping Them Home:

A

Guide

for

Leaders of Professional Integration and Reentry Workshops (pusch and

Loewenthal, 1988), contains a description of re-entry programming.
The purpose of this manuar is to provide guidance for those who want
to start sojourners on the return joumey prepare for the challenge of
going home (onginal emphasis). The manual contains an introduótory
essay "Reentry is Going Home" that defines ,.reentry" and outlines
the issues surrounding the transition...The section .,How to use
This
Guide for l.eaders" contains instructions for the use of the 13 detailed
training modules...These modures can be used either as a tot¿l
programme or in various combinations appropriate to particular
situations (Pusch and l.oewenthal, 19gg, p. iv).

The authors suggest that preparation for successful return should address
the
following: 1) the recognition of what sojourners are leaving and what has
been gained in the
new foreign culture; 2) the emotional costs of transition; 3) the value
of ..worrying,,
-

anticipating and preparing for difficulties that may occur; 4) the
need for supporr systems
and ways to develop them; and 5¡ the necessity of developing
one's own strategies for going
home.
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In this model, an attempt has been made ûo programme for re-entry similar
to
departure which involves the sojourners carrying out certain
activities before the formal

structured orientation' Thus Stage 7 is similar to Stage

2

and part

of Stage 1 of the pre-

departure phase of the model.
The immediacy of the experiences and nature of the activities
in the immersion stage
(Stage 6) is supplemented with a short period of reflection
at Stage 7 which provides for
adequate reflective analysis of the host society. The time
required need not be as extensive
as that which was required

for similar analysis at Stage l. The projective analysis of the

society in which integration is taking place on re-entry is
also a known and familiar context.

With some effort information can be easily retrieved and analyzed
and contacts established.
Those IED and IWD participants who have not recognized
or taken this stage into
account find integration to be much more difficult. This
research is similar to others, for
example Martin (1984), reveals that one of the main reasons
for this reintegration difficulty
is that the sojourners do not often appreciate the changes which
they have experienced during
the

IED or IWD sojourn. Another difficulty is that the people at
home recogruzethe changed

perspectives of the returned IED or IWD participants.
Changes that have úaken place in the
home society while the participant was away are also important.

If these changes

are not

recognized and adjustments are not made as necessary,
some problems may arise.

A key difficulty experienced by returned IED and IWD participants is rhe
lack of
people with whom to share experiences and ideas.
Another is the lack of opporturuty to apply

the acquired skills, knowledge and expertise. on this
issue, Adler (19g6) has found in her
study that those returned

IwD

participants who were able to apply their learning back
at home

had more positive reintegration experiences and were happier
than those who did not find
such opportunities. The lack of opportunity to apply acquired
learning is also a wasúe to both
the individual and to society generally. That is why

re-entry as if it were departure to a .,new" culture.

it is useful to contemplate and plan for
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Stase 8: Re-entrv
Participants undertake to equip themselves for re-entry into their societies by
compiling, with the assistance of appropriate resource persons, their assessment and
knowledge of themselves and their host and home societies. Based on their assessment and
refined pre-sojourn goals, they produce preliminary frameworks for the application of
acquired technology.

Activities at this s[age were almost identical to those

of

Stage

3. Removed from

the

groupwere the two activities relating to reciprocal learning and faining to dispel súereotypical

mind sets about other cultures. Subsequent research revealed that the latter activity (of
training to dispel cultural stereotypical mindsets and to function appropriately on return)
aPpears to be important at this stage. Adler (1986) found that some returned

IWD participants

reject their home culture upon return from IV/D experiences where they have developed
alternative frames of reference. This applies similarly to IED participants. Many such
returned participants find it difficult to associaûe with the people who operate with the home

cultural mind sets. They seek-out and function with or form groups of people who have in
some ways rejected (rebelled against) their own culture.

Similar to Stage 3, all of the identified activities of Stage

I

were perceived to be

important for effective ITT in both IED and IWD processes (refer to Table 8, Appendix B).

Only'participants' identification of constraints and opportunities for the application of
acquired technology' was rated as tending towards importance in IWD. Views of the ten
respondents for this activity in the IWD process ranged from somewhat to very important.

None felt the activity was unimportant in either IED or IWD. In fact eleven of the twelve
respondents for IED felt it was very important.
The other items rated to be important for effective ITT in both IED and IWD at
this
stage include: (1) Participants' matching of their talents, skills and other resources
to the
needs of their societies; (2) Participants' development of a plan of action for utilizing
their
talents, skills and resources to their needs of their societies; and (3) participants, undertaking
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of intercultural adjustment and technology application, training and orientation. The stage
description was judged to be accurate for both IED and IWD, though more so for IED.

This response reveals the present notion that, unlike IED, IWD participants are not
to acquire 'technology' from their host societies for application back at home. This pattern

of thought prevails in most of the current IWD programmes reviewed in this sfudy. What
apPears to lend credence to this position is the fact that the classical

IWD involves participants

from "developed" countries working in developing countries. Their attitude and the current
orientation of programmes is that they do not need to learn from those societies. Even when

learning occurs, often unconsciously, many do not think of how to apply it at home, which
may include alternative approaches to addressing needs and problems, and for achieving
goals. Both researchers and programmers are beginning to deal with changing these attitudes

(Ellis and Ellis, 1989; Havelock and Havelock,1973; CIDA, 1987;pilorta and Widman,
1983; Regehr, 1990). In order to change participants' attitudes, programme administrators

will

have to modify these activities so that intercultural adjustment activities

will

become as

important to IWD programmes as they are for IED.
Even though respondents felt these activities were important, nearly all of them
stated
that currently, resources are not provided for carrying out such activities. For
the exchange
approach to ITT as now advocated by all parties - funders, programmers and
researchers appears that more work and effort

will

it

have to be put into changing attitudes of participants

and providing support to enable participants to plan, search for, acquire and
apply technology

from one culture to another.

9.7.3 Phase C: Technology Application

Similar to Phase A, this third and last phase of the HRD-U for ITT model,s
process
occurs in the participants' home societies. During this phase, participants
with the assistance

of others (resource persons) re-integrate themselves. They also create and
implement action
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plans to apply effectively the technology they have acquired from the host societies.

Stage 9: Reintegration
Upon return, working with appropriate resource persons and inlormants in the home
societies, participants re-orient themselves and confirm their framework (expectations,
assumptions, goals and plans) for the application of technology acquired from the host
societies.
Just as Stage 7 was conceptuali zed fo be similar to Stage

2 andsome part of stage

1,

and stage 8 to be almost identical to Stage 3, Stage 9 Re-integrationwasconceptual
ized to

be similar to Stage 4

lnnding. Although, in Stages 4

and

9, participants confirm their

expectations and plans, the activities in both vary to some degree. one noteworthy
difference

is the absence of a partner or advisor to work with the returned IED or IWD participants,
which leaves the participants to fend for themselves. This is why the availability of a support
system and resource people are considered necessary by researchers and programmers.
How
these two and other suggested areas of activities were rated by the respondents
is noted in

Table9(AppendixB).
Nearly all respondents felt that the activities of this stage are important to ITT
in IED,
but not necessarily so in IWD, where three of the activities were considered
important and

two only tended toward being so. Perceived to be important for both IED and IWD
were: (1)
participants' confirmation of actual constraints and opportunities identified
earlier for the
application of acquired technology at home; (2) participants' identification
of a support
system to facilitate the implementation of their prospective technology application
plans; and

(3) participants' assessment of their personal and professional goals.
Important to IED, but only tending toward being so for IWD were: participants,
and
resource persons' confirmation of the appropriaûeness of the participants'
plans for utilizing

their talents' skills and other resources to address the actual needs of their societies;
and,
participants' undertaking of intercultural adjustment and technology application
training and
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orientation.
Respondents did not perceive these two activities to be as important
in IV/D as they

were for

IED. As discussed earlier in Stages '7 and 8, the responses

obtained for these

activities relate to the present view and programming among IWD managers
that IWD
participants do not necessarily acquire technology for application in their
work settings at
home upon return. This notion therefore also affects the rating of the
description of this stage,

which was considered to be more accurate for IED than IWD.

Stage 10: Grounding
Stage 10 is akin to Srage 5. Thus:
Having confirmed the changes which have taken place in their societies
during their
absence, participants utilize their identified support syståm to grounclthemselves
properly
for effective reintegration. They also est¿blish action plans fár successful
application
of
'
acquired technology based on their refined frameworks of operation.
)

The responses obtained with respect to the importance of activities
for effective ITT
were also similar to those obtained (in the case of activities)
for stage

5. Table

10 (Appendix

B) shows that all but one of the activities were considered to be important
to ITT in the IED
process' But, for two activities that were judged to be impoftant
for effective ITT in the IWD
process, the rest were perceived to be only tending towards
importance. participants, design

of action plans for continuous self-assessment and reflection, and
for employers,, advisors,
and colleagues' assessment of the participant, was tending
towards imporúance in both.

similarly, two activities considered important in both IED and IWD were: (1) participants
design of action plans for participating in the wider society;
disseminating technology
through training, information and networking; and acquiring
learning in the study/work
context and in the wider community; and (2) Participants' consultations
with colleagues and
knowledgeable others for information on how to function effectively.

The remaining three activities were rated to be important in IED,
but only tending
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towards being so in

IWD'

These activity areas were: (1) Participants' ongoing utilization

of

their support systems to identify additional resources, contacts
opporturuties and constraints

to refine their frameworks and design action plans for the application
of the acquired
technology: (2) Participants' design of action plans for utilizing identified
resources;

applying æchnology; managing constraints; and exploring the
community to identify home
society's needs; and (3) Participants' design of action plans
for communicating with previous
host societies for development inputs and identifying and
acquiring remote resources from
outside the home and host societies.
Because most

IWD participants return to existing work situations, these activities

were judged to be only Ûending towards importance
in

participants do not believe that they

will

IWD. As mentioned previously,IWD

necessarily acquire technology from the host

societies to apply at home. consequently, technology
application is not their main concern.

This (application) applies mostly to IED participants whose main
task is to acquire
technology from the host societies for apprication at home.
Netrvorking and community interaction upon return
is important to both groups as is
the need for effective functioning at home, assisted
by knowledgeable and experienced

others' This appears to be true, as one
former IWDs in nearly every society.

IMAN

sees many

cuso

alumni associations and organizations of

provides a useful example in canada. The

(InÛernational Management Associates
Networþ of the

MIM

case study is another

example' Networking for support and resource exchanges
is gaining rapidly in recognition
for the role it plays, both in IED/lwD participants' preparation
for departure and in the
reintegration and application of acquired technology

.

Interestingly, while the activities were rated to
be only tending towards importance
in IWD, the description of the stage was judged to
be more accurate for IWD than for IED.
Respondents felt that the key aspect of this stage
is grounding themselves. They also felt that

it is very important in the IWD process, where participants
and their families return to their
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home society.

Based on their refined frameworks for application and action plans,
participants apply
technology at home and evaluate their strategies, while maintaining
active contact with the

societies in which they studied/worked.

This model assumes that the successful outcome of ITT is judged
in both the host
society during sojourn and by the home sociefy upon participants'
return. This success is
measured while the participant is in the host society, and relates
to academic success for IED

participants, and work (employment or project development
and implementation) in the case

of IWD participants. The model assumes that both groups have
acquired technology from
the host society. Therefore, the second measurement of
success is how participants

fit back

into their culture (re-integration) and apply the technology
they have acquired, through the
implementation of their technology transfer framework
and plans. such plans relate to what
was planned for before participants left home, but
modified during the course of the sojourn
before this stage' This is done to ensure to the greatest
extent possible
the relevance and

fit

of the acquired technology to the home needs and context.
This stage is similar to Stage 6 in terms of the participants'
integration, the fit and
relevance of technology, its application and 'multiplier'
effect. Accordingly, the description
of this stage is very similar to that of Stage 6.

similar to stage 6, this stage description was also judged
to be accuraûe for both IED
and IWD. The activities arso received a simirar
pattern of response.

All

but one of the activities were perceived to be important
to ITT in the IED process.

Three of the eight activities were tending towards
importance for effective ITT in the IWD
Process at this stage' The rest of the activities were judged to be important.
As Table l1

(Appendix B) shows, these activities were
important in both processes. They are: (1)
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Participants' modification and adaptation of information required to facilitate the effective
application of acquired technology; (2) Partici.pants' participation in the establishment of
networks and linkages for continuous exchanges with former host and other societies; and (3)

Participants' joining/forming professional associations of individuals who have similar
interests and experiences, for the purpose of networking, resource-sharing and mutual
support.

Activities important to IED, but only tending towards being so in IWD were: (1)
Participants' communication with contacts in the host society to retrieve resources required

for the successful application of acquired technology and to keep abreast of changing
conditions and needs of the host society; (2) Participants' assessment of how their IED or

IWD experience

has

fit and is fitting into their lives has benefited and will continue to benefit

them and their societies;and (3) Participants' application of acquired technology.
These activities were considered to be important in IED but not

IWD

because

IWD

paficipants do not transfer ûechnology, per se, from their host countries. What they do
is use
and apply their societies' technology in the host societies. For this, and possibly
other
reasons, retrieving resources to enable the implementation of acquired technology
does not

apply. Similarly, keeping "abreast" of changing conditions and

needs is not the task

of

participants, but rather that of the sponsoring agencies.
Respondents also felt that trying to determine how the experiences

fit into their lives

and benefit their societies is an arduous task. This, they felt, needs to be
done by designated

agencies since returned IWD parhcipants often become very busy and involved
in their work
and community and should not themselves be expected to carry-out such
assessments. The

respondents felt that for IED such assessments need to be done to determine
what they

received for the cost paid to acquire such technology. IWD participants
did not pay for
acquiring and so might not have acquired any technology. Whatever was
acquired was
incidental to their work and not to be assessed as such.
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Two activities were judged to be important to ITT in the IWD process, but only
tending towards importance in IED. One is 'participants' assessment of the extent to which

they have achieved their personal and professional goals'. The other is 'participants'
participation in intercultural communities and development education activities.'

9.8 Summary, Deductions and Conclusions

The WUSC case study was conducted to examine the similarities and differences
between IED and IWD based on: 1) a comparison of the rating of the importance of the

ITT

activities identified in each process; and2) a comparison of the rating of the similarities in

the perceived accuracy of the description of the stages in IED and IWD processes. A
complimentary study involved testing theory (the HRD-U for ITT model) against practice
(the China/Canada Human Development Training Programme - CCHDTP). This involved
comparing the proposed process stages and activities of the HRD-U for ITT model with what

activities are carried out in the CCHDTP process, and at what stage. The comparative
analysis was to generate information not only to verify the framework of the HRD-U for

model, but to bring about suggestions

ûo

ITT

improve the CCHDTP (see Appendix C). Equating

both brought about the understanding of practice in the light of theory: practice without
theory is blind and theory without practice is useless.
Findings show that nearly all the activities identified in the IED and IWD processes
are perceived to be important for

ITT. The degree of perceived importance of each of the

activities at corresponding stages of the IED and IWD processes are also very similar.
On the

assumption that IED and IWD processes were similar, the researcher designed
similar

activities for both IED and IWD programmes. The fact that respondents felt that these
activities are equally important for ITT in each case, validates the researcher's assumptions.
This convergence of ITT activities in the two processes has revealed the exisûence of a generic
set of activities (curriculum content) contained

in

a common (generic)

framework of HRD-
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U (IED or IWD) for

an

ITT linkage mechanism. This means that ITT education programming,

research and theory building may be similar for both IED and

IWD. Consequently,

the

benefits for IA and ITT education and training is immense.
These activities are perceived to be important for

ITT in the HRD-U (IED or IWD)

process' Therefore, they constitute suitable content guidelines for education and
training
to bring about effective ITT. The content is progressive and placed sequentially in
stages in
the IED and IWD processes to provide gradual and incremental programming
for effective

ITT.

Because of their time-based sequencing in the IED and

IWD processes, the activities

are suitable for planning and management of the processes as well as guidance
in IED or IWD.

Since these activities are contained in a framework which is made up of interactive
phases and stages, they enable the generating and testing

of almost an infinite number of

propositions and hypotheses to further develop the HRD-u for ITT model.
Activities at adjacent stages of the model were designed to be similar. Thus, activities
of Phase A (Stages

1 to

3) were adapted for the activities contained in the latter part of phase

B (Stage 6 to 8), and those for the fint part of Phase B (Stages 4 to 6) were adapted
to produce
the activities of Phase C (Stages 9 to 11). Since the descriptions of the
stages are perceived
by respondents to be fairly accurate and the activities of each of those
stages perceived to be
important to ITT,

it

follows that the ITT activities at these adjacent stages are similar to each

other' Thus, the phase and stages of departure (from home society for sojourn)
and therefore

its programming for effective ITT is similar to re-entry (return from the host country)
programming. Likewise, arrival integration in the host society and its programming

is

accordingly similar to re-integration programming upon arrival at home
from sojoum.

This conclusion points to the existence of a particular set of generic activities
important fo IT-t in the IED and IWD processes. utilization of this criticat
ser of ITT activities

would benefit ITT programming based on the HRD-U (IED and IwD)
mechanisms,

in

rhat

it can be used for theory building and has implications and promises
for research in the further
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articulation of the generic HRD-U for ITT model.
Information from interviewees in this study pointed to some attitudinal issues that

may constitute critical obstacles to ITT programming in the exchange mode. Many
respondents felt that learning by IWD participants was important.
Quite a number doubæd

if

such learning would have applications in Canada, for example, upon reintegration of the

IWD participants. There was at least one interviewee who refused to rate the items in the last
three stages of the IWD process because it seemed to lead the participant to state that acquired

learning need necessarily be applied back home by IWD participants.

Along the same vein, interviewees (lED programme managers) felt that

it

was

important for the IED participants to discuss their needs with their professors ("partners") and

other resource people. However, they did not perceive that the IED participants are in the
host societies to contribute their ideas which are based primarily on their home culture for

solution of problems in the host society. As well, they felt that the model was applicable to
graduatemoreso than undergraduate students. This perception was based on the general

notion that graduate students egage in one on one interaction with their advisors, generally
are more mature professionally and experienced with intercultural societal issues and
have

more developed world views.

The study identified a number of constraints associated with carrying out all of the
suggested activities. These included issues of financial feasibility and time constraints
on the

part of the participants. Others relaûed to the requirements of the HRD-U for ITT
model in
that in order for participants to derive maximum results from the model that a) there
be a free

flow and use of information within their society and b) there

be in place a support system in

place that offers participants facilities and facilitation for acquiring, using and
exchanging

information.
The findings of this study suggest that if exchange in ITT programming is to become
a reality, policy makers would

like to see that programmers receive some induction or re-
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orientation training and programming. Once they are convinced of the importance of
particular activities for effective

ITT

and incorporaûe those activities into their IED and

programming for participants, the result will be effective ITT through HRD-U.

IWD

CHAPTER TEN

BUILDING PTC AND STC THROUGH TI{E APPLICATION
OF THE HRD.U FOR ITT MODEL:

DESIGMNG AND IMPLEMENTING A SHORT TERM

INTEGRATIYE EXCHANGE PROJECT
chapter Ten describes a case study of an IWD (Inûernational
Wo-rk for Development) participant who, using the HRD_U
for ITT model, coñtribuæd to building the societãl ûechnological capacity of two societies while acquiring desired p".roñul
technological capacity addressing thè pro6lems, néeds and
aspiræions of all parties. The model was used to conceptualize,.desi gn and implement an-integrative exchange
0 project,
strategically Prep-are himself for hii cross culturat-soþirrn and
reintegratiol, and manage the entire IWD process. The CIDA
Professional Awards Programme framervork, and how

it

enabled the design and implementation of the IúD inægrative
exchange project is presented. It was found that wheie ITT

partnerships are not feasible, strategic preparation and collaborative approaches are effective iñ bringing about integrative- development programming. It was aïso-found that"the
model is suitable to enable individuals to design and carry out
effective IWD prqects and process management.

This [Canada's New Development] stratery document has concentrated
especially on better ways of providing Canadian help, building stronger
partnerships,
and involving Canadians more fully in world development. It is built or
on" very basic,
fundamental assumption: the old era of donor-recipient relationships (,we
have and
give, they need and accept') is dead and gone... replaced by concepts
of interdependence
and cooperation that more accurately reflect how the world really works.
Awareness
that life and development are based on equalify, mutuality, and partnership
mr¡st be the
spirit shaping all of Canada's cooperation endeavors in the future, if they are to
be
worth the effort.
Such an insight is neither new or uniquely Canadian....It embodies
the
human truth that when you give, you also receive.
In fact new levels of partnership and cooperation between people of
different countries, professions and life-experiãn""
increasingly vital
a shared
"r" human numbers to
future' In a world of growing interdependence, where
threaten to
overwhelm the environment's life.support system and resource base,
we must work
closely together, often in ways not seen before. Atl of us have something
essential to
contribute, and in giving we also receive, for the results of our efforts will be
a better
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world for everyone (CIDA, 1987, p.S9).
The development of human resources must be the fÏrst priority of
development assistance because Third \ilorld countries need large numbers of competent, well'trained and educated people to carry their countries forward to reach their
goals. The new strategy makes human resources the 'lens'through which all of
Canada's development efforts are focused (CIDA, lg}7, p. 36).

10.1

Introduction

This chapter describes a case study in which the researcher worked with a Canadian
participant of international work for development, Mr. Don Malinowski to enable him (the

IWD participant) to design and implement

a self- initiated

ITT prqect and to manage his IA/

ITT (inúercultural adjustment and intercultural technology transfer) process, using the HRDU for ITT (human resource development and utilization for intercultural technology transfer)
model. This case analysis was produced collaboratively with the IWD participant. It reveals,

that, in an age where people from every society have something to provide and acquire from
one another, this type of IWD prqect is probably one of the most effective vehicles for

bringing about ITT in which all participants benefit. To effectively carry out an integrative
exchange projectrequires: 1) strategic preparation for the sojourn and reinúegration;2)
using
an integrative collaborative exchange approach; and 3) an enabling system consisting
of a

programming structure with component activities, facilitation and support. In the absence
of

a structure and facilitation, a self guiding tool and surrogate system were required to
effectively achieve similar goals.
This project was designed and carried out based on integrative exchange principles
in order to meet the needs of the recipient country (Uganda), of the donor country (Canada)
and of the IWD participant himself. For Uganda (ûechnology recipients), the
needs were:

to

l)

create a trade and investment directory, 2) to identify the development capacity
needs

of Uganda's manufacturing sector, 3) to build the capability of individual manufacrurers
to
begin the process of identifying their problems, needs and aspirations, and 4) to
seek

2U
apPropriate technology and other necessary inputs from Canada and elsewhere to address
such problems, needs and aspirations.

For Canada (technology suppliers), it meant having information on the needs of
Ugandan manufacfurers in order to provide whatever relevant development inputs are
necessary. For the

IWD participant, it meant acquiring relevant skills, knowledge, experience

and contacts in the international development field.

Since here was no development agency that enabled the IWD participant to pursue
a self-initiated project that was based on integrative exchange,

he had to identify

a means

of accomplishing this initiative. He chose to use the HRD-U for ITT model as a self-guiding
and exchange prqect management tool. Using the model in collaboration with the researcher
enabled the participant to test the model by verifying many of

10.2 New Age

its principles

and assumptions.

IWD participants and Their Needs

The IWD participant represents a growing number of persons who are taking part
in
international development exchanges or who aspire to do so. These individuals fall
into three
general categories: 1) independent consultants who are pursuing

full or part-time careers in

international development 2) returned IWD participants or persons with past IWD
experience, from organizations or agencies such as CUSO, CIDA, USAID, and

the peace Corps,

from places such as North America, Europe, Cuba, China, Japan, India, Nigeria and
similar
countries sponsoring technical assistance personnel as part of their official development
assistance programmes; and 3) other persons, whether young students or
retired professionals, who are interested in international development and aspire to work in
other countries, or

to design and carry out projects of interest to themselves, which contribute
to the field and
enables them to gain overseas experience.
These

IWD participants appear to function within the framework of what Naisbitt
and

Aburdene (1990) - in the tenth chapter of their publication Megatrends 2000
titled,,Triumph
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of the Individual"

-

refer to as the 'New Age' phenomenon.

....The great unifying theme at the conclusion of the 20th century is

the triumph of the individual. Threatened by totalitarianism for much

of the century, individuals are meeting the millennium more powerfully than ever before.
It is an individual who creates a work of art, embraces a political
philosophy, bets a life savings on a new business, inspires a colleague or
family member to succeed, emigrates to a new country, has a transcendent
spiritual experience. It is an individual who changes him or herself first
before attempting to change society. Individuals today can leverage change
far more effectively than most institutions.
The 1990's are characterized by a new respect for the individual as
the foundation of society and the basic unit of change. "Mass" movements
are a misnomer. The environmental movement, the women's movement, the
antinuclear movement were built one consciousness at a time by an indi-

vidual persuaded of the possibility of a new reality... The first principle of
the New Age movement is the doctnne of individual responsibility. It is a
westernized version of the ancient Eastern dogma of karma: that every
action generates consequences that the actor will eventually face. As the
Bible puts it, "as you sow so shall you reap". Individual responsibility,
however, stresses the present; each individual is responsible for everything
he or she does.

This is not an "every man for himself" type of individualism,
gratifying one's desires for their [one's] own sake and to hell with everyone
else. It is an ethical philosophy that elevates the individual to the global
level; we all are responsible for preserving the environment, preventing
nuclear warfare, eliminating poverty. Individualism, however, doe s rerngnize that individual energy mafters. when people satisfy genuine achievement needs--- in arts, business, or science --- society gains...
This new era of the individual is happening simultaneously with the
new era of globalization. The 1990's will be largely devoted to the full
realization of one, single global economy. As we globalize, individuals,
paradoxically, become more important, more powerful... (Naisbitt and
Aburdene, 1990, p. 322-323).

The individual who Naisbitt and Aburdene describe

is

someone who does what he (or she)

does not only for their own benefit, but for their own benefit in the context of the benefit

of

society' It is an individual who can harness his or her own internal and external globally
available resources to achieve desired useful ends.
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'New Age'lWD participants as described earlier, differ from traditional ones with
respect to approach and onentation in which IWD participants function. Generally, IWD
participants are hired or contracted by development organizations or agencies which have
conceptualized and designed prgects and acquired the necessary resources to carry them out.

IWD participants are then invited by the agencies to manage or carry out the approved prqect.
The IWD participants then work within the agency framework, policies, and parameters, and

with resources and support of the agencies to implement their part of the project. As
these

a result,

IWD participants do not have the opportunity to acquire and develop skills for the

project's conceptualization,design and evaluation process. It has been found that the number

of employment opporlunities for IWD participants through development agencies is continu-

ally declining, thus further underscoring the importance of self-initiated and directed
development projects in other cultures. Despite a growing need for IWD participants with the

requisite skills, attitude and expertise to conceptualize, design and implement short term

projects, there are no programmes, agencies or training institutions that offer them
encouragement, faci I i tati on or necessary traini n g.
People today want to be able to undertake projects that are of interest to them and

which meet their problems, needs and aspirations. They want to contribute meaningfully to
the development of others and at the same time optimally gain experience, knowledge and

skills in the process and grow as a result of their participation.

10.3 Case Study

IWD participant

The IWD participant in this case study exemplifies an individual from the third
cateSory of New Age IWD participants. He had a long standing interest in IWD,
especially

in Africa. Based on his interests, he pursued many academic and other initiatives, related to
international development and Africa over a number of years. This led him to aspire
to
establish a career in international development as articulated in his mission statement.
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T o facil i tate, foster-and parti

cipate in
shi ng and s trengtheni ng
mutually beneficial partnerships and-esrabli
linkages fbr the purþos.s oT
need-based development, between canada and the rest oT th'e world,
primarily focussing on Africa; and to facilitate, foster and participate
in the development projects and programmes arising from,br relating
to, the established linkages and partnerships.

He then conceptualized and designed a project based very closely on his mission
statement, creating a direct link between the project and his problems, needs and aspirations.

In addition, he related the project to Canada's problems, needs and aspirations as stated in its

Official Development Assistance Programme and to Uganda's problems, needs and aspirations, as reflected in that of its manufacturing sector.

10.4I\ryD Trends
His desire to conduct IWD in an innovative (integrative exchange) manner in rvhich
both the donor and recipient could benefit optimally resulted in his gaining knowledge
of
the latest trends in the intemational development field. These trends in IWD for ITT consisted

of:
a) The emergence of a growing group

of

"new

age" IWD participants desiring to work in

other cultures or to undertake self-initiated and directed ITT projects: this desire on
the part

of such persons is also in keeping with a growing recogrution of the new era of individualism
where individual efforts, energy, creativity, pride and commitment matter, and where
there
is a new respect for the individual as the foundation of society and the basic unit
of change

(Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990). The belief that in many cases the individual
can get the job
done more responsively and more time and cost effectively than large organizations
or
agencies contributes úo a declining faith in, and reliance upon, institutions
and systems

for

all types of IWD activities. Such thinking in the international development field is further
reinforced by those who believe that the most effective way to conduct ITT is
through people
and person to person linkages.

As a result, the traditional reliance upon development groups, organizations and
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agencies with their structures and policies to conceptualize, design and implement projects
appears to be waning. The emergence of

the' new age' IWD participants gives rise to the need

for programmes, tools, structures, organizations or institutions that will provide education,
training, facilitation and support to enable IWD participants and other aspirants to carry out

self-initiated and directed projecrs.

Ð ne

tundency towards short term overseas sojourns versus long term: the declining cost-

benefits for development agencies and personal difficulties associated with intercultural
adjustment and adaptation for the IWD participants related to long term overseas sojourns
has
seen a growing movement towards short term sojourns (CUSO, 1990; Fry and
Thurber,
1989). This shift emphasizes the need for highly effective (strategic) preparation as
well as
a guided process for the

IWD participant. Shorter sojourns underscore the critical importance

of IWD participants; knowing sufficiently what to do when, what is required, and having
the

ability to monitor themselves throughout the entire ITT process. This becomes critical
in a
short term sojourn as there is little room for error.

c) The emergence of an integrative exchnnge approachto ITT: the trend toward
self-initiated
and directed prqects that are short term in nature and which optimally benefit
both the donor

and recipient calls for a new approach to

ITT. The current approach to development (ITT)

is predominantly diffusion, which in its classical form is primarily prescriptive,
persuasive
and unidirectional in nature. It begins

with

the donors' needs and technology, and involves

the recipients being persuaded to accept what is offered, regardless of its
appropnateness.
General dissatisfaction with diffusion, primarily amongst recipients, along
with a growing
number of donors, renders it unsuitable or ineffective for the new age of
ITT (Donohew and

Springer, 1980; Rogers, 1978, 19g3).
The infusion approach, which was designed to be the direct opposite
to diffusion, is
need-based and information/resource-seeking in nature.

It involves the donor attempting to

meet the group or community-wide self-identified needs of the recipients.
However, similar
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to diffusion, the approach is unidirectional, as it is aimed primarily at meeting the needs of

only one of the participants, the recipient in this case.
The need to meet the problems, needs and aspirations of both the donor and the
recipient (and the IWD participant) in the ITT process has given rise to the integrative
exchange approach. This involves the convergence of the

ITT participanfs the formation of

partnerships in which mutual learning and understanding take place, and the creating and
sharing of information and resources to produce goods, services and technology based on

their problems, needs and aspirations. Unlike the other two approaches, this emerging
approach enables all participants to define their problems, needs and aspirations from the

outset and then work towards addressing their own or agreed upon problems, needs and
aspirations. This approach is highly suitable for individual based IWD projecrs where
partnerships and person-to-person linkages form the major conduits for ITT. It also addresses
the requirements or demands of the short term sojourn, whereby the

IWD participants are able

to function highly effectively in the host societies through collaboration.
d) Amovement towards HRD-U

for ITT:

the way to carry out development

(lTT) is through

enabling people to acquire the skills and knowledge to identify and address their problems,
needs and aspirations, and to provide them with support (technology

in this case)

and

facilitation to develop and apply their skills and knowledge for the production of goods,
services and technology in response to their problems, needs and aspirations. This applies to

both the IWD participants (donors) and the recipients, whereby, through collaboration and
exchanges, they teach and learn from each otherand from each others' societies in order to

carry out effective ITT. This approach is in keeping with a growing emphasis on human
resource development and utilization as the way of bringing about ITT.

HRD-U for ITT involves enabling the recipient to acquire skills, knowledge and
expertise in order to use the technology of the donor effectively. Such HRD-U for ITT as

applied to the recipient is meant to stimulate the demand for technology within the user
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society. This form of ITT results in HRD-U within the recipient society along with the
traditional production of goods, services and technology, which occurs due to the application

of the acquired technology. As applied to the donor, it means developing peoples' expertise
to provide technology to and use technology in other culfures.
As a result, people are increasingly being viewed as the means and end of develop-

ment (CIDA 1987), where societal, community or organizational development occurs
through the development of its people. For recipients and IWD participants alike, this
involves them acquiring and developing knowledge, skills and expertise both for and from
the ITT projects. Therefore, projects (particularly self-initiated and self-directed) serve as

vehicles that enable IWD participants to learn to carry out the entire ITT process. This is
essential for new age IWD participants who operate outside the supportive environment

of

an organization or agency; and

e) The recognition of the need to stimulnte the dernand side of ITT: recognizing that effective

ITT takes place through people (and their development) has given rise to the belief that, in
order to enable ITT to take place effectively and on an on-going basis, it is necessary within
the recipient society to build the capability of a "community" of key individuals (natural
leaders and gatekeepers) who

will constantly identify their problems,

needs and aspirations

and continually search for, request and receive technology to address their needs. These

individuals are known as the technology gatekeepers (Goulet, 1975; Rogers, 1983;Rogers
and Shoemaker,

I97I; Wallender,

1979).

A critical issue for improved technology transfer is the development
of a user community that activãþ seeks and appliei neu,
techniques. The development of this user community, hówever, is

possible only through a strengthening of the capabilitieõ of local firms
to manage technology - to diagnose needs, to devise solutions, and, if
l:ge.lsary, to seek assistance in implementing solutions

(Wallender, T979, p. I47).
In factories or laboratories, one always finds a small number
of people wro are sufficiently detached from day-to-day activities to
keep posted.on research done outside their orgánization. Nevertheless, they still have enough influence within tñeir firm to influence
managers or engineers to try something nerv, even if the innovation is

expensive at first or requires some time-consuming adiustment in
work procedures. The¡e p99pl_e are what Ailen calls"the"æchnological gatekeepers. (Goulet: 1915, p. 45).

10.5
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Incorporating IWD Trends

The IWD participant incorporated various principles from IWD trends into his
project' To begin with, he undertook a self-initiated and directed exchange project
as a New

Age IWD participant based on his problems, needs and aspirations. He conceptualized,
designed and implemented

it

as a short term project. He also used the

integrative exchange

approach to design the project in which he integrated himself i.e. his problems,
needs and
aspirations, those of Uganda (his host organization and individual manufacturers)
and those

of Canada into his prqect' The approach was further employed to implement the
project and
to utilize the project as a means of, or tool for, exchanging learning (knowledge
and skills)

through: the project-related interaction between the IWD participant
and Ugandans, and
through the use of the proposed Ugandan trade and investment directory
for networking
purposes, and various linkages arising from the project, both
within Uganda and beyond.
The project was designed to incorporate the elements of HRD-U which
applied to the

IWD participant who' through project-based learning, planned to gain valuable
and relevant
IWD skills, expertise, knowledge, experience, and contacts. It also applied
to representatives
of the manufacturing companies participating in the project: Uganda
Manufacturers Association (LIN4A) Executive, Board members and staff. In addition,
there was an organizational
development component of the project that related to companies participating
in the project
and to UMA.

The prqect was further designed to stimulate the demand side
of ITT by proposing

to begin building a technological gatekeeper community and putting
in place an enabling
system in the host society. Gatekeepers function to: 1) convince
their organization (system)

to adopt and use nerv technology, 2) build an ITT team of
co-workers or associates with
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whom to operate, and 3) identify the organization's problems, needs and
aspirations and
harness both local and other resources to bring about change. The process
of establishing the

community involved, firstly, identifying the gatekeepers within each manufacturing
company through a questionnaire designed to solicit the development capacity
needs of each
manufacturer.

It

was intended that the prospective gatekeepers (respondents), through

participating in the questionnaire, would begin to be oriented to plan
and search for needed
development inputs within and outside of Uganda. They would do
so through a capacity

building system involving a strengthened UMA that would be linked to
various organizations, associations or institutions in other countries such as canada.

10.6 use of

HRD-u for ITT Moder by IWD participant

Without the support and facilitation of an agency or programme, the
IWD participant
required a tool that could enable him to guide himself through the entire
IA/ ITT process.
Based on his collaboration with this researcher in examining
various applications of the
model in international and community development, the IWD participant
found the HRD-U

for ITT model to be the only developed model useful for conceptualizing,
designing and
implementing his IWD prqect and for managing his IA/ITT process.
The IV/D participant decided to use the HRD-U for ITT model
for five reasons:

l) ir

would enable him to build his personal technological capacity by
acquiring relevant
development skills, knowledge and expertise both for and
from his project. This method is
referred to as project based learning. 2) It would enable him
to bring about HRD-U and
organizational development in the recipient society for the
purposes of ITT. 3) It was the only
model that would enable the IWD participant to carry out
an integrative exchange project

which ensured that he would meet his problems, needs and
aspirations, and those of both
Uganda and canada. 4) The model accounted for the
current trends in international
development. 5) It embodied other principles which would
ensure the relevance of the
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project and optimal benefits to all participants involved.

A number of the principles, features and characteristics of the model incorporated in
the design and implementation of the project include:

a) the Vision-Focussed Planning and Management Approach (Etuk, l9g9) to identify
problems, needs and aspirations for the

ITI

process;

b) the HRD-U for ITT model's assumptions, process, and activities which enable
IWD
participants to begin the ITT Process with their úechnology and then proceed
to meet their own

problems, needs and aspirations, that of their host society, as well
as their home society;

c) its integrative exchange assumptions, principles and provisions, where
the IA and ITT
processes are integrated in the IWD process;

d) its collaborative process, that of the IWD participant and recipient
sharing and refining
the goals of the project and working together towards their achievement;
e) its use as a self-guiding tool for the

IA/ITI

process, where activities are spread throughout

the entire IWD process and organized in various specific stages
and phases;
f,)

its use as a Programme (project) planning development and implementation
tool;

g) its use for HRD-U (personal technological capacity), for
gaining ITT knowledge and skills

by all participants;
h) its use as a change management tool, where activities in one phase
of the model are used

to affect the subsequent phase.
One of the principles of the model is that everything in the HRD-U
for ITT process

is based on defined problems, needs and aspirations. The process
can only begin when the
individuals have identified their problems, needs and aspirations.
Based on their problems,
needs and aspirations, it is then possible for them to determine
what they require, when, from

whom, and how they will acquire and use it to address their
problems, needs and aspirations
and those of relevant others.

A vision Focussed Approach

to Planning and Management or Repro (reflection

for
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projection) Model was developed by the researcher to facilitate individuals
in identifying and

articulating their problems, needs and aspirations. This approach involves individuals
defining their mission or vision, which represents their ideal. To accomplish this
they assess

their past and current situation to determine where they are starting

from; with what

strengths, assets, knowledge, and resources, as well as weakness, constraints
and liabilities

they are starting with; where they want

ûo

go; what they need to know or do and what to

acquire -from where, from whom and when. They then develop plans
to acquire inputs and
carryr out activities that move them towards their vision

IA/ITT

while monitoring and managing their

process.

The Vision Focussed Planning and Management Approach can be applied at
the
personal, organizational, community and societal levels. In this project
it was used by the

IWD participant to collect information on the capacity building

needs

of manufacturers. In

doing so, individuals became knowledgeable of long term strategic planning
and management.

The IWD participant's familiarity with the model enabled him to use
the Vision
Focussed Planning and Management Approach to define his problems,
needs and aspirations,

which involved assessing himself personally and professionally in relation
to his profession,
community and society. Based on this, he began to focus on establishing
his career goals for
international development in keeping with his long standing interest
in Africa. He further
began identifying what actions he needed to take and the kinds
of skills and experiences he
needed to develop in order to pursue an

IWD career "in a very innovative,' (leading edge)

manner as he stated. The recognition of these needs resulted in
his decision to undertake an

ITT project' From this' he identified his need to gain first-hand IWD experience
in Africa.
This resulted in his decision to pursue a development project related
to his country of choice,
Uganda' This experience in turn was to contribute to building
a basis from which he would
launch his career.
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In addition, he used the HRD-U for ITT model to conceptualize, design and carry out
a short term exchange project. The model, by its nature, necessitated project based learning

in which the IWD participant would learn for and from the process by following the activities
contained in the model's eleven stages and use the integrative exchange approach as required

by the model. This involved strategically preparing for his sojourn as well as his re-entry and
also using the model to guide and monitor himself through the entire IA/ITT experience.

In order to engage in effective IWD for ITT (exchange - give and take of æchnology
and the use of acquired technology in the home society), the I'WD participant carried out the

following activities as proposed in the model. He prepared to: a) provide and use his
technology in the host society to ûeach and leam as well as to refine and implement the project;

b) learn and acquire desired information from the host society for use there; and c) use the
acquired learning and information in his home society

.

The decision of the IWD participant to use the model to conceptualize and design his

project resulted in many of the model's principles and assumptions being embodied in the
I'WD participant's project. Using the model to carry out the project and manage the IWD
process also enabled the researcher to test the model

by verifyng many of its principles

and

assumptions.

10.7

CIDA Professional Awards Programme: An Enabling Framework For IWD
Participant's Project
The HRD-U for ITT model requires a programming approach which enables

individuals to design and implement their own individual or group prqects. In order to carry

out a self-initiated and directed IWD exchange project, the IWD participant required
resources. As well, he required a funder that provided sufficient

flexibility and appropriate

orientation to enable him to undertake a project in keeping with his problems, needs and
aspirations.

A survey of the field revealed that the only programme in Canada that came close
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to catenng to the needs of the "new age" IWD participant was the CIDA (Canadian
International Development Agency) Professional Awards Programme, adminisûered
by
CBIE (Canadian Bureau for International Education). The programme framework enabled
individuals to conceptualize and design self-initiated exchange projects and to receive
funding through competitive evaluation of their project proposals.

10.7.r CIDA professionar Awards programme objectives
The purpose of the CIDA professional Awards programme was to:
1) Increase the number

of Canadian professionals capable of working in the international

arena for short term overseas work experiences;

2) Enable professionals working in a variety of sectors to benefit from learning about
the
needs and priorities their work brings to inúernational development;and

3) Enable professionals to undertake projects defined as "work-study", in the sense
that all
applicants are expected to be both working and learning as they undertake
their project.

10.7.2 ProgrammeÆarticipation Requirements

For the CIDA Awards Programme, a number of suggested fields
of specialization

were defined to guide applicant prqect proposals. These included:
Human Resource
Development; Environment and Development; and Private Sector Development.
Participants were also encouraged to propose projects in other relevant
disciplines for

consideration. Projects were tenable in all countries within Canada,s
ODA programme
criteria' Based on the interest of the applicants and within the guidelines
of the programme,
proposals were invited from Canadian citizens who: possessed
a university degree, college
diploma or professional designation and had a minimum of seven
years of work experience,

two years of which had to involve their specific skills necessary to
undertake the proposed
project.
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Project proposals were assessed on the basis of the "problem or development need to
be met by the project, the methodology proposed and the goals and objectives articulated."
Proposals were also to be assessed on the basis of the extent to which the proposed need was
a realistic reflection

of the host country's development priorities.

This requirement necessitated knowledge of the host society, its context and problems, needs and aspirations. Obtaining this information and/or confirming the problems,
needs and aspirations required establishing a linkage with a host country partner. In addition

to providing applicants with the essential information for the proposal, it was recommended
that the partners actively participate (collaborate) in the development of the project proposal

to ensure that: the strategy and objectives proposed to meet the needs of the host society
seemed realistic and feasible; the project was practical, innovative and action-oriented; the

project would likely have a sustainable impact upon the host culture;and, the prqect would

not pose any potential negative impact upon either the environment or other sectors of the
population. A written endorsement of the proposal is also required from the host country
partner.

An additional requirement was that the proposal contain the following information:
1) background information on the host country, specifically on the sector in which the
applicant proposed to work; 2) background information on how the project came to be
developed and how the host country came to be selected;3) details on how the proposed
project would improve cooperation and build linkages benveen Canada and the host country;

4) a listing of any possibilities the overall project may have of continuing in some form, even
after the proposed project is completed; 5) details on how the project is expected to lead to
the applicant's professional development (personal technological capacity); and 6) a listing

of individuals/sources consulted in developing the prqect proposal.
Applicants required a letter from a Canadian agency or business which supports the
proposed prqect and provides evidence that the applicant has domestic support and a
local
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audience with which to share project results. This instills rhe expectation that the IWD
participant will acquire something from the host society to share and use in the home society.

In addition, the proposal is required to be in keeping with CIDA's ODA programme.
Successful applicants are also required to submit both a mid-ærm and a final report which
details the project and analyses of the results.

1o.7.3 Assessing the

cID,À Awards programme objectives

Based on the HRD-U for ITT model, integrative exchange is defined as providing to

and acquiring from a partner or society technology for application in producing goods,
services and technology based on problems, needs and aspirations. Accordingly,

it was felt

that the CIDA Awards Programme through its work/study emphasis, is designed to encourage this exchange benveen the awards recipients and their host country partners. The Uganda-

Canada Exchange project was designed to enable the participant to contribute to Uganda and

to acquire something from that country that is useful for canada.
In order to do so, he designed and implemented the project to enable him to use his

skills, knowledge, and experience in community and small business development to work

with the Ugandan Manufacturers Association (UMA) to compile a trade and investment
directory' The directorv was designed to be a tool for ITT, in that it would identify producers,
the goods they produce, their interests in exporting and forming joint-venture partnerships.

10.7.4 Complying

With programme Requirements

To comply with the stated requirements of the programme, the IWD participant
undertook the following actions:

I) Identification

of an IWD projecl.: The proposal submitted by rhe applicant was based on

the common needs of the applicant, Canada, the host partner (LIN4A), and Uganda.
The initial

project he identified arose from his desire to gain valuable international development
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exPerience in Africa towards his evolving career in that field. In keeping with his career plans,

and based on his background in community and small business development, he was
interested in facilitating a linkage between the business communities of Winnipeg and
Kampala, Uganda. This was based on the knowledge that Canada was seeking to enhance its

global competitiveness and to expand its market reach, and on the interest within the
winnipeg business community to establish international rinkages.
To facilitate business linkages required him to identify who were the members of
Kampala's business community. Through an initial investigation (at the library and discussion with individuals), he was unable to find a Ugandan business directory. Through contact

with the Uganda High Commissioner, he confirmed that no such directory existed, but that
one was certainly required. The need for and usefulness of a business directory was further

confirmed through discussions with Ugandans living in Canada, Canadians (from the
University of Manitoba, CIDA and the Canadian Manufacturers Association
[CMA]) with
knowledge and experience with Uganda and development, and through contact with the
Ugandan Manufacturers' Association (UMA). The project was therefore designed to
produce a directory that would enable Uganda's manufacturing sector to market itself and
its

products both within Uganda and beyond. At the same time, businesses in Winnipeg, Canada

or elsewhere in the world could identify business and investment opportunities in Uganda,
Through this process, he was able to ensure that the project was realistic, feasible, without
negative impacts and that it reflected the development priorities of Uganda's manufacturing
sector.

2) Obtainíng written endorsementfrom (Jganda: This required the IWD participant to first
identify a prospective Ugandan contaclpartner. As suggested by CBIE to identify a
host
country partner, the applicant contacted the Uganda High Commission. His having
been
acquainted with the High Commissioner enabled him quickly to obtain a suggesûed
contact

(UMA), which turned out to be the eventual project partner and host organization.
Through
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contact with the partner (by conespondence, faxes and telephone calls), project input and

written endorsement were obtained.
3) Provide general country and sector specific (contextual) information:: For Uganda this

was obtained by the IWD participant through various written materials (books, reports,
journals) obtained through libraries, the Uganda High Commission, and stores. For informa-

tion, the IWD participant also relied on his recently completed master's thesis entitled An
Historical Evolution of Urbanization and Town Planning in Uganda.
4) Selecting host

counfi:

Uganda was pre-selected by the applicant. He had a long-standing

interest in Africa generally and Uganda specifically, which was reflected in academic and
numerous other endeavors. The selection of Uganda was also in keeping with his plans to
establish a career in international development.
5) Improving cooperation and building linkages: The proposal was specifically designed to

meet the programme's requirement that the project improve cooperation and build linkages
between Canada and the host country. This was to be achieved through business sectors

within each country and was to build upon an initial linkage established between

the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association and its Ugandan counterpart. Using the proposed

directory and capacity building information, manufacturers and businesses could identify
partners for contacts and exchanges.

6) Ensuring proiect sustainabill|; The project was designed to serve its participants for
many years after the completion of the directory. In the course of undertaking the project,

individual manufacturers were presented with the Vision-Focussed Planning and Management Approach to enable them to identify their problems, needs and aspirations. It was also
to orient them to constantly identify their problems, neæds and aspirations and to consistently

search for inputs to address their problems, needs and aspirations. The project was also
designed to orient

UMA to play the role of a clearing house that would receive and direct the

manufacturers' requests to other manufacturers within and beyond uganda.
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10.8 Exchange Project Goals

Using the HRD-U for ITT model, the project was designed to produce the firsr
comprehensive trade and investment directory focussing primarily on the Ugandan manufac-

turing sector. Based on the pillars of Canada's ODA Strategy and an African perspective on
development, the integrative exchange project was uniquely designed to incorporate elements of:
a) human resource development and utilization;

b) institution building through organizational planning and management;and
c) strengthening existing and building new partnerships between the Ugandan Manufacturers

Association (UMA), Ugandan manufacturers and their Canadian counterparts.

This was to be achieved in three ways:

(1) by engaging Ugandan manufacturers in the use of a Vision-Focussed Planning and
Managing Approach to faciliøte their long range planning efforts; to identify capacity
building needs;and to develop the propensity to search for development inputs they required
both within and beyond Uganda;

(2) by laying the groundwork for a system linked to Canada through which Ugandan
manufacturers and others could exchange development inputs with their Canadian counterparts;

(3) by building upon and enhancing the previous ClDA-sponsored efforts of the CMA to
improve the effectiveness of the UMA; and
(4) by following the stages and activities of the HRD-U for ITT model, various sreps were
taken to achieve the project goals:
10.8.1 Phase

A - Pre-Departure: Strategic preparation

To conceptualize and design an effective integrative exchange short-term ITT
project, the IWD participant attempted to ensure that

it

would ideally address the problems,
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needs and aspirations of all participants involved in the project. This included himself, his

prospective host society, and his own society. Through discussions with the members of the
Ugandan community in Canada and the host country partner (UMA), the problems, needs and
aspirations of the host were identified. Through collaboration with Canadians and the CMA,

the problems, needs and aspirations of the acting project sponsor (CMA) were identified.
These were all incorporated into the project design and implementation plans.
The use of the HRD-U forITT model enabled the IWD participant to design a project
that was unique in three fundamental ways. Firstly, it was to be "exchange-based", whereby

it aimed to meet needs in both Uganda and

Canada, as opposed to a "need-based" project

which traditionally attempts to meet only the needs of the recipient country. Secondly, in
addition to being "product-oriented" (compiling a trade and investment directory), as in the
case of most projects, this initiative was "process-oriented" (monitoring and assessing the

IWD process in order to suggest refinements for its future use). Thirdly, the proJect itself was
a tool for learning through its design and implementation. This is the approach to personal

technological capacity building for and from ITT.
One of the pnmary principles of the model which was applied and tested was the

element

of "exchange", which refers to the two-way flow of technology (techniques,

information and expertise) between the donor and recipient societies on the basis of
reciprocity and their needs. Studying this model enabled the IWD participant to theoretically
explore its use in designing exchange-based projects for international development. The
Uganda Trade and Investment Directory Project enabled him to gain knowledge, expertise
and experience for his IWD career. It also provided this researcher with the opportunity to
test the model and to make recommendations regarding its use.
10.8.2

HRD.U/OD/ITT

The IWD participant employed the HRD-U for ITT model to design and manage his

prqect

as

well as to prepare and manage his IWD and cross-cultural adjustment experience.
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Designing the project involved incorporating a number of the model's features, characteristics and qualities which include human resource development and utilization, organizational

development, and intercultural technology transfer. The educational aspect of the prqect

applied to the IWD participant (through project-based learning), representatives of the
Ugandan companies participating in the project and UMA Executive Board members and

staff. Each learned something new and useful from his or her participation or from others.
The OD component of the project related to companies participating in the project and
to [lMA. The ITT component was brought about by the exchange of leaming (knowledge and

skills) through the work-relaûed interaction between the IWD participant and Ugandans and
through the use of the directory for networking purposes, both within Uganda and beyond,
and the various linkages ansing from the project.

The model was also used in managing the entire work/sfudy prolect to enable the IWD

participant to know what to do and when, before, during and after the visit to Uganda. This
was accomplished by carrying out activities at each of the eleven stages of the model (refer

to Figures

7.I

and 7.2). Elements

of this preparation involved knowledge of himself, his

society, his host society and the needs of both. He planned and methodically prepared himself

for his cross-cultural experience and return to Canada in order to ensure his effectiveness at
all stages of the project and beyond.
To do this, the IWD participant employed what is referred to in this research as the
Focussed Culture læarning Approach (Chapter 6 ). This approach makes the learning of a

culture gradual, progressive and incremental. It involves leaming a culture through a person,s

own project, work or study in one's area of interest or discipline. Its purpose is to ensure
relevance and relatedness of what is being learned before sojourn to a person's endeavor
in

the new culture, while preventing overloading on less meaningful information. In this
particular case, the IWD participant examined both Canadian and Ugandan culture/society

from the perspective of the manufacturing sectors and their needs.
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Another important aspect of IWD for ITT which this IWD participant possessed was
his willingness to learn and his approach to learning from his host society and to effectively
use such learning in Canada.

Since the model

suggests, partnership as the most useful approach

to ITT,

he

endeavored to establish a close working relationship with a counterpart in his host organiza-

tion in Uganda with whom he planned to collaborate throughout the prqect. In Canada, he
organized and consulted with a project advisory group composed of Canadians, Ugandans
and others with interest and experience in Uganda and development in general, to ensure

project relevance and cultural sensitivity.

10.8.3PhaseB-sojourn
The IWD participant utilized the HRD-U for ITT model to prepare himself for his
cross-cultural experience and to manage the project and his overseas work/study expenence.
The project unfolded and was completed very successfully withln the allotted time-frame and

budget, leaving time for the IWD participant to carry out other development exchange pro1ect
initiatives in Uganda. Within the project time-frame, he was able to undertake a th¡ee week
work/study sojourn to Nigeria to pursue related development exchange initiatives.

Upon arriving in Africa he set about to verify his information about his host
organization and society, as well as the manufacturing and related business sectors.
At the
same time, he verified the appropriateness of his prepared project plan and prospectiye

project counterpart. He also familiarized himself with his work environment and cultural
context. This was accomplished by:

(1) holding discussions with various individuals, such as: the Ugandan High
Commissioner
to Kenya (in Nairobi), formerly the High Commissioner to Canada, during planned
a
stop-

over, who had provided assistance to him in formulating the proposal; UMA executive
members, and staff of the UMA Secretariat and its Consultancy and Information
Services,
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as

well as relevant others;

(2) reading various books, documents, reports, magazines and
other matenals available
through UMA;
(3) attending the UMA Trade show to meet various manufacturers
and to view products;

(4) travelling within Kampala and making personal observations
about his new work and
Iiving environment;
(5) maintaining contact with his home society through
this researcher and others to obtain
additional on going feedback and input for the project;

(6) travelling as a representative of his parish in Canada
to other parts of uganda to visit
church officials' congregations and a sister parish, providing
him with the opportunity to
learn and discuss various exchange project initiatives;
and

(7) delivering various messages and carrying out errands
for ugandans in canada, and
canadians who had been in uganda, providing him with
new learning
opportunities and

contacts.

10.8.4 project Adaptations
Based upon this groundwork and working in consultation
with his counterpart,
additional resources' contacts, opportunities and possible
constraints were identified. project
goals and objectives were refined, the project's
critical path, time-frame and estimated
budget were established. Many revisions were macle
to the original project framework, the
most notable involved the following:
a) UMA had just recently completed work on
a catalogue thar listed approximately 400
of
uganda's largest manufacturers. This work enabled
him to shift his energies and attention
from having to undertake that task to collecting comprehensive
information on, and profiling,
the top 200 companies in the country. It also
enabled him to build directly upon and to learn

invaluably from UMA's experiences in producing
their catalogue. This was especially
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important in appreciating the difficulties generally involved in collecting field data and

specifically, dala of

a sensitive nature.

UMA's catalogue experience was taken into account in the design of the questionnaire surveys. It also led to the decision of employing a former UMA staff person with
catalogue experience to work closely with him. Additionally, on the suggestion of UMA,
seasoned field staff (six) were hired to conduct the surveys, though before his departure to
Uganda, he had planned to collect the data himself. The number of researchers, their training,

type and rate of pay were all based on UMA's past experiences. As well, the need to inform

and encourage manufacturers to participate in the survey resulted in the placement of
newspaper and television advertisements under the auspices of the UMA. It also involved the

IWD doing a magazine interview

and making a television appearance regarding his project.

b) General interest on the part of a number of individuals in Uganda, in supporting and
promoting the exporting sector, resulted in the decision to include a selected number of
exporters to be profiled for the directory.

Other significant changes to the project framework arose over time as the project
unfolded. The four most notable related to project extension and sustainability. Firstly, the

IWD participant had originally planned to secure funding from the Trade Facilitation Office
(TFO) in Ottawa for the cost of publishing and distribution of the directory. As Uganda lacked
suitable printing capabilities, the participant discussed his intention to explore the prospect

of printing the directory in Canada, Kenya or Nigena, as discussed with the TFO and others.

A potential alternate funder identified for this second

phase

of the project was the

International Trade Centre (lTC) in Geneva. In following up his initial inquiry with the ITC,

he met with their representative in Kampala. Subsequently, UMA, working in close
consultation with him, submitted a funding proposal to the United Nations Development
Programme in Kampala a week before his departure. The proposal was positively received
and its acceptance was to result in the creation of a revolving fund that would enable

UMA
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itself to oversee the publishing of the directory on an annual basis.
Secondly, UMA's interest in publishing their catalogue each year, along with the

prospect of a directory, resulted in the decision to combine the two and to publish one
document, which was completed in the middle of 1993. Discussions were held with LIN4A
about the prospect of combining the publications of other agencies or associations to produce
one national directory. Although seriously considered, this suggestion was tabled for future

consideration.

Thirdly, during the course of the refinement and implementation of the project,
discussions were held rvith UMA regarding its strategic five- year plan. Specific projects
based on the plan were identified, as was the

IWD participant's potential involvement in

them.

10.8.5 Phase C -

Re-Entry: Application of What Was Acquired

Upon return to Canada, the IWD participant set to work to begin applying the skills,

knowledge, experience and information gained from the project towards his career in
international development. This involved holding exploratory discussions regarding the
development capacity building information collected from Ugandan manufacturers through
the directory prqect with members of hls project advisory committee and CMA. This process
also involved identifying prospective projects for and beyond Uganda, and planning for the
establishment of a company and organizations to pursue these projects and other inûernational

development initiatives. In addition, he began to foster contacts and relationships established

in the course of the project. The IWD participant is actively pursuing his transition to a full
time professional career in international development, partnership exchanges and entrepreneurship development.

10.9 Project Outcomes
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Based on a revised prolect framework, the following accomplishments were achieved

within the allotted time-frame and budger:
1)

A

trade and investment directory was compiled

which among other elements contained:

- profiles on 150 companies that also indicated which companies were interested in

joint venture partnerships and export oppornrnities;
- overviews of the manufacturing and export sectors;
- profiles of government agencies related to manufacturing, trade and investment;
- a listing of service providers in various sectors related to manufacturing, trade and
investment;

- an overview of the investment climate, incentives and top prospects;
- a profile on Uganda and its membership in various international organizations;and
- information on how to invest and register a company in uganda.
2) A needs assessment was conducted among 131 manufacturers. As the Vision-Focussed
Planning and Management Approach can be applied at the personal, organizational, commu-

nity or societal levels, it was employed

as an organizational development planning exercise

that engaged manufacturers in long range planning by their responding to questions
regarding

their ten year goals. This was a challenging endeavor ,since up until recently businesses

literally operated on a day-to-day basis. Based on their goals, manufacturers, were lead
through a questionnaire to identify what they needed by way of skills and expertise,
technical

information, tools, equipment and other resources in order to move them towards realizing
their vision.

This information was then tabulated to enable UMA and others to effectively plan,
programme and respond to the capacity building needs of manufacturers.
The process
employed in collecting information from manufacturers was aimed at orientating
them to
reflect upon their past, to identify their present needs and future aspirations and
to plan and
search for needed development inputs within and beyond Uganda.
This would result in their
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more effective use of the directory and could lead

to

requests for inputs from suppliers outside

of Uganda.
3) The same Vision-Focussed Planning and Management Approach was aimed at
condition-

ing manufacturers to search for needed development inputs within and outside Uganda,
through

a

capacity building system involving a strengthened UMA linked to various

organizations, associations or instifutions in other countries such as Canada.
The process of

laying the foundation for the sysûem was begun in cooperation with UMA.
It would involve
trarning individual representatives within each enterprise and both strengthening
UMA and

Iinking

it

abroad, in order to effectively respond to the manufacturers' needs
and aspirations

as brought forward individually or collectively.

4) Discussions were also held regarding the establishment of an entity in
Canada and other
countries to respond to requests and inputs emanating from the UMA-based
organization.
The IWD participant is involved in discussions regarding the establishment
of the Canadian

entity.
5) There was continuous monitoring and assessment of the HRD-U
model for ITT, to refine

it for training purposes with respect to project development and IWD process
management.
6) Formal and informal contacts were established which have already
generated corespondence from Africa for project proposals.

10.10 Project Success

Indicators

The primary factor contributing to the success of this project rvas
the use of the HRD-

U for ITT model, which was designed specifically to ensure the relevance
of IWD. By
employing this model , the IWD participant was able to effectively
plan and manage his work/
study prqect and to prepare and manage his IWD cross-cultural
experience. This enabled him

to integrate the elements of HRD-U, ITT, organizational development,
partnership

and

exchange' This integration enabled him to tailor the project
to his mission and to the needs
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of Uganda and Canada within the context of the initiative.
As a result of the project, there is significant potential for post-project cooperation
between Canada and Uganda. This can be attributed to the fact that partnership and
cooperation were essential elements designed directly into the prqect. To begin with,
this

project was designed to build upon a previous initiative that was undertaken through
the
linkage between the CMA and its Ugandan counterpart. Maintaining a "Canadian
connec-

tion" with the LIMA constitutes

a

continuity that could facilitate future activities between the

two countries. CMA's contribution to UMA was at the organizational level.
This project
contributed through laying the groundwork for strengthening linkages for ITT
among
individual Ugandan manufacturers, and between them and UMA. This involved building
the
capability of manufacturers through HRD-U to identify their needs and to search
for inputs.

At the same time, it involved building

the capability of

UMA to respond to requests of the

manufacturers. In this way, the strengthening of individuals related to organizational
and
sectoral development.
Secondly, based on the HRD-U model for ITT, the directory was designed
to be a

networking tool which would enable Canadians to identify business,
investment and joint
venture opportunities within the manufacturing and other sectors
in Uganda. Approximately
150 companies were profiled, where it was determined which
were interested in

joint venture

partnerships with foreign investors and which were interested
in exporting their products
abroad' Further communicating of this information to prospective partners
and investors is

still required.
Thirdly, an integral part of the information-gathering process involved
undertaking
a capacity building needs assessment among 131 participating
companies using the Vision-

Focussed Management Approach. Based on their staûed
long range goals, enterprises

identified their immediate needs for management and production
training, resource materials, technology, equipment and other development inputs.
This information was tabulated,
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and with further refinement, could provide numerous opporrunities for UMA
planners and
Canadian suppliers of goods and services.

Fourthly, to enhance LIMA's capacity and to enable it to more effectively respond to
the needs of its membership, exploratory discussions were held regarding the development

of two initiatives from UMA's five year plan (developed through its CMA linkage).
It was
agreed that

UMA would draft initial proposals for the two initiatives and their development

would be explored with the IWD participant. The realization of these efforts
would
potentially provide important opportunities for Canadian suppliers of goods
and services.
Through the process employed in this project, an effort was made to orient
manufac-

turers to engage in long range planning (employing the Vision Focussed planning
and
Management Approach), and based on their goals, to identify and search
for the development

inputs they require both within Uganda and abroad. However, fufher orientation
and training

to develop ITT and networking skills is necessary for manufacturers to
maximallv benefit

from this endeavor.

In working with UMA, an effort was made to lay the foundation for a capacity
building syst'em and an entity to assist manufacturers

ûo search

for and acquire what they need,

and to enable them to work towards their visions. This system,
in turn, is planned to be linked

to a counterpart system in canada, which the author is working to
establish. It is th¡ough the

link between the two systems that development inputs, technology, goods,
services and other
resources would be exchanged.

Fifthly, discussions were held with officials of the Ugandan National Chamber
of
commerce and Industry, the city of Kampala and the emerging
Anglican Diocese of central
Buganda regarding the potential of est¿blishing twinning/working
relationships with prospective canadian counterparts. These initiatives are being pursued
by the IWD participant

with officials of the winnipeg/Manitoba chamber of commerce,
city of winnipeg and
Anglican Diocese of Rupertsland in Manitoba.
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Sixthly, an essential element of the model involved the establishment of a joint
partnership or facilitative/collaborative relationship (partnership) with a counterparr in the
host society, with whom the IWD participant would exchange knowledge and experiences
as

well as plan, implement and evaluate the integrative project. In the case of integrative

projects, joint partnerships involve both parties to collaboratively design and implement
projects that address their common or agreed upon problems, needs and aspirations. Similar

to this, facilitative/collaborative relationships involve addressing the problems, needs and
aspirations of both parties. However, they involve one party primarily enabling the second
Party, through facilitation and the providing of other inputs, to design and carry out a project.

In contrast to integrative exchange projects, where the problems, needs and aspirations of both parties are addressed, are infusive projects. In the case of the latter, projects are
designed and implemented to primarily address the problems, needs and aspirations of only

one of the parties. This can be undertaken in a joint partnership or through facilitatiye
relationships. For example, in the IMAP Case Study (Chapter 8), the Caribbeans designed

infusive projects and through facilitative/collaborative relationships (parrnerships) primarily

with a Canadian counterpart, the Caribbeans refined their projects and searched for and
acquired needed inputs to implement their projects.

In contrast to the Caribbeans, the IWD participant designed an integrative exchange

project' In the process, and in order to implement the project, he attempted to establish

a

facilit¿tive/collaborative partnership within the host organization with a particular individual, as he had desired. His inability to form such a partnership was due to a combination

of reasons, such as the work-load and pressing priorities of his prospective partner. In
addition, the Ugandan partner believed that the IWD participant was "the expert"
from North
America with all the credentials, and that the partner would happily contribute to.,his
effort,,
when called upon.

In response, the IV/D participant felt that he had to stress on many occasions to his
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eventual partners and other host organization st¿ff members that he desired to work in
collaboration through which they would share their experiences in undertaking the prqect
and related initiatives.

He also revised his initial thinking of operating with one primary

partner, and opúed instead to establish a number of facilitative relationships with UMA staff
members and others through which to implement the project.

Finally, carrying out the activities of the various ståges of the HRD-U for ITT model
enabled him to manage the worlc/study process and to guide himself through his cross-

cultural experience. This enabled him to address any potential culture shock and to operate
as

effectively

as possible

in order to accomplish his many personal and professional goals for

the Ugandan visit. As a result, he felt that he was able to maintain a steady course throughout

his sojourn and avoid the emotional peaks and valleys which are often expected in
intercultural

soj ourn.

10.1i Conclusion
The IWD participant stated that he found the overall project experience to be highly
positive, productive and educational. He reports that it enabled him to pursue his mission
by

internationalizinghis ca¡eer, participating in the development efforts of an African country,
and establishing numerous contacts with whom to identify and pursue many potential
post-

project initiatives.
Using the HRD-U Model for ITT as a guidance tool, the IWD participant, following
its stages, was able to know what to do and when in the course of designing, canying
out and
managing his integrative exchange project that met the problems, needs and aspirations
of

all participants. The reported success of the proJect was a result of incorporating four
essential
preconditions for effective ITT. These include:
1) strategic preparation - by the IWD participant for his sojourn and reintegration.
Such
preparation, in which the problems, needs and aspirations of the IWD participant
and others
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are identified and related directly to the project, is a precondition for integrative
exchange.

2) exchange communication - caffied out by the IWD participant with project related
resource
people and facilitators in his host society prior to his sojourn, in his home society
while
abroad, and in his former host society upon his retum.

3) collaborative integrative exchange approach - engaged in by the IWD participant to
establish facilitative relationships through which to provide and acquire necessary
project

inputs throughout the IWD process.

4) HRD-U - in which the IWD participant acquired knowledge and skills both for
and from
the integrative exchange project. In addition, ITT skills (problems, needs
and aspirations

identification, searching for, and acquiring needed inputs) were demonstrated
to individual
Ugandan manufacturers and to UMA staff to begin building a community
of technology
seekers, receivers and users. This amounts to stimulating the demand,
in addition to the

supply side of ITT.
This IWD participant's reported success was due in large part to his having:
1) the

HRD-U for ITT model

as a guidance and process management

tool; and2)a suitable project

development framework and necessary resource support provided
by the CIDA professional

Awards Programme' Such a framework, which enables individuals to
effectively develop
their ideas and interests into projects, is necessary for individual- based
IWD to take place.
However, what was found to be missing, and what needed to be in place
to enable the

IWD participant to more effectivery design and carry out his project were:
1) - (for strategic preparation for the sojourn and reintegration) bringing
necessary inputs for project conceptualizationand design, and
for

together the

IA preparation. This would

provide for easy access to required inputs. For the IWD participant,
these inputs would relate

to his project idea, the IWD field, past projects, Uganda, its needs
and primary contacts,
canada, its needs and primary contacts, as well as other pertinent
materials,
2) - (for exchange communication) a means of enabling the
IWD participant to conveniently
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communicate with the host society prior to and following his sojourn, as well
as being able
to do so with his home society while abroad to provide and acquire needed information
and
feedback;

3) - (for collaborative integrative exchanges) a means of enabling the IWD participant to
identify appropriate individuals and organizations with whom to have facilitative relationships or partnerships; and

4) - (for entire ITT process) obtaining facilitation from a knowledgeable individual(s)
with
whom the IWD participant could work to obtain the required guidance and
counselling.

In the absence of these components, the IWD participant conducted an extensive
search for inputs and experienced delays and difficulties in identifying
and communicating

with his host country partner. He also experienced limited opportunities to effectively
make
use of what he had acquired from Uganda. Consequently, the

IWD participant established

both a support team in Canada which consisted of the researcher as the
prime facilitator and
a project advisory team, composed

of Canadians and Ugandans. The role of the facilitator and

team was to provide essential feedback and suggestions regarding
all aspects of the project.

In this way, the IWD participant was assisted in searching for and acquiring
required inputs.
Capturing and makrng available the collective experiences of the
IWD participants
(what they did, how, difficulties erc.)are important elements
for enabling others to go through
the process, less painfully and more successfully. Because IWD
participants pass through the

ITT process as individuals, their singular and collective experiences and knowledge

go

largely unshared' Without past experiences to draw on for guidance
and insight, and without
the necessary ITT components being consolidated for easy
access, individuals

will continue

to have to grope and stumble through their IWD proæss. As
well, the process will generally
remain ineffìcient, costly, difficult, and ad hoc and piece meal
in nature. This will make IWD
pursuits, which can be intimidating to begin with, even
less enticing or attractive for
Canadians' At a time when Canada is encouraging greater
participation of its citizens in IWD,
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it needs to address

these prevailing conditions.

In order to encourage and enable individuals to participate effectively in IWD for ITT,
using the exchange approach, will require:
a) having in place a way to compile and make available past

IWD participant experiences;

b) bringing together the various required component areas of activities; and c) providing
appropriate facilitation through guidance and counselling.
These elements, when combined, need to be housed in an exclusive centre, a shared
place or be a group of individuals which constituûes a "node" and serves as an
organizational

unit. These nodes, centres or group of people need to be available and accessible
to people

in the society to ensure

access and encourage participation.

Collectively, they constitute

network in an overall enabling system for ITT programming. They also need to

a

be

interconnected and linked, not only among themselves, but also internationally.
Effective

running (management) of this system requires a suitable organizational framework
whose

'entities' exist in all parts and levels of society.
These nodes would provide individuals with access to information, technology,

support and resources required to identify their problems, needs and aspirations
and to
conceptualize, design and carry out integrative exchange projects to
address effectively those

problems, needs and aspirations and that of their societies. Having
such a structure and
organizational framework

in place would have enabled the IWD participant to

more

effectively acquire (in ûerms of time and cost) inputs from Canada and
Uganda, identify a host
society partner and establish the problems, needs and aspirations of all parties.
The structure

would have also enabled him to more effectively share and use what
he had acquired from
Uganda.

The IWD participant has found the HRD-U for ITT model to be very
useful for
conceptualizing, designing and implementing his integrative exchange
prqect. However, he

has noted that without an enabling system

in place to provide

access to information,
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facilitation and support, the effective use of the model and its benefits are constrained.
Therefore, the two (model and structure) appear to greatly complement one another. Each
is
necessary to derive maximum benefit from the other, and together both are essential
for

effective IWD for ITT programming.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
TOWARDS INTEGRATIVE EXCHANGE PROGRAMMING FOR ITT

CAPACITY BUILDING
Identification of Necessary programming strucfures, components, Approach
and
Organizational Framework
chapter Eleven documents a case for an integrated enabling
sysrem for development programming. It deöribes
ti;;
system was evorved by-harmonizing the programmes and

ú;

organizationar framewórks of cuso"Nig"riu uî¿ ngc. pi"_
sented are the thirteen generic component areas of activities
of
a com^mì¡nity level resource centrè which forms an integral
part of the system. Also described is how the evorved ,);;;
was applied in the case country of Nigeria.

our maior

resource is our neople.lVe all recognize the inherent relationship
ããi-ráp-""r ü'. ãru fulty conscioîs or the fact ttrat itre prrmary
objective of development iito improve the l¡v¡íg -;"áitì"nr
pra rpirituaiwerr-being¡
of our people- But we also know that it ig trrg
ih"
p.ñ¿ip;i;crors in the
úo'pi;;h;
recovery and development process. It is obiioüs, therefo"",
"r" ttiut iträ ,u.."r, of
the
recovery and development piocess very much aepenas
àn tnelmãcli""lã.ti"ipation of
the people in that process.
b,e{rv99n pe-ople"and

The main task.confronting
Tlny African national authorities is to create
favorable conditions which would ãnaureþeo¡1._äfrlt;
appty their energy, skills and
creativity for their own benefit and for thË be'nefit orì-tr"eir
countries. Thoið conditions
should, fTrst and foremost, aim at enhancing the people's
participation in the decisionP3.Hng process on matters affecting their üelfart. îü situation will make them feel
fully
responsible for their own devãropment and hence
motivate them toparticipate
activelv in the nlanning and implementation of their
d";d;;;iä"ii*,iiå,
(African
Charter, 1990,þ.
s.¡.

- President Á.r Hassal M*t-Tyj, Repubric
of ranzania (1990)
self'development implies a d¡tfórenô.o1" i*
íhan the usual topdown developmen^t-approaöh rf ;h" p."t. Technical
"ã--unication
iniormation
about
dévetopment
problems and possib¡i¡ties and about åppr_opriate
innovaiions_ is sought by local systems

i:iï'!TJ""rfr å','.ï;îrH",-,-"rfïli.xln+'":î;i,"çïifl'i;íl;i"îÆ

and conduct top-down communication campaigns (Rogers,
rg7g,p. 6s).
11.1

Introduction

This chapær summarizes the need for an enabling
sysûem (societal technological capacity

- src) for intercultural

development exchanges.

It

includes a programming structure,

component areas of activities, an organizational
framework, facilitation, support and an
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approach. The suggested STC enables individuals to acquire necessary inputs
from within
and beyond their country to produce and exchange goods, services and technology
(goods,

services and technology) based on their problems, needs and aspirations and those
of their

society. Through a case study, this chapter describes how a system was evolved and
applied

in the country of Nigeria.
Nigerian case studies were conducted in 1990 following that of the the International
Management Associate Programme (IMAP). They were to examine human
resource devel-

opment and utilization for intercultural technology transfer (HRD-U for
ITT) related
Programmes and to identify the programming structure and organizational framework which

Nigeria needed to have in place in order to bring about effective ITT exchanges
through
intercultural education for development (IED) and intercultural work for
development

(IWD) programming, both indigenous and exogenous.
It was assumed for the case studies that IED and IWD for ITT progrzürmes
are carried

out for the purposes of 'development'. It was appreciated that the conceptualization
of
development, its specific objectives and approaches to attaining them,
vary from society to
society (Goulet, r975),and even from community to community (Rogers,
lgTg).

Nigeria's conceptualization, definition and approach to development and
its programming through IED and IWD were articulated through interviews
with relevant officers

in various ministries and departments.
The analysis framework for the Nigerian cases was provided by three
sources: the
HRD-U for ITT activities canied out by the IMAP participants;the necessary
organizational
framework which was required to design and implement the IMAP
effectively; literature and
other research findings. Deductions from this research indicated
that generally, producer and
recipient countries may need to carry out ITT programmes
of HRD-U for ITT using both the

IED and IWD mechanisms.
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1.

1

A Case for an Enabling Structure: Findings From previous Research

Findings of this research show that the purpose, goals and objectives of
international
development are changing along with the shifts that are taking place in
the conceptualization

of development and its

programming worldwide. There is a shift from societal and

organization-focused programming (social, institutional and infrastrucfural
building) for
social change and economic development through ITT towards HRD-U
for planning change
and management in organizations and societies. Findings also
show that particular goals and

objectives of ITT require certain enabling systems - programming
structures, components
and organizational frameworks. As the IMAP and Uganda-Canada
case studies (chapters g

and 10 respectively) indicate, the most useful programming structure
for effective ITT which
is based on HRD-U mechanisms and which uses the exchange strategy,
is an internationally-

linked community-based structure with facilitation and support system
programming focusing on goods, services and technorogy production and exchange.

It was also revealed that the approach to ITT needs to change accordingly

as both the

goals and the programming structures change. As discussed
in chapters 3 and 4,theemerging
approach appears to be shifting

from diffusive and infusive to inûegrative exchange, through

partnerships, collaboration, participatory programming,
and strategic preparation. However,

many organizational structures still appear to be designed to
operate primarily in the
diffusion, and to a lesser degree in the infusion approaches.
An analysis of Nigeria's Technical Assistance Corps (TAC)
has revealed a need flor
programming for the acquisition and use of knowledge
from the host society,
as was the case

with IMAP and the clDA Professional Awards programmes.
Also, an analysis of Nigeria,s

cuso

and Development Exchange centre (DEC) shows
that a community-based program-

ming structure is very necessary for community and
rural development. The value of the
participatory partnership approach for social change
and economic development through
project-based learning via goods, services and
technology production and exchange was also
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concluded to be necessary. This concept can be described as entrepreneurship-focused
development Programming or HRD-U for ITT, which is the process of
enabling people to
gain skills and expertise while creating and exchanging goods, services
and technology to
address their problems, needs and aspirations.

In conjunction with the need for a community-based programming structure, a
description of Nigeria's Mass Mobilisation for Social and Economic
Recovery (MAMSER)
Programme reveals that a structure that reaches to all parts of ttre recipient
society is necessary

in order to effectively

provide adequate access to information and necessary inputs.

Integrating structures of both MAMSER and DEC enables one to incorporate
the HRD-U
based, entrepreneurship focused approach of DEC to support groups
and individuals, to
design and implement projects u

utilizing resources from within and outside of their specific communities
to address their own

and societal problems, needs and aspirations through goods, services
and technology
production and exchanges.
Current goals of ITT suggesûed in literature include a strong component
of HRD-U

(clDA,

1987: Fry and rhurber, 19g9; Kaplan, 19g3; Meals, 19g0).
HRD_g involves a

process of enabling people to take from or provide to
a society, community or organization

different from their own, the technology needed to produce
and exchange goods, services and

technology through project design and implementation while
they acquire additional
information, expertise and skills from the process and vice versa.
To achieve this, an ITT
approach and programming structure and activities are required.
Because all problems, needs and aspirations, whether
at personal, organizational or

community level, involve more than one culture ([,eger,
1990a; 1990b; Rogers, l97g;

l9B),

the inputs and desired solutions to address problems,
needs and aspirations effectively are
also said to have international dimensions zurd come
from a vanety of cultures and conûexts.
Integrative exchanges for addressing mutual or agreed-upon
problems, needs and aspirations
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are considered to be the most effective approach to the process of ITT.
Since integrative exchange involves giving to or taking from other
cultures, IED and

IWD are the main HRD-U mechanisms for ITT. However, this study reveals that
from the
point of view of ITT project design and implementation, formal and non-formal
education,
and entrepreneurship, are similar to ITT through IED or IWD (Gullahorn
and Gullahorn,

re63).
This study identifies certain specific activities which IED and IWD participants
need

to calÏy out in order to bring about effective ITT (See chapters g, 9 and
l0). They

are

organized in the generic HRD-U for ITT framework for and from
IED and IWD program-

ming in three phases and eleven stages. These activities can also be arranged
in a sequential
order to enable individuals to gain personal technological capacity

ITT'

(pfc)

and bring about

They are designed to be used for education and training purposes, guidance
and

counselling, ITT process management, entrepreneurship development
and similar other
programming.

Among the broad areas of important activities for effective ITT based
on the exchange
approach are strategic preparation for sojourn, collaborative partnership
exchanges, and

reintegration. There is ample evidence which indicates that those
who carried out most of
the identified ITT activities adequately appeared to have been
more successful than those
who did not, or those who carried out the activities inadequately.

Also, this research reveals that those who were able to carry out these
activities
adequately had access to relevant information for defining
their problems,

needs and

aspirations and designing and implementing their ITT projects.
They also received facilita-

tion from knowledgeable persons in the area of their projects and
with regards to their
respective host societies. ITT appeared to be less effective
without this necessary information, facilitation and support for problems, needs and aspiration
definition and analysis,

as

well as project design and implementation. Knowing about
and carrying out the necessary
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ITT activities appeared to be more possible where this system of
support, information and
facilitation were available and institutionalized, as in the case
of
International Management

Associates Network (IMAN) during the later part of the
IMAp programming. It appeared
therefore important that a society, community or organization
that needs to enable its people

to conduct effective ITT for and from goods, services and technology
production

and

exchange, should have in place an enabling system for
ITT programming.
The roles that specific institutions play in enabling people
to carry out these activities
are discussed in this chapt'er' The enabling

ITT programming structure and the component

areas of required activities are described. The organizational
framework which is suitable to

enable the carrying out of these activities effectively,
is also described.

An attempt was made in this research to identify and document
what needs to be
available in societies (participating in ITT) to enable
ITT agents to carry out effective ITT,
through the IED and IWD mechanisms. The primary
question for this part of research
was:

what do IED and IWD participants need to have in place
in their societies, communities, or
organizations to enable them to carry out necessary
activities, in order to conduct effective

ITT using the int'egrative

exchange approach? Effective

ITT in this

case meant satisfying the

problems, needs and aspirations of the participants
with technology that is appropriate and
fits the recipients' context. It also mean the ITT programme
would be sustainable and carried
out in a time and cost effective manner.

11.1.2. Enabring system

for HRD-u Based ITT programming

This section discusses the necessity and requirement
for an enabling structure for
programming to achieve effective ITT through
intercultural HRD-U mechanisms. It describes the component areas of activities that
IED participants need to carry out effective

ITT

through conceptualizing, designing and implementing
integrative exchange projects. The
specific areas discussed include: 1) preparing strategically
for sojourn and reintegration;2)
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identifying and establishing partnerships to enable the design and implementation of a project
that benefits all participants;and 3) applying the learning and information acquired from
the

host society at the home society. What is needed in terms of a support system including
information, facilitation, financing, and strategies of collaborative exchanges, is described.

11.1.3 Strategic Preparation: The Need

for Information and Facilitation

Literature identifies the availability of information as an indispensable input for
conducting effective ITT (Dosa, 1985; Neelameghan and Tocatlian, 19tì5). The
Director of
research at the USA (New York) based Institute of International Education, Eleanor
Barber

(1989' Personal Communication), felt that the HRD-U for ITT model
suggested in this study

"is information intensive" and "cannot work" well without a "free flow
of information in
society".
l.adaga and Hopkins (1987) found in their study that IED participants need relevant

information in order to prePare adequately for their studies, in the USA. The information
they
needed pertains to all aspects of their studies including the identification
and analysis of their

needs at home for their studies and selection

of programmes and of advisors. It was also

related to communication and exchanges between the host and home societies
and institu-

tions before departure from home.
From practice, the IMAP and Uganda-Canada case studies clearly show the
importance and necessity of relevant ITT project information, communication
and facilitation, as

well as a support system in strategic preparation, partner identification and collaborative
exchanges' They also reveal the type of programming structure and institutional
framework
that are useful to enable participants to carry out the necessary ITT
activities effectively.

The Uganda-Canada integrative exchange project was carried out by an
IWD
participant to provide canadian expertise and input to produce
a trade and investment
directory for the Ugandan private sector. As reported in the previous chapter,
this case
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confirms the need for providing some enabling system in order for IWD
participants to carry

out ITT that brings about two-way exchanges, builds expertise for undertaking
ITT,
generates information and creates a network for on-going
exchanges.

The Uganda-Canada case study demonstrates the need for accumulating
and gather-

ing together the needed resources in specific "cÆntres" or locations for
the use of past, current
and future IWD (and IED) participants, as w¿ts the case with the
IMANf s Island based
committees (IBCs). Such centres would serve not only the CIDA professional
Awards
participants, but also others interested in or carrying out IWD (and
IED) projects.

There is

no

organization

in

Canada

to provide assistance to individual IWD

participants as the CIDA Professional Awards Programme
appeared to require. In the
absence of enabling organizations, such as the Manitoba
Institute of ManagemenlManitoba

Public sewice commission (MIM/MPSC) as in the case

of IMAp, the uganda-canada

case

study IWD participant, who belonged to a group of individual
IWD aspirants, had to use
surrogate systems, improvisations and other creative alternatives
and substitutes in order to

design and carry out his prqect and prepare himself effectively
for sojourn, ,,success in the
host culture" and reintegration.

To minimize difficulties and enhance participation, it would
be useful to seek ways
to improve the process of IWD project design and implementation.
To optimize the benefits
of IWD exchanges, it is important that projects be designed
and implemented to address the
problems needs and aspirations of both the donors
and recipients, and be completed
effectively within determined time frames.

The two Programmes described earlier (the IMAP and the
clDA professional
Awards Programme) were designed to enable individual
ITT participants to design their own

proiects' which embodied the technology acquired from
or provided to a society different
from that of the participants. In the IMAP, it was management
technology. In the ugandacanada case study, it was the expertise and inputs for
directory production and organizational
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needs assessment.

In the process of ITT, the IED and IWD participants gained

pfc

- ITT skills and

expertise for application in the particular and subsequent situations. Each
prqect inûegrates
inputs from both the donor and the recipient societies and are based on
the problems, needs

and apirations of the designers and executors, as well as that of their
own societies,
communities and organizations.

11.2 Design of

ITT Enabling System: An Analysis of CUSO-DEC programming
Structure

The previous section presented the types of activities that are needed to
develop pTC

while conducting

ITT. It made a case for a complementary enabling

building) in the form of

src,

sysüem

(for pTC

compnsing ITT programming structure, component areas of

ITT activities and an organizational framework. This section describes an enabling
structure
that was evolved from an examination of HRD-U for ITT programming
in Nigeria. This
system, derived from the

cuso

Nigeria-DEC programming structure and component areas

of activities, was adapted for general development programming in Nigeria.
Given its
generic nature, it could be adapted for use in other countries,
communities and even large
organizations.

11.2.1 Purpose of the Case Study of Nigeria
The purpose of the Nigerian research visit was to:

f

identify existing needs (situations, contexts, conditions, acceptability)
which could be

addressed using the HRD-U model;

2' identify specific Programmes which may benefit from
the utilization of this HRD-U model
in their programming;

3' identify the organizational frameworks - public, private,
and academic sectors - used in
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implementing these Programmes at present and to identify those necessary for utilizing the

HRD-U for ITT model in such programmes in the Nigerian contexts;
4. identify existing organizational frameworks that lend themselves to adaptation/modification for operationalizing the HRD-U model;

5. identify what adaptations are necessary to render those available frameworks

and

structures suitable for the operationalizing the HRD-U for ITT model;

6. make suggestions and recommendations based on these findings to improve

these

identified programmes and for effecting the necessary adaptations to the existing institutional
organizational frameworks to make them suitable for purposes of operationalizing the
HRD-

U for ITT model;and
7. suggest,

if

need be, any additional frameworks and structures that may be necessary
for the

effective implementation of the suggested programmes to test the HRD-U for ITT
model.

11.2.2 Research

Information and process

Various sources of information were used for identifying and analyzing
these
organizations, their programmes, programming structures and component
areas of activities.

A study was conducted to identify what Nigeria is doing in HRD-U

of implementation

structures

it

based

ITT and the rype

had in place to make the best of the programmes. A

comparison of what exists with what is 'ideal', according to liûerature (which
is what will be
contained in the theoretical model), will lead to some suggestions
for using this model.

To plan for the use of the HRD-U model for ITT suggested in this study,
it was
necessary to identify the programming structures and organizational
frameworks which are
necessary for operationalizing this model in a case country.
Nigeria was chosen for this case

study towards the implementation and testing effort because
of the researcher, s familiarity

with the country. Consequently, a study was ca¡ried out in the country
by the designer of this
model during a six-week research visit to Nigeria from December
4, 1990

to January 27,
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1991.

Additionally, the model is designed from the perspective of a 'technology recipient's
(developing country's) perspective'; implementing

it in a developing

country would

facilitate a clearer understanding. The development of the model was oriented ûowards
Africa
by the use of liúerature focusing on the concerns of Africa and of Africans in the area
of ITT.
Therefore implementation of the model in an African context was seen as most suitable
at this

initial stage of its development and testing. Nigeria seemed to be the most logical and
appropriate case from the point of view of resource endowments and many other
factors,

including its apparent 'state of readiness', due in part to its current development programming focus. Its economic recovery efforts are based on industrialization, privatization,
and
resource mobilisation. It seemed to be passing through a 'crisis',

a time which usually

makes

the acceptance of innovation possible - innovations are usually more accepted
in a crisis
context, where people are seeking alternatives to the status quo - to improve
their lot. The
structural adjustment programme (SAP) brought about some hardships not
ofæn experienced

in the country. Development Programmes became geared to focussing the attention
of the
people on finding ways to improve their ability to domestically produce
food, goods, and
seryices needed in the country, at the time

of

the rising cost of imports and the rapidly growing

foreign debt.

This need for internal capacity building for economic recovery necessitated

an

extensive infusion of financial and technological inputs from both
within and outside of

Nigeria' The quest for technological inputs led to the concept of economic
diplomacy which
Nigeria sought to develop
was also the promotion

as an approach to inûernational

of

development programming. There

indigenous' technology development.

The key questions from the perspective of operationalizing the
model were:
1. What are the principal HRD-U for ITT based mechanisms
through which
technology from otheicountries enters Nigerian society (that is, *¡ãf*]t"
current international HRD-u based ITT rñechanisms)i
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?. Yrrq! are the specific programmes within the mechanisms?. How are these
H\Ì9 bSsef ITT programmes orgpile.d ro enable parricipants ro bring in
and_effectively¡tilize technology whictr is useful, relevant,'ana approfri"ate
to Nigena?;and How g".F" plggrammesorganized ro enable pu.üóipuit" to
effectively acquire and utilizsNigerian technorogy to meet the needs of other
societies?

?. Aft"-. entering th,e sociefy through the literate or schooled, intemational/
intercultural, and ofte¡ urbanjzed aãult population of the society
ftrrat is,-ttre
participants in HRD-u ba¡_ed
progiammes
and
other
agenti¡,
trow áoes
frr
fechnology reach and be.effectively utilized by rural and illitérateþpulations
for development of products and services, wirich meets their neéds and that
ol the rest of Nigerian society?
4. How are the HRD-U based programmes of internal ITT organized to enable
the rural and nonliterate populatión of Nigerian_sociery to efiectively u.di;;
and utilize technology to meet their ownieeds?
11.3 Method of Research

The Nigerian research was carried out through person interviews with programme
officers and other individuals. An interview schedule made up of open-ended questions
was
used.

I 1.3.1 Sources of

Information and Informants

Through a review of liærature, current newspapers and other information
sources, the
researchers was able to choose programmes in both govemmental,
non-governmental and

private sectors with an intercultural focus. Five cities were visited Abuja, t-agos, Ibadan,
calabar and uyo and one (oruk Anam) Local Government Area secretariat.

lI'3'2 HRD-U for ITT Programming in Nigeria: Structures

and programmes

Organizations carrying out HRD-U for ITT programmes (as defined
in this study) in

Nigeria were identified and analyzed for insights into their specific IED,
IwD and other
related programmes and programming structures. These were
examined in an effort to design

and propose for Nigeria an integrated programming system suitable
for HRD-U for ITT

programming based on the integrative exchange approach.
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The case study process began with an examination of numerous existing ITT
programmes based on HRD-U mechanisms. The purpose was to analyze the process that each
uses and to examine the programming strucfure, component areas of activities and approach

of each programme. It was found through literature review and the various case studies of
this research that ITT could be carried out primarily through IED and IWD mechanisms.
Therefore, a number of IED and IWD programmes in Nigeria were examined.

At

the time

of this research (1990), Nigeria was primarily utilizing the IWD

mechanism, both indigenously and exogenously. Two of these programmes, TAC (indigenous) and CUSO (exogenous), were analyzedfor insights into the ITT programming carried

out by the HRD-U mechanisms of IED and IWD. Unlike the late 1970s and early 1980s (Eruk,
1987), very little was taking place in the area of IED for ITT.
Literature suggests that ITT, as part of general development, needs to be focused on

community and rural development in developing countries especially (Dosa, 1%Ð. This led
the researcher to examine DEC and MAMSER for insights and to identify useful program-

ming structures, components and approaches.
Following an analysis of CUSO Nigeria and DEC, refinements were suggested that
would result in an evolved STC system.

11.4

Country Profile

An analysis of Nigeria's programming shows that Nigeria is programming primarily

with IWD and less so with IED. Nigeria does not have national NGOs nor government
agencies that coordinate activities integratively in HRD-U for ITT. The various agencies

conducting activities in both international and national HRD-U for ITT appear to do
so
separately, and then only based on their own policies and programme approaches.

A policy

vacuum is clearly evident. The need has been also identified for an integrated programming
structure and organizational framework for conducting and coordinating activities
in this
alea.
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ll.4.I Emerging Policy Framework
1. Nigeria has only recently been making efforts ûo put in place appropriate policies,
guidelines and organizational frameworks with respect to HRD-U for ITT programming.
In

international development, it has developed what government officials call an .,Economic

Diplomacy

"

orientation. This differs from the earlier policy emphasis on cultural and

political exchanges. The current programming approach 'Tocuses more on the economic
and
industrial sectors" of the exchange or partner countries.

2. Regarding development programming internally, various government documents and
pronouncements suggest a focus on community and rural development as areas of pnonty.

This is to be realized through HRD-U for ITT which emphasizes "mass mobilisation', for
project development by community people - individuals, groups and organizations

-

to

respond to their development problems, needs and aspirations. This mass mobilization
is to
be realized through proper education and training and information provision to
all parts

of

society, including remote areas of the society.

Nigeria, like many other developing countries, is a quickly changing society - socioculturally, technologically, politically and in many other dimensions (Jones, lgST).lt
has a
relatively large population (a little less than one-fifth that of the entire African continent),
a
large pool of educated people, and is abundantly endowed with natural resources,
which
include crude oil and gas, diamonds, gold, tin, and uranium, among others.

It

has good

agricultural land, with five geographic regions ranging from swamp evergreen
forest in the
southernmost coast, to low savanna in the far North. In all parts of the country,
various food
and cash crops are grown alongside the raising of animals. About
seventy percent (7eVe

of

the Nigerian population is said to be rural dwellers (MAMSER Handbook,
ND) and illiterate

(those not versed

in the lingua franca of the society). From the perspective of HRD-U

(Education), Nigeria has one of the most developed school systems
in Africa. It has a rapidly
expanding industnal sector, albeit within a not-so-súable economic svstem.
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Nigeria is presently setting up structures and frameworks for a more integrated
approach to industrialization and general development of the country.
With this foundation,
the country appears ready for a technological take-off

if appropriate programming

is carried

out by those agencies responsible for it. It is in this technological development
context that

this case study was carried out. Its purpose was

to

establish the country's development

profile, upon which to suggest the approach, to utilize the proposed
HRD-U model for ITT.

As a developing' country, Nigeria is primarily a technology recipient society,
depending largely on foreign technical input (ûechnology) for

its

development programming.

Interestingly also, Nigeria is an aspiring and perhaps emerging 'donor,
to a few Afncan,
Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) countries, specifically in the area of
human resources. It is
encouraging initiatives for the production and proffering of indigenous
ûechnology. Nigena
can be described as a country in the 'transitional stage'; evolving
from being primarily a

recipient of IWD participants to being a'donor', and from being

a

,sender,

of IED

participants to being a 'host' country. For these reasons Nigeria
requires programming for

ITT both

as technology importer and an exporter.

11'5 CUSO Nigeria: Potential for a Five-Tier Integrated
System for Development

programming
A development programming structure is comprised of various levels of
institutions
and programming offices, which in this study are referred
to

as development .hodes,,. In

keeping with the concept that the individual person constituûes
the basic urut for development
programming, a development node is a person, body, unit
or an entity, that is used

to carry-

out, or carries-out development programming, individually
or with others. The development

node increases in capability - as one moves from the
individual to the family or group,
agencies, institutions' or organizations, communities,
whole societies to multi-national and

trans-national agencies.
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An exploration of Nigeria from the perspective of HRD-U for ITT revealed that
CUSO provides a very appropriate basis upon which to evolve an enabling system, given its
organizational framework, orientation and programming structure, which are in keeping with
the approaches, orientation and principles of the HRD-U for ITT model. CUSO is one of the

prime IWD NGOs in Nigeria. It is HRD-U oriented, in that it recruits and places co-operants

where they are required to design and implement projects or to provide needed expertise
through work/study. It is focussed on community and rural development, operaûes through
partnership and collaborative approaches and employs institution building. Its programming

structure, which consists of administrative offices at the national and state levels and an

affiliate development resource centre at the community level, is internationally linked and
connected to the Srass roots. Consequently, CUSO was selected as a prime candidate for
analysis.

11.5.1

cuso

Nigeria: Development programming structure

CUSO Nigeria is within the West African Regional Office of CUSO. As such, while
CUSO (Nigeria) carries out its own programmes, it is done so within the parameters relating

to the local Nigerian conditions, the West African Region, and CUSO (international)
Headquarters Mandate of Canada's Official Development Assistance (ODA) programme.

From the point of view of development (HRD-U for ITT) programming in Nigeria,
CUSO Nigeria has a dual role: it is an international worker placement agency and
a rural/

community development organization. It has a three decade history in Nigeria. While
the
organization is still placing Canadian co-operants in Nigeria, it has, since the mid-19g0s,
refocused on rural and community development with an orientation on "institution
develop-

ment" and "partnerships. "
CUSO's goal in institution building and partnership programming is to bring about
social change and economic development in the society or community in which
it operates.
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Institution building enables CUSO to achieve its goals through other organizations and
agencies at considerably less cost, and with greater effectiveness. While institution building

is the means, collaborative partnership exchanges and participatory techniques are

the

approaches through which CUSO carries out joint programming to address mutual problems,
needs and aspirations with partners.

An analysis of CUSO Nigeria's programmes has revealed that if linked to its
Canadian counterparts (and counúerparts in other countries) and to the autonomous local

community organization with which

it works, it has the potential to become a five-tier

development Programming structure. With this intemational-domestic linkage, CUSO is

integratively connected for the exchange of information and other development inputs.
Internally, CUSO Nigeria Ibadan and Calabar offices have similar and different functions at
different programming levels which could be aligned to complement and supplement each

other. The same holds true for CUSO Nigeria and its intemational counterparts.
Development programming involves the availability

of, accessibility to and facili-

tation and support for the effective use of appropriaûe inputs for the production and exchange

of goods, services and ûechnology by people, based on their problems, needs and aspirations.

CUSO Nigeria carries out its development programming through two operating offices
(Ibadan and Calabar) and one affiliate organization (DEC). To varying extents, all three
entities work with indigenous and local organizations and agencies to achieve their develop-

ment goals. The three related offices of CUSO appear to be functioning conceptually at

different levels of the programming structure: international-national, national-state, and
state-local government (DEC). Brought together, these entities could constitute a comprehensive organizational framework and programming structure for integrative development

programming through HRD-U for ITT.
Programmes of these three entities (development nodes) were analyzed and described here in the context of an enabling system for HRD-U for ITT programming. The roles
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which each node can play in the current programming of CUSO Nigeria and in the proposed

integrative system are discussed. Component areas of HRD-U for ITT activities were
identified and described in the context of this PTC and ITT enabling system - structure,
support, facili tation, information exchange, etc.

1I.5.2 International - National Level programming
CUSO Nigeria (Ibadan) appeared to be the main policy design and programming

office of the organization. Based on the conceptual izationand definition of a development
programming node,

it

was found that the CUSO Nigeria Ibadan office carries-out its

development programming with a focus on nodes at the national and international
levels
and include national agencies and organizations, various Nigerian states, Federal
Ministries

and similar bodies. They also include international counterparts and other organizations.

The Ibadan office of CUSO Nigeria is a case of a national level development
programming agency' The primary function is to produce a profile of Nigeria
which identifies

development challenges, potential and opportunities, resources, organizations,
etc. Its
programming role and functions relate more to coordination, networking,
facilitation and

collaboration' In the case of this study, CUSO Nigeria's (Ibadan) strategy was to
form
partnerships with other organizations and to facilitate the carrying-out
of development work

through these partners' This faciliøtion was in the form of institution building,whereby

cuso

Nigeria provided various types of support, resources and training to build
and

strengthen the capabilities of its partners to design and implement agreed
upon projects.

It

does not itself develop or cally-out many of the progftrmmes
of producing goods and services

needed in a given society. CUSO Nigeria also undertakes research,
documentation and

publishing, primarily for networking and resource sharing purposes.
CUSO adopted this
approach because as it noted:
Given our.global experience as a¡ organization and our many years
of
work in Nigeria, our analysis showi that the role of a catäivst and
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facilitator would be most effective. Groups and communities with
whom we work can identify and articulate theirneæds and know what
the outcome should be. we can assist the process in helping groups
ghlly^vtlues, objectives, and lines of actiòn ro achieve ihei-r-goali',
(CUSO: Ibadan, 1990, p. 15).
CUSO's (lbadan) Programme Plan (1990) adds further that these catalyst and
facilitator functions will be carried-out integratively through a single progftìmme option:
Institution Building. It states:

In our role as-catalyst and facilitator, we present a programme of
institution building; thar is, we will support the effoits õf Nigerian
NGos as well as groups and organizaìions active in develoþment
initiatives.
The main reason for assisting in development of NGOs in
\s"1a is to foster greater self-reliant development through more
effective organizations. Real development hasto be self-su-søining
over time and must be rooted in the lo-cal experience and traditions (pì
2r).
For effective institution building support, networking and resource sharing functions,

CUSO Nigeria harnesses local resources. Where necessary, CUSO Nigeria is also able to
"access" Canadian resources and other exûernal inputs primarily through CUSO's
Ottawa

office, a network of regional and national CUSO offices in other parts of the world, and, other
international development agencies and related organizations.
This need for facilitative partnership programming became obvious in Nigeria, and
CUSO responded accordingly. It metamorphosed from a "volunteer" placement agency
to
one providing facilitation to NGOs and communities in Nigeria to bring about community
and rural development.

11.5.3 National - State Level

programming

The next programming level is the CUSO Nigeria Calabar office. This agency
carries-out its own development programming at the "state"

level. In the context of

development programming and structure, an organization at this level has both a state
and
national orientation' The roles and functions are similar to that of the national/international
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organization. In this respect, it is a catalyst and facilitator, but primarily within the individual
(or group ofl) states. Its development nodes are local government areas (LGAs), statewide
NGOs, state ministries and similar bodies. The Calabar office also participates directly in
grass roots, community-level programming but these activities reduce the effectiveness

of

this organization and diverts its resources from bringrng together and coordinating resources,
exchanges and programming, among and between the various development agencies in the
states.

The agency at the state level is linked to the national/intemational organization to

which it contributes development inputs which are genemted within its state (or states).
These inputs are received and shared with the other state level organizations. It also receives

or retrieves development inputs from the national/international agency. State level organizations exchange inputs with each other, directly and indirectly, through the coordinating

efforts of the national level organization.
The state level organization serves as a hub, a clearing house and hinge point for
organizations, agencies, institutions and LGAs and groups within the individual (or groups

of) states. It carries-out development programming through facilitation and collaboration
with other groups and organizations. It forms partnerships to enable it to reach-out and
facilitate. This is the case with CUSO Calabar, which has formed partnerships with a number

of NGO's in the cross River, Akwa Ibom and Gongola states.
CUSO Calabar has also played various roles in partnerships with NGO's, community
groups, and LGA's. With a focus on health programming, its stated position
is that:

In all cases, cuso can contribute to the partners' work by strengthening their _ability
.to sustain programme initiatives tñrough"the
provision of financial,
programmJ staffico-operant resources and
human resources training iñ areas related to Ërimary Health care,
programme management, and participatory planning,
implementation and evaluarion. on rheii part, þartnêri proviãe cüso wittr
networks, information, situationàr analysis and' feedback necessáry
J
for successful programming (CUSO Cálabar, 1990, p. g).
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17.5.4 RuraVCommunity Level

programming

Activities at this level have direct and immediate effects on the smallest cell of
development programming: the individual. Where development is need-based and centres
on human resource development and utilization (HRD-U), it is more appropnaûe and useful

to refer to this as the "first" level of development programming

by

societal agencies and

organizations. The connotation of such a description stresses the human dimension of
development and community-based programming and imply that development begins
with
personal development and utilization.
People, as the basic agents for development take steps to define and address their
problems, needs and aspirations. However, it is important to emphas ize thatindividuals
have

to change themselves first before they can take action to change other people or aspects
of
society (Naisbitt, 1990). Such a belief underlies the current notion of the individual
and
collective (grouping) persons in any organization, community or society, being the
means
and ends of development: to conceptualize, plan, implement and evaluate development
projects (CIDA, 1987). The identified activities apply to the developmenr
of societies,

communities, organizations, human persons and material resources.
An analysis of CUSO DEC shows that the organization is largely concerned with
the
development of the human person - the internal (spiritual, emotional, mental,
psychological,

etc') as well as the physical (body, strength, livelihood etc.), income capability,
material
wealth, and developing the family, at the level of the organization, community,
society and
nation.

The overall objective of DEC is to assist in improving the
condition of rural women in Bauchi state (DEC Reþort, iqgO,

Summary).
Enabling yomg! to learn new skilrs and take responsibility for
many decisions that affect their own lives can help thé health oi the
nation. wo.ki.ng in groups, women can do u gréut d"ul to benefit
themselves and their famiiies, thus the whole coimmunity and nation
(DEC Brochure).
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Research has shown that this HRD based approach to change and development is

being accepted and appreciated as the most useful and effective.
Women are the focus of DEC's programming. In a societal and community development effort, this overall goal would broaden to include both men and women. The straúegies
and approaches would remain fairly similar. Thus, it can be regarded as a generic approach
and orientation.

DEC supports projects in both the income-generating and non-income-generating
areas

in six of the twenty LGAs. In its 1990 report, all of the five group projects approved

were of the income-generating type. These included group farming, groundnut oil extraction,
and cattle fatterung. There is linle interest in non-income-generating projects, such as in area

of sanitation, specifically the building of pit latrines.
There are some projects that DEC does not fund directly. In such cases, it assists
groups in applying for funding to govemment and other funding agencies. The Water Supply

Project is an example. "DEC continues to faciliøte applications for water supply projects

with already-funded groups, to date, all through the Canada Fund of the Canadian High
Commission" (Report, 1990, October, p. 3).

11'6 Proposing a Generic Integrated System for HRD-U based

ITT Programming:

Consolidation and Re-Alignment of CUSO Nigeria's Programmes and Structure

A description of the three related entities of CUSO Nigeria shows that the organization uses HRD-U for ITT oriented approaches, strategies and a community-based, interna-

tionally-linked ITT structure found in this study to be necessary for effective development
programming. How the development nodes of this structure functioned to enable CUSO
to
carry out its programmes to facilitate HRD-U for ITT focusing on community and
rural
development was analyzed as a basis for articulating a generic structure for ITT programming.
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As described above, the analysis revealed that each of ttre nodes played a role that was

fairly different, but complemenúary and supplementary to that of the others at various levels.

In designing an enabling system, it was assumed that the roles that these nodes played to
enable CUSO to carry out effective HRD-U for ITT programming, would be similar ûo what
was required in such situations and levels in any HRD-U based ITT programming structure.

In order to elevate CUSO's existing structure to an enabling sysúem status, the following steps
are proposed.
1) Harmonizing the structures and programmes of the two CUSO offices
and that

of

DEC would produce a useful base for designing an integrated programming system which
can be adapted to meet the needs of Nigeria s development programming. This structure
can:

i) enable CUSO Nigeria to carry-out

inûegrated programming based on existing and created

development nodes at all levels of society; and

ii)

enable CUSO Nigeria's programmes to

fit

and,

feed into an internal development

programming structure.
2) By sharing functions and developing focus and concentration, resources could
be
more effectively used. Expertise and experience could also be developed and
duplication
could be minimized. The different roles of the organizations encourage collaboration
and
exchanges between them.

CUSO Nigeria's two programming offices and DEC have been found to
function at

different levels of a structure, which is internationally linked to other organizations
and
agencies relat'ed to its development programming. Four of the five
existing CUS6 node levels

(national, state, local government and community) are located in
Nigeria. In the present
conceptualization of the integrated system, the roles of Ibadan and
Calabar respectively
represent the programming offices at the national and the state
levels, while DEC represents
an organization at the

LGA level. Then there are the organizations, groups or individuals at

the community level with which the programming organizations work
to bring about
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development progress. At the international level, the external partner,s link to the
system is

for exchange purposes. In the integraúed system, each of these has some specific activities
which they each carry out to supplement and complement the activities and functions
of the
other.
The following section describes the envisaged role of organizations at each of these

programming conceptual nodes in an integrated system.

1

1.6. 1

National Level Suggestion

The role of a development organization at the national-international level of
the
integrated system is very similar to that exemplified by the CUSO Nigeria Ibadan
office.

It

functions primarily as a facilitator and catalyst for development. Accordingly,
the organiza-

tion at this level serves as a "hub" or hinge point which links with other organizations
within
and outside of the particular nation. It serves, acquires, categorizes,
stores and exchanges

information which it places with other organizations. It is anerve centreand ,.think
a
tank,,

for development information exchanges.

It is not that such an organization

does not produce goods and services per se, but its

main role is to do so through other organizations to enable, support and
develop the capability

of these other organizations to function and concentrate their development efforts
at other
levels' One of the major roles of the organization at this level is to develop
national profiles,
conduct research and produce publications and materials related to
development.

11.6.2 State Level Suggestion

CUSO Calabar's description of its goals and its relationslup and
activities with other
organizations, reflects how organizations in an integrated system
at the state level would

function' It is loosely linked to the national-international office with whlch
it exchanges ideas
and development inputs. Similar to the Ibadan office, CUSO
Calabar serves as a catalvst and
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facilitator, although primarily at the state level. It establishes the profile of its programme
areas, identifies

its programme focus, and then forms partnerships with state, LGA and

community level organizations to set and address various development goals.

In contrast, within an integrated system, a development node at this (state) level
would be an integral 'branch' of the national-international office and would neither form
direct partnership with community level organizations nor carry out direct programming at
that level. These activities would be carried-out by LGA level organizations responsible for
grassroots programming.

11.6.3 Local Government Level

DEC' as an autonomous entity, functions at the local government and community
levels. It currently provides support and assistance to local community and village groups.

It facilitates the design

and implementation of development projects by groups and individu-

als. DEC functions as a networking, coordination and resource exchange centre for
individuals and organizations, and publishes its newsletter. In addition,

it enables individual persons

to develop self awareness and self-esteem, and some entrepreneurial and management
skills.

In the integrated system, it is envisaged that an organization at the LGA level will be
a composite part of the entire system.

It would function primarily at the LGA level, primarily

with groups and organizations, rather than with individuals.

I 1.6.4 Community Level Organization

In the integrated system, organizations at the community level will primarily function

in the areas of human development and project design and implementation by individuals
and groups. Interestingly, DEC is already providing to its clients many of these
services and

apparently combines the functions of the community and LGA levels. To identify the
generic

functions of a community level organization in an integrated system for development
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programming based on HRD-U for ITT, it is necessary to isolate those functions of DEC

which relate to HD and project design/implementation.
What is envisaged in the inûegrated system is that DEC's cunent library would serve
as the basis

for a facilitative resource centre. A prqect development officer is then necessary

in the centre to provide facilitation to clients in developing and exchanging their

goods,

services and technology. This action would serve the clients of community level organizations.

11.7 Component Areas of HRD-U

for ITT

In an integrated system, the development programming process could begin with
problems, needs and aspirations or technology from any level. Irrespective of
where the
Process begins, the human person is both the programmer and the

beneficiary. As well,

whether the process begins with the personal or societal need or the technology,
the person
has to be the one who takes action to carry-out development activities.

Although responsible

for taking the initiative, individuals establish support groups or teams with which
to design
and implement their proJects. Working in such a supportive manner has
been found to be very

conducive to project success.

Within an integrated
based on an application

sysûem, development programming at the

community level,

of the HRD-U for ITT model (Etuk, 19g9;

1991), involves

entrepreneurship, organizational, management, community, or societal planning
and development.

1 L.7

.1 Development

Based on the HRD-U for

Flamework

ITT Model, the framework is based on the supposition that

development begins with human beings. 'Individuals change
themselves before they can
change their societies'. Therefore, effective development begins
with the development of
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people, so that they can take steps to develop their own projects, organizations, communities

or societies.

This development programming framework is presenûed and described here. As
shown in Figure 11.1, there are thirteen components in the present conceptual ization. These

component areas

of activities have been derived from: a) what literature

suggests be

contained in a resource centre (Morgan,1983) for enabling people to design and implement

projects; b) what research found to be necessary (the IMAP and Canada-Uganda case
studies); and c) what DEC was already providing to its clients.

A

description of the

components is presented here.

r1.7.2 Description of components of the Adapted HRD-U for ITT Model

(1) Personal and Community problems, needs and aspiration are those problems,
needs and aspirations identified through needs analysis conducted by communities,
devel-

oPment agencies and individuals or groups. The identified problems, needs and aspirations

are input in the information exchange system and/or used as a basis for developing
and

implementing projects (for goods, services and technology) by individuals and groups.
Literature suggestions (Donohew and Springer, 1980; Havelock and Havel ock,
L973)
relating to, and the specific findings of this study (the IMAp, Uganda and WUSC
case
studies) indicate clearly that identification of problems, needs and aspirations
is the most

logical starting point for effective ITT.
(2) Individual's Knowledge of Available Resources - it is recognized
that individuals
possess skills, abilities, ideas, experiences, interests, confidence,
needs, problems, desires,
et'c' and are products of their socio-cultural and resource environments.
It is upon these skills,

abilities and contextual variables that the individuals build to bring about positive
change first

within themselves, and then their communities.

It is also recognized that individuals must be knowledgeable of the personal

and
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societal resources available to them, and of progrzmmes and assistance which
they can tap

into for setting and accomplishing their goals. The existence of an information exchange
system through the effective means of communication between individuals and groups

within and between communities and regions is very important. In the present information
'economy', two things aPpear to be very necessary if information is to be a useful
resource
and be effectively utilized by people for the production and exchange
of goods, services and

technology: 1) information needs to be organized and made available and
accessible to the
potential users, andZ) individuals need to have access to information
which is relevant to their
problems, needs and aspirations in an organized format (æchnology),
and to be able to apply
and use such organized information effectively to produce goods,
services and technology.

Naisbitt (1982) stated: "ln an industrial society, the strategic resource is capital
... But

in our society... the strategic resource is information" (p. l5). "With information
as the
strategic resource, access to the economic system is much easier,,

(p. l5). However,

information users require assistance, a support system and facilitation
to be able to use and
apply information effectively for the production and exchange
of needed goods, services and
technology based on individual, organizational and community problems,
needs and aspirations.

DEC has been providing information to its clients based on their
own undertakings,
profit or non-profit making proJects, from various sources through
its library. It also provides
facilitation and relevant supPort such as finances, management and
self-esteem building, and
training to enable them to use the selected information effectively
to produce and exchange
goods, services and technology needed in that society.

(3) Personal Profile/self-Awareness - solutions based
on real problems, needs and
aspirations and built upon a suitable context and considering
adequately existing variables
are

likely to be the most successful, engender the greatest commitment
from the beneficiaries

and have utmost chances for sus[ainability. It is therefore
necessary that individuals produce
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personal profiles in order to gain greater understanding of themselves and
how they relate and
can contribute to and benefit their families, organizations, communities and
society at large.

These profiles serve as personal pictures to guide the individuals' and groups'
actions.
(4) Motivational and Self Esæem Training - people have to be strong
enough to take
steps to change themselves in a particular direction and to benefit their
organi zationor society

in the process. There is a lot that is required to develop such needed strength,
and there are
a lot of people that require to develop this needed strength. Therefore,
individuals undertake

training to awaken and build their self-confidence and stimulate their
interest through
launching an initiative.
Helmstetter (1991) is of the view that one's self esteem controls what results
people
have in their undertakings. As he observes:

"lt is a fact of human behavior that low self-

esteem creates events that work against you; high self-esteem creates
events that work

for

you" (p. 196). He states, with emphasis, that : "You will succeed in life
only to the extent that
you care about your life" (p. 196).
Self-esteem training is therefore very important to enable people
to create, regain, and

improve their self-esteem and to create a positive concept of themselves;
to dream dreams
and to aspire. Positive self-image and high self-esûeem augur
well for and enhance effective

prqect development and implementation. They increase motivation and
strengthen the
individual's and group's belief in their capabilities of identifying and
addressing their

problems, needs and aspirations, and searching for, acquiring
or receiving and putting
together resources from varied areas and different sources.

(5) Personal Foundation Building - personal foundation results
from the individual

or group profile established in the process of identifying problems,
needs and aspirations,
what resources they have identified, and the outcomes expected from
organizing the
accessible or potential resources to address the identified problems,
needs and spirations.

Individuals and groups need to identify potential prqect ideas in
their immediate personal or
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work contexts in which they are interested in investing their time, energy
and resources.
Based on these ideas, they begin initial explorations of information
sources and
resource contacts with respect to developing and implementing projects
relating to their
problems, needs and aspirations. The profiles also serve as a personal
framework into which

individuals fit and orgaruze (that is, inûegrate) all acquired information and
other inputs for
production and exchange for future training and education, experiences,
etc.

(6) Skills/Project Development and Implementation Planning

-

individuals, by

developing their project ideas into comprehensive proposals and participating
in feasibility
studies, acquire project development skills. Business/organizational
plans are undertaken

from which individuals acquire further knowledge and skills related to
all aspects of their
initiatives.
(7) Produclservice Development and Management individuals produce their goods
and services' and through the experience, acquire the skills to produce
and/or manage the
development and exchange of their products, goods, services
and technology.

(8) Businesslorganizational Development and Management
- individuals establish
and manage their businesses or organizations through which
they acquire business and
management skills and experience.

(9) Marketing - individuals market their skills and services
rhrough which they
acquire marketing skills.
(10) Networking - through ongoing contacts and
communication, individuals share

their expenences, knowledge, and information about their
goods and services and seek
support and advice from colleagues and others.
(11) Inter-Community Information Exchange System _
is a central component that
services all other components of the process. It enables
every individual involved in the
process to contribute to and take from the
information pool whatever they require to
accomplish their goals.
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(12) Entrepreneurs/Business people/Service Providers - serve
as the means and the
desired end producrs of the Process. They are the persons whom
individuals entering the
process aspire 'to become', and therefore serve as role models
- encouraging and advising

prospective entrepreneurs, business people and service providers.
They, in turn, utilize and

contribute to the information exchange system in their productive,
adjustment and change
process.

(13) Produced goods, services and technology - a great diversity
is created which
generates employment, business development, and economic
activities which address the

problems, needs and aspirations of the communities.
Information enhances entrepreneurship
capabilities of individuals and groups because information has
a synergistic value. According
to Naisbitt (1982): "unlike other forces in the universe ...
knowledge is not subject to the law

of conservation: It can be created, it can be destroyed, and most
importantly it is synergistic
- that is, the whole is usuaily greaûer than the sum of its parts,, (p. 16).
Development
programming based on information is said to be knowledge-based, ,,a
brain-intensive
industry, rather than a capital intensive one". so, nearly
everybody can take part in such a
development process, access that economy and be
successful in it. According to Naisbitt
(1982), this nature of information "is the most
important reason for the current entrepreneur-

ial explosion in the united states, the huge growth in
new small businesses,,(p. 16).
Availability and effective use of information for the production

and exchange of

goods, services and technology leads to diversity
in the goods, services and technology
produced and producible. Because the information
era brings about an industry based on the
human brain, nearly everyone can participate. what
is needed is the most effective way to
enable people to select and use information to
develop innovations according to their
problems, needs and aspirations, which will
in turn bring about societal progress.

within

an integrated system, resource centres at the
village, community and other

levels in the framework would provide the project
development context, close to the people
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for turning ideas into projects, for discussing and analyzing problems, needs
and aspirations
and for carrying-out social change and development activities.

Such centres would form the base of the community level organization's programming in development that links exogenous to indigenous develnpment resource.s,
for optimal
potential for success and sustainability. Human beings are linked through
the centre with the
development frameworkJstructure to the remotest development resources. people
contribute
to, and benefit from, such exchange networks and systems.
The resource centres at the community level, with the component areas
of activities
described here, and the other nodes at the various levels, along with
the internationally linked

structure, constitute an integrated system for development exchange programming
based on

HRD-U for ITT mechanisms.

11'8 HRD'U for

ITT Programming in Nigeria: An Application of the Integrated
Exchange Structure

Applying the genenc system for integrated development programming
in Nigeria
involved identifying and analyzing two HRD-U for ITT based
programmes, TAC and
MAMSER, to determine how they could be adapted to produce an
integrated
system.

The integrated ITT programming system is composed of the internationally-linked
community-based structure, with programming nodes at vanous
levels and component areas

of HRD-U for ITT activities. The evolved generic system was
developed for use in any ITT
programming which is based on HRD-U mechanisms. Its programming
structure is linked
to related entities from outside of the society (community
or organization) so that resources,
especially information and other development inputs not
available in the society, can be
accessed for use in ITT programming. It is linked
internationally because no society is
technologically self-sufficient and neither problems,
needs and aspirations nor the means of
addressing them are entirely local anymore. Therefore,
external inputs are inevitable in
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culrent development programming. An international link will become even more important

in the information

age as societies, communities and organizations seek to exchange

development inputs, products and results with each other.

CUSO Nigeria demonstrated how such a link was maintained with its parent
organization in Canada, with its international counterparts and other related organizations
and agencies. In the case of Nigeria, an international link for development programming

could be established with or through its diplomatic missions abroad, which are already
playing a key role in TAC programming. It can also link with Nigerian nationals, groups and
organizations abroad.

HRD-U for ITT is an important mechanism for intercultural exchanges of development inputs. IWD is one of the classical mechanisms of these exchanges. Through CUSO,
Canadian IWD participants contribute expertise for development programming during
their

sojourn in Nigeria. Upon return to Canada, they apply their learning acquired in Nigeria
to
produce goods, services and technology based on Canadian problems, needs
and aspirations.

Similarly, Nigerian IWD participants (TAC volunûeers) are expected to contribute their
expertise to development work in African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACp countries).

If they

acquired useful experiences and skills, such learning could feed back into Nigerian
development programming, provided some integrated system is in place. Given that the
proposed
integrated system is community-based, people throughout Nigeria would have
access to such

information and be able to participate in the development process.
11.8.1 Nigerian

1

1.8. 1. 1

TAC: Volunteer Placement Utilizing the Infusion Approach

National-lnternational Level

The Nigerian TAC was designed to satisfy the needs of recipients by enabling
Nigenan professionals to apply their technology (expertise, skills, etc.) for production
and
exchange of goods, services and technology in the formal sectors of recipient
ACp countries.
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The TAC directorate obtains requests from potential recipients as to what employment position needs to be filled by a TAC volunteer. The TAC direcûoraûe pools
together such
requests for annual advertisement in selected national daily newspapers and
weekly maga-

zines' Applications are received and processed for initial interviews by a committee
which

is

appointed by the TAC Directorate to match the applicants to requests.

Upon acceptance, the TAC volunteer is provided with information, and he
or she
receives briefing about the particular country of placement. Briefing is
carried out during a

national week-long group orientation programme, organized by the TAC Directorate,
at a
suitable site in any part of Nigeria. In nearly all the cases, the orientation
had included
presentations by knowledgeable persons about Nigeria's foreign policy
and programming
and the importance of and approaches to IWD. There was, in 1990, a
familiarization bus-tour

of some parts of Nigeria by the volunûeers. According to the Assistant Director
of TAC, the
purpose of the tour was for the participants to become more knowledgeable
of Nigeria, other
than their own states, and to know about some Nigerian development
issues. This is to enable

them to represent and discuss their country more knowledgeably.

The purpose is not for them to acquire expertise and skills in ITT project
or
programme design, they only take part in it. Also, they are in the
host sociefy to attempt to

apply their skills and expertise for work to address problems, needs
and aspirations of the
recipient society, not to learn any particular information to address
their own country,s
problems, needs and aspirations, except by their contributing
to development in the recipient

country and by beingambassadors o/Nigeria's goodwill.

This lack of need for learning the skills of ITT distinguishes this group
of IWD
participants from those taking part in programmes similar to that
of CIDA professional
Awards programme, whose goal is to enable participants to acquire
ITT skills in the process
of IWD through developing and implementing theirown proJects.
TAC programming is also
different from that of the IMAP, where canadians assisúed their
caribbean counterparts to
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acquire and use Canadian technology, through designing and implementing projects in the

Caribbean' Nigerians were not necessarily assisting others to acquire technology from
Nigeria for use and application in their respective countries. TAC's purpose was to apply
professional expertise and skills for providing various services, as necessary and required in
each particular work situation. In such circumstances, some general but not specific projectbased

ITT learning could take place.
To be able to apply their skills effectively to address problems, needs and aspirations

in another culture, læderach (1992) and Scott-Stevens (1987) have suggested that rhe IWD
participants need to learn about their host culturein situ. Havelock and Havelock (1g73)
build

this into ITT programming as an essential aspect. Without such learning and ability to
simulate the problem-solving capability of the recipient, the resource supplier finds it

difficult to address applicable problems,

needs and aspirations appropriaæly.

t-earning so acquired by IWD participants from the host culture, is applied both in the

host culture for carrying out ITT functions and back at home to integrate what has
been
leamed for the solution of identified problems, needs and aspirations. When learning,
takes place, is not utilized back home, the benefits of

if it

ITT are not optimized. Additionally,

the participants tend to be much more satisfied when their acquired skills and
expertise are
used upon return to their home countries.

IL.8.2 Suggestions to Improve TAC

TAC has been found to operaûe using the infusion approach, by focussing on meeting
the needs of the recipient countries. For this reason, TAC is not programming
for its
volunteers to be acquiring inputs from the various recipient countries, nor
is it programming

for the integration into Nigerian scrciety what the volunteers may have acquired.
As a result,

TAC is missing out on the opportunity to acquire, compile and disseminate international
inputs for development programming in Nigeria. In order to play this role it
is suggested that

3y
TAC undertake the following:
a) programme using the exchange approach, meaning development inputs are given to and

taken from participating societies

;

b) programme for inúegration, whereby through the formation of collaborative partnerships

or relationships formed between TAC volunteers and the nationals of the host countries,
volunteers

will

be able to effectively work and leam abroad, thus acquiring development

inputs for Nigeria; and
c) programme for reintegration, whereby returning TAC volunûeers will be able to disseminate their acquired development inputs, to enable others in Nigeria to use these inputs
for the

production of goods, services and ûechnology based on problems, needs and aspirations,
or
to use them themselves for the same purposes.

It is further suggesæd that the TAC Secretariat establish

a data base to collect, collaûe

and document information and other inputs from Nigeria and host countries of TAC
volunteers. This could evolve into a national data base to provide development
information

for programming. Such information could be disseminated in cooperation with the National
Planning Commission (NPC) through Mass Mobilisation for Economic Recovery
and Social
Justice (MAMSER), the Directorate for Food, Roads and Rural Infrastructure (DFFRI),

women In Nigeria (wlN) and other similar development agencies.

11.9.1

Internal Development Agencies and Directorates

Various organizational frameworks have been established to conduct different
activities in areas related to community and rural development. Among the many
involved
in development programming are various government agencies and directorates.
The DFFzu
is responsible for encouraging and supporting the design and implementation
of projects for

rural development. Some projects are initiated by community organizations
and villages.
Others are initiated by the Federal or state governments. Local govemments
are responsible
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for project endorsement and coordination.
There is also MAMSER, which, according to its mandate, is responsible for

mobilizing the energies and efforts of "all Nigerians" towards self-sustaining problemsolving and to re-orient Nigerians on the path of creativity and productive endeavors. Its
strategies are to inform and educate. It is to work with DFFRI in achieving its goals.

MAMSER (ND) has defined the concept of "mobilisation" in the context of societal
development thus:
FJom.1þe perspective

of the Directorate, mobilisation is the process

of pulling together, harnessing, actualizing and utilizing påi""tiãi
human resources.for the purp-ose of deveiopment. It is"J proó"r,
whereby human beings aie made aware of'the resources ät their
disposal, and are motivated and energized to collectively utitiie such
resources f9r the improlement of théir spiritual and máterial condi-

tions of living. Mobilisation of rhe.creativeenergies of ouip"åfr"
therefore lie_s at the root of genuine developmänt. Indeed ...the
foundation of true developmentlies in the human labor of our farmers
and workers (MAMSER Handbook, ND, p.24).
"Mass mobilisation is essential more so, bécausâ development itself
does not necessarily.ttaÍ \yilh g^oods but with people - ttrJo¡entation,
org_anization, discipline of theiarmers, workérs,
þolitician, unã óirrl
ers" (Etukudo, 1989, p. 68).

MAMSER was established based on the belief that "a new culture and new
sets of
attitudes towards the goals and objectives of the Ngerian State,
are indispensable ingredients

in the evolution of a new sociar, political and economic order in the country,,
@. 17).
MAMSER was to carry out development programming based on HRD-U
for ITT
defined

in this study:

as

enabling people to produce and exchange goods, services and

technology to address their problems, needs and aspirations through
the use of technology,

facilitation and other resources from within and outside of their own particular
societies.
According to MAMSER, the goal and objectives of social mobilisation
is the creation
of a new cultural and productive environment which will promote
pride in productive work,
self-reliance, self-discipline, and the selfless discharge of
obligations for the greatness of the

Nigerian Nation (p.

l7)'It

must be seen in terms of involving the people in taking part,
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actively and freely, in the decisions which arfect their general welfare.

MAMSER's functions included the following:
(1) to establish an appropriate framework for the positive mobilisation and education of all
Nigerians,-towgds economic recov-ery and development and a new social and political order;
(b) to awaken the consciousness of all categories õf Nigerians to their rights and obligationé
as citizens of Nigeria;
(c) to inculcate in all Nigerials_, tle value and spirit of civic responsibility, commitment to
social justice and economic self reliance, through mobilisation añd harnesõing their energies
and nafural resources into productive use;
(d) to sensitize, induct and equip all Nigerians to fight against internal and external
domination of resources by a few individuals or groupsf
(e) to-re-onent Nigerians to shun waste and vanity and to shed all preûences of affluence in
their life-styles;
(l) to promote self--reliance an_d pride in the consumption of home produced commodities;
(g).to prepare the framework for creating the basic institutions and norms of democracy at
all levels in society ...
(k) to propagate the virtues of hard work, honesty, self reliance, commitment to and
promotion of national integration; and
(l) to inculcate in all Nigerians the virtues of patriotism and positive participation in national
affairs (p 3).
MAMSER identified three main areas of programmes to carry out these functions:
"(a) mass mobilisation for self-reliance, social justice and economic recovery;

þ) political

education; [and], (c) mass education" (p.ZS).

MAMSER's vehicle for communicating development information to society was
primarily through the mass media. The mass media, perhaps the most effective of all
communication modes, is to provide this information and build a bridge between the rural
areas and the eliæs

in the government and industry (Etukudo, 1989, g,7l).lnformation

should be gathered and disseminated to the rural dwellers in particular; their actions and
reactions vis-a-vis the government mobilisation programme should also be reflected in the
media as feed-back to the authorities. The people need enough information to enable them

to participate effectively in every matter affecting them.
Activities with respect to these programme areas were to be carried out inûegratively
at the vanous levels of society.

A suitable framework of operation needed to be used

úo enable

the agency to design and implement its programmes effectively. To carry out its activities,

MAMSER was to collaborate with other relevant development organizations such as DFFRL
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Accordingly, it utilized a programming structure similar to that of DFFRI. The concept of the
structure was to facilitate the design and implementation of projects from the "bottom-up",
as is currently suggesúed in development

literature. It is also suggested that

a useful struc-

ture for distributing/making available information for the people of a society needs to be

linked bothvertically for inputs and feedback and horizontally for exchanges. As a result,
MAMSER adopæd

a

five tier structure which linked the federal, state, local govemmentarea,

districlward and community levels (refer to Figure 4. 5).

1L9.2 Suggestions to Improve MAMSER

An analysis of MAMSER indicated three areas in which suggested improvements
could be made;progftrmme orientation, approach and structure. MAMSER's overall goal of
mass mobilisation is group oriented. This does not encourage individual creativity or the use

of an individual's own energies and entrepreneurial capabilities to produce goods, services
and technology. Doing things for or to people, such as energizing, mobilizing, or motivating
as

MAMSER proposes, as opposed to enabling people to do things for themselves, is in

contrast to current people-based development strategies. These are deemed to be more
effective in bringing about development, as in the case of DEC, which provides opportunities,

facilitation and a support system for individuals to design and implement their own projects
to produce goods, services and technology based on their problems, needs and aspirations.

It would therefore be suggested that MAMSER

integraüe resource centres into its program-

ming as a means of facilitaúng HRD-U for the production of goods, services and technology.

MAMSER's top down approach of disseminating information through diffusion was
also not in keeping with cunent development thinking (Rogers, lgTB). As a result,

it would

unlikely be conducive to stimulating creativity or entrepreneurship among individuals. In
contrast, the approach employed by CUSO Nigeria was collaborative exchange that involved
the forming of partnerships through which the problems, needs and aspirations are addressed.
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The multilevelled structure MAMSER put in place reflected the recognition

of

the

need to reach all segments of society. However, the system was not internationally linked.

As a result, it was limited in not being able to tap or exchange development inputs from
beyond Nigeria. CUSO Nigeria, on the other hand, through its international link was able to
exchange development inputs with its counterpaÍs and other agencies around the

world. To

enhance the MAMSER structure would involve establishing an external linkage, as
depicted

in Figure 4.5. This could be achieved by integrating an enhanced MAMSER structure with
the enhanced TAC Programme. This would produce an integrated system consisting
of
domestic development programming and

IWD (refer to Figure 7.5) similar to that evolved

from CUSO Nigeria and DEC.

11.10 Conclusion

This study was to analyze the process and programmes of HRD-U for ITT carriedout in Nigeria by both exogenous and indigenous agencies. The intended outcome
was to
suggest a suitable enabling sysûem for operationalizing the HRD-U for
as part of this thesis

ITT model, developed

prqect.

In the process of examining HRD-U for ITT programming, it became necessary
to
focus on specific agencies. Two were the primary ones - an exogenous agency (CUSO)
for

exogenous

IWD participants, and an indigenous agency (TAC) for indigenous IWD

participants. Information was collected and analyzed on these two programmes
and on other
related HRD-U for ITT agencies and programmes. Such efforts are being
made by the
government regarding HRD-U programming in the private sector and
in technical assistance
projects.

Findings revealed that more activities are taking place in IWD than in IED
but that
the activities are not coordinated. For CUSO, as

¿ur

exogenous IWD agency, its programming
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has shifted from a focus on placement of exogenous IWD participants in the
established

public sector employment to community development. This refocusing has produced
programming comPonents which, when streamlined, could produce a useful development

framework that fits-in with the current development orientation and focus in Nigeria,

as

exemplified by the MAMSER programming structure. Such a model has been in use
in
Nigeria by DFFRI and related organizations.
In indigenous IWD it was found that activities are increasing. An organization (the

TAC Directorate) with the Nigerian Ministry of External Affairs has been established
to
cary-out and coordinate activities in the area of placing Nigerian professionals in employment positions in ACP countries. Findings show that activities are likely to be
increasing in

this area' As a result, the researcher felt that it would be useful for TAC to programme
towards effectively canying-out, facilitating and coordinating activities
in that area. Consequently, some suggestions for an inûegrated programming approach
have been made to link
the TAC and MAMSER programmes. Also suggested, is a framework
for programming that

would eventually incorporate exogenous HRD-U for ITT programming.
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CHAPTER T\ryELVE
RESEARCH CONSOLIDATION AND PROJECTION
The HRD-u for ITT Model Design, verification, Testing and
operational

Flamework: summary of Method, outcomes and Recommendations
chapter Twelve is a synoptic description of the evorution,
design, verification, testing and use of the Human Resource
Deveropment and utilization for Intercurturar Technorogy
Transfer (HRD-U for ITT) moder. The introduction;
"uor*
tion and design of the HRD-U for ITT model is described
through research objectives, questions and the process for
moder design. Definitions of development, technorogy and
technology transfer as well as their conceptualizations are
presenred. The practice and theory of ITT through IED
and its
generic framework, the corroboration of the IED and
IWD for
ITT models and the ITT integration approach are discussed.
The verificarion and tesring of the HRD_U FoR ITT Model
are summarized under the following headings: IMAp case
Srudy ( IED-rwD parricipanrs' partnerships for effective
ITT), WUSC Case Srudy ( generic HRD_Ulor ITT model),
Uganda Case Study ( individual, integrative, exchange pro_
gramming); Nigeria case study (appricarion of the
HRD-U
for ITT moder and a description of an ITT programming
strucfure, components and suggested organizationar
frameworÐ. concruding the chapter are: research outcome, consol idated research project contributions, concr
usions, suggestions and recommendations and the significance of the
study.
We live in an aç of expanding resources and expanding
awareness of problems.
However, it is also widely believed ihut ,n" are entering
a period of crises in which
resource capabilities will reach their limit while demands
on resources continue to
escalate' Regardless of the dimensions or apocalyptic
potential of this crises, there is
some consensus on the need to close the gap between
available resources (knowledge,
technology, products, services, facilities, etc.) and
known human problems and needs.
Both the problem and the opportunity are before us.
on the one hand, there is
a rising tide of needs and expectations, proclaimed
by many as an impending series of
crises (urban, ecological, population, etc.). on
the other hand, in this century there has
been a fantastic acceleration of knowledge building...,
and in the growth of iechnological know'how' Man's capabilities to create, communicate
and store knowledge have
never been so great, and they appear to be expanding.
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The question of the use of these capabilities to meet the rising tide of need
therefore becomes ever more insistent. Indeed, in this generation there has emerged a
very special branch of social science concerned with the communication and effective
utilization of knowledge. We are slowly moving towards a ne\il conception of professional discipline concerned primarily with the process of change. it rests on the
assumption that social progress can be planned and engineered so that it is more reliabte
and more beneficial to more people (Havelock and Havelock, 1973, p.l-z).

12.1

Introduction: Evolution and Design of the HRD-U for ITT Model

The initial purpose of this study was to develop a curriculum model for educating
international students in Canada to carry out technology transfer effectively. The researcher
has spent

over ten years of research work, in the

area

of IED for ITT: three in an earlier study

titled The Nigerian Technical Teacher Training Programme in Canada: perceptíons of
Participating Nigerinn Students and more than seven in this particular prqect. The research
for this study on internationaliintercultural education for development (lED) has evolved
to
include various related aspects of intercultural development exchanges (IDE).
These include

intercultural adjustment (IA), international/intercultural work for development (IWD)
and
intercultural technology transfer (lTT) based on the generic mechanisms of
HRD-U. It has
led to the articulation and design of models and frameworks for an interdisciplinary
approach
to social science research which links theory and practice within and
between specific fields.

The models and frameworks constitute úools and set parameters of a new
social science
discipline which articulates a general conceptualization and definition
of development,
technology and ITT.
Therefore, the initial Purpose has evolved to become the design,
verification and
testing of an HRD-u for ITT model and a suggesúed enabling
system such as a programming

structure component areas of activities and an organizational
framework for ITT through a
generic HRD-U mechanism.

This study was carried out through the Individual Interdisciplinary
kogramme
(IDP)' The

research purpose itself - the design of a curricular framework
for

ITT through IED
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- also necessitated an inûerdisciplinary approach to research. Consequently,
a method of
research which allowed interdisciplinary exploration of the topic was used.
This involved
the conceptualization of the desired solution (model of IED) and using that
model to gather,
Process and analyze information and data. That conceptualized solution evolved to become

the IED, IWD and HRD-U framework models suggested in this study.
Thus, its process was
the use of a conceptual model to creaúe the desired solution. The process
became the product.

Both the research Process (interdisciplinary research approach which linked theory
and
practice in various disciplinary areas) and the desired product (IED
for ITT framework) are
suggested innovations and the outcomes of this study.

The IED model was conceptualized through practice and experience.
It was further
refined through both theory and practice. The IA W-Curve pattern was
modified and used as
a basis to create the framework for the model. The framework was
created by the integration

of two related "theories" of IA: the stage and curve theories. It also involved
inúegrating IA
theory (the IA pattern) and practice (IA training and education)
stages. The integrated ITT

activities of the model's process were created by integrating information
from IA, ITT, IED
and IWD.
Sources

of information included literature review and programme analyses.
Inter-

views were conducted during the exploratory research with
individuals and groups in thirty-

one relevant organizations to refine the framework, and identify
as well as refine the
activities' Analysis of IED and IWD case programmes also yielded data
for identifying and
refining ITT activities. Information from case studies was obtained
primarily through person
to Person interviews and a structured questionnaire by
mail survey with over one hundred
organizations.
These activities were then caûegorized and arranged
at appropriate stages of the model

based on theoretical assumptions and practical realities

of the IED for ITT process. Their

importance to ITT was rated through an examination
of perceptions of IED and IWD
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programme managers at an inüernational development organization. A comparative
analysis

of the ratings from this study of perceptions led to the suggesúed HRD-U for ITT
model. The

HRD-U for ITT model is composed of ITT activities which are common to, or very similar
to, both IED and IWD processes.

12.7.1 Research Objectives

This research effort was based on the premise that people can cultivate attitudes,
knowledge, skills and techniques for and from carrying out ITT. The assumption
is that ITT
is likely to be more effective when individuals and societies possess such
ITT capabilities.

Therefore, the initial purpose of this sfudy was to design a curricular framework
for ITT
education based on the IED mechanism. Out of the situational necessity
to link theory to

practice in this study, there was a need to identify or create and
use some theoretical
framework. However, preliminary literature review revealed that the existing
theories of ITT
were judged to be inadequate. Also, there was no existing theory
of ITT from the IED
perspective.
Consequently, the purpose of the study evolved to include three
main objectives. The

first was to develop an ITT model based on HRD-U mechanisms. IED
and IV/D were used
as sample mechanisms in the design of this ITT model. The HRD-U
categories of
mechanisms differ from, yet complement and support, other transfer
mechanisms such as
trade and industrialization. verifying and testing this developed
HRD-U for ITT model was

the second objective. The third was to determine a suitable
ITT programming structure and
component areas of activities, as well as to apply the suggested
structure and components for

using the HRD-u for ITT model in a case country (Nigeria),
to achieve integrative
development exchanges.

It became necessary to create various tools in order to complete the
study. Among
these were: 1) the design of the Practice-Research-Theory
(PRT) Integration Method for and

3&
from this research; 2) the articulation of a working definition for development
and ITT to
guide the study; and 3) the creation of the IA M-Curve framework
for organizing the ITT
activities in the IED and IWD processes.

In addition, in the course of developing the model some additional objectives
were

fulfilled' such as the articulation of the ITT process and its collaborative approach,

the

Vision-Focused Planning and Management Approach (RePro Model)
and the focused
culture leaming Ûechnique. This approach to acculturation complements
the two - general and
specific culture learning approaches - currently in wide use in the
ITT field. As identified in
the sections on out'comes and conclusions, several contributions
to ITT practice, theory and
research fields have been derived from this study.

12. 1.2

Research euestions

For the first objective, (which was to develop an ITT model
based on HRD-U) the
questions guiding the research included, but were not
limited to, the following: what
conceptualizations, definitions and approaches to ITT are
the most useful at present and

which are suggested for the future? which mechanisms
of ITT are those used in carrying
out ITT based on the selecûed approach? what structure of
IED and IWD mechanisms is the
most useful for the design of this model? what do ITT
agents (IED and IWD participants)
need to know or to do (activities to carry out) in the IED
and IWD process, in order to take

technology from one society (culture) and to use it effectively
(that is, based on the contextual

realities) in another to produce the goods and services
needed in that receiving culture?
Research questions

for the second objective (which was to verify and test the

developed HRD-U for ITT model) were: To what
extent is the suggested..framework,,for
the IED and IWD process models similar to that
used by practitioners to carry out IED and

IWD programming? How "accutate" arethe descriptions
of the different stages identified
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in the IED and IWD process? Also, considering a generic HRD-U for ITT model
which
evolved from the integration of IED and IWD mechanisms, how similar
are the ITT activities

identified at colresponding stages of the two processes? How is this
ITT process suggested

for the proposed IED and IV/D mechanism similar to those which apply and
are used in
practice by IED and IWD programme officers and participants?

The general research questions for the third objective (to determine
a suitable ITT
programming structure and component areas of activities and
to apply them for the use of the

HRD-U for ITT model in Nigeria) were: V/hat are the components (of
a

necessary

institutional frameworþ required for carrying out ITT, based on
the "integration,, (integrative intercultural exchanges) approach using the IED and IWD mechanisms
of transfer? For
Nigeria specifically, what is its current (1990) position with respect to
ITT carried out through

HRD-U mechanisms of IED and IWD? What are the HRD-U based
mechanisms used to
carry out ITT? What approaches (diffusion, infusion or integration)
are used in Nigeria by
both indigenous and exogenous HRD-U based ITT programmers?
v/hat institutional
structures are these programmers using to carry out ITT?
How adequate are the total
institutional structures present in the country for carrying
out ITT, based on the integrative
intercultural exchange approach utilizing HRD-U mechanisms
of IED and IWD? what
components or elements of the required institutional structure
(and organizational frame-

work) need to be in place, in order to enable Nigeria to
effectively carry out ITT through
HRD-U, based on the integrative exchange approach using IED
and IWD mechanisms?

12.I.3 Research process For Model Design
This research was both interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary
in that it cut across,
and inÛegrated information from many disciplines
such as education, sociology and psychology' It was necessary to integrate both theory and practice
from the various areas and
disciplines in order to achieve the objectives of the
study. For these and other reasons, the
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PRT Integration Method was developed and used
in collecting and analyzing information to
arrive at the findings and outcomes of this study.
The PRT Int'egration Method evolved from a research
approach suggested by Grosof
and sardy (1985) for researching "real life" phenomena.
such an approach was used by

Donohew, Tipton and Haney (Lg78) to conduct
their study on ,,information-seeking
strategies" of individual decision makers. This
research method involved conceptualizing
and evolving a conceptual model of the desired
solution, the purpose of the study, and

building upon that conceptual model to arrive at the
final product desired. The pRT
InÛegration Method had ten sæps which were
applied in conducting this research, which was

the

design, verification and testing of the HRD-U
for ITT Model. It was also used in
determining the appropriate ITT programming
structure and component areas of activities,
the necessary societal technological capacity
for using the

HRD-u for ITT model effectively

to bring about integrative exchanges.
The PRT Integration Method can be applied in
many diversified situations beyond
research' resulting in a more general method
referred to as practice Innovation Theory (pIT)
Integration Method ' Therefore it can be said
to be a generic model for creating and analyzing
integrated phenomenon in general' It is a
method for integrating practice and theorv
to
produce and examine innovations in the
social sciences.

A linkage mechanism in IED which

had evolved using the pRT merhod a linkage

mechanism was conceprualized as forming
a continuous link between the two participating

societies' This conceptual IED model was then
used as a "tool,, or ,,skeletal frame,,
for
identifying and analyzing factors and relevant
issues and for collecting and integrating
information to design the IED model.
obverse to the IED mechanism rvas the IWD
conceptual model, which was developed into the IWD for ITT model. Both
models when integrated through a comparative
analys.is and synthesis produced the

HRD-u for ITT model proposed in this study.
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12.1.4

Definition of Development

Literature suggested that for IED to be effective, it needed to
be purposeful and need-

based' That is, IED (or IwD) for the purpose of ITT has ro
be guided by and carried out,
based on the development problems, needs and aspirations
of the user while addressing also

those

of the other participants in the ITT

process.

A definition of developmenr

w¿rs

constructed from literature' To do so, the shifts in development
theorizing and practice development dominoes - were described. The nature and
direction of these noûed shifts were
described' It was found that the conceptual izationof development
is shifting from modemization (involving a focus on society) to human resource
development and utilization (çIDA,
1987) centering on capability (capacity) building at
the personal and community levels

for

solving problems, meeting needs and achieving aspirations.

In the context of ITT, two types of capacity building were
found to be necessary for
effective ITT' These are personal technological capacity
(F'fc) and societal technological
capacity (sTC)' They are considered to be complementary. pTC
is essential as the individual
is considered to be the basic unit for human and societal
(physical, material, etc.) development and also is both the means and end of development
programming. without src systems support, facilitation, tools and equipment,
institutional frameworks, etc.- prc
development and use are greatly constrained.
Based on this need for PTc and

src

for effective ITT, development was defined

as

the process of people effectively defining and addressing
their problems, needs and
aspirations through the production and exchange
of goods, services zurd technology desired
in their own and other societies, then acquiring and
utilizing appropriate technological (and
other development) inputs from various parts
of the global village - from within a¡d outside
of their own societies or æmmunities. PTc is developed
and utilized in and from this process,
so also is STC.

collaboration was identified as the emerging direction
towards which the approach
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to ITT has shifæd from its passing competitive orientatron.
This approach is inevitable in the
emerging knowledge-based era, where people of different
cultures will have to create and
share information for and from producing and exchanging
goods, services and technology,
based on their individual or agreed-upon problems, needs
and aspirations. According to the

literature, partnership appeared to be the collaborative approach
most used or desired.

12'l'5 Technology and Technology Transfer: Conceptualizations
and Definitions
Relevant literature from a variety of disciplinary fields
was used for determining

useful conceptualizations and definitions of technology,
ITT, transfer mechanisms and
approaches which guided the design of the model.
Both technology and its transfer were
described in terms of their "domino" shifts, as a result
of changes in basic assumptions of
them over time, and due to the changing socioeconomic
and political global context. The
definition of technology has shifted from an emphasis
on physical and tangible elements to
an emphasis on knowledge aspects. The notion
of ITT has also shifted from .,diffusion,, or
"dissemination" of the physical technology
to "infusion" of its informational aspects, and
"exchange" and "integration" of ideas being
the emerging conception.

It was found that many conceptualizations and definitions
of technology abound in
literature' Literature research revealed that current conceptualizations
and definitions are

often narrow, tending to emphasize different aspects
of technology, and components and
elements of particular types of æchnologies.
Despite these variations, three progressive and
related categories were identified, from the "physical"
to the ..abstract,,. The progression
went from those emphasizing the physical and
structural elements, through those that refer
to technology as information and data, to those
that viewed ûechnology to be expertise, ideas,
knowledge, skills and techniques.

More recent conceptualizations and definitions suggest
that the definition of æchnology for purposes of development programming, needs
to be broad, ..holistic,, and ,,inclu-
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sive"' such conceptualizations

and definitions are meant to encompass all of the
essential

aspects or components of technology (expertise, ideas,
information, techniques, tools etc.).

The reason for this view is that human, organizatronal or
societal development is an
interdisciplinary, multifaceted process requiring comprehensive
programming and integrative approaches. For this study, technology was defined

as

principles, expertise, ideas and

knowledge, information, techniques and tools. Therefore,
technology transfer is taking
expertise principles, ideas, knowledge, information,
ûechniques, and tools designed for
app!:' r''i6¡ in a particular society, to use effectively
in another (based on the receiving
society's contextual realities) to produce goods and
services needed in such a receiving
society.
Technology is used for identifying and addressing problems,
needs and aspirations
through the production of goods, services and technology,
desired by both the ,donors, and

'recipients'' Technology is described as the
essential ingredient for personal, community,
organizational and societal growth, development
and progress. Information is viewed as the
raw material for development.
Defined as "organized knowledge", technology
became viewed as people-embodied
and ITT as people-based (Kamenetzky, Maybury
and weiss, 19g6;Mears, 19g1). peopre
were described as the carriers of technology (Goulet,
1g75; Monki ewicz,l%s) and ITT was
articulated as the exchange and inûegration of
ideas and information between and among
people for the Purposes of creating and exchanging
goods, services and technology to address
identified problems, needs and aspirations of
the individual or group of persons (Havelock
and Havelock, 1973: Pilotta and widman,
1983; Rogers and Kincaid, l9g1). Effective
HRDu was identified as the most usefur approach to ITT (cooper,
19gr;Kapran, 19g3; Mears,
1981).

IED and IWD were selected as sample mechanisms
for ITT based on HRD-u (Kong,
1984; Ngong-Nassah, 1982) and for articulating
the desired ITT models. Generic ITT models
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and approaches based on these (HRD-U) mechanisms were
identified and reviewed in terms

of people as individuals and Sroups - communities, organizations
and societies in general.
The intent of the review w¿ls to evolve a composiûe and comprehensive
generic ITT model
based on the HRD-U mechanisms of IED and IWD proposed
in this study.

Principles of ITT identified or deduced from literature were
stated and described to
guide the design of the suggesûed HRD-U for ITT
model . These included: ITT conúext, which

is global and therefore multicultural; its "fluid" nature
in the form of expertise, information,

skills, techniques, and talents; its approach which is integration;
and the agent as people.
Programming was therefore found to be based on capacity
or capability building, information

availability and accessibility, facilitation (education, guidance
and counselling), access and
a support system (Adei, 1997;Audirac and Beaulieu,
19g6).
HRD-U was found to be an effective mechanism for building pTC
for and from ITT.
It was also found that the "accumulation" and application of prc
led to the creation of src.
It was found as well that PTC was dependent upon the existence
of src for its effective use
by ITT agents (lED and IWD participants), both
exogenous and indigenous. In addition, it
was suggested that effective ITT depended largely
on the availability of a suitable program-

ming structure and components, aspects of sTC, as
well as on the stimulation of the demand
side of the ITT equation, instead of concentrating
only on the supply side (Audirac and
Beaulieu, 1986; wallender, lgTg). Again, this
stimularion is carried out by enabling the
recipients to develop the PTC and src to identify
and address their problems, needs and
aspirations by seeking for, requesting and acquiring
technology from within and outside their

own cultures for the production and exchange
of the desired goods, services and technology
as determined by their problems, needs
and aspirations.
Despite many definitions of technology and
its transfer, there appeared to be a clear
consensus on one factor: people are considered
to be an essential part of any technology

development, use and effective transfer (Meals,
1981). Therefore people are considered to
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be an essential part of the definition of

defined,

it

ITT. It was suggesæd

that when úechnology is broadly

becomes person-embodied (Goul et, 1975). Consequently,

it is people who

conduct effective technology transfer. As such, human beings
are the essential ingredients

of ITT and constitute the most useful mechanism for its transfer. This person-based
ITT
mechanism formed the basis for the design of this HRD-U for
ITT group of models.

12.7.6 ITT through IED: practice

_

Theory

The literature review was used for identifying the conceptual
IED (and IwD)
frameworks for designing the linkage exchange mechanisms
involving two or more participating systems - persons, organizations, communities or
societies. IED (or

IwD)

was seen

in literature as a means of carrying out ITT - taking technology
from one culture (community,
organization or society) and using it effectively in another
to produce the goods, services and
technology based on the problems, needs and aspirations
of the participants. Only very few
writers and researchers saw these mechanisms as a means
of building pTC (Fry and Thurber,
1989; l-aBrack 1989) and crearing rhe basis for STC.

It was found that IED, as it was conducted, did not bring about
effective I11. IED
participants were attempting or deliberately trained
to transfer technology from one culture
to another without adequaûely assessing the appropriateness
of the technology based on the
needs of the recipients. Also, they were not educaûed
to acquire the expertise, knowledge or
skills for carrying out ITr effectively.
Quite a few researchers suggested the need for ITT
education and training for IED participants (Ngong-Nassah,
1g34; deBettignies, 19g1). The
consensus in literature was that IED or IWD programming,
based on the development needs

of the recipients, is certainly more effective than one
based on the demands of the particular
technology proffered for transfer.
For effective ITT based on IED, it was found that
the most useful approach is to have
a programme framework which enables the
design and implementation of individu alized
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proJects based on the needs of the recipients, as well as those
of the providers. Such projects

integrate contextual factors and technological elements from the two
or more participating
cultures.

To improve ITT that is based on IED, there appeared to be a need for
a theoretical
framework that adequately articulaæd the purpose and process of IED
for ITT. Literature
review revealed that no such theoretical framework existed for
ITT programming from the

IED perspective. Therefore, it was necessary to identify and describe
some principles for
effective ITT through IED. Among these were: 1) the necessity
to identify from the IED
participant's 'home' the problems, needs and aspirations upon
which IED projects would be
developed; 2) preparing the IED participant's project framework
for his or her experience as
part of the strategic preparation from home, for the study in
another culture; and 3) being
process oriented - that is' leaming for and from what
is being done in the IED for
These pnnciples formed the basis for a theory of IED
for

ITT or ITT

based on

ITT process.

IED mechanism

of HRD-U.

12.7.7 Generic Flamework of IED for

ITT

The lack of a theory or theoretical framework for IED
from an ITT perspective was
attributed in part to the lack of a general framework for
designing IED generic models. This
absence of a generic framework resulted in inconsistencies.
and a lack of ,standard ization,
or coherence in IED for ITT programming. This was
found to exist within and between the
various categories of IED for ITT generic models that
were identified, categorized and
described.

The need for a generic IED framework became obvious
from the review of IED
Programme practices, theories and cases. The researcher undertook a review
was intended
to produce the necessary inputs for creating a generic IED
for ITT framework, which
integrates theory with practice and enables the enhancement
of both. The researcher,s
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attempt at a generic framework led to the suggestion of
a thirteen-stage IED for ITT generic

model which was evolved from an integration of components
and elements of existing
Process models' The thirteen-stage model was reassessed in the light of the
framework
derived from intercultural adjustment (lA) theory and practice.

A generic framework for ITT

based on an

IED mechanism emanated from relevant

literature in the area of IA, or cross-cultural adjustment
and adaptation. proper IA was found
to be closely relaÛed to effective work, study, business
or visits in alien or foreign cultures.

To derive this framework, a new "M-curye" of IA was
evolved from a modification of the
currently used w-curve of IA (Gullahorn and Gullahorn,
1963), which itself descnbes the IA
pattern during and after sojourn in the host system.
This new pattern incoqporates the predeparture phase of the IA process, as I-ewis and
Jungman (1986) suggested. By incorporating
the pre-sojourn phase of the IED or IWD process,
this new M-curve of adjustment more
adequately represents the "complete" IA process.
The complete evolved pattern links the
three phases of the IA process - before, during
and after the sojourn in the host society - to
produce an "inclusive", interactive unified
system with progressive phases and stages.
This
IA pattern arose from putting together the "curve" and "súage"
theories of IA (Martin, 1gg4).
Eleven "progressive" stages were identified in
this comprehensive pattern of IA. These 11
stages make up the framework for the proposed
theoretical ITT models based on HRD_u
mechanisms.
The eleven stage pattern derived from the IA process
was.considered to be the most
useful conceptuali zation of the skeletal structure
for this HRD-U for ITT model. people form
the ITT "bridge" or "linkage" mechanism
between the producer of a particular technology
and its user' As the model's design structure,
the IA framework used enables programming
which is to minimize the adverse effect of "culture
shock" in the IED and IWD processes for

ITT.

In its simplest form, this comprehensive HRD-U (IED
and IwD) for ITT model
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reflects two participating parties with different levels of technologies,
and is composed of
three phases

(4, B and c), eleven

stages and several

ITT activities.

12.1.8 Corroboration of the IED for

ITT Model

To describe the IED model based on this proposed IED (orIwD)
framework, specific

IED and IWD process-based information was gathered from
several sources. These included
conferences, seminars and workshops, analyses of relevant
programme processes, case
studies and inÛerviews with people in va¡ious settings.
Formal interviews were conducted in

thirty-one development organizations, government agencies
and educational institutions.
This generated information was used to identify and confirm
the stages of the IED and IWD
processes' It served as well in identifying the activities
carried out for conducting effective
ITT through the IED and IWD mechanisms. The importance of
these identified activities to
ITT was later assessed at wusc through a perceptions study
during the verification of these
proposed models.
This description confirmed the proposed eleven stage
IED and IWD models which
were integrated to obtain the HRD-u for ITT
model. These framework models contain
descriptions of the three phases and 11 stages and
a listing of 136 integrated ITT activities
organized progressively throughout the entire
IED,IwD or generic HRD-U process.
12.

I.9 ITT Integration Approach

In terms of the ITT approach

used

in this design, it was found that ..inûegration,,

approaches were more effective than "infusion"
and "diffusion" approaches currently in
wide use' Integration is the process of bringing
together people and their own resources
(technology) and other necessary developmental
inputs together to address effectively

individual' mutual or collective, personal and societal
problems, needs and aspirations.
Diffusion is the process of taking a technology
that exist in, and which is designed for one
society' and attempting to apPly or use such
technology in another society to address
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problems, needs and aspirations without adequate or necessary adaptation
of the technology
or collaborative participation of the recipients. Infusion is the attempt
by one party (producer

or user) to adapt technology as necessary in order to achieve effective integrative
ITT without
the motivated or collaborative participation of the other party.

While integration can be carried out by various means, all such techniques
involve
and also result

in intercultural and inter-generational

exchanges which are based on

partnerships involving participatory and collaborative programming
strategies. This inûegra-

tive/ partnership approach is articurated throughout this research activity.

To carry out ITT effectively in this integrative, intercultural partnership-exchange
approach, IED and IWD participants (lTT agents) needed to plan.
They need
needs and resources, set their

ITT goals and prepare

before leaving home (at phase

A).

a project (study

to identify their

or work) framework -

such necessary preparation relates to both the sojourn

phase (for wortrc/study) in the host society, community
or organization (at phase B) and

application of "carried" technology (at phase B during the sojourn
and at C upon return).

l2.2Yerifrcation and resting of the HRD-U for ITT Moder
Verification and testing for refinement of the IED and IWD
models developed were
carried out through a number of case studies. Assumptions
were verified and many principles

were identified' The general approach in each of these
cases was the linkage of theory (the
mode) to practice the existing or designed project or programme.
Some of the key principles
examined or tested included: 1) partnership exchanges; 2)
strategic preparation for acquisition and application of technology during and after the
ITT sojoum;3) prqecrbased learning
and exchanges;4) conducting individual

ITT programming through IED and IWD mecha-

nisms; 5) building PTC for and through HRD-U for ITT
and sTC for effecrive

pTc building,

and; 6) integrative and simultaneous programming
for IED and IWD participants utilizing
the "common" ITT activities of the generic HRD-U
for ITT model.
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12'2'l IMAP

Case Study:

IED'IWD Participants' Partnerships for Effective ITT

Partnership exchanges in HRD-U for ITT programming were examined
through an
assessment of the process of the International Management
Associaûes programme

(IMAp).

The IMAP was a partnership exchange programme between Canada
and ten Eastern
caribbean countries designed and administered by Manitoba
Institute

of Management

(lvtlM)' This programme and the specific partnership prqects
were analyzed to examine the
HRD-U for ITT principles embodied in the design and implementation
of both
the programme

framework and the specific projects.

The IMAP was a convergence of ITT partícipanß from both
the donor country
(canada) and the recipient societies. How and why
the partnerships 'worked, was examined.

It

was found that partnership is most effective when
carried out among and between

associates' Effective partnership is most feasible under associateship
conditions for
application of the theory and practice of equality,
mutualify and reciprocity,
to carry out

effective intercultural exchanges.

Also it was found , that effective partnership exchange
needs to be integrative; that
is, partnership exchanges are based on the identified
and stated or shared problems, needs and
aspirations of the participants' Effective integrative
exchanges are a precondition for

effective ITT and individual strategic preparation,which
involves planning for acquisition
and application of technology based on problems,
needs and aspirations of the partners and
of their own societal units of development - community,
organization or governments.

PTc was found to be necessary for effective ITT
the case of the

IMAP, the caribbean participants acquired

based on

HRD-u mechanisms. In

the expertise,

shlls and knowledge

of PTC that was necessary for conducting ITT,
as opposed to actually carrying out'ITr ibelf
through the design and implementation of
ITT prqects with inputs and facilitation from the
Canadian partners.
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The specialized

src

needed by caribbean participants evolved out

of the IMAp.

This was represented by the International Management
Associaûes Network (IMAN) and its
local Island Based committee (IBC) networks. Prior
to the IMAp, surrogate systems were
used' These were government departments in charge of training
generally, and where
applicable, overseas training' The

IMAN had evolved to fill

an existing need in the caribbean

focusing on public sector management improvement
with HRD-U for ITT as its means.
The canadians were also found to have learned through
their participation in the

IMAP' However, their general lack of straægic preparation

made

it difficult for most of them

to acquire specific types of expertise, knowledge and
skills beyond caribbean cultural
dimensions' A few who had focused their learning were

more successful in acquiring

technology from the caribbean which had applications
in canada. The focused culture
learning Ûechnique employed by all was found to
be a very useful tool in ITT which involved
a short sojourn in the host culture.

Having a partner or partners from the host society
to assist in the process of
acquisition, adaptation and application of
applicable technology was found to be very
important for effective

ITT. Also

very important was preparing the receiving
society to

accept and apply the technology and having
a "project team" with whom to define
the
needs. Ideally, this team 'owns' and helps
design and implement the ITT project.

ITT

For both the supplier and the recipients, "resource
centres" with relevant information,
data bases and facilitators were found to
be a necessary (if not essential) component
of a
required institutional framework for effective
ITT programming. The purpose of such
centres was identified to include assisüance
and facilitation for ITT need definition, goal
setting' project development and implementation
as weil as IA training. A resource sharing
network of people and organizations involved
in ITT was also considered to be very
important' Also necessary was the existence
of credible and capable institutions organiza,
tions and agencies whose raison d'etre
is ITT programming. Roles identified for these
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organizations include coordination of relevant ITT activities
and information gathering,
research, education and publication on ITT.

12'2'2 WUSC case Study: Generic HRD-U for ITT MODEL
Flom Integrated IED-

IWD processes
The generic HRD-U for ITT model suggesûed in this study
was evolved by inûegrating
the two processes of IED and

tive analysis at

IWD. This integration

wusc, of IED

and

was accomplished through a mmpara-

IWD programme officers' perceptions of the importance

of activities identified in the two processes for effective ITT.
compared were ratings for
similar activities at corresponding stages of the hvo mechanisms.
Results of this comparative analysis showed that IED
and IWD are similar from the

perspective of ITT' Activities at the same stages
of both models are similarly important for
effective ITT based on the exchange approach. Based
on these similarities, a generic HRD-

U for ITT Model has been evolved. The evolved model
can be adapúed for application in all
types of HRD-U for ITT programming which
is designed to bring about inúegrative
exchanges' Integrative exchange programming
seeks to address the problems, needs and
aspirations of all parties involved through project-based
learning and individual as well as
group input and facilitation. Because IED and
IWD can be programmed for integratively, the
cost is greatly reduced for programming and
other resources are greatly maximized.

12'2'3 Uganda case study: Individual Integrative
Exchange programming
Individual short term IED and IWD programming
is on the increase and is likely to
continue into the future' At the same time, the
need for participants to be able to contribuûe
effectively to and learn from the host countries
remains high. To bring about inûegrative
exchanges in short term HRD-u for ITT
programmes, partnership models have been
developed and found to be very useful.
However, there are cases where partner pairs may
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not be feasible or ideal for a project. In such situations, a group
of people with different but
related inputs are required. This model enables individual persons
(as well as groups) to carry

out effective integrative exchange projects using strategic preparation
and collaborative
programming and to enter into exchanges with several partners
at the same or different times.
The Uganda case study was designed to enable an individual

IwD participant to test

the applicability of this model in bringing about HRD-U
for ITT, rhrough designing and
implementing a short Úerm sojourn prgect. Principles found

úo be

important for elfective ITT

based on the

IWD mechanism were incorporated to design and carry out
a capacity building
exchange project between Canada and Uganda.
The findings of the study showed that a programme which
enables participants
initiate and implement creative endeavors is necessary if
individual IwD participants are to
be encouraged to take part in inærcultural development
exchanges. The HRD-u for ITT
model was found to be very useful in guiding the design
and implementation of the exchange

project'

It

was found, however, that there was need for cer[ain
components of ITT
programming activities' an ¿ÌsPect of STC, to be available
so that effective pTC could take
place for and from the project design and implementation.
These components were identified
to include adequate information, facilitation, and a support
system, be that f,inancial,
technical or moral.

12'3 Nigeria case study: Application of the HRD-U
for ITT Model and Description of the Necessary ITT programming structure, components
and suggested
Organizational Framework
The suggested model is fairly novel in its assumptions
and principles. Like .prescrip-

tion drugs', its full potential and effectiveness can
be realized only under certain specified
conditions' since the intent was to propose the
model for use in practice, it was therefore
necessary to identify what necessary src was
required to ensure effective use and application of this model in ITT programming. Applying
and using the model effectively means
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being able to adequately carry out the necessary activities
suggested in the IED or IWD
processes to bnng about effective

ITT for the production and exchange of goods, services and

technology based on identified problems, needs and aspirations
- one,s own and societal.

A single country (Nigeria) was chosen for this case, which was to identify
or design
and describe a suitable ITT programming structure and
components that are suitable for

realizing the benefits

of using this HRD-u for ITT model in interculrural

exchange

programming' The HRD-U for ITT model itself was
to guide this identification or design of
the programming structure and necessary components.

12'3'l Designing and Applying An Integrated ITT Programming
structure and
Component Areas of Activities
The

src

required for HRD-u for ITT based on IED and IWD
had been identified in

the IMAP and ugandan case studies (as reported
in chapters g and 10). The research in
Nigeria was to ascerlain 1) the IED and IWD programmes
that were taking place, 2) the ITT
approach (diffusion' infusion, or exchange) being
employed and 3) the

sTc structure

and
component areas of activities that were used to
enable an IED or IWD participant and other

HRD-U for ITT participants to design and implement
their goods, services and technology
projects' A comparison and integration of these,
with those identified in other cases and from
literature described in this research, were to yield
an inûegraûed ITT programming system to
be suggested for use in Nigeria and other
similar situations.

Interviews were conducted with officials of related
ITT programmes in Nigeria
(relating to IED, IwD, technical assistance
projects and industrialization).
These interviews

were aimed at generating information required
to suggest a useful framework for ITT
programming, which is based on the "integrative
exchange" approach using IED and IWD
mechanisms of ITT. For this same purpose,
two IWD programmes,
one exogenous

(cuso)

and the other indigenous (TAC - Technical
Assistance corps) were analyzed. This research
phase was: to identify the "current" (1990)
policy orientation of Nigeria with respect to HRD-
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U based ITT; to identify the main mechanisms of ITT in use; to describe
the process of ITT
in Nigeria; and to examine the ITT approaches used for ITT based on these
two (IED and

IwD)

mechanisms considered in this study. The process and components
of a Development

Exchange Centre (DEC) programme were also examined to derive
the specific activities of

carrying out ITT for purposes of community and rural development.
Findings of the case study revealed that CUSO Nigeria had n¡ro programming
offices
(lbadan and calabar) which were loosely related as
of the date of rhis study - 1990. (since
then the two programmes have been collaborating to provide
more integrated programming
between them). It also had a close affiliate, DEc, which
was formerly part of

cUso,

but had

later specialized and became an incorporated organization of
its own.
Generally, CUSO was carrying out IWD programmes using the
collaborative and
participatory techniques, as suggested in this study, for
exchanging inputs in defining and
addressing social change and economic development
needs. For these exchanges,

cuso

Nigeria enters into partnership with other organizations.
The partners jointly define their
problems, needs and aspirations and develop participatory
strategies for collaborating to
achieve the defined problems, needs and aspirations.
CUSO Nigeria (Ibadan) serving as the Nigerian national-intemational
office carries

out its community and rural development programmes through
what

building' This

it calls institutíon

means that it achieves its development goals throughenabling
other agencies

and organizations to define and address their mutual
problems, needs and aspirations by
producing a¡d exchanging goods, services and technology
required by the partners. Technical and financial supportare usually provided to enable
these agencies and organizations to
develop their physical and human resources to accomplish
their goals. It provides netrvorking

and coordination services to the partner agencies and
organizations.
necessary information, training, facilitation and
other kinds
develop human resources for partners.

It

also provides

of support and services to
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CUSO Nigeria (Calabar) was operating more or less at the national-state
level. It was
using mostly partnership approaches to collaborate with other
development organizations

for

achieving its development goals. It was found that both programme
offices (Ibadan and
calabar) worked and supported only prqects carried out by govemments,
agencies and
organizations, but not by individuals. Also, they focused mainly
on non-income generating

social change, health and economic development programming.
They tended to work
primarily through existing entities and groups, though sometimes
they supported new groups

which were formed for a designated purpose.

Unlike cuSO, DEC supports both individual and group projects
within its focus of
women in rural areas. Also, it supports both income-generating
and
non-income generating

ventures by clients as individuals within teams and as
groups. DEC facilitated the production
and exchange of goods, services and technology by
its clients as a means of bringing about

social change and economic development in the communities
of its target population.
These th¡ee entities of

cuso

and their programmes were consolidated and described

together for purposes of producing an integraúed
development exchange structure.

A four tier

structure was developed which was internationally
linked. A further articulation led to the
design of a five-tier integrated ITT programming
structure with several component areas of

activities for enabling the production of goods, services
and technology based on partners,
problems, needs and aspirations.
Findings also showed that Nigeria was conducting
the TAC programme based on the
infusion mode' TAC is an IWD progftrmme designed
to serve the needs of the recipient ACp

(African, caribbean and Pacific) countries. Proper
home and host country orientation was
provided making TAC participants very effective
in their host
countries.

counterpart or partnership exchanges was not an
integral part of this IWD programming. Participants were selected and placed in the
formal sectrors as requested by the host
countnes' Acquiring and applying learning
back in the home country (in this case Nigeria)

3U
upon retum, as suggested in this study, was not part of the

ITf

programming. It was suggesæd

that the learning and experiences of these returned IWD participants
be consolidated and
utilized as input in Nigeria's internal development programming.

TAC linked to MAMSER (Mass Mobilization for social and Economic
Recovery),
DFFRI (Directorate for Food, Roads and Rural Infrastructure)
Nysc (Nigerian youth
services corps) and other national organizations which function
in HRD-u for ITT would
produce a more comprehensive ITT programming
structure. using the modified cuso
structure and programming components would yield
an integrated six-tier structure for
Nigeria would be linked externally with Nigeria's diplomatic
offices abroad. These offices
coordinate TAC programmes and are the designated
agencies for implementing Nigeria,s
Economic Diplomacy policy in international relations.
This is a policy orientation that
encourages Nigerians to interact more with the
industrial sectors

of their host societies to

acquire inputs for Nigeria's nationar deveropment programming.

It was found that Nigeria cunently

(as

of 1990) was both an "exportef, and .,importef,

with respect to HRD-u based ITT through IED and IWD
mechanisms. Many Nigerians were
working in various African, caribbean and Pacific (ACp)
æuntries under the TAC programme.
There were develoPment workers in Nigeria from
various countries including canada, the
united Kingdom, Germany and France. Thus, Nigeria
was involved comparatively more so
in IWD programming, both through indigenous and
exogenous participants, and less actively
in IED programming than in pasr decades (r970s and
earry r9g0s).
Based on its "economic diplomacy" policy in
international relations, Nigeria,s
international "exchange" programming currently
emphasizes and encourages .,inúeraction

with the business communities" of the industri alized,
societies with which it

associates.

Economic diplomacy programming complements
the socio-cultural and political emphasis
of the past three decades.

It

was found that Nigeria did not have well
established institutional structures and
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organizational frameworks for carrying out effective HRD-U based ITT
using the inûegrative
intercuhural exchange approach. Therefore, a five-tier institutional structure (organizational

framework) with several supportive components for development (ITT) programming
was
suggested. This structure would include coordinating and resource
centres at the international, national, state, local government and community levels. Such
centres would provide

information with respect to appropriate technology necessary for
development, provide
assistance in development and implementation of ITT prqects
by participants and enable

ITT

agents to prepare effectively for successful sojoums in the
host culture and re-integration at

home upon return. Having a resource exchange network for ITT participants
was found to
be very important for effective ITT. Also, ITT programming
needs were identified for the
establishment of ITT training (educational) programmes in some
of the existing technological colleges and universities or accredited institutes for such purposes.
There was need as well

for educational resources and programming literature, with respect to
ITT and for

the

establishment of organiz¿tions focusing in this area. The
TAC secretariat was considered to
be a useful nucleus with potential and characteristics
for developing such

an

agency by the

goveniment' Government support for the design of a national
programming framework for
ITT, the development of educational programmes and resources
and the establishment of

NGos for ITT programming is greatly required in Nigeria at
this stage of its development.
This is more so the case, in light of its policy of economic
diplomacy.

12.4 Research Outcome
There are various outcomes to this research endeavor.
They range from the mundane

findings of hypothesized relationships to some lofty ones.
Developing the model during
exploratory study entailed programme reviews and
interviews with people in thirfy one
organizations' verifying the model involved interviews
with and surveys of more than three
hundred people in over one hundred organizations
in ten countries. It has covered topics
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ranging from social and developmental psychology, sociology, rural
sociology, philosophy
and education to agriculture, natural resources, organizational development
and management studies, marketing and communications, industrialization and change,
among others.

Its focus extended from international education to international development,
from human
resource development and utilization to technology transfer, from
learning to work,

etc. It

includes topics in personal motivation, decision making and problem
solving, and technol-

ogy transfer in organizations and for community development.
Issues of technology and
human resource development and utilization policy and programmes
are included; so also
were the personal and intercultural adjustment and adaptation
of cross-cultural sojourners,

integration of self and new ideas into alien cultures, interpersonal
communications and
exchanges, entrepreneurship, and a host of others.

The effort has led to the production of several frameworks and
models in the related
areas of HRD-U designed to bring about desired progress
in human systems at the level

individuals and groups

- organizational,

community, national and global

of

- through the

production and exchange of desired goods, services
and technology needed in societies.
various propositions, some formerly stated, others not, have
been examined.
The research has provided frameworks and models which
form a basis not only for
studying, researching and developing programmes in the
area of IED for ITT and IWD for

ITT separately and HRD-U for ITT generically, but also for ITT
and IA. The frameworks
and models, when integrated, provide an adequate
and useful foundation for building a new

social science discipline in various areas. Through this
study, a definition and framework for
anew conceptualization of development have been articulated
for carrying out development:
research, theory building and practice. The outcomes
provide a useful springboard, so to
speak, for rethinking and reorganizing human endeavors.
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r2.4.r consoridated Research project contributions
This study contributes to theory, practice and research, and was carried out
by
integration of the three. Due in part

ûo the

novelty of the research topic and approach, nearly

every aspect of this research has become an tnnovation of akind:
the research method and
approach; the HRD-U for ITT model itself, its process and approach.
From the perspective

of HRD-U for ITT, specific contributions include:

1)

the articulation of a process for linking personal goal attainment
and innovation to
that of various societal units - groups, organizations and community
- through the

production of needed goods, services and technology to address
the identified
problems, needs and aspirations;

2)

the articulation of a method for a) integrating theory to practice
in and between
specific fields in the process of setting zurd attaining development
goals; b) program-

ming with and researching integrated and interactive systems and
processes t¡11.ough
interdisciplinary approaches;zurd c) creating and managing inúegrated
and interactive
processes;

3)

the articulation of a process from a point of view
not yet provided by others: IE to

and IW to

IWD;i.e. linking international study

IED

and work to development of societies,

not only the home but the host societies, in terms of goods,
services and æchnology

production and exchange;

4)

the articulation of the IED process in a "gener alizable"
format, to aid various kinds

of related programming: the three-phase linkage mechanism
of IED and IWD within
the participating societies ;

5)

the articulation of IED and IWD as'goal attainment'
(problem solving) processes at

the personal, organizational and community levels;

6)

the integration of various areas to evolve a generic
model of an integrated process:

IA,ITT,IED,IWD,

CtC.;
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7)

the conceptualization and development of a new linkage model for IED
and IWD

from the ITT perspective, with identified

stages and

activities; [An inúegrative

linkage system and a framework model for ITT based on IED and IWD mechanisms.

This model embodies two interactive parties (supplier and user systems), three
phases, eleven stages and several activities in the

It is also a framework for

ITT process.]

suppliers and users to conceptualize and plan for ITT

programming based on IED and IWD mechanisms.

8)

the articulation of a generic HRD-U for ITT model resulting from
the inûegration

IED and IWD models for ITT. This model is universal in its applications

of

and

purposes;

9)

the integration of various related processes and phenomena to evolve
an integrated
model for IDE: the IA

M-ctwe framework and HRD-u for ITT

model - IA,

ITT,IED,

IWD, eûc.;
10) the re-conceptualization of a major

iA

paradigm, the W-Curve (Gullahorn and

Gullahorn, 1963) and a redesign of the IA pattern from a linear
to a circular linkage
conception;

11) the design of a new IA framew ork: M-curve of IA by integrating
IA .,curve,, and
"stage" theories as well as IA theory and practice.

The M-Curve of adjustment links the three phases of the

IA process,

thereby

producing a more complete and interactive pattern than
is cunently in use. Such a
comprehensive framework permits the use and examination
of the IA process as a
single "unified" system of interrelated phases, stages and
activities;

rz)

the integration of theory andpractice in

ITE

IA,lrr,IED

and

IWD, to develop ageneric

(rnterculturar rechnology Exchang e) moder
based on HRD-u mechanisms.

This model is suitable for almost all aspects of human exchange
activities in
intercultural and multicultural situations: education and
training, guidance and
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counselling, curriculum development, course and programme design,
work, busi_
ness, entrepreneurship, research, theory building, management,
etc.

;

13) the articulation of a collaborative, participatory approach to ITE through
IED and

IWD, based on partnership exchanges. The integrative exchange approach builds
upon the "convergent" exchange approach (Pilona and Widman,

l9æ). It utilizes

the

"linkage" concept of ITT (Havelock and Havel ock, 1973;
Rogers, l9g3) and
integrates both the "topdown" technology-based diffusion approach
(Rogers,
I9g3)

and the "boffom-up", need-based approach (Donohew and Springer,
19g0). Building

on the strengths of the major approaches from various disciplinary
orientations, the

integrative exchange approach combines and is to be used for theory
development

in' practice of and

research on

ITT. As a consequence of the accommodating

and

integrative characteristics, it embodies and exhibits the articulated
approach, and is
inclusive and "friendly," by embracing all possible positive views
in ITT theory and

practice' In ITT, the approach promotes interactive need-based
(integrative) exchanges between and among technology suppliers and
users;

14) the design of

a

framework which links intercultural to inter-generational
exchanges

for development, based on HRD_U;

ffhis is a comprehensive model for conceptualizing

and programming for the

intercultural and inter-generational exchange of development
inputs. This model
relates the IED and IWD exchange system and processes
interactively to societal
devel opment conceptual izations.

l

15) the design of an interculturallyJinked conceptual
structure for ITE programming and
design of organizational development;
16)

A

suggested five-tier structure,

with support components for operationalizing the

HRD-U for ITT model, based on the integrative exchange
approach. This structure
links a society to its partner ITT network in the ,,globar
village,,.
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17) The identification of Intercultural Development Exchanges
(IDE) components for
generic HRD-U, ITE, entrepreneurship, community development
and planning in

zur

integrative framework' This framework serves well for development
programming
and research at various levels and dimensions: personal,
organizational, community
and societal.

18) the creation and articulation of various methods, processes,
frameworks and paradigms, which collectively provide a suitable basis to a) define
a new social science
discipline concerned with IDE based on HRD-u mechanisms,
and b) define a new
conceptualizationand practice of development based on
HRD-U and ITE, global IDE
and employing collaborative and participatory as opposed
to competitive approaches.

2Ø

a

list of some suggestions for apprying the HRD-u for ITT moder
in vanous

situations, among them: communications, education
and training, guidance and
counselling, human relations and interactions, development
ITT planning, practice
and research.

21) selecúed conclusions and recommendations arising from
this study. These relate to
use and further exploration of the various systems,
frameworl<s, models and approach

proposed in rhis study.

12.5 Conclusions
Based on the findings from research and case sfudies,
the researcher has reached the

following conclusions.

1)

People are the prime means and end of development
and constitute the most useful
agents for effective ITT. Therefore, enabling
people to conduct ITT through

producing and exchanging goods, services and
technology based on their own
problems, needs and aspirations promises to
be the most effecti'e.
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2)

Where the building of PTC and STC for and from the production and exchange
of
goods, services and technology based on individual and societal problems,
needs and

aspirations of participants is the main purpose for ITT, people as individuals
and
teams

not ErouPs - organizations and communities

- are the most appropriate as the

basic unit to programme for ITT based on HRD_U.

3)

As exemplified by the IMAP and the Uganda-Canada Exchange project case studies,
IED and IWD are important and very useful people-based ITT mechanisms. IED
and

IWD are the prototypes of HRD-U mechanisms for ITT, which include others such
as immigration, business, visits and tours. The assumptions, principles
and provisions of HRD-U for

ITT apply to other less obvious people-based ITT mechanisms

as work and study taking place in one's own society, entrepreneurship
and any
creative endeavor. These people-based ITT mechanisms have the potential
to be the
most important and most useful for ITT in the future in the information
era.

4)

HRD-U for ITT mechanisms are best conceptualized

as a

linkage of two systems with

three-phases composed of eleven inter-linked stages.

5)

In HRD-U for ITT processes, IA and ITT are inûegratively linked. Consequently,
both
need to be programmed for simultaneously as such.

6)

Eleven stages contained within the three phases of the model appear
to be the most

useful demarcations of stages in the

IA-lTf

sojourn and reintegration process for

programming.

7)

The eleven stage model of the M-curve is the most useful framework
for research and

programming and for grouping ITT activities in the IED and
IWD processes.

8)

The M-curve of IA (developed in this study) provides rhe
most useful framework in
comparison to those culrently in use (such as the U-curve
and the W-curve) for theory

development, research on and practice, with respect to intercultural
(cross-cultural)

adjustment of IED, IWD and other participants in intercultural
sojourn and ex-
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changes.

9)

Focusing on ITT and using the IA, rather than administrative
process or curriculum
areas in the design of IED models for training, management
and guidance, enables

effective programming for participants' proper integration
during sojourn and
reinÛegration at home upon return. It makes it feasible
the adverse effects of culture shock which is found

ûo

ûo be

programme for minimizing

detrimental to effective ITT.

It also enables the participants to function effectively in their
undertakings during and
after the sojoum. It provides a tool for proper planning
for transition
management.

These same conclusions apply similarly to IWD: the
IA process is the most useful

framework for developing training, management and guidance
models, to ensure
effective integration and reintegration upon retum of IWD
participants.

10) Linking the three phases of the IED or IWD

processes (before, during and after the

intercultural sojourn), as in this model, produces a
more useful framework than the
current disjointed segmented ones for developing
theory, conducting research on and
carrying out practice in the area,
11) The three-phase linkage framework for IED and
IWD permits and promotes proper
simultaneous preparation for effective integration
during sojourn and reintegration
upon return' This simultaneous preparation is
a very important aspect of strategic
preparation that needs to take place before the
participant departs from home.

12) strategic

preparation is necessary for effective partnership
ITT exchanges in the IED

and IWD processes.

13) In preparing for an ITT sojourn and developing

an ITT prqect, linking personal and

SrouP (organizational, community and societal) problems, needs and
aspirations
aPpears to be one of the most important factors
which bring about

prqect relevance

and effectiveness.

14)

A generic HRD-U for ITT model now exists which a) embodies
principles, assump-
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tions, elements and characúeristics of IED and IWD, and b) differs
from but integrates
and includes both mechanisms and several other HRD-U mechanisms.
This generic

model is suitable and effective forresearch and programming in all people-based
ITT
situations.

15) The generic HRD-U for ITT model contains a partial but comprehensive outline for
content suitable for ITT research, education, training and guidance
and process
management. It provides the framework, content guidelines and
approach for a social

science professional discipline which

is concerned with ITT through HRD-U

mechanisms.

16) There are specific identifiable activities which, when carried out
in the IED and IWD
processes, makes

IA-I1T inevitable and effective. The numbers of these activities

are

yet indeterminate and the most critical ones yet undetermined.

17) Proper use of the proposed HRD-U for ITT model

guarantees effective

ITT. what

"proper" means and to what extent it is required for effectiveness
are yet to be
determined.

18) There

are specific components of

ITT programming structures and organizational

frameworks which are necessary in a society to bring about
effective ITT, based on

theintegration approach-through IED and IWD mechanisms.
The following components and supports are included: a) a resource and education
"centre', with facilities

for adequaÛe preparation of IED and IWD participants for
effective integration in the
host society and reintegration upon return and for effective
acquisition and applica-

tion of technology both during sojourn and upon return;
b) communication facilities
for contact with past and potential partners, resource exchange
network members,
other resource people; c) a resource network system;
d) an organization to carry out

ITT programming; e) resource people to facilitate effective preparation,
ITT project
development and implementation, project team development,
etc.; f) relevant publi-
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cation, data and information, audio visual equipment and other educational and
training facilities;7) a training programme to update skills, build knowledge, creare
awareness, etc.

19) While many countries differ in the extent to which they have systems
ITT' most countries of the world

are

adequate

for

yetto put in place the necessary programming

structures and components for conducting

ITT

based on the "integrative exchange"

model through HRD-U mechanisms.

20) These required programming

structures and components are necessary

for both

"suppliers" and "recipients" of technologies in most areas of ITT at present.

2I)

Nigeria is one of the countries which is both a "supplief' and a "recipient,' of IWD
based ITT.

22) Nigeria, like

other countries, has not yet put in place systems to enable it to conduct

ITT through HRD-U mechanisms effectively in the "integrative exchange,,mode.
Interestingly, the exogenous IWD programmer (CUSO) is applying the
integration
approach as described in this study, while TAC, the indigenous IWD programmer,

functions

in the infusion

approach. MAMSER, which

is one of the principal

programming organizations for HRD-U, conducts its activities based
primarily on

diffusion assumptions and principles.

23) Nigeria would benefit from setting up mechanisms to carry out ITT effectively
using
these HRD-U mechanisms. Given that many Nigerians are
now (since the late l9t3Os)

working in other countries, they may be able to contribuûe to the country's
development effectively if such structures were in place.

24) In the case of Nigeria, a five-tier

operational structure and organizational framework

(inÛernational, national, state, local government area
and community levels) would

be the most useful for bringing about integrated development
to all parts of the

country' It would enable the greatest number of people to participate (contribute
in
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to and benefit from) ITT programming. Nearly all the necessary
support components/

elements identified as basic to effective ITT are required in Nigeria
to support this
recommended (fi ve-tier) structure.

25)

Elements that can form the nucleus of this recommended structure already
exist in
Nigeria such as: the Economic Diplomacy policy framework, the TAC and
MAMSER

Directorates as the programming agencies and various other organizations
in the
areas of community development and

IWD related programming.

12.6 Suggestions and Recommendations

Many diverse recommendations emanate from this study . What will be provided
in
this section might be regarded as the 'tip of the iceberg'. The models,
frameworks, proæsses,
approaches and techniques which have been created or articulated
from this research, evolve

from and integrate both theory and practice in their respective areas.
Consequently, they are

suitable for application in theory building, practice and research.
Where feasible, the
descriptions of their application are organized under these
three headings.

Within these main headings the models, frameworks, approaches,
etc. can be viewed
from the point of view of communication, education and training,
guidance and counselling,
management, and research, but alr focus on HRD-U, ITT
or HRD-U for and from ITT

specifically.

The PRT Integration Method is suitable for and very effective
in creating and
researching integrated sysÛems. The PIT Integration Method
which is derived from and is an

elaboration of the PRT Integration Method, has the potential
to suit all cases of innovation
creation and analysis of composite sysûems. The application
of both follows the same process
steps.

The HRD-u for
and

ITT

model is suitable for IA and ITT as well as for HRD-U
separarely

jointly' Its application follorvs

the identified activities. In management, education
and
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training, guidance and counselling the activities, HRD-U activities
need to be followed
sequentially but integratively, as suggesûed with their overlaps
and extensions. Its framework
provides skeletal curriculum guidelines for ITT education and
training. This model is suitable
as a communication framework and tool

for human interaction and exchanges. As it forms

the basis for collaborative programming in various inter-human
endeavors. It is important

that the various possible uses and applications of the model
be noted, documented and
disseminated.

creating relationships between and among the activities within
and between the
phases

will

generate innumerable propositions and hypotheses
for theory development.

Research applications require interdisciplinary approaches
for which the pRT Integrarion

Method might become the primary one recommended.

12.7 Significance of the Study

This research effort has led to the articulation of an ITT
model that attempts to
combine the strengths of major orientations and paradigms
in the field to produce one that
is comprehensive, integrative and holistic. The research develops a
new area of ITT which
uses the "global" movement of people as the
transfer mechanism which has tremendous
growth potential in the future. This ITT approach
and model link and inûegrate personal and

organizational, community and societal problems,
needs and aspirations

in

ITT

conceptualization and definition, theory, practice
and research. Given its inclusive holistic
nature and characteristics, the model has application
in (almost) every field of human
endeavour.
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APPENDIX A

BUILDING BASIS FOR DESIGN OF IIRD.U FOR ITE MODEL
Thesis problem and the Research conceptual Framework

The tasks of science include the building of theory and
the sysûematic

gathering and evaruating of evidence to support or
refute such
theory... In order to participate in this pt*".r, you must
identify a
problem area that presents interesting and useiul
open questions,
formulate a probrem statement that embodies the questìon yãu
expect
to answer, determine whether the problem as posed is
researchabre,
and find out what is already known (or conjeciured)
that is pertinent
to this and rerated probrems. you must prace your problem-question
and its anticipaûed answer in the context both of some
theory- either
already existing theory or your own - and of already-available
findings...lf y_our study is exploratory, its goar may incrude
the
formulation of hypotheses (Grosof andsardy, 19g5, p.63).
After stating his probrem or phenomenon ...
[the] researcher shourd
then describe the conceptual perspectiu" ormoá"rïiti"rt
p."riãË, it"
framework for rhe colrection und' int"rp.¿ili;;i äatu (McNamara,
7973, p. t9).
The notion of controlled observation distinguishes
the scientific
merhod from orher ways of acquiring k;ó*i;Jg;.
In rhe classical
formularion of sciencé, the r"d"u.óh'"iìã.rï¡i"; the
variabres of
interesr, conrrors - or some would ,uy ,ãi."t, üiåäiu", of alr exceot
a specific few, rhen observes the asrociated
varues ;i;h; i;,,;. Ii
effect, he construcrs the events to be ou.ãñ"¿.
îüor" generar poinr
of view is that the observer is controileo: the óbr"*",
carefullv
specifies whar observations wilr be
*iit
i;
*h"i;.;;;;i
framework and under what condirioñ.-wå
'nu¿",
ËËüËf";iä ,# ;;
systematic observation in controlre¿ circui-,sán"åì.
art",
th;
astronomer and the meteorolosist cannot construct
"il,
events! (Gr;;i

and Sardy, 19g5, p.16).

A.l lntroduction
This chapter identifies the problem of this research
endeavor and the research
method and process used for the conduct of the
study. The research problem is recognized
as being an analysis

of a process, interdisciplinary and requiring

a

linkage between theory

4TO

and practice. Neither theory building nor practice improvement was
considered adequate
by itself to address sufficiently the concern of this study. Consequently,
a research method

that allows for both to occur is articulated. The usefulness of that
selected method and
process is measured only as it was suitable in addressing the
particular research problem.

How it can be used in other similar circumstances is described in the last
chapter of the
thesis in the section on suggestions and recommendations.
The research purpose of developing a curriculum framework
for ITT through IED

is described in this chapter, so also is the nature of that purpose
for selecting the research
approach' The method and process of the selecûed research approach
is also articulated to
guide other researchers who may have a similar situation
as for this study. The application

of the articulated research method and process in this study is adequately
delineated in
some detail.

4.2 The Research problem: IE for ITT curriculum Framework
Design
This Ph'D reserach endeavor is, to a large exûent, a continuation
from

a

previous research

activity at a Masters level of study. That previous study (Etuk,
l9g7) was a study of the
perceptions of Nigerian students in respect of the relevance
and applicability of their
canadian learning for development contribution at home.
The study identified the need
for ITT education for intemational (African) students
in canadian colleges and universities' The purpose of such an ITT education was to enable
these students serve as effective
technology transfer agents upon their return to their own
countries.
I-ackey (1981) identified the problem that international
education was not always
conducted to meet the needs of participating students.
Technology acquired in in IE are
often not appropriate to the needs of the recipients
of such education. He identified the
problem to be not only technological but curtural.
As he put it:

In many insúances foreign training is not only irrelevant
and inappropriate to the
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needs of the less developed countries (Phillips

,1976;schmidt and scott, 7g7I),but in

some cases international training may be even

harmful. Students learning sophisticated

computer-based research techniques, capital-intensive agricultural
practices, Western

concepts of health care, value-ladden community development,
and other Western
democratic andior industrialized approaches to development, may
help to perpetuate the
international demosntration effect by attemptinf

úo

install technology which is inappropri-

ate to their own environment. Transplanting "institutions
and processes from one culture

to another is often highly disfunctional" (l-ackey,l9gl,p.Z).
The problem of inappropriate technology acquisition by IED
participants is not the

total picture. There is the problem of applying technology acquired
from one culture in
another even if and when the technology was appropriate.
The Nigerian students surveyed
by Etuk (1987) found that the students perceived their educarion
to be of very high quality.

The problem lied more in its applicabilty, relevance, and transferability
from Canada to

Nigeria for effective use.

The problem of effective ITT and more specifically, the
irrelevance of IED
practices has become a serious concern to development
assistance agents and aid donnors

([-ackey, 1981), volunteer organizations (Mateis
and shute, 19tì3) and sponsoring developing countries (Court, 1979:Moock, 1984) as well as
students themselves

(Etuk, l9g7:

Rawls and Akpanudoh, 1981). To alleviate this problem
and bring about effective ITT,
education need to be conducted in such a way that
IED participants are able to select and
acquire appropriate ITT (Henson, 19g6). Ngong-Nassah
suggests that a special ITT
education

forIED participants to serve

as

effective ITT agents is required inAmerican and

Canadian colleges and univerities. In his opinion,
such an education would benefit all
parties involved in the educational endeavor:
the IED participants and sponsors, faculties
and administrators.

As Ngong-Nassah noted, IED participants usually
return to their countries, to
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former work positions or new ones with increased responsibilities and
expectations. From
such positions, many do take part in designining and implementing
policies and programs

regarding technological development and

ITT. Yet, according to many sources, their

education in the countries supplyrng technology fails to prepare them
for this role. It was

in the realization of this need for specialized ITT training that Ngong-Nassah (19g2)
observed: "The United States, Canada, and other developed countries
can and do generally

provide appropriate [high quality] training for international
students who are prepared to
become educators, research scientists, or technicians' (p.1g3).
Nevertheless, NgongNassah (1982) added that these students are not adequaûely
prepared for their roles

ITT

agents in their own societies. Several recommendations were
made by Ngong-Nassah
directed towards administrators and academicians involved
in the training of inúernational
students for the improvement of these students acadermic
and professional development

programs.
Ngong-Nassah (1982) recognises, as others do, that a large
population of people

in developing countries live in the rural areas. This situation
calls for preparing IED
participants to assume development programming roles
in both urban and rural commu-

nities of their own societies. His believes that:
Developing countries that are scrambring to improve
their
relative position among.nations would
rro,n the kind
of training.that makeJirs readers eflgcrive
"".ruinrtËi"iit
úä;ß;i "ñg; ;irh,;
transitional rural are¿rs. This role calls for tnTã"ãt""tion
and skills
needed to caref^ully assess, screen, and aid in the
t*nìr", and adootion
of appropriate forms of technology. Implem;;r-il"";îffi
technology_can be successfur o"niy irine i"ì.o¿-"""¿ ..Dackase,,
is
understood by and pgeprable ro peérs, subor¿inåæs;iñ"
and the grassroots field workers'who ãr" inuoiuãã-in
tt intoduction
and training aspects of technology transfer. l-"u¿"nüip "
here is determined by one'.s culãiral sensitiviry;äto,n*unication
"ri""tlu"ï!.ï
abititv. srudenrs muit receive trainingih;i;ilíÄ;r"
trr"ii åùìi,tyä
communicate effectively within theiocial un¿
contexts to
which rhey wilt be assigied
"uüu.ul
lNgong_Nassáf, ïöA¿^p.
rs:1.

i;'li;i
,ffi.ää.r;

The objective of this particular study was therefore
to develop a curricular
framework that will be useful in providing ITT
education in canadian colleges and
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universities. Such a study is both interdisciplinary and somehow applied. It
draws
information and inputs from various disciplines to create a tool for solution that
is to
improve ITT education and practices.
The orientation of IED for ITT on rural and community development stretches
the

interdisciplinary nature of the research concern as it emphasises the component
of culture
in ITT (Scott-Stephens, 1987). stressing rural communities recognises
the existence of
indigenous culture and technology of the recipients of technology
as may be somehow

different from the "globally shared" culture and technology of the established
sectors and
urban westernized culture and technology.

4.3 Research Focus
To develop a curriculum framework, a researcher might study what
is done for or

to the students participants in the IE process by the officials and sponsors
so that
participants are able to carry out effective ITT. A discipline-based
approach to curriculum
design would be "follow" a particular type of technology
examine what is done by the

officials and sponsors or by the students themselves to carry out
effective technology with
respect to that particular technology.

All

the same, the intentional focus of this study was

on the students participants themselves who go through
the process of IE to carïy out
effective ITT' This is the generic interdisciplinary approach
to curriculum design. This
focus involves examining the IE process to identify what
ITT activities the participants
carÐ/ out or need to carry out in order to conduct effective

ITT. It involves identifying

and

accounting for the factors which relate to carrying out
effective ITT in the IE process.
This study sought to anal¡,ze the IE process in order to
identify whatever activities
are considered important for effective

ITT in the IE process. Accordingly, the IE process

had to be conceptualized, described and examined
not only to identify applicable ITT
activities but other factors affecting ITT positively
or negatively in the IE process. The
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intention was to find ways of addressing such relevant factors
in the design of the
curriculum or in the curriculum itself. Thus, the study involved the
analysis
and examina-

tion of an existing process of which the researcher had no control
but which is itself self
regulating.

A. 4IE for ITT curricurum Design: A process Research
The IE for ITT is a process research (I-adagar and Hopkins,
19g7). A processresearch method is therefore required. Forpurpose of
developing a curriculum framework

for IE from ITT perspective, this study meant analysizing IE
real life practice and approach
to identify and categorize ITT activities to be used for education
curriculum and related
programming' As such the research method used was
to be useful for effective analysis of
the IE for ITT process' It was to enable the identification
and description of the various
factors affecting and relating to ITT in the IEprocess.
As well, it was necessary to describe

their int'errelationships as well as effects upon ITT in the
IE process if a suitable curricular

activities were to be produced.

4.4.1.
Anal]¡sis Research Tvpe

ITT

based on IED is inherently interdisciplinry and
multi-faceted.

It draws inputs

from and takes place in and through every field of discipline.
Its programming is therefore
interdisciplinary; and so also need be its research.
This is moreso in IED where there is
currently no single discipline to address this issue
and organize the information from the
various other disciplines.
Issues of

ITT in IED is discussed in

as many disciplines as aÍe

IED participants:

anthropolo gy (r-ee,1981), engineering (Kaplan,
19g3), sociology (Lackey, 19gr; Moock,
19t30), education (Rogers, 19t33), communication

(cooper, 19g3; Rogers, 1962),guidance
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and counseling (Brack, 1988; Mestenhauser, 1988), and others.
ITT is discussed and
programmed for under planning and management of "innovation"
and ,,change,, (Have-

lock and Havelock, 1973) and under "diffusion of innovations (Roger
s, 1962;19g3).
Military, business, industry and similar other development systems deal
with ITT. The
field of development planning and management has ITT as the core
of its programming.

This study seeks to identify or develop a framework where the relevant
IE for ITT
information from these fields could be integrated and organized
so that ITT could be
planned and carried out.

Many associated factors come to play in any ITT process. ITT
which takes place
through IED is no exception. In the case of IE, people are
involved. Theirpersonal sociopsycological, physical and physilogical as well as emotional,
cultural, economic, and other
aspects of their lives had to be taken into account in
ITT programming. Their societal needs
are often embedded in this web of their personal,
organizational and community concerns

(Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990). other factors that
are inevitable in the IE process such
the need for effective cultural adaptations were also
to be accounted for.

as

of the interdisciplinary nature of this research problem and
the multiof IE, it was necessary to conduct this study through the
interdisciplinary

Because
faceted Process

research framework. Thus an interdisciplinary program
of study was designed so that the
research could be effectively and appropriately
conducted. The research method was to

enable the examination and analysis of various
disciplines and factors and integrating
applicable information appropriatery through a common
framework.
However, the development of a curriculum framework
is more than just,,interdis-

ciplinary"' It implies finding or creating a generic tool for
a solution that has appropriaúe
application in the area or field of IED from the perspective
of ITT. such a research required
a method which is suitable not only for interdisciplinary
research but also for linking and
integrating information from both theory to practice
in the process of IE for ITT.
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The field of ITT - innovation (Havelock and Havelock (1g73),communication
of

innovations (Rogers and Shoem aker (1973) or diffusion of innovations
(Rogers, 1962;
1983) as it is popularly called - is in a state of

flux. The theories are no more holding.

Assumptions are being questioned. suggestions and recommendations
from several years

of research that have been conducted in the field may no more be
relevant. There is need
for a suitable theoretical framework for ITT that enables the assessment
and integration of
these findings.

A.5IE for ITT Research: Need for
It has been suggested that no matter how

a Theoreticar

Framework

a research curiousity might have been

aroused or the idea came to mind and changes over the
course of research the problem need

to be placed into a systematic sheme called theory (Grosof
and sardy, 1gg5). Theory is
"a syst'em of propositions that are inúerelated in a way
that permits some to be derived from
others' when such a theoretical sysúem exists, social scientists
can claim to have explained
and predicted the phenomenon at hand" (Nachmias
and Nachmias,

r9gl, p.43).

A theoretical system [framework] is one that provides a structure
cglpfete explanarion of empérical phenom"""; i;, ;;;; is for
nor
3
rmlreo Io a partlcular aspect- It consists of a set of concepts,
some of
y!l:h are descriprive, showing what rhe rh"",y
otn.r.

"

mar are opgratr vq or emperical properties. Theie
"-b";îänà
emperical
properties
are termed variables_... A theoietiõal sysrem utro

ði;;;;;i

-t"*ä
propositigns, ihãt iE sraremenrs of relaíionsrrrp, "ónsisß
u"i*åã,
o. .or"
empencal properties that can be verified oi refuted:
,u"r,
u ste of
propositions forms a de_duçrive svstem. ln ott"i*ã.ã;,
;h" ser of
propositions forms a c=arc=ulus,iñã, accordinf tã
for
manipulation of the carõulus]some propositiõns ur"l!ãu""d rhe
others. when oropositions are so^deåu"àd, irr"v-uìã ,ro from
to be
explained u. *"il ds to provide predictions. Finally,
some of the
propositions of a theoretical system must be
sense
that "experience is relevant io ttt""-iiuth or
"ontir*ãritilä"
falsity or to that of
propositions derived from rhem.,, Indeed, u";pã;;oir"iã"tion
a theoretical sysrems depends on *tt"iir";ih'"ñ;öoJ'ùon, of
u."
emperically rrue or farse (ñachmias and rvu"r,rruàì,'iõãi,;.
ß-44).

rh;;r;;

with

the lack of theory frameworks of IE from ITT
perspective development of clear-cut
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hypotheses was not quite feasible. This research effort then became
an attempt to develop

cufTlcu

lnte

but

framework for ITT based on IED.

A.6IE for ITT: Lacking

a Theory

Literature revealed that there is no theory for ITT based on
the IE process.
Accordingly, one intent of this study became the development of
a framework upon which
ITT theory could be built. Innovation Spreads (19{30) found rhar
the current theory of ITT
which has been in use since the 1960s is no more adequate
for ITT programming. That
theoretical framework which was developed based on
diffusion not acquisition of
innovation (Rogers, 1962) has been found wanting and
no more useful for current ITT
programming' The theory was conceptualized based on intercultural
communication
rather than interpersonal exchanges. People to people
exchanges has become more
pronounced since the diffusion model based on
that conception of ITT was developed.

current thinking focuses on people and their skills and abilities
to exchange technology.
Therefore, this srudy sought to develop ITT moder based
on peopre - HRD-U for ITT. so
a method of research that enables the creation of
a suitable people-based framework for

ITT theory building was desired.
The method of research suggested by Grosof and
sardy ( l9g5) appeared to be the
most suitable. Such a method uses a conceptual
model of the phenomena researched. With
the conceptual model, framework or schematic,
a researcher could then proceed to conduct

research' "We describe research not as the study
of events but rather as the collection and

analysis of evidence from which inferences are
made as to the events and their characteristics" (Grosof and Sardy, 1985, p. 89). For this
study research is defined not as a sysúemic
seeking, identification, analysis and processing
of information on the ITT in the IEprocess.
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4.7 lE for ITT: Intended Outcome of Study
This research was conducted to create a curriculum framework for
ITT based on
the IE mechanism' However, because of the lack of theory on
ITT based on IE, the focus

of the study shifted intentionally or evolved to incorporate the development
of a theoretical

framework for creating generalizable assumptions and propositions
for theory burlding in
IE for ITT. It was not intended only to describe or to test hypotheses
per se. It was to result
in the formulation of hypotheses within a useful theoretical framework.

A researh project can be classified as formulative or verificational
according io iis pu¡pose(s). Formulativeú;;;;ïlus as irs g;i;h.
formulation of pioblems for rnore precise investiealion. the oËv"tooment of hypothese-s, the gaining of insights, and inireasffii"*iñ'r"
with alr aspecrs of the piobrem area iñcruáine piu"ti"åi ;ãìïË's'å
call ed qxpl oratory res earch i s frequently form itàtive.. . Veri
fi cational
research, as its.label s.uggests, is directed toward
or refute hypotheses thãt have already been formulated,
"uid"n.ËtoffiËft
that ir, iåïri
the conjectures or predictions whiótr nas ueen Jàduced rrom
tl,"
theory...
Research whose goal or outcome is the establishment
of a
taxono^my_is often regarded - incorrectly - as prescientific
ruitt"i tt un
scientific. H_owgyer,.i1 provides a basis rór uotir tvpËs or,"r"¿¡."t,,
unüi
and unless the identifiõation and classifi"ution áipfrenomena
can be
carried out, no investigiStion of relationstrips ÈetwãËn
categories can
proceed...(Grosof and Sardy, 19g5, p. 1g_i9).
This study was carried out to examine IE for ITT process
for purposes of creating
a taxonomy of ITT activities in the IE process as
a preliminary step to the verification of
the relationships between and among the

ITT factors and activities in the IE process. The

purpose was therefore 1) desribing IE for ITT process
adequarely, 2) identifying factors

affecting or relating to ITT in the IE process, 3) identifying
and categorizing ITT activities
in the IE process, 4) rating the importance of ITT activities
identified in the IE process.
The resarch method used was to enable the examination
and analysis of the IE for
ITT process to identify and take into account various interacting
factors in an integrated
process and to link IE for ITT theory to practice
as a necessity of the study. This need
resulted from the dual purpose of the thesis: improving
IE for ITT practice through design
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of curriculum framework and contributing to improving
or developing IE for ITT theory
1) as a requirement of the researcher's inûerdisciplinary
Ph.D program itself and 2) because

of the lack of IE for ITT theory. The creation of a theoretical
framework for IE from ITT
perspective as a PurPoseful goal of this research effort
bacame the first of the two - a
necessary step to the other (designing a curricurar
framework).

A.B pRT Linkage: An Action-Basic Typ" of Research
A research method must be chosen to fit the research approach,
that is to fit the type
of research carried out: basic, applied, or action (Grosof
and sardy, 1gg5). It is important
for the researcher to identify own research project correctly.
Interdisciplinary program
(IDP) research can be carried out through any of
the traditional research methods.
Grosof and sardy, 1985 have identified three types
of research method under
which most reserch problems normally are carried
out. These are basic, applied and action
research approaches.
Research can be classified as^basic, appried, or

action according ro its purpose. It is imporranr
you
tó
io"ntiiy
lor
v""i prãj"ãt
correcrly. The differencei are reflecíø
in yãîiî"t"ria

outcomes, the context of your

for

in

rhe

terpretati ons, u,ía ,yåui ,,,"trro¿oio gy,
--^

well as your
audience foi the finOings..targ^et
Tþ" g-oars of purg or basic research á.Ëi r to provide suDDorr
l
^
or refuration
for theory, (2) toìstaurish
as

ffii#J;
'Ëä¿

can be developed, anã 1a¡ to conrribure";,d;¿¿;,.;ñãil
t" g;LiJk";ì"Ëä;;.

studies should be framed so as_to. p"rñit the grðatest
possibre
generalizability of the resurts. rnis^ musï
noi f"
with
research that in'olves issues so hypotheti"ãrrv
"onrused
rô..rìated
that
thev
are "nor about anyrhing": pr"sumádl¡, if ;
d;íti,""Ëäärä;ä
thar necess""_:14 be made apparení to a rèuron"ui'
í_iËli'_ìif.H:?

and unbiased reader.
As the circumstances to which they might appry
become more
particurar, or as the constraints under wúict
äuserïru'tion, are to be
made become more confining, the concrusionr
*tl"t, *uy be drawn
are more limited. cerrain stuîies u." o"rignËã
;Ë;iii;"ily ro deter_
mine rvhethertheory adequaúery predicts oút"omè
in a designated set

of circumsrances of whet^her .o¿fiðàtiã;r
the situation
musr be inrroduced. such research
äìrr"¿ applied.
The disrinction.betwTr pure ano appiiø;;#Jh
""',-b;'ñ;;;ry
ir'"ãt absolute: the
v3rio.us possibilities. failãlong u"oiïnuum
*dü,"ùes
from com_
pletely pure ro applied. Appäed,"rãär"r,,
exrreme,

Ëffi;ià

";;;ìi;^ilosr

has generalit¡r

o¡e,ofits important goars. There is very littre entirery
pure research in the behavioral and õocial sciences. J -----Even further removed from basic research is so-called action
research. It often involves the.analysis of the outðo,n"
particular,
ryrlrapl¡onrepricable, sequence of events,-suóh as the
evaruarron oI the ef f ects of-social intervention or of differing
condi_
tions, sometimes called treatments in a ,,narural';ì;il;. ^'Th"
,"_
searcher is primarily concerned with providing informa-t-ioion
which
an rmmedlate ctecrslon can be based, or developing or applying
decision criteria. In a proposed sequence of activifiè.ltñå
Jhoice of
on the oircomes of rhe.*¿rñ;eeding;
:::Ti::iyf,"pl{i*red
hence
research fin{ines,gay bj of grea.t importancè'und porr"r,
considerable rime valuè (Grosof and Sardy, röSS,
fp.-f 6_Zol.
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3s

oiffi

The purpose of this study did not allow ir to fit into and
be classied under any of
these identified usual and traditional categories identified
nor any of their strict variations.

The intent of the study was to
perspective. This meant 1) identifying and
describing various factors and issues in the IE
process that lead to effective (or ineffective)

ITT; and,Z) categorizing

and arranging those

factors and issues in a logical format to be used for
educational and training purposes in
IEprograms' For this purpose, non of the three categories
of research was suitable to guide
the choice of research method for this study.

To some degree, this research goal necessiüated researching
and identifying from
"real life" practice (and theory) in the field
of IE and related others to generate useful ITT
activities applicable to the IE process. This goal presuposes
field research approach,
which' for want of a suitable description can be classified
as applied-action research. But
action research research itself is too "narrow" and "confining"
a concept to be used for this
research. Therefore it was judged to be inadequate
and unsuiúable.
Another need of this study was to satisfy the Ph.D
Program requirements. A ph.D
program at the University of Manitoba is a
research degree. contribution to theory
refinement or development is an essential outcome
of its required research activity
represented by the thesis component of the degree.
It was necessary therefore to use a
research method that allows and leads to valid
contribution to the field of IE or IE for ITT
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or, as it turned out to be, IED for ITT and HRD-u for ITE. This
need suggests an basicaPplied type of research in the continuum to which Grosof and
Sardy refers. Thus, the ph.D

study's need therefore influenced the choice of the particular
research method considered
suitable for this study.

A.9IE for ITT Research: The Necessity for pRT in ITT
Linking theory, practice and research in ITT was considered to be
both necessary
and desired. current orientation of, approach to and trend
for research in ITT. This was

another reason for use of the PRT Integration research
method. The linking of ITT
research, theory and practice is being recommended as
the most useful approach to
research (Scott-Stephens, 198f

ITT

. Among the various reasons identified for this advocated

linkage is the need for research to deal with practical human problems
and the well-known
lag time behveen the development of solutions and their utilization
in practice (Havelock
and Havelock, 1973, Scott-Stephens, 19g7).

Such need is pressing as human problems increase despite
large volumes of
research and solution development (Havelock and
Havelock, lg73).Also, the lag time
between research findings or innovations and practical
application has been found to be
unnecessarily long in many cases (Clayson
,1978). Possible and important benefits of such

linkage are 1) the integrativeness of factors for practical
problem solving (lnnovation
spreads, 1981), 2) the ready use of research findings
in efforts to close the gap between
research (process and activity) and application of
findings (our,come) in practice (sIErAR,
1993). This is grearly desired in the field.

There is need to increase the direct applicability
to practice of evolved solutions
and to decrease this lag time and to promote the
integration of all three. To do these means

linking research directly to practice. calls are being
made for this necessary integration.
Major HRD-U based ITT organizations are calling
for this linkage. For example,
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in SIETAR's 1994 conference planned for oftawa, Canada, "The
research committee is
asking all research presenters to address this issue: How can research
findings [theorvl
be applied to intercultural training and education
lpracticel and how can the world
of intercultural practice inform and direct the intercultural research
agenda [research]?"' SIETAR (The International Society for Intercultural
Education, Training and
Research), is an interdisciplinary professional and servic

e organizatron whose purpose is

to implement and promote effective interaction and communication
among people of
diverse cultures, races and ethic groups. Its objective
is to encourage the development and

application of knowledge, values and skills which enable
effective intercultural, inûerracial and interethnic actions at the individual, group, organization
and community levels.
SIETAR is the main association of 2000 professionals in 60
countries from a varietv of
disciplines who share a common concern for intemational
understanding.

This IE for ITT research activity was designed to improve
the pracrice of ITT
through IED (initially, and later IWD was included).
Inregration of IED for ITT, IA and
IWD for ITT led ro rhe creation of the HRD-U for ITE moder.
Because this study was designed to yield practical
solutions to identified IE for

ITT

problem and because contribution to theory is a
necessary outcome of a doctoral study,
from the outset a linkage between practice, research
and theory was implied. This aspect
necessitated the linking of research to theory. such
linkage was also found to be necessary
and desired in current ITT research thinking. suggestions
from this research effort had to
have appropriate theoretical foundation - that which
makes the evolved findings credible

- and contribute to theory improvement.

A.l0 PRT Integration: A Method for 6Rear-Life' Research
This particular study could not be classified as
basic, applied and action research.

while

the basic and applied research method would
be useful for conducting research to
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contribute to theory both were constraining to the achievemet of
the purposeful intent of
this study: developing a framework for IE (for ITT) practice.
This research dealt with what

Grosof and sardy (198Ð refer to as self-controlled systems. These
are those sysûems over

which the researcher has no control and therefore cannot construct
the events in or relating
to them whiach are to be examined. What the researcher does
in conducting a study of such
systems is to carry out a sysûematic description using an appropriate
and useful framework.

The basis for consideration of the useful research method
was therefore its
suitability for identifying and describing IE for ITT and its various
related factors. such
method was also to allow dual contribution to both IE for
ITT theory (the outcome
requirement of Ph.D research) and to IE for ITT practice (the
initial intended use of the

study outcome)' A method had to be chosen which adequately
served these purposes:
effective description and dual theory-practice contribution.
A method which adequately
links and integrates theory and practice of IE (for ITT) was
therefore desired. The pRT
Linkage (InÛegration) research method described here was judged
to be the most suitable.

4.11 Research: a sensibre and systematic probrem-sorving
Activity
Research is a process of systematic gathering, processing,
analyzing and inûerpret-

ing of information and/or data to arrive at reasoned
conclusions (Donohew, Tipton and
Haney, 197s)' In this respect research is a problem-solving
activity. It should be done
using the most suitable, not necessarily the usual
or customary method. such method must
be both valid and scientific. Validity in this
loose sense refers to logic, usefulness, and

appropriateness' The method must be gerïnane to
the aim of the particular study.
Grosofand sardy (198Ð has defined research as
the process, procedure, or strategy
by which the scienrific merhod is applied.
"The sciendfl:
initiatty be described as a cyctic process
through. *'hich T:l!d
human {nlV
beiigs reari rrom ;ip";;";. As evidence
accumulares, theories in betr"er and better a!iã"."ãäiì,irh
rhe acrual
funcrioning of narure can be formulatedt
að;;;;i;nd sardy, 19g5,
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p.11).
Research, according to Grosof and sardy (19g5), begins with a curiosity.

It [research] involves

an active effort to find new facts and to order
them into meaningful pattems. It entails a point of view on the nature

of knowledge and a set of agreed-upon conventions as to what
constitutes science... The esseniials forã science includes rvræ.uii"

ob.sqrvation of identifiable, specified events and a coheren-îtheoffi

gal framelvork wirhin *hi"@ioffi
framework is susceptible to mo¿iffiervä]
tions. Any, necessary æ¡uurEtrons mr¡st ue staæd explicitly
p{ocedures ror matiríg ano eñiuating obr"ñiionËare
"rltt in"
specified
advancg so as t9 b9
b!
qualified
other
iñiviãffi:
leprodugtþlq
usually, the goal of the-iõGlrtific endeavor is the rormulaiion oi
pr.e9ictio?s: statements of what is likely to be observ"d
und;;co;ñ:
rable or slightly modified conditions...
Thus research involves asking questions and seeking answers
in a contexr so contrived as to permiiyõu (1) to identirv tnJreration_
ship among selected factors, while ítre (þóssiule) efiects oroitèì
factors are suppressed.either by constructiön or by úappenstance, and
(2) to describe. the relationships in such a form'that,'ioè"liv,
,'",,,ã
inference can be made about comparable consteilaiion. oi Luéni,
(Grosof and Sardy 1985, p. lt-IZ).'

Development of a curricular framework for ITT training called
for a method of research
that would yield useful information and lead to worthwhile conclusions.

A' 12 PRT Integration Method: An Approach to Interdisciplinary
Research
InÚegration involves putting together different parts to
make a whole. Interdisci-

plinary research requires integration as a matter of research
design and necessity. An
important feature of
. Information from various sources is
"weaved" together and "tailored" to the needs of the
study in form of a ,,cone,, so that its
solution is reached at the tip of that cone. This particular
study has evolved in many ways
in attempt to accomplish its goals. The intent was to develop
a model for ITT, based on
the IED mechanism, which serves to improve its
practice. As a dissertation endeavour, it
was also to contribute to development improvement
of

ITT theory in relevant

area.
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The study of ITT especially one based on HRD-U, and intended for
model
developmentis essentially both interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary. Thus,
an interdisciplinary approach to research was used: inüegration and PRT, This involved
research in
diverse subject areas identified to be important factors that needed to be accounted
for in
the design of this model. Linking the practice of HRD-U for ITT to
its research in efforts
to improve ITT research and contributing to its theoretical foundation
was suggested as the

current approach that is appropriate (scott-stephens, 1987) and desired (slETAR,
lgg3).
The steps followed in this research method were as listed here and
discussed in this chapûer
and other parts of the thesis.

A' 13 IE for ITT Research: Need for PRT Integration Conceptuat
Model
Literature search revealed that no 'theory' existed for

IED from any particular

perspective; and, certainly none existed for the more narrower perspective
of IED focusing

on

ITT'

Consequently the researcher had to use a research method that
allowed the

examinationoftheresearchconcernusinganapproPriate@.Nachmias
and Nachmias ( 1981) refers to research conceptual framework
as a "third level of theory,,.

The first level is ad hoc classificatorv svstem and the second
is taxonomies. In this
categonzation, ad hoc classificatory system consists of arbitrary
categories constructed in

order to organize and summarize emperical observations.
Taxonomy is a categorical
svstem.

It [taxonomy] consists of a system of categories constructed to fit the

qmpegca] observarions so rhâtrelationshiis u.one;áì";;;, can be
described. Ofren rhere is an independencé U"t*ãàf; ñ;;ãri;,
so rhar
classification into one-caregory calls ro,
in
another. A raxonomy bearJa órose relationshif,
"onãáft*f?*åì*enr
ir,Ë
world, and in rhis case rhe caregories mirror tÀË i;ùry;";änbed...
"rpericar
Taxonomies pglform two important functioní in social
scienc.e research. By careful definitions tñey specify
the uruùf emperical
reality to.be analyzed and indicare how trre
b;ä"l"¡u"¿...
The second function of the taxonomy is tò ¿sumããrize
and
inspire descriptive studies," such as those concerned with
the
emperical
distri buti on of one or more car,egori es or t¡" t"iãnã;ï. ^
i;;"omi es,

i.

úi ñy

however, do not offer explanations; the^y only describe emperical
phenomena by fitting them into u."r of
iã know the
concept that represent a phenomenon ... and"ut"gori"i.
thei; distributirons... is not
to explain or predict phènomena ... (Nachmias and ñ;h-*.
19g1,
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p.at42).

Taxonomies describe but do not explain relationships. Relationships
needed to
generate propositions for reseach are found in theoretical systems
and conceptual frame-

works' To enable the explanation of relationships in a particular
system a theoretical
framework or 'sound' theory must exist. The intent of this study was
to identify or produce
not taxonomies only but a theoretical framework. A descriptive
approach to this researh
would have been sufficient if only the development of taxonomy
was the desired outcome.

But, with the inûent of developing a conceptual framework, a
more 'powerful, research
approach was needed.
Conceptual frameworks consists of descriptive categories
systematically placed

within a broad structure of explicit as assumed propositions.
All the same,
The framew_ork-r! yet too imprecise to permit the systematic
derivation of propositions, bur déductions àre possibré. Arthoueh
the
empericar verifications in the conceprual riu.ã*åir.
;;i
;äil;
quality, there is continuous interaction u.t"å"n tñå'i;;;;käå
emperical observations.
[A] conceptual framework stands above taxonomy because its
propositions summarize and provide explanarionsanà
piÉai"iiãî, ro,
vast amount of emperical observations. Much of
what is considerJ
theory in social sciênces consists of conceptuaii*m"*orLs
that direct
systematic emperi_car research. Howevei, the propositions
derived
from conceptual frameworks are n_ot rigorou'siyino o"ãu"tiu"ìy
arrived at. conseque:rtry, their explanatõry unã'pr.oi"tiu"
limited, and their usefulness for futire reseárch is'impaired..lfo*ái',

Unlike conceptual frameworks, theoretical systems represent
combinations of
taxonomies and conceptual frameworks embedded
in a theory. Theoretical systems
combine descriptions, explanations, and predictions
in a systematic manner. with a useful
theoretical framework theoretical systems are reachable.
This is the intent of this study: to
produce a theoretical framework towards the
development of theory for ITT through the
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IE mechanism.

4.14 PRT: Approaches

Two approaches to linking practice and theory in research were identified
in
Iiterature. One approach was starting with a theory in the field where
such theory is
available and sound. V/here a sound theory is not available
in literature, the researcher
conceptualizes the process, develops the conceptual model
into a framework. With the

identified or conceptualized model, the researcher then sets
out to gather and process
information to build the framework into a finished product.
Scott-Stephens (1987) used this approach.

A' 15 Integrative Research: An Approach to Creating
Theoretical Frameworks
This need to develop a theoretical framework that seeks to
improve theory and
practice calls for the use of a research approach
that is l) useful for linking theory to
practice, 2) examining various disciplines, and 3)
identifying and addressing vanous
factors in the IE for ITT process, and,4) integrating
information generated from the various

disciplines.

with

the lack of a theoretical framework for IED from
ITT perspective the use

of

conceptual framework became necessary. But what
are the research methods that allow
the proper use of conceptual framework for scientific
research intended to contribute to
a

improvement of both theory and practice of IED for
ITT? This question was addressed by
the use of what Grosof and sardy call "systematic
observation in controlled circumstances"

(p'

16), what this researcher might call "problem-solving,,
or,.real-life,, research

approach' This research techique requires that "the
observer carefully specifies what
observations will be made, within what conceptual
framework
and under what conditions,,

(GrosofandSardy,1981,p.16).Accordingly,@wasconstructed
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as shown

in Figure 2.1' That'conceptual mode' of IED (l) provided
the skeletal frame

used in researching IED for ITT; and (2) thestarring
poinr for designing the IED for

ITT

framework and developing the HRD-U for ITT model.

A' 16 PRT Integration (Research) Method and Process:
A Definition
The PRT integraion (integrative) is a research method
and process for study and

creation of integrated systems.

It involves the development and use of a generic

framework, model or schematic of the process sfudied
to identify and integrate various
elements of its theory and practice through creative
endeavours such as study, research,
entrepreneurship, professional development and work.
It is a process which leads to the
production of theoretical frameworks and similar
innovations of an issue or phenomenon
as an outcome of the research process.

Integrative research process involves: 1) Definining
a research objecti ve, z)
conducting initial research which involves theory and
practice in the area of study; 3)
Definingirefining research goal as it evolves; and,4)
Developing a conceptual model of
desired eoal of research or other applicable creative
endeavor. It also involves following
a problem-solving process of information
seeking, analysing and processing method to
conduct research in theory and practice to produce
the desired goal of the study (creative
endeavor): in this study, a theoretical model of
the research goal: IE for ITT curriculum

framework' As a result of linking theory to practice (and
vice versa) in the process of
research' the end product (goal achieved) contributes
to both theory and practice in the field
or area of research. For this study, the theoretical
framework was intended to be useful for
generating and testing hlpotheses in effort
to build IE for ITT theory but also for curricular

development in the field.

AIso,withthePRTIntegrationmethod,thep@.Thatis,the

(product) of the study. The outcome of the study is an
evolution of, not necessarily
different from, the initial conceptual model of the research goal (process)
which was used
for carrying out research itself. This represents the desired research
goal. This is why it
is usually said that the process is the product.

Linking resarch to theory is usual and traditional in basic and applied
research
method within or between disciplines. It is also applicable
in action research.
The integrative approach to research is a method and process
for interdisciplinary
studies research'

AII the same' the inûegrative method and process go beyond interdisciplinary research. while interdisciplinary research can be
carried out as as basic,

applied

or action research seperately without integrating more than
one of them and without
Iinking them to practice integrative method necessitates
integration not only of the various
kinds of research but both theory and practice in the relevant
field(s).

t) Evolution of nesearc
Follows from the search fora research method suiøble
forpRT: towards the design of pRT
research conceptual model
- after research methods: basic, appried and action
has been discussed.
???? should not PRT be discussed in a seperate
chapter?
???? should not evolution

follow this section on LIT. REV?

would that not make a useful continuity??
Yes' It would make; but would not follow the research process
of this study: used and
proposed

1) This IDP research evolved: from
a focus on

IE to IED to HRD_U for ITT
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from Curr. Framework to a generic model
1) because of the need of Ph. D research

2) because of the existence of no theory at all for IED from ITT perspective
3) because of the lack of a suitalbe ITT theory to be adapted for ITT based on IED per

se:

1) The assumptions and underlying premise of Everett Rogers' diffusion model was
unsuitable but provided a useful starting point

2) Havelock and Havelock model was suitable but was not quite adequaæly articulated.

It was also articulated fro education and problem solving perspectives but not ITT per

se

3) Donohew, Haney and Tipton's was useful but narrow: information seeking acquisition
and processing; but no problem-solving and specific to

ITT

4) Pilotta and Widman was suitable, but dealt more with articulating the appraoch to
moreso than the process of ITT.
These are discussed later in the section on factors related to IE:

1.1)

the development factor: development models and corresponding ITT models:

- evolution of research problem as essential related factors are identified and dealt
with;

1.2)

critique of ITT models: to define the development model and ITT model used in

this study;
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APPENDIX B

MIM's IMAP AND IMAN: TTIE PROFILES EMERGE
Case 2:

IMAP Canadian

Case Study: The

Findings

The purpose of the IMAP was for Canadians to assist their Caribbean
partners in
addressingsomeidentif,redproblemswhileprovidingopportunitiesforboththeCaribbeanandthe
Canadian partners to learn through their participation in the program.
Though acquisition and

application of learning by Canadians was not the focus of the IMAp,
program information
suggested that the canadians did learn as a result of their participation
in the

IMAp. Therefore,

the researchpropositionforthis casestudy was that Canadiansleamedin
the process of thellrzfr{p

and that theval

The findings of this case study show that the

canadians did in fact acquire learning, in all three categories of
cultural, professional, and
introspective' The correlation between learning acquisition and
application appeared to be
strongerintheprofessionalandintrospectivedimensionsthaninthecultural.

Canadiansapplied

that learning both in the caribbean and in canada. They
did so particularly in personal life and
in society in general, but less so in their work related and professional
life. The professional and

work related learning and the application of that learning are and
will likely continue to

be

important in international development.

B.t TheFindings

It was found that learning occured in general but that
a certain type of learning occured
morethanothers' AsTable I indicates,mostrespondentsnotedthattheirparticipationinthelMAp

allowed them to "gain greater cultural appreciation" and
"greater culfural sensitivity,, which
enabledthemsomewhatto"te-examine[their]ownvalues".
Atthesametime,theyindicatedthat
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the IMAPparticipation did not enable them

ûo

"acquire new skills for [their] work,,or..acquire

new ideas for problem-solving". However, they felt that their
participation enabled them only

somewhat t'o "develop new ways of thinking" and to "re-examine
[their] own work,,. These
responses show that participants acquired learning to a greater
extent in the cultural dimension
than in the professional and introspective.

Respondentsindicatedthattheyacquired whateverleaming theyhad,
toalargeextenton

theirownand from theirPartners, while toalesserexûentfrom
MIMand through membershipin
IMAN(Table2)' AsshowninTable3,participantsalsoindicatedthatwhaûeverlearningoccured
andthroughwhom,occuredlargelywhiletheywereinthecaribbean.

Theyfeltthatlearningtook

place somewhat "before deparfure" to the Caribbean
and less so "after return (úo Canada),,. Do
theseresults implythatcanadianparticpants of IMAPdidnotacquirelearning
until they werein
the caribbean? Tables

l

and,Zprovide some information for at least a partial
response to that

question' As indicated by eleven of the fifteen respondents
who had not been to the caribbean
through theIMAP, responses tothequestiomaireitems
areverysimilarbetween thetwo groups.

Nearly all of the respondents indicated that learning
occured for them in the cultural dimension

similarly

as

it did for those who had been to the ca¡ibbean.

weretherecertainactivitiesthatwere"necessaryforacquisitionof
degreewerethoseactivitiesapplicableinrhelMAPsituation?

leaming,,, and,towhat

IæmsinTable4andTable5contain

responsesrelatingtothesetwoquestions. Itwasindicatedthat"makinglearninganobjectiveof
the

IMA

Participation", and "having adequaúe preparation" were very necessary, so also
were
"partner support and cooperation", and "having
high personal expectations,,. ,,Setting personal
goals from the onset of .'.[the] IMAP participation"
was similarly necessary. All of those
"necessary"activitiesflable4)alsoappliedtovaryingdegreesinthelMApcasesituation.
Table
5contains responses with regard to how theseactivities
applied to the IMAprespondents, cases.
P

Many respondents felt that "having high personal expectations,,
applied to their own
IMAPsituation' However, whiletwelveoftherespondentsindicaædthatthatitemappliedmuch

TABLE 1: AREAS OF LEARNTNG ACeU¡StTtON
To what degree has your participation in lMAp enabled you to:

Retumed Solournere

Canadlan Non-soloumere

Much Somewñat Lltüe
o

Much Somewhat Lttile

Total

galn greater cultural appreclation

25/96.2

1/3.8

0t0

261]Lffi

'galn greater cultural senshlvlty
' acqulre neur skills for your work
" acql¡lre new ldeas for problem

11f73.3

23/y2

u8

0t0

25/\ffi

L1TT3.3

4116

13/52

8ß2

25/Lffi

8ß3.3

8ß33

8ß3.3

UILffi

0lo
u6.7

t0/q

LU44

4l16

?5ftffi

3nß

4n6.7

9t%

8t533

15/100

9r%

7t?Å

?5/ræ

u6.7

7t46.7

7lß.7

15/100

solvíng

o

develop neì¡/ ways of thlnklng
" re€xamine your orrrn work

TABLE

2:

3n0
3n0
5ß33

t0/6.7

15/100

u6.7

titu.7

15/100

u6.7
u6.7

15/100
15/100

MODES OF ACOUSITION oF LEARNING

To what degree did you acquire any learning:

Returned Soloumere

Much Somewhat

Canadian Non-Soloumers
Somewhat Ltttle

Lltile

' just on your ot rn

7n6.9

18169.2

o

t6t6L5

6r2i.t

1/3.8
4/15.4

?ßILffi
?ßILffi

5/19.2

L6/6L.5

5/19.2

261Lffi

from your partner

'from

MIM

3nn

7tß.7

5ß33

75/Læ

4nß.7
4nß.7

7146..7

4n6.7

15/rffi

3n0

8t533

15/100

TABLE

3: TIME (PERIOD) oF LEARNING ACQUISITION

How much of the learning did you acquíre:

Retumed Sofourners

Much
o

before departure
whlle abroad
o
after

5t19.2

o

TABLE

T9M.L
6r23.r

Somewhat Lttile
%
#l%
t7/65.4 4/15.4
6f23.t
1Í3.8
8Æ0.8 1

Canadlan Non-sofoumers
Total

Much

#l%

%

Somewtrat Lftile
%
# t%

26t7æ

Total

#l%

?ß/7æ

I

4: NECESSARY FAcToRs FoR AGQUISIT¡ON oF LEARNING

To what degree aro tho foltorlng necessary for acqulsltlon of leamlng:

Retumed Sofournerr
Much

'fg¡lng

leamlng an obfectlve

IMAP partlclpatlon
o
havlng adequate

of

preparatlon

o

#l%
t6/64

Somewhat Ltile
#l%
#l%

6tu

Canadlan Non-soloumen
Total

Much

#l%

#l%

3/t2

25træ

rcn1.4

the

LglTS.t

7t?ß.9

0/0

261[ffi

rw8.6

Lgl6yZ.

8/30.8

0t0

26tilffi

9/&.3

supÞorVcooperatlon

25M.2

v3.8

0t0

26/Tæ

tOnL4

tg/69.2

7n6.9

1/3.8

?ß/Lffi

11178.6

settlng personal goals from
orjtset of your panlclpatlon

o

partner

o

havlng hlgh personal
flons

expecta-

Somewhat Litile

#l%
#l%
UL4.3 AM3
3nL.4
0/0
5ß5.7 0/0
4128.6 0/0
ut43
ln.r

Totâl

#t%
L4l1æ

t4lhoo
L4t1æ
L4tLffi

M/1lffi

TABLE

5: APPLICABLE FAcroRs (tN tMAp cAsE) FoR AceutstloN oF LEARN¡N.

ln your IMAP experience, to what degree were the following
applicable:

Returned Soloumers

'maklng learnlng an oblectlve of
your I MAP partlclpatiori

Much

Somewhat

# l"ß

%

t7/65.4

6t?3.L

snÃ

o

havlng adequate preparation

o

78n2

settíng personal goals from the
outset of your partlclpation

r4156

o

partner supÞorVcooperation

o

20tæ

havlng hlgh personal expectations

3/12

lUß

taÆ

8ß2

Canadian Non-sofoumere

Lttile

Total

Much

3/tt5

26/7n

6/429

2t8

25/Tæ

7/50

3tL2

25ILæ

61429

u8
u4

25/LN

Ltn8.6

?strw

9/&3

Somewhat Lttfle

5ß5.7
3n1.4
5ß5.7
3n1.4
3nL.4

Total

%
#t%
3nL.4 r4Ãw
4128.6 74/tffi
3nL.4 t4/7æ
0lO
t4/tæ
21143 t4/tæ
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(of thetime) intheirowncasesasimilarnumber(twelve) indicated
thatitappliedonlysomewhat.
This responsepattern differs from thatobtained withrespect tothe "necessify"
foracquisition

of

learning of this same item (having high personal expectation) where
seven and eishteen.
respectively,fell intothetworesponsecategories:'somewhat' and'much' (table
1). Responses

also differed between "necessity for learning" (Table 4) and "applicability
in the IMAp
experience" (Table 5) for the item "setting personal goals from the
outset of your IMAp
participation"' At least th¡ee respondents indicated that the item applied
marginally (,.little,,) to
theIMAPcasewhereas,norespondentindicatedassuchforitsnecessityûoacquisitionof

leaming.

And,whileeightand eiehteenrespectivelyindicaædthattheitem wasnecessary..somewhat,,and
"much",eightandfourteenrespectively,s[atedthatitwasapplicabletothelMAp.
1

AsinTables

and 2, the similarities between the group which had already
been to the Caribbean and that which

had not yet been is very apparent.

Canadian partners of the IMAP indicated that they acquired
learning through their
participation in the IMAP; and that the acquisition occured
greatest in the cultural dimension.
Also, mostoftheidentifiedactivitiesconsiderednecessaryfortheacquisitionoflearningwerealso
applicable in the IMAP situation. Why then did these participants
acquire much learning in one

dimension (cultural) than in the others - professional and
introspective?. To what degree did
having apartnerenable them toacquirelearning (relatingtocultural,
professional, andintrospec-

tivedimensions)? Forthislearning,didparticipantspreparetoagreaterextentinsomeareasthan
in others? were there some constraints to the acquisition
of learning in some specific areas?

or

was learning available and accessible only in some (the
cultural dimension)? whereas the
response to the last question is slightly more complex
and

section of this report, some items shown in Tables

will

be addressed in the discussion

6,7, andg pertain to the partners, role,

preparati on for IMA p, and constraints to acq ui
siti on of r earnin g.

Nearlyall therespondentsindicatedthathavingapartnerenabledthemtoacquireleaming
in each of the dimensions' whether o¡ not the canadian
partner had or had not yet been to the

TABLE 6: AREAS OF PARTNERS SUPPoRT FoR LEARNING AGQUIS¡T¡oN
To what degree did having a partner enable you to:

Much
" ldentify clients' needs
o

lnterpret the envlronment (cul-

o

Total

4/15.4

0/0

2ß/7æ

13,ftt6.7

3ILT5

u6.7

?áltffi

u6.7

15/100

1ß.8

t3/92.9

w.1

0/0

14Ãæ

2n.7

0/0

?ß/tn

ru85.7

U1'43

o/0

I4ILffi

618.L

3ILLs

?Át1æ

L0n6.9

u15.4

ln.7

ßnn

5ß5.7

8t57.1

4m.8

8/615

w.L
\n.7

ß/100

6/42.9

rfß3

6/42.9

aM3

I4ILæ

3m

u6.7

15/100

8ß2

3ln

7n6.9

0/0

9/%

3112

u4

0t0

?5tlffi
26/rffi
25ftffi
zstrw

10ß85

?n.7

26ftoo

4m.8

7t53.8

u15.4

ßnffi

ß/50

raß.2

1/3.8

?Á/Lffi

tgl6g.z

7nß.9

u15.4

13ft00

26/Tffi

3r8.L
6tß.2

8/fl5

1/3.8

6t46.2

7

7n.7

ln.7

ß/Lffi

credlblfity
ßm.l
opportunhles
ßl5Z
'qulcken the process of under- UM
standlng the culture and soclety
o
be more adapttve by uslng ap- t4/53ß
propnate
and

lnformatlon
'readlly establlsh contacts

Much Somewhat Lttile

uu.6

" readily establlsh
" Hentify no,v

methodologlee
" readlly access

Ganadlan Non-soloumere

22JU.6

tural,organlzatlonal, technolorilcal.
economíc, politlcal, etc.)
" understand local customs, govern_ u/y23
ment policles, vested lntereõts and
relevant historlcal background
" ldentify.actual ar¡d potentlal prolect L7l6S.4
support
o
overcome barrlers
ßlfi

resources

Retumed Solournere
Somewhat Lltile

7

t4nú

TABLE

7:

AREAS OF PREPARATION FoR IMAP PARTICIPATION

To what extent did you prepare for lMAp by:

Much
'settlng

goals

Lttile

9M.6

3/71.5

9rx

?Á/|ffi
25tlffi

w.7

6t6.2

6/4.2

73/Læ

3/12

3r8.1

7t53.8

3r8.t

l3,trw

partner's

lg/692

7nß.9

1/3.8

2ßnæ

6/42.9

u143

6/42.9

r4t7æ

learnlng about your

partner's

l4/S?'.g

9rv.6

3nts

26IIû

4n8.6

5ß5.7

5ß5.7

74nffi

learnlng ab,out your

partner,s

l4/53.g

7r2ß.9

5/19.2

2ßtLW

3nr.4

4128.6

7t50

14/100

learnlng about your

culture
o

Somewh¡t

ßlsz

country
o

Canadlan Non-Sof oumera

M/53.g

'ffiilîfiÅË#1fl,,Ë?'i"Tectrve
o

Retumed Soloumera
Somewhat Llttte

or

TABLE

8:

FACTOR HINDERING LEAR*,*G AcoU¡s¡TIoN

To what degree d¡d the following hinder your learning:

Retumed Sofoumers

Much Somewhat

Ltilte

that learnlng lnterfered

0t0

0/0

26/Tffi

?ß/tæ

0t0

3nL.4

LLn8.6

14ltæ

'feellng that leamlng was not the

2n.7

v3.8

B/885

?ßftæ

w.t

w.t

w85.7

I4ILæ

4/75.4

8/30.8

L4t53.8

26t100

6/42.9

0/0
113.8

6n3.L

7n8

25/L00

3nL.4
3nL.4
4n8.6

3nt.4

U4

Lgrß.t
t7/æ

26/Iffi
?ß/tw

t4l7æ

15/57.7

4n8.6
a57.1

4128.6

7U42.3

u14s

4n8.6
8t57.r

14/tæ
I4ILæ
14/tffi

Ll4

erx

15tffi

25ILæ

4t28.6

u143

8/s7.t

I4ITffi

u8

13/52

r0/q

2J./1ffi

4t28.6

u14.3

8/57.L

I4ITû

u4

5n0

19n6

25/tffi

ut43

m.t

11Í78.6

14/100

" fe.eJlng

whh the goal of youî tMAp mlsston

goal of your tMAp furttclpatton
" focuslng malnly on contrlbr.rtlng
o
lack of adequate preparatlon
'not settlng goals
o
not. knowlng adequately your
partner's country
o
not. knowlng adequately your
partner's culture
o
not. kngwlng adequately your
partner's worklng eñvlronmónt
o

'

lack of partner's support and

cooperatlon
lack of personal expsctatlons

'lack oî

expectailons on

emdoye/s part
o
lack of oxp€ctatlons on MIM's
part
o
cultural banlers
ô

7t50

0/0

3/12

25/Læ

0/0

218i

uß

6146.2

u8.3

7/53.8

13/100

20t83.6

2/.ILffi

3nr.4

3r2r.4

as7.L

14/Tæ

U4

u8

22Jæ

25ITæ

w.L

4n8.6

9/&3

L4l7û

0t0

3/L25

2U875

UlLffi

0/0

0t0

L4nffi

14/Lffi
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caribbean, having a partner seemed important to the acquisition
of learning. As stated in the
introduction section of tis report, partnership is an essential component
of the IMAp. Having a
partnerthoughdoes notmandate,thoughitmayinduce,cooperationandsupportforthecanadian
partnertolearnasitdoesfortheCaribbeancounûerpart.
asthisresultshowsthenbecomesinteresting.

TheenablingroleoftheCaribbeanpartner

(Theresponsesmaybeindicativeofeitherorboth

of (1) the suitability of the partnership; and, (2) theability
of the Caribbeans to provide
reciprocal learning opportunities to their canadian partners).
only

a small number

of the

respondents from thepre-caribbean groupindicated thathavingapartnerenabled
them onlyto
some extent in each case to: identify actual and potential
project support; deal with barriers to

learning; identify new opportunities; be more adaptive by
using appropriate resources and
methodologi

es ;

and readi I y access i nformation.

In four of the twelve learning areas isolated, there were
at least one third or more of the
responses (nine or more) in the "somewhat" category.
Most respondents therefore appeared to
acknowledgethe importanceof theroleofthepartnerinacquiringlearning.
Thus, havingpartners
enabled canadians substantially to: identify needs
in the caribbean;interpret the environment -

cultural, organizational, technological, economic, political,
etc.;to understand local customs,
goverlmentpolicies, vesúedinûerestsandrelevanthisûorical
backgrounds;readilyshareinformation andknowledge;and, quickentheprocess of understanding
the caribbeancultureand society.

overcoming barriers;identifying new opportunities;being
more adaptive by using appropriate
resources and methodologies; and readily accessing
information are among those four areas

of

learning with ahigh numberof responses in the somewhatcategory.
Does thetypeof learning thatthecanadiansacquireddependonrespondent'

spreparation

for the IMAP? In what ways did participants prepare
for the IMAP in the first place and, how
doesthatpreparationrelaÛetothetypeoflearningtheyacquired?

AsshowninTableT,aboutfive

ofeverysix respondents (overeightypercent) in thegroupthathadbeenûothe
caribbeanprepared

fortheIMAPbycarryingoutall theidentifiedactivities.
Twelveresponded thattheyhadprepared
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somewhattoverylittleforIMAPby:settinggoals;makingleaminganobjectiveof theirIMAp
participation; learning about their partner's working environment; and, learning
about their
partner'

s

culture. A greaûer number of respondents, eighteen as opposed to fourteen
or smaller

fortheothers,preparedforlMAPbylearningabouttheirpartne/scountry.

Fromtheinformation

in this tableitappea¡s thatthelevel of preparation was similarforfourcaûegories
- setting goals,

making learning an IMAP objective, leaming about partnef

s

culture and of partner,

s

environ-

ment' I-eamingaboutpartner'scountryattractedthegreaûestnumberofparticipantsthananyof
the other activities.

Thesefindings reveal that
as part

1)

mostpeoplecaniedoutthefiveareas of activitiesidentified

of the IMAP preparation and 2) their partners enabled them to learn most
about the issues

which were identified in the questionnaire

as a¡eas of

leaming. Therefore, it is not surprising that

respondents felt that not many factors hindered their learning to any great
extent. Responses to
the fourteen categories of learning-constraints presented in Table
8 indicaûe that only ,.time

constraints" presented much of a hinderance for twenty of the twenty
five respondents. Also

"focussing mainly on contributing" was "somewhat" and "much"
of a constraint for twelve
respondents. Canadian participants did not lack personal expectations
and they also knew that

therewasno"lackofexpectation"ontheiremployers'partfortheirleamingthroughparticipation

intheIMAP' Aswell,theyalsodidnotfeelthatlearningwasahinderancetotheirexpectedrole
inIMAP' Thisisconfirmedbythefindingsthattwentysixandtwentythreerespondentsindicated
respectively,that"feelingthatlearninginterferedwiththegoalofthelMApmission,,,and..feeling
thatlearningwasnotthegoal oftheIMAPparticipation"posedverylittleornohinderancetotheir
learning' It should be noted, they also had their parftrers' support
and cooperation

by
theparticipants'responsethat"lackofpartner'ssupportandcooperation"hinderedtheirlearning
as indicaûed

to a very small degree. However, "somewhat" of a hinderance
to learning was the ..lack of

adequatepreparation"forelevenofthetwentysixrespondentswhowenttotheCaribbean.

Also

notknowingadequat'elytheirpartner's workenvironmentwas
ûoasignificantdegreeahinderance
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learning for a slight majorify (fifteen of the group of twenty five respondents).

With very few obstacles to learning, and their partners' cooperation and "enabling',
capabilities, there is no doubt that (as earlier shown in Table t) Canadian participants acquired

muchlearningthroughtheirIMAPpa¡ficipation. Inaddition,asTableSshows,"culturalbarriers',
as hinderances to learning were

felt to be only "somewhat" or "little". Also not knowing

adequately their partner's country and their partner's culture were only "somewhat" of
a
hinderance to nearly all but one of the respondents. The question at this stage then is:
did the

participantsapplythelearningtheyacquiredthroughtheirIMAPparriciparion? Iftheydidapply
such acquired learning; at what point in the process did they apply it; and how did they
apply it?

Were there constraints to the application in Canada, in their work places? Tables 9 12 contain
responses to items which address these questions at least partially.
Some types of learninghave been applied extensively

byamajorityand to someextent

byjustafewindividuals. Nearlytwothirdsoftherespondentsapplied"newwaysofthinking,,,
"greaÛercultural appreciation", and "greatercultural sensitivity to a large extent.
About one third
of therespondents ineachcaseindicatedthattheyapplied"newways

of thinking,'onlyúoasmall

extent;and applied cultural appreciation and sensitivity only somewhat. As shown
in Table 9,

"new ways of thinking" was applied extensively by ten of the twentysix respondents;
the
remainderapplied it"somwhat", "little". Onlyfive, respondents extensively applied
new skills

fortheirwork,

and seven in thecaseof new ideas

forproblem-solving

as

well

as

"re-examination

of their work". The majority applied these areas of learning "somewhat",
or ,.little,,. Thus,
applicationof learning was carriedoutmoreatthecultural dimension thanin
the professional and
introspective. Application also occured for those who had not yet been
úo the Caribbean.

Application of what was learned took place more "in personal life" and .,in
society
generally"than"attheprolessional level"and"attheinstitutional
andorganizational level,,.Table

l0showsthefindingsregardinghowandwherelearningwasapplied.Thisapplicationofacquired
leaming took place "in the Caribbean" and "following return to Canada"
and not much before

rABLE e: AREAS oF LEARNTNc;;;Lreo
To what degree have you applied the following since your lMAp participation:

Returned Sojoumere
Somewhat Lttfle
o

greater cultural appreclation
greater cultural senshlvity
o
new skllls for your work
o
new ldeas for problem solvlng
o

o
o
o

new ways of thlnklng

re€xamlnatlon of your nlues
re-examlnatlon of vour work

Canadlan Non-sofoumers
Somewñat Llttte

t8/69.2

8/30.8

0/0

6t42.9

w.r

T4/IN

1Í3.8

6/42.9

5/t9.2

6t8.L
ß/50

26/|ffi
26/|ffi

7/50

19lT3.7

rn.L

L4/100

8/30.8

26/rW

0/0

7t50
7/50

717Á.9

10138.5

9rv.6

26næ

10Æ8.5

ru6.2

5ßs.7

7tfi
9/&s

t4ftffi

0t0

41t5.4

ut43

4128.6

17t65.4

3ITLs

8157.1

618.r

2ß/Tæ
26/Læ

u143

5ß5.7

7t50

7n6.9

t4ltû
t4/L00
14/Lffi

TABLE 10: LEVELS OF AppLtCATtON OF LEARNTNG

of what you have learned, to what degree have you applied

it:

Retumed Solourneru
Ltttle

Canadlan Non-Sofoumeru
Somewhat Ltttle

Somewhat
o

ln personallife
'at a professlonal level
o
at an lnst./organ. level

17t65.4

6ræ.r

3trls

26/|ffi

9tv.6

3nr.4

10ß85

6/42.9

sß5.7

7n6.9

14/tæ

26/Tæ

r0/N

u14.3

5ßs.7

8ß2

7/50

7n8

2st7æ

t4ltæ

W.r

5ß5.7

8t57.t

14ftæ

TABLE 11: TIME (PER¡OD/PI.AGE) oF APPLIOATION oF LEARNING
Of what you have learned, to what degree did you apply it:
Retumed SoJourners
Much

#l%

o

before departlng from Canada

o

?n.7

ln the Caribbean

o

t3/52

followlno retum to

L8t69.2

Canadlan Non-sojoumere

Somewhat Lttile
%
#loÃ

Total

Much

%

#l%

9[y.6

26nffi

2t8

25/tæ

15t57.7

r0t40
5tr9.2

3tLr5

Somewhat Litile
%
#l%

Totel

00

TABLE 12: FACTORS HINDERING THE APPLICATION oF LEARNTNG
Of what you have learned, to what degree have the following prevented you
from applying:
Retumed Sofoumers

Canadian Non-Sofoumeru

Much Somewhat Uttte
'

'
o

lnappllcabllttyto Canada of what
was leamed
lnsufflclent personal tlme
lack of approprlate skllls

o

lnsufflclent personal lnterest
lnsufflclent personal resouross
' lnstltutlonal constralnts
o
work place constralnts
o

o

o

socletal constralntg

unacceptablllty

to Canada of

what was leamed
o
lack of opportunltles
o

abssnce of approprlate lnsthutlonalstructures
o
absencs of necessary organlza-

2n.7

Much Somewtrat

Lltile
5ß85

ß/100

lil\û

7nß.9

L7t65.4

26/tæ

3r8.r

5t19.2

8/30.8

3r8.r

3r8r

7t53.8

8/30.8

13t50
t7t65.4

26/Tffi

1/3.8

26træ

?n.7

3ltrs

Ln.7

3r?3.L

9t69.2

21tW.8

26ILæ

ln.7

ßILû

9t69.2

1/3.8

79rß.1
L6t6L5

ß/100

26t1c0

lIi.8

6/8.1
9lv.6

3r8.1

0t0

4/30.8

9t69.2

ßltæ

?n.7

urs.4

ljlrw

14153.8

4tr0.8

0/0

618.r

nn6.9

4m.8
3rn.L

7t53.8

10/385

?ß/tm
?óILffi
261tffi

6t46.2

ln.7

3TB.L

1ß.8

9/69.2

73lLt.5

731Iffi
1J/Tffi

nJ84.6

?ßITæ

0t0

5141.7

7ts83

127æ

6/23.L

15t57.7

26/IN

3la.L

4lt6

5ß8.5

17tß

5/38.5

13/ræ

?l,ILæ

w.7

6t6.2

6t6.2

131':ffi

6124

t7tß

25nffi

rn.7

5ß8.s

7t53.8

13/100

5ß85
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departing from canada (see Table

1

I ). These results

show that if canadian participants have not

hadthe oppornrnity tovisittheirpartners in the Caribbean, acquisitionandapplicationof
learning

will notbemaximized.
Very few respondents indicaûed that some facúors prevented them
from applying their
acquired learning. Table 12 shows that for five individuals the "lack
of opportunities,, was a
significant factor; similarly, five responded in this manner for "insufficient
personal time,,, and
fourfor"absenceofappropriaæinstifutional strucfures";twofor"worþlaceconstraints,,andfour
for"absenceofnecessaryorganzationalstructures".

felt that factors such

as

"inapplicability

ûo

FromthefindingsinTable12,respondents

canada of what was learned,,, ,,lack of appropriaúe

skills", "insufficientpersonal inûerest" and "resources", and "institutional
constraints,, prevented
them from applying what they learned "somewhat" or

a

"little". With respect to pre-Caribbean

group, six of thirteen respondents indicaûed "institutional
constraints" prevented the application

ofleaming' Eightfrom this groupindicatedasimilareffectfor"inapplicabilitytoCanadaof

what

was Iearned", six for "insufficient personal time", and seven
for "workplace constraints,,.

Given thatmostof theleamingacquiredappears to have occured
while participantwere
abroad (Table 3), the nature of the acquired learning,
its applicability, and constraints to its

applicationmaybedifficulttoascertainfromthepre-Ca¡ibbeangroup.

Therefore,theirresponses

to the application question have to be taken with
some reservation. The statement on reservation

may also hold for most of the other responses from that group.

Application of what is learned might involve sharing experiences
of the IMAp with
colleagues and others. The canadian partners of the
IMAP might also want to continue their

relationships with former participants or establish new partnerships.
A formal forum for the
canadian partners (IMAPAssociates) does not exist in
canada as it does in the caribbean. so

respondents'viewsweresoughtwithrespecttothe"formationofacanadianlMApnetwork,,for
the associates' Table 13 contains the responses to
this issue which reveal that a large majority

respondentsindicatedthattheformation of acanadianIMAPnetworkwouldbequiteuseful

of

for:

TABLE 13: AREA OF USEFULNESS FoR CANADIAN IMAN
To what degree would the formation of a Ganadian IMAP network
be usefulfor the following:

Returned Sofourners

Much

# l"Á

'preparlng no¡r lMAp partlcpants Z1Jæ.g
'dlscusslng leamlng acqulred t6l6ts
o
asslstlng lndlvlduals to lmple- t6l6I.s
leamlng acqulred rhroûsh
ÍtejË

odlscu.sslng further
role

Somewhat Lttile
%
#t%

41L5.4
8Æ0.8
7126.9

of tg/69.2
ose.eklng ways to
contlnue Zlt8/
relatlonshlps

8/30.8
3ltz

oasslstlng ln selectlng

8/30.8

Canadlan partners ln lMAp

partners

wlth Carlbbean

par-

tSlS7.T

V3S

Canadlan Non-sofoumerr
Total

Much

4ß33
u16.7
3f2s

0t0
1/83
U83

9ns

3t25
uL6.t

0/0
l/83

8m.7

UI8.2

W.t

8/6.7
en5

3lrt5

261lffi
?ßILffi
26nffi

0/0

26/Læ

9n5

U4

251Ûffi

3tr1,s

?ßILffi

?n.7

Somewhat Lltile

Total

%

8/6f..7

L?Jtffi

r?tilffi

t2ltffi
r?ttw
r2lrffi
1U100
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(1) seeking ways to continue relationships with Caribbean partners; (2) preparing
new IMAp
participants; and, (3) dicussing further the role of Canadian partners in the

IMAp. Except in one

case, sixteen or more respondents in each case felt that it would be useful
for all the identified

activities includingdiscussinglearningacquired,andassistingindividuals

üoimplementlearning

acquired through IMAP. Assisting in selecting participants was the only activity
that less than
sixteen (fifteen in this case) felt

a

network is useful.

These responses indicaûe the importance of the IMAP network in Canada.
Whether the
need exists and how the network could be formed are issues that require
further investigation.

Suffice it

Ûo

state that the fact that most respondents felt a network would be useful
should at the

very least warrant some consideration. Some ways of bringing that about
would involve: seeking
ways forpastIMAPparticipants tomaintain theirrelationshipsandestablished
linkages

withthe

Caribbeans. Although such anetworkmaynotbeoftremendous importanceforprogrammingin
Canada, it is conceivable that international linkages would be
facilitaæd and improved by the
exisÛence

in Canada of a network that brings past IMAP participants together to
share and to

exchange.

8.2 summary, Discussion, and suggestion/Recommendations

So what do the findings in this case study really mean? For
example, it is found that

leaming occurred generally for the participants but that the cultural
aspect of leaming occured
more than the professional and the introspective (Table

1,

categories

1, 2 and 7 ûo some

extent).

It was also found that, in fact, it was the cultural learning that
respondents applied extensively
(fable9,caÛegories 1,2and6)ratherthantheprofessionalwhichwasappliedsomewhator(Iable
9 categories

3,4and7). Does it mean then that there

is a relationship betrveen the type and level

ofacquisitionof learninganditsapplication? If so,whatisthetypeof
relationship: positiveor
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negative, strong or weak, significant or insignificant? It was also found that, at the
stage of
preparation for IMAP, ffable7),"learning about your partne/

s

working environment', was one

of the activities which many respondents carried out somewhat or little, as opposed
..learning
to

about the partner's country" generally. L-ack of adequate knowledge of the partner,
s work
environment was later identified with inadequate preparation

as

hinderances to learning. Might

there, in this situation, be a relationship between preparation and acquisition
of learning?

May

there be some relationships between all three factors: preparation for, acquisition,
and application

oflearning?
Table

1

these group of

and figure

7

.Zcnntaininformation on the verification of the relationships between

activities. It is found,

as shown in figure 7 .1, that( 1)

cultural preparation has

generallyaweakpositive relationship with theactivities attheacquisition stage;(2)
professional
preparationhas anegativeandweakrelationshipwiththecultural

attheacquisitionstage,andvery

weak but positive one with professional and introspective dimensions; (3)
the introspective
dimension has a weak positive relationship with the cultural, and weak butpositive
relationship

with the professional and the introspective.
Therelationshipsbenveenactivitiesattheacquisitionandtheapplicationphasesarefairly
strong and positive generally but more so for the professional and the
introspective. Between the
twophases, the (Pearson's) coefficientof relationships obtained forthe
th¡eelearningcaûegories
range from a medium value of 0.591 for cultural/cultural, to a high
of 0.943 for professional/

prfessional;0.662 was obtained for introspective/introspective.
Between preparation and
application, there is generally low and positive relationships among
the activities. Except for the
cultural dimensionatpreparationandthethreeareasatapplication,
theothertwo,professionaland
introspective, have low relationships
See figure 7.2

If

as

shown by the value of the Pearson' s coefficient obtained.

(a- c).

that apparent relationship exists between the acquisition
and application of learning

(Figure 7 '2), and respondents had indicated inadequate
preparation to be a hinderance to the
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acquisition of learning in the professional areas (fable 1) especially with respect
to their
knowledgeofthepartners' workenvironment(Iableg), then, thereis needúoimproveacquisition.

This can be done by improving prepaftÌtion generally and more so in the professional
and
introspecti ve dimensions.

When Canadian participants prepare more adequately they will likely be more
able to
know whathndsof information tosearchforandtoacquireandapply. Theywill
beablethento
"readily access information", "identifyneeds inthe Caribbean", and"bemoreadaptivebyusing
appropriate resources and methodologies".

All

three items received fairly low ratings as many

(about one half) of the respondents indicated that having a partner
enabled them only to some

extenttocarry outthese activities (Table6, items 7,9, and 10). ByCanadians having
improved
capabilities tosea¡chfor,acquireandapplyuseful andnecessaryinformationreadilyandsuitably,

opportunitiesfortheestablishmentoflongûermandmutuallyenriching

linkagesandprofessional

relationships are also enhanced.

Improving information acquisition and application capabilities are most
important
because of the short time (one week) the Canadians have to spend
in the Caribbean. .,Time

constraints" were, in fact, identified bynearlyfiveof every six respondents

or"much"of ahinderancetolearning (fableS,cate gory

12).

as

being,.somewhat,,

Therelationshiptoacquisitionand

application of professional and work related learning in this study
has already been established.
When there are time constraints, it appears very important to sharpen
Canadian participants,
capabilities forinformationsearching,acquisition,andapplicationbasedon

adaptedmethodolo-

gies in order to maximize the potential exchange possibilities
and opportunities. Improved
preparation for the Canadians and exchange of quality work
related and professional information
between the partners are among the useful ways to maximize
the benefits of the partnerships
between the Caribbeans and the Canadians.

In fact, one of the respondents has commenæd that:
More could be done to .sructuret'our Caribbean partners to teach
us about
themselves. The moder used [in.rMApJ is key"áìo u, ..airlã*inã;lu,
knowledge based on our canadiàn institutions aná values. More
äoulJË ¿òn"

do an environmental scanof whatourpartners
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reallyleedand could [readily]
realy use.
are
too
task
oriented
toò
aftuned
ûo Éiling an¿ lessãttun"¿ to
_We
lisæning(029.
Ûo

A

s

another respondent

al so

suggesûed (unedited)

:

I believe more emphasis should be given to preparing Canadian Parfirers for their
Caribbean exchanges. For examplè, ty-unilng in org-anizational diagnosis, iheir

role in managing change, working with diüerse cónsultees, and iñstruciiónat
designshoul$be_gmphasized. TheÕanadianpartnershouldalsoU"t"l¿ tftáiftuu"
two roles. The first is that o{ Expe{ Consultant. As expert consultants these
advisors are s_pecia,lists intheirown fields, using technicut
ã*p"riencetoidentifyproblems anddevelopsolutions.-Astrainingconsultane,
"*p"rtrà*¿advisors
areessentially training counterpartsin an effortûotransferîkills and knôwledge.
practice, these roles are combined as advisor that assist CaribUean
.In
fartn"r to
diagnose-issues, problem-solve, apply technical experrise op"*tiónålt"ã*redge, and learn new process, and mêttio¿s.

It is necessary also for the Canadian participant to learn the skills of assisting the
Caribbeans to
solve problems with adapted methodologies, and the skills of learning from
the process of
collaborati ve problem-solving.

